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Abstract

Mlabri and Mon-Khmer. Tracing the History of a Hunter-Gatherer Language.

This monograph deals with a Southeast Asian language, Mlabri, which is 
spoken by hunter-gatherers. I have earlier pointed out that there is an old lin
guistic bond between them and a mountain villager population called the Tin. 
Both Mlabri and Tin are classified as belonging to the large Mon-Khmer lan
guage family. Quite recently, a team of biologists have argued that the speakers 
of Mlabri are of villager origin and have undergone cultural reversion to foura- 
ging less than a thousand years ago. That puts the relationship between the 
Mlabri and Tin languages into focus since the biologists have referred to my lin
guistic data and pointed to the Tin villager population as a possible source of 
origin of the hunter-gatherers.

Scrutinizing the lexical evidence for a Mlabri-Tin connection, I claim that it 
goes back to language stage I call Proto-Tinic, and I attempt to set up sound
laws accounting for the modern reflexes of the old shared vocabulary in Mlabri 
and Tin. It is pointed out, however, that it is only a minor part of the total 
lexicon of Mlabri that can be taken care of by the Tinic hypothesis. Another part 
reveals contacts with other languages in the northern mainland of Southeast 
Asia, contacts which in part antedate the Tinic connection, but there remains a 
large lexical residue of so far unknown provenance.

The grammatical structure of Mlabri is presented in a comparative format. It 
is shown that Mlabri grammar has no particular resemblance to Tin grammar. 
On the contrary, it exhibits a number of phenomena which are alien to the lan
guage branch, Khmuic, to which Tin belongs. Again, the evidence is suggestive 
of very early contacts with other languages (especially of the Palaungic 
branch), outside the area in which the hunter-gatherer group has been living for 
probably many centuries. It is possible that the Mlabri language is a remnant of 
a separate branch of Northern Mon-Khmer. There are also a few features that 
are strongly suggestive of influence from Sino-Tibetan languages, whereas the 
alternative assumption: that Early Mlabri did not belong to the Mon-Khmer 
family at all. lacks support.
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Preface

This monograph is about a Southeast Asian language, Mlabri, spoken 
by hunter-gatherers. Its speakers, the Mia Bri, live in the vicinity of 
mountain villagers speaking languages that are jointly referred to as Tin 
(Lua’). It is well-known from other parts of the World that hunter
gatherer groups tend to live in a kind of remote symbiosis with seden
tary, food-producing groups and may even at some point in their history 
replace their own original language with the language of a neighbouring 
group of higher status. Linguistic evidence suggests that there was 
some kind of symbiosis between the Mia Bri and the Tin many cen
turies ago, but one can glimpse a language: “Early Mlabri’’ behind that 
connection. The presence of the Mia Bri as a hunter-gatherer group is in 
itself enigmatic, and for researchers they occupy a special status among 
hunter-gatherer groups world-wide because of intriguing biological evi
dence, so their linguistic prehistory is of interest far beyond the mere 
classification of the language.

The Mia Bri of our time number less than 400 individuals in total, 
most in Thailand and a few in Laos. Those living in Thailand are now 
being assimilated to modern society. Their language obviously belongs 
to the endangered languages of the World.

Some years ago I started a project aiming specifically at clarifying 
the relationship between the Mia Bri and the Tin from a linguistic and a 
general cultural perspective. It was supposed to run for another couple 
of years, and it would be premature to draw definite conclusions about 
culture this soon. My health is, however, declining rapidly, so I had to 
discontinue my fieldwork and publish my documentation of the lin
guistic connection with Tin in the form it has now. I include some very 
provisional observations on the affinities between Mlabri and more dis
tant languages of the Mon-Khmer family and beyond that family, as a 
further background for my tentative conclusions about Early Mlabri.

Unfortunately, I have had limited access to recent literature on Mon
Khmer during the period of chronical illness in which this monograph 
was being written. Without doubt, better possibilities of exchanging 
data with colleagues and visiting libraries, such as the renowned David 
Thomas Library in Bangkok, would have improved the quality of my 
excursions outside the few languages on which I have concentrated in 
my own work: Mlabri, Tin and Khmu. While acknowledging the short
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comings of this monograph I hope that my completion of it will never
theless be considered worth while.

I wish to express my gratitude to colleagues and friends working on 
one or another language of the Mia Bri area, or on comparative Mon
Khmer, all of whom have been helpful to me in a variety of ways: 
Gérard Diffloth, Michel Ferlus, Damrong Tayanin, David Filbeck, 
Arthur Holmer, David Jordan, Thongpeth Kingsada, Kristina Lindell, 
Allen Long, Eugene and Mary Long, Håkan Lundström, Ilya Peiros, 
Suwilai Premsrirat, Frank Proschan, Jan-Olof Svantesson, and Thera- 
phan Luang Thongkum. I owe much to my late colleague Søren Egerod, 
with whom Dr. Theraphan and I collaborated on Mlabri in the 1980es. 
While acknowledging all their help and generosity I must emphasize, 
however, that my comparative-historical work on Mlabri and Tin is my 
own responsibility.

Søren Egerod belonged to a remarkable generation of now deceased 
scholars, who took over from Henri Maspéro and Kurt Wulff and cre
ated the foundation for present-day work in Southeast Asian linguistics. 
They included, among others, Paul Benedict, William Gedney, André 
G. Haudricourt, Mary W. Haas, Eugénie R. Henderson, R. B. Jones, 
Fang-Kuei Li, Stan Starosta, and David Thomas, all of whom I have had 
the privilege to meet in person decades ago, or more recently. It was a 
stimulus for me to talk to and listen to each of them.

Over many years I received research permissions from the National 
Research Council of Thailand. More recently, I was a visiting scholar at 
two universities in Thailand: Naresuan and Mahidol, and that affiliation 
granted me permission to continue my fieldwork. The Institute for 
Research on Culture of the Lao PDR was instrumental in helping me to 
do fieldwork in Laos in 1999-2001.

My Southeast Asian studies over many years would have been im
possible without travel grants from the Carlsberg Foundation. I greatly 
appreciate the patience with which the Foundation has continued to 
support me up to this date. I also gratefully acknowledge the support I 
received several years ago from the Danish national institution Rådet 
for Ulandsforskning, and from the Swedish-Danish Einar Hansens 
Fond.

This monograph is dedicated to my wife, Anna-Grethe, without 
whose help the project would never have been completed.

Birkerød, 7 May 2007 Jørgen Rischel
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PART 1:

THE MLABRI ISSUE





Preamble

The origin of the tiny hunter-gatherer group Mia Bri in Southeast Asia is 
enigmatic. They live in an environment which is otherwise occupied by 
villagers (in the mountains and in the lowlands). The origin of their lan
guage, Mlabri, is no less enigmatic. In various papers over the years I have 
pointed out that a certain part of its old vocabulary is shared with a neigh
bouring cluster of languages, Tin Mai and Tin Prai, whereas the majority 
of the vocabulary has a different and mostly still unknown origin. Several 
features of Mlabri grammar, however, look more like relics of a language 
from a different branch of the Mon-Khmer language family than the 
Khmuic branch to which Tin indisputably belongs. A few grammatical 
phenomena in Mlabri even point to ties outside Mon-Khmer.

In a recent study published in Public Library of Science, Biology 
2005 a team of biologists have suggested, on the basis of mitochondrial 
and other genetic evidence, that the Mia Bri have a villager origin. 
Looking for possible ancestors they quote my published linguistic work 
as well as various pieces of personal communication as support for an 
old connection to the ethnic group known as Tin, mountain peasants 
settled in largely the same geographical area as the Mia Bri.

The paper by the biologists attracted considerable attention because 
it seems to be the first case in which a “cultural reversion” from a food
producing to a food-collecting lifestyle is attested by hard evidence. My 
linguistic research is not in conflict with that assumption but suggests 
that the existence of the Mia Bri may not have commenced with the 
founder event, which is supposed to be less than a thousand years old.

The Mlabri language is well-known by the linguistic community 
(though perhaps better under the name Phi Tong Luang) because of its 
strange status as the language of out-of-context hunter-gatherers. Over 
the last three or four decades virtually all linguists concerned with the 
old languages of Mainland Southeast Asia have taken for granted that 
Mlabri is a Khmuic language, because (i) it is spoken in a Khmuic envi
ronment and (ii) there are obvious lexical affinities to Khmuic. It has 
been my conviction for many years that the main reason for this classi
fication as Khmuic is that Mlabri has a significant layer of words from 
an old stage of Tin, which I call “Tinic”. Thus, one can only approach 
the genetic placement of the language if one has first “peeled off’ this 
Tinic layer.
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In this monograph, Part 1 presents the general setting in which the 
Mlabri language is spoken. It also presents some methodological con
siderations that are relevant to language comparison and to the Mlabri 
case in particular. Part 2 presents salient features of Mlabri phonology, 
morphology and syntax and considers to what extent the various struc
tural properties of the language are compatible with the reconstruction 
of a common ancestor of Tin and Mlabri: Proto-Tinic. This part also 
presents an abstract repertory of vowels and consonants to be used in 
lexical Mlabri-Tin comparisons. Part 3 lists the interesting lexical cog
nates between Mlabri and Tin and considers in much detail whether it is 
possible to posit regular phonological correspondence rules between 
the two languages. Part 4, finally, looks at the history of the Mlabri lan
guage and its lexicon from a broader perspective. At the end it sketches 
a possible scenario for the early history of the Mia Bri people and its 
language.

The historical scenario

Way back in time, Mainland Southeast Asia was inhabited by a great 
variety of ethnic groups practising agriculture and - for the most part - 
speaking Austroasiatic languages. Almost a thousand years ago there 
was a massive migration of lowlanders from South China speaking Tai 
languages and practising wet-rice cultivation. In the northern lowlands 
the Austroasiatic-speaking groups were widely replaced by these Tai
speaking groups, either so that the former inhabitants were assimilated 
to the newcomers or so that they withdrew into mountaneous regions.

Among the Tai-speaking peoples, the Tai Yai (= Shan) and the Lue 
(Lii) stayed for the most part north of the Mekong river, whereas the 
Thais entered the lowlands to the east and south, spreading over what is 
now Laos and Thailand. Their language, “Ancient Thai”, split into 
dialects such as Lao, Kammueang (= Northern Thai) and Siamese 
(= Central Thai), which acquired the status of separate languages by 
developing separate scripts.

Two of the Austroasiatic-speaking peoples were influential both cul
turally and politically: the Mons and the Khmers. The culture of the Tai
speaking newcomers was massively influenced by Mon and Khmer cul
ture, this influence mediating the spread of Buddhism and of literacy 
among the Tai peoples. Especially in Thai proper (Siamese), there are 
numerous loanwords of Khmer origin. A third Austroasiatic group, the 
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Vietnamese, came to dominate the eastern side of Mainland Southeast 
Asia all the way from north to south; their language was strongly influ
enced by Tai and by Chinese so that Vietnamese now bears little resem
blance to Austroasiatic languages in its phonological and grammatical 
characteristics.

The Austroasiatic languages spoken in Mainland Southeast Asia are 
generally referred to collectively as Mon-Khmer languages because of 
the two culturally dominant languages Mon and Khmer (the only ones 
of which there are old, written records). There are in total three main 
branches of Austroasiatic: (I) Mon-Khmer, (II) Nicobarese, spoken on 
the Nicobar Islands, and (III) the Munda languages spoken on the 
Indian subcontinent.

Mon-Khmer proper is a very large language family, which split into 
separate branches long ago. Most of the numerous Mon-Khmer lan
guages are now spoken by fairly small populations in mountanous parts 
of Southeast Asia, and several of these “small languages”, e.g. in 
northern Laos, are still known only from short word lists.

There are two autochthonous languages or language groups of South
east Asia whose linguistic affiliation is unclarified. One is Andamanese, 
spoken by small groups that used to practise or still practise a hunter
gatherer lifestyle on the Andaman Islands north of the Nicobar Islands. 
They have probably been inhabiting those islands for tens of thousands 
of years, being a relic of an early immigration of modern humans to 
Southeast Asia.

The other group is the Mia Bri or Mlabri (in this monograph I render 
the ethnonym as Mia Bri, and their language as Mlabri, so that it is easy 
to distinguish between ethnic group and language). For centuries they 
have been living as hunter-gatherers in extensive mountain forests on 
both sides of the northernmost border between Thailand and Laos. In the 
1980es the deforestation on the Thailand side had proceeded so much 
that the Mia Bri there, who number less than 400 people, had to gradu
ally give up their former food-gathering lifestyle and switch to a seden
tary life. In Laos there is still a group of slightly above twenty individ
uals who live in the forest and migrate withing a certain area there.

The origin of the Mia Bri has for several decades been an issue both 
archeologically, ethnographically and linguistically. It was speculated 
in the 1980es that they might be descendants of hunter-gatherers of the 
so-called Hoabinh culture predating agriculture. Another former sug
gestion was that they are descendants of prisoners who were released in 
the forest centuries ago and thus adopted a survival culture. As men- 
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tioned already in the Preamble above, a recent biological study of a Mia 
Bri group (which will be referred to further below) has shown that they 
have DNA-sequences in common with surrounding groups practising 
agriculture, to such an extent that it suggests a similar origin.

As to present or former hunter-gatherers, there are no other such 
groups close to the Mia Bri. The closest are the Rue in the northwestern 
corner of Vietnam; they speak a language belonging to the same branch 
of Mon-Khmer as Vietnamese. Otherwise, there are such groups on the 
Malayan Peninsula; some of those speak Mon-Khmer languages of the 
so-called Aslian branch, others speak Austronesian (languages related 
to Malay).

I have not found it possible to characterize the Mia Bri as being 
unique in terms of their material culture. On the contrary, there are fea
tures of similarity in material culture among the various hunter-gatherer 
groups, such as the so-called wind-screen or lean-to or canopy, which 
many people associated with the Mia Bri. It is a shelter consisting of an 
oblique bamboo frame covered with leaves (not really a shelter against 
the wind but rather against rain and against the dew that collects in the 
cool nights high up in the mountains). A similar shelter is used in the 
forests on the Malayan Peninsula. Another tool that seems to be wide
spread is a small, round landing net for catching fish. I obtained a spec
imen from a Mia Bri in Laos; it looks just like a similar tool used by a 
distant ethnic group down south.

The use of primitive tools made out of bamboo and other plant mate
rial, such as a forge with air supply from bamboo tubes with pistons, 
which the Mia Bri use out in the forest, is not even unique to hunter
gatherers. Most are areally widespread tools shared by sedentary groups 
that practise agriculture but supplement their supply of food by also 
fouraging in the forest. If there is anything unique about the material 
culture of the Mia Bri in comparison with other ethnic groups of the 
area, it is rather the scarcity of tools and techniques, even when it comes 
to the most basic ones. The Mia Bri do, for example, not make pottery, 
and their main specialty is a highly developed skill in weaving tools out 
of split bamboo, rattan and various plant fibres.

The question, then, is: what about the affiliations of the Mlabri lan
guage? For probably thousands of years the area in which the Mia Bri 
live has been inhabited by sedentary groups speaking languages of the 
so-called Khmuic branch of (Northern) Mon-Khmer. The western part 
of the area that is traditionally Khmuic is found in Map 1. By far the 
largest group is Khmu or Kammu, who number around half a million 
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people living for the most part i northern Laos but also in adjacent 
regions of Thailand, China and Vietnam (other renderings of their eth
nonym are Khmu’ and Kmhmu).

Another fairly large group, called Tin or Lua’, live in mountaneous 
regions of Nan Province on the Thai side of the Thailand-Laos border 
and in Sayaburi (Sainyabuli, Xaignabouri) Province on the Laos side, 
an area that overlaps with the area in which the Mia Bri groups live. The 
Tin area is situated in the lower central part of Map 1 and shown in 
more detail in Map 2.

Linguistically the Tin branch into Mai (in Thailand) and Prai (both in 
Thailand and Laos).

Yet another Khmuic language, Phong, is spoken in Phongsali 
(Phongxaly) Province in northernmost Laos (see Map 1, top). Further 
languages of the Khmuic branch include Theen and Khabit (perhaps 
more properly Bit, “Kha” being a pejorative Lao term for tribe or slave) 
in Laos, Ksingmul, spoken in rather different varieties in Laos and 
Vietnam, and Iduh (Tayhat) spoken by a tiny population in Vietnam.

Proschan 1996, who has worked on a linguistic survey of the area, 
gives useful information on these groups; his account differs from the 
above by classifying Khabit/Bit as Palaungic rather than Khmuic. 
Palaungic is another large branch of Northern Mon-Khmer; there are 
lexical affinities between the two branches, e.g. between the Palaungic 
language Rmeet (Lamet) and Khmu. For comparative work on Khmuic 
languages, Palaungic is useful particularly because Diffloth (1980) has 
made a reconstruction of the proto-language of one of its sub-branches, 
Waic, and furnished his presentation with a Proto-Waic Etymological 
Lexicon. Some Palaungic languages are spoken fairly closely to the 
Mlabri area, others further off to the northwest. Another large branch of 
Northern Mon-Khmer is Katuic, spoken to the southeast of the Mlabri 
area.

Because of the geographical proximity of the Mia Bri to Khmuic- 
speaking peoples the expectation would be that they speak a Khmuic 
language, and the general consensus has been that this is borne out: sev
eral words in Mlabri have close cognates in Khmuic languages, or they 
even occur in a specifically Khmuic form. One phonological feature 
that defines Khmuic (Gérard Diffloth, personal communication) is the 
loss of medial */?  before a full vowel, i.e. in words such as Mon-Khmer 
*( )mha:m ‘blood’ (a form *maham  is reconstructed, for example, for 
Proto-North-Bahnaric, Smith 1972); Mlabri has me:m and thus qualifies 
as Khmuic in this sense.
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If the loss of medial *h  never occurred outside Khmuic it is of course 
irrefutable that there is a Khmuic component in Mlabri lexicon, but I 
have repeatedly (e.g. Rischel 1995: 46) aired the opinion that the 
genetic placement of Mlabri is an unsettled issue. Its early classification 
as Khmuic was too hasty and based on too little evidence, mostly in the 
form of lexical “look-alikes” (words in two or more languages that look 
sufficiently alike to be suggestive of etymological cognacy).

I am not the only one or the first one to suggest that the genetic affil
iations of Mlabri are not as simple as suggested by the current classifi
cation as Khmuic. In the Salzner Language Atlas (Sprachenatlas des 
Indopazifischen Raumes, Wiesbaden I960) “Yumbri”, i.e. C-Mlabri, 
was set up as an Austroasiatic group of its own; Pinnow (1963: 152) 
speculated that it might belong to the Palaung-Wa languages, i.e. what 
is now called Palaungic (in Part 4 I shall look at evidence for such a 
connection). To be true, the only source for knowledge about Mlabri 
until Kraisri Nimmanhaeminda’s A-Mlabri word list of 1963 was 
Bernatzik’s word list of “Yumbri”, but in spite of its notational inade
quacies that list is with few exceptions a lexically adequate specimen of 
Mlabri, as I have recently demonstrated (Rischel 2005, Appendix).

Quite early in my work on Mlabri I formed the opinion that this lan
guage has a complex and controversial relationship to its closest neigh
bours (a rather detailed survey of the most salient factors was given in 
Rischel 1995, Chapter 2). The Khmuic words in Mlabri fall into groups 
of words that are so different in their resemblance to Khmu or to Tin 
that it does not take much comparative research to see that some are 
recent loanwords from one of these languages whereas others have a 
deeper etymological history. Moreover, an astonishingly large propor
tion of the Mlabri vocabulary has not (yet) been identifiable as Khmuic 
at all.

Even more striking to me, after working for years on the language, 
was the gradual revelation that Mlabri syntax does not look Khmuic. In 
comparative work on Mon-Khmer almost all emphasis is on phonology 
and word-formation, which is understandable since many of the lan
guages are known only from short word lists. When it comes to lan
guages of controversial affiliation, that limitation of scope is detri
mental to the proper appraisal of genetic or other ties among neigh
bouring languages. I shall return to Mlabri syntax in Part 4 and just 
mention that this language uses relational particles (“function words”, 
“grammatical words”) in ways which I do not recognize in Khmu and 
Tin.
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Already twenty years ago (see Rischel 1989b) I realized that a signif
icant part of the Khmuic words in Mlabri are shared with Tin in a form 
that resembles “Pre-Tin” as reconstructed by Filbeck (1978). Filbeck 
reconstructed Proto-Tin by careful comparison of the extant Tin lan
guages and dialects and then tentatively posited Pre-Tin by internal 
reconstruction backwards from Proto-Tin. An increasing number of 
words shared by Mlabri and Tin in this sense have been identified over 
the years along with my work on Tin as well. The numerical size of this 
particular set of words is almost an order of magnitude larger than the 
words I have identified as recent loanwords from Khmu or from Tin. 
Part 2 and Part 3 of the present monograph are mainly concerned with 
the reconstruction of a “Tinic” (Proto-Tinic) level, which must date 
back several centuries and probably close to a millennium, as the level 
at which Mlabri and Tin share the many words in question.

The main problem with the reconstruction of Proto-Tinic is that the 
vowel correspondences in Mlabri and Tin cognates are intriguingly 
irregular, suggesting that either Mlabri or Tin was not traded down 
smoothly from a Tinic ancestral language, e.g. because of interference 
from non-Tinic. This monograph tries to present the evidence as fully as 
possible without being able to cope fully with the Tinic paradox.

If one strips the Mlabri lexicon of loanwords and Tinic words, the 
residue, which is very considerable, shows both Khmuic and non- 
Khmuic affiliations. Thus a further reason for pursuing the Tinic con
nection is to arrive at a hopefully clearer picture of the non-Tinic fea
tures of Mlabri lexicon and grammar.

Returning to the Tinic issue, it may seem immediately surprising that 
a hunter-gatherer language would share a fairly old layer of words and 
also much more recent loanwords with the languages of sedentary food
producers in the region where they live. One expects them to live in iso
lation over centuries, and indeed, the stereotype about the Mia Bri is a 
legendary seclusiveness. Across the world, however, it is anything but 
unusual to encounter hunter-gatherer languages which have some kind 
of relationship with languages spoken sedentary, food-producing groups 
in the geographical vicinity of the hunter-gatherers. A trivial result is 
the occurrence of loanwords in the hunter-gatherer language as a result 
of barter trade and other contact; we observe that also in the Mlabri 
case. A more dramatic result is partial or complete language loss: sub
stitution of a more prestigious language for the original language of the 
hunter-gatherers (a well-known example is the Pygmys in Africa, who 
now speak Bantu; their original language can no longer be retrieved).
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In Asia, however, there are several instances of what seems to be 
“cultural reversion’’ to a lower technological level, not linguistic adap
tation to a peer group on a higher technological level. Although it is cus
tomary to expect a unidirectional progression from a food-collecting 
level towards more and more advanced levels of food production, one 
has to envisage the possibility that poor peasants, who already do 
fouraging in the forest, may find it easier to survive by switching com
pletely to that approach, perhaps because there is too little arable land 
available for the marginalized ethnic groups. In India this seems to have 
been the case with a Munda-speaking hunter-gatherer group, whose 
language still contains vocabulary related to agriculture, and there seem 
to be instances in the Philippines. The language of groups who have 
very locally switched to a hunter-gatherer lifestyle is, of course, likely 
to be related to those of neighbouring peoples who remain on a higher 
technological level.

The problem with this hypothetical scenario of cultural reversion is 
that so far there has been no hard proof of “backward” transition of 
whole ethnic groups to a survival culture. This is where the Mia Bri 
come in.

There was no real break-through in this field until the recent DNA- 
investigation. It comprised a number of tribal minorities in North Thai
land, including a representative sample of the Mia Bri population in the 
western part of Nan Province (unfortunately, it did not include either 
Khmu or Tin people). The research team included an international 
group of evolutionary biologists with affiliation to the Max-Planck 
Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig and headed by Dr. 
Mark Stoneking, a Thai archeologist Surin Pookajorn (who had previ
ously launched the hypothesis about the Mlabri as a very old, auto
chthonous group, also cf. Pookajorn 1992) and some high-ranking Thai 
officials. That resulted in the above-mentioned publication in Public 
Library of Science, which is specifically about the Mia Bri (Oota et al. 
2005).

The biologists studied both the mitochondrie-DNA, which is inher
ited, across generations, from the maternal side, and DNA that is asso
ciated with the Y-chromosome and thus inherited, in each generation, 
from the paternal side. The mitochondrie-DNA is known to change only 
very slowly over time, as a result of random mutations. It was so 
invariant across the Mia Bri population that the researchers concluded 
that they are the descendants of one or at most two women, and that the 
origin of the tribe probably does not date back longer than some 500 to 
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800 years. Otherwise, one would statistically expect more variation due 
to mutations over time than observed in the data. The genetic material 
associated with the male Y-chromosome also showed conspicuously 
little variation and suggested that the tribe descends from one to at most 
four male ancestors.

The Mia Bri were accordingly singled out as the ethnic group, among 
all populations studied in this fashion so far, that showed the least 
genetic variation. That does not necessarily mean that the tribe arose by 
a. founder event, as suggested by the authors of the above-mentioned 
paper. A main reason for preferring that explanation is the sharing of 
genetic material with other groups of the area who are not hunter
gatherers, a finding which can indeed be construed to suggest that the 
Mia Bri were not hunter-gatherers a thousand years ago.

Were it not for the just-mentioned piece of evidence one might prefer 
another possible explanation of the genetic uniformity of the Mia Bri, 
namely a bottleneck situation. The scenario, then, would be a cata
clysmic event in which the tribe had been decimated and just a couple 
of individuals survived, after which the tribe gradually recovered as an 
ethnic group, i.e. underwent a gradual increase in the number of indi
viduals, generation by generation, over 500-800 years. The near-eradi- 
cation of a formerly more numerous tribe would be consistent with 
some origin myths found among the Mia Bri themselves. They suggest 
that in old days the Mia Bri were numerous and all-dominant in the 
area; one story tells that most of them were killed by witchcraft by the 
Northern Thais. Such myths might, however, refer to fairly recent 
events - if they have any historical foundation at all.

The authors of the biology paper (Oota et al. 2005) searched, of 
course, for a cultural and linguistic connection to some other ethnic 
group of the area. Such a connection is furnished by my demonstration 
of ancient vocabulary shared between the Mia Bri and the Tin. I was 
able to furnish the authors with a cultural piece of evidence as well: a 
Tin story according to which two children or youngsters, a boy and a 
girl were expelled from a Tin village long ago (according to one version 
because they were siblings and were assumed to have committed 
incest). They survived, the story goes, by floating down the river and 
fleeing into the deep forest. Thus they became the ancestors of the Mia 
Bri. The young age of the ancestors at the time they left the village is 
supposed to explain the “childishness” (according to one version) and 
the “slow way of speaking” of present-day Mia Bri.

That story is consistent with the biologists’ findings, and it may be of 
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considerable age since I have heard the story both in a Mal-speaking 
village and in a Prai-speaking village. These two groups separated lin
guistically centuries ago, and for lexical reasons Mai and Prai are not 
mutually intelligible, so it does not seem likely that the story spread 
across the linguistic boundary recently. It is rather a vestige of a very 
old narrative tradition. On the other hand, I think one should be careful 
not to consider it a historical source. I have not heard anything like that 
from the Mia Bri, and among the Tin it is a purely oral tradition. Lit
erary historical records are, to my knowledge, silent about the history of 
the Tin centuries ago.

Incidentally, most people of the Tin communities have never heard 
the story about the origin of the Mia Bri. I recorded it from a very old 
Prai-speaking lady and later came across a likewise very old Mal- 
speaking lady who happened to know it. It might just as well have van
ished from the collective memory of the Tin.

In my view the story is interesting mainly by asserting that the Tin 
regard the Mia Bri as very distant relatives. The same holds true, in 
some sense, when it comes to the attitude of the Mia Bri toward the Tin, 
but it is more remarkable that the Tin would recognize as relatives an 
ethnic group that is lower on the social ladder than they themselves are. 
Like the presence of Tinic words in Mlabri, this mutual attitude might 
be a reminiscence of an old symbiosis between the Mia Bri and the Tin, 
a hunter-gatherer group and a food-producing group. It might, however, 
equally well reflect a direct genetic bond between the two groups.

When the biology paper about the Mia Bri was about to be published 
I strongly advised the authors to leave open the possibility of another 
lineage beside the Tin lineage (which in itself is still a hypothesis) 
because the Mlabri language bears witness of a mixed origin. They 
loyally explicated that in the paper.

All of this is the background for the present monograph, which 
attempts to probe into the linguistic Mlabri-Tin relationship and to 
reveal to what extent that relationship accounts for, or does not account 
for, the lexical and grammatical characteristics of Mlabri. At the end of 
Part 4 I shall make some suggestions as to the possibility that Mlabri 
has linguistic ties not only beyond Tinic but even beyond Khmuic.
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Ethnic groups of the Mlabri-Tin area and their 
languages

Sedentary ethnic groups

The area in which one encounters Tin communities comprises Nan 
Province on the Thailand side and Sayaburi Province on the Laos side. 
The Mia Bri are found not only in these two provinces but also just 
southwest of Nan Province, i.e. in the adjacent, northeastern part of 
Phrae Province; their groupings will be surveyed at the end of this sec
tion. The whole area is seen on Map 2.

I have previously referred to the area as being geographically “three- 
dimensional” (Rischel 2003b). It has a considerable horizontal exten
sion, but the distribution of ethnic groups across it is linked to differ
ences in altitude. In this section I shall survey the ethnic groups that are 
sedentary in the sense that they live in rather permanent settlements.

Central parts of Nan and Phrae Provinces are taken up by lowlands, 
and the same is true of certain parts of Sayaburi Province. That is where 
one finds the Tai-speaking lowlanders: the Northern Thais, the Lue 
(who are more or less assimilated culturally to the Northern Thais), and 
the Lao. On the Thailand side, there are also several lowland villages 
with highlanders of different ethnicity who were forced to move away 
from the war zone between Thailand and Laos in the 1970es and were 
resettled at a safer distance, mostly fairly close to their former homes up 
in the mountains. Some of the large Tin settlements are of this kind; 
there is a large settlement of Prai-speaking people inside the township 
of Tung Chang northerly in Nan Province, and a large settlement of 
Mal-speaking people just outside the township of Pua, between Nan 
City and Tung Chang.

As for Tin villages on the Laos side, many villagers fled across the 
border into Thailand and stayed for years at a huge refugee camp at 
Nam Yaaw between Pua and Santisuk (which is east of Nan, cf. Map 2), 
from where they eventually immigrated to the United States. There is 
now a large Tin settlement with inhabitants speaking Laotian “Lua”’ 
(Tin) at Santa Rosa in California.

Returning to the topography of the Mlabri-Tin area, there is a long 
mountain ridge going north-south along the Thailand-Laos border, 
divided up by deep valleys and with broad foothills on both sides. This 
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mountaneous area is where the Tin groups have had their villages on the 
inner hillslopes, often at high altitudes, for probably many centuries. 
They are essentially alone in occupying this particular area (except for 
very recent and very local areal development programs attracting other 
people). Both on the Thai and the Laos side they have probably been 
living mainly to the north, where the mountain peaks are tallest, from 
around the northeastern tip of Nan Province (close to Muang Hôngsa on 
Map 2) and down to an impressive massif east of Pua.

As mentioned already, the Tin communities fall into two main 
groups: speakers of Prai and speakers of Mai. Prai and Mai are from the 
perspective of mutual intelligibility different languages rather than just 
dialect clusters. The Prai-speakers normally refer to themselves as Lua’, 
with an ambiguous ethnonym (the term “Tin” is in itself unfortunate 
since it is a Thai word meaning ‘dialect’).

As for Prai-speaking Lua’ communities on the Thai side, they still 
have villages both in the northern and southern parts of that mountain 
region, with preservation of traditional long-houses in some of the 
remote villages east of Pua. As for the Tin in Laos, there are also vil
lages with an ancient lifestyle. Cultural information on the mainstream 
culture of the Laotian Tin can be found in Elliott et al. (1992). They 
probably all speak Tin of Prai type. That is the type of Tin I recorded 
during an extreme brief session with a few Tin settlers from Laos at 
Santa Rosa, California, and it is confirmed by a couple of linguistic 
specimens in Elliott et al. ( 1992). Some claim that the Prai-speaking Tin 
spread from the Laotian side into Thailand not very long ago.

The stronghold of the Mai communities, on the other hand, is an 
amphitheatrical massif northeast of Pua, the Ban Sakad area, where 
several villages lie in a semi-circle along the slopes. They are now for 
the most part connected via a more or less passable road but they were 
less stationary in former time. One village, Ban Kwet with around 600 
inhabitants, is remarkable by having the phonologically most conserva
tive dialect of all, a dialect called “Mai A” by Filbeck (1978), which in 
his view is virtually identical with Proto-Tin in its overall phonology. 
The current village headman of Ban Kwet told me that during the last 
few generations their village was moved up and down along the steep 
hillslope (there is a constant risk of mudslides during the rainy season in 
this area) while they kept exploiting largely the same area without 
encroaching on the areas available to other villages.

The location of Ban Kwet may have been at a different place even 
before that, for its dialect is in stark contrast to the dialect(s) of the sur- 
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rounding villages, which are phonologically much more advanced. That 
is Filbeck’s “Mal C”. The third main dialect, “Mal B”, was spoken to 
the south of there and is now found in a large lowland settlement. 
Finally, one village, Cun, at the southern end of the core Tin area, had a 
dialect which is transitional between Mai and Prai; its inhabitants have 
now been resettled in the same settlement as speakers of Mal B.

If we look now at the eastern outskirts of the mountain ridge, in 
Sayaburi Province, there is a great ethnic variety. The landscape 
changes gradually from the real lowland through a densely forested and 
more or less sloped area, into the real mountains. There are villages 
with different kinds of Tai (mainly a western dialect of Lao) spoken, 
and there are Hmong villages (cf. below), also at fairly low altitudes. 
Some of the Lao villages have been established as spearheads cutting 
into the forest; one of them, Ban Navên southwest of Muang Phiang, is 
situated way inside the forest. New settlements of this kind are no 
longer permitted; the huge forest still contains a wide variety of ani
mals: elephants, tigers, etc., and it is protected by a government decree.

Switching to the other, western side of Nan Province, there is another 
mountain ridge (see Map 2) going north-south and then turning off 
towards the southwest into Uttaradit Province. It has extensions, with 
valleys in between, in the Doi Luang area of Phayao Province west of 
Nan Province and, with less altitude, in the district of Rong Kwang in 
the eastern part of Phrae Province (southwest of Nan Province).

The villagers of this whole mountain ridge are for the most part of 
Hmong (Meo) ethnicity but there are also several Mien (Yao) villages. 
Especially the Hmong villages are traditionally at very high altitudes. 
The Hmong and the Mien migrated into Laos and Thailand roughly a 
century ago from South China, and many still keep family ties and cul
tural ties with their kinsmen in China. These ethnic groups have a tradi
tion of slash-and-burn farming and must migrate cyclically over a con
siderable expanse of land in order to be able to exploit the soil without 
impoverishing it. They are now no longer permitted to do that (though 
deforestation of the hillsides by burning still happens on a large scale), 
so they have had to settle in permanently situated mountain villages. 
That is why I count them among the sedentary highlanders.

In the central part of the western mountain ridge, just west of Nan 
City, there are also villagers of Khmu ethnicity, but quite few compared 
to the other highlander groups. The Khmu are, on the contrary, the dom
inant ethnic group in all of northern Laos (information on Khmu culture 
can be found in Tayanin and Vang 1992). They all speak one language 
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though with minor dialect differences; these differences tie up com
pletely with geographical location and will be surveyed later.

The Mia Bri

The Mia Bri that have been observed by outsiders fall into three distinct 
subgroups, which for convenience I have labelled “A”, “B”, and “C”.

The A-subgroup comprises almost all extant Mia Bri, more than 300 
persons. They have been roaming the forests of the western mountain 
ridge (e.g. west of Nan City) as long as their own memory and out
siders’ records go back. This group was visited by several expeditions 
over the years, including an international expedition headed by Kraisri 
Nimmanhaeminda 1962, who worked out the first good word list (pub
lished 1963) but unfortunately called the Mia Bri “Mrabri”, and a Thai 
expedition headed by Surin Pookajorn. The report from the latter (pub
lished in English 1992) contains a sketch of the Mlabri language by 
Theraphan Luangthongkum. Other early documentations of their lan
guage are by Søren Egerod (Egerod 1982) and myself (Rischel 1987) 
and by the two of us jointly (Egerod and Rischel 1987). The early word 
lists suffer from a serious phonological inadequacy by ignoring vowel
length.

The A-subgroup of Mia Bri lived as hunter-gatherers, getting some 
food and clothes through barter trade with mountain villagers. In recent 
decades an increasing number have been working as underpaid farm
hands for the Hmong, and during the last two decades most of them 
became settled close to Hmong villages. They are now being gradually 
integrated into the mainstream society, mainly through the introduction 
of local schools for them. Over the last few years, an extensive docu
mentation of their transitional culture and their way of conversing about 
it has been made in connection with a forthcoming documentary. As for 
the Mlabri Text of Sakamoto (2005) it is stated in the Introduction that 
the material was recorded in Phrae, which defines the language as A- 
Mlabri (in its way of rendering the distinctive sounds of the language, 
however, it is not consistent with the information on A-Mlabri presented 
in this monograph).

The B-subgroup had for decades been moving forth and back across 
the Thailand-Laos border east of Pua, being in much contact with Tin 
villages (some of them spoke fluent Tin). After ending up in the Nam 
Yaaw refugee camp they gave up their former lifestyle of food
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gathering in the forest and associated with Hmong villages on the Thai
land side. One elderly man, whom I met in 1988, insisted that he was 
born in the Bo Kluea District on the Thailand side. His wife and 
daughter were, however, encountered in a Tin-village in Sayaburi 
Province back in 1964 by Ferlus (Ferlus 1974); at that time they 
claimed that they were speakers of “Kamlua”’, i.e. Tin, but Ferlus 
established that they were Mia Bri (I have since had the younger of the 
two women as an informant; she spoke both Mlabri and Tin fluently). I 
met a total of eleven members of the B-subgroup in different Hmong 
villages on the Thai side and worked intensively with most of them in 
the interval 1988-2002. The adults claimed that they had had a miser
able time during warfare between Thailand and Laos and were now the 
only surviving members of the subgroup. By 2002 almost all adult 
speakers were gone; their children mostly spoke broken Mlabri because 
Hmong had been their vernacular.

There is one family that descends from the B-subgroup in the Tin- 
settlement in Santa Rosa, California. An elderly lady there (who has a 
daughter and a granddaughter as well) was fully aware that her mother 
was a Mia Bri who had married a Tin, but she did not remember any
thing else but her mother’s name ?i 6ua (a Tai-style name, as expected, 
with Mlabri pronunciation). Later, when doing fieldwork in the Bo 
Kluea area I got decisive confirmation that her mother was the elder 
sister of the above-mentioned elderly B-Mlabri man, and that she had 
indeed “run away with a Tin man”, thus bringing shame over the family. 
Most unfortunately, her daughter remembered none of her maternal lan
guage. The incident is nevertheless interesting in confirming how few 
Mia Bri of this particular subgroup there were already several decades 
ago. In fact, I have only encountered members of the same extended 
family though in different villages.

I have documented the B-variety of the Mlabri language in a separate 
monograph (Rischel 1995).

The C-subgroup was visited by Hugo A. Bematzik before the Second 
World War (Bernatzik 1938). His ethnographical account bears the 
stamp of its time but is of lasting value (Rischel 2005). Bernatzik also 
collected some word lists, unfortunately in a very imperfect notation 
(interpreted in Rischel 1989a; the word lists were republished with 
identification of most words in them as genuine Mlabri, in Rischel 
2005). There is a group of some twenty Mia Bri in the forest in the 
western part of Laos, whom I visited three times over the years 1999— 
2001. I established that their variety of Mlabri is identical with the one 
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encountered by Bematzik more than sixty years earlier at a location on 
the Thailand side, but in fact not very far away from where the sur
viving group is now (Rischel 2000).

A quasi-ethnographical account of the almost unknown C-group was 
given by Chazée (2001), who travelled in the area and must have 
obtained his demographic information by speaking to people in nearby 
Lao villages. After working with these Mia Bri while conversing in 
their own language (they understood my mixture of A- and B-Mlabri 
perfectly) I have reservations against Chazée’s presentation, which 
seems ill-conceived in its information about individual persons, with 
misrepresentation of their names, for example.

There seem to have been additional subgroups of ethnic Mia Bri. 
Firstly, there was al least one group south of the Tin area in the long 
mountain range between Thailand and Laos. It is a large, uninhabited 
area visited at intervals by Thai soldiers on patrol, and 1 have been told 
repeatedly over the years that the soldiers occasionally observe evasive 
groups of people with outfit like the Mia Bri. That is the same area in 
which Hugo Bernatzik met a Mia Bri group speaking MlaC in 1937 and 
not far from the present location of the small MlaC-speaking group. A 
member of the MlaC-speaking group in Laos told me that he and two 
others once, many years ago, were in the same area and met Mlabri- 
speaking people whom they did not know but whom they could talk to 
in Mlabri. Because there were soldiers present they had to part com
pany.

Moreover, I have met and photographed a young man in Laos who 
was captured as a small boy when he lagged behind his parents who 
tried to flee from soldiers, apparently in approximately the same area 
but further south. That was some time in the late 1970es, probably. He 
was raised by a Lao family and understandably, he did not remember 
any of the language of his childhood, but the only likely identification 
of his ethnicity is Mia Bri.

At the southern end of the same mountain range there have been Mia 
Bri in Uttaradit province on the Thailand side until recently. One elderly 
man, who is still alive and has been a consultant for my data on Mlabri, 
tells that he migrated from that area into the present location of the 
MlaA-speakers. He speaks MlaA but with discernible differences in 
lexical usage (often noticed and commented on by his kinsmen).

North of the area in which the MlaA-speakers have been roaming the 
forest in the last generations there was still another group. An elderly 
MlaA-speaker has told me a story which he had from his parents: once, 
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in the northern outskirts of the area they used to gather food in, they met 
a couple of Mia Bri who spoke in a different manner but still under
standably. After exchanging a few words, however, both parties broke 
up out of fear and never met since. I believe in that story because my 
source cited a couple of words which his parents had heard and found 
amusing. One of them was miulh, which I recorded from his mouth 
maybe fifty years later, with exactly the pronunciation the word has in 
MlaBC and with its correct meaning there: ‘woman’. This word is 
unknown in MlaA, which uses a borrowing from Tai: majiitj.

People in Phayao Province west of Nan Province used to tell that 
farmers felling trees on high slopes sometimes heard crying children or 
other sounds from the “spirits of the yellow leaves” up in the moun
tains; that is maybe half a century ago. I doubt it that those belonged to 
the same group as the present-day MlaA-speakers.

Finally, both Prai-speaking and Mal-speaking Tin villagers in the 
mountains between Thailand and Laos have told many stories about 
their former encounters with the Mia Bri (described with all the tradi
tional characteristics of the Mia Bri, so there is not doubt about the 
identification). Some of these encounters took place rather far north of 
the areas in which the known Mia Bri have been living in recent time. 
Again, one cannot exclude the possibility that they formed a distinct 
group.

All of this information points unequivocally in one direction: the Mia 
Bri used to exist over a much larger area, probably with a larger number 
of distinct groups than the three groups: A, B and C which I have been 
able to distinguish on linguistic grounds.

Basic information on the Mlabri language

Mlabri is in various respects different from other languages classified as 
belonging to the Khmuic branch within Mon-Khmer. There is no reason 
to go into detail with that here because it will be taken up in Part 2 and 
Part 4. There is so far very little material to illustrate the similarities and 
differences among the three varieties of Mlabri. A syntactical study, 
with rich exemplification from all three of them, appeared in Mon
Khmer Studies (Rischel 2006). A dictionary comprising all three vari
eties of Mlabri, likewise by myself, is in preparation and almost com
plete. It will hopefully appear in late 2007 or early 2008.

As for the three varieties of Mlabri, they are extremely similar in 
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terms of phonology, indeed so similar that it makes sense to speak of 
them as ethnically defined sociolects within one dialect. The sound 
system is the same all over; but the pronunciation of individual words 
may vary in terms of vowel length or vowel quality, for example.

Only the sentence or phrase intonation is characteristically different. 
MlaA-speakers have a high-pitched intonation in vivid speech, with a 
long declination at the end which rides on a final lengthening that may 
amount to more than two seconds and gives this kind of Mlabri a unique 
character (an early account of the Mia Bri describes their speech as 
whining and unmanly). There is another mode of speaking if one wants 
to express surprise or relate something important; the pitch is then low, 
and the voice quality rather breathy. The B-Mlabri speakers have (or 
had - most are now long since dead) an entirely different intonation: a 
rather monotonous pitch contour on a rapid succession of words. High 
pitch at the end is used to signal commands. Finally, the intonation of 
the C-Mlabri speakers is characterized by a quickly rising-falling pitch 
on the last few syllables before the pause at the end of a chunk of 
speech. As in other languages of the area pitch does not in itself cue 
interrogative status of utterance. Interrogative constructions either con
tain a pronoun or adverb of interrogative meaning (these vary to some 
extent across Mlabri) or a final interrogative particle, which is leh all 
across Mlabri.

The real difference between the three varieties of Mlabri is in lex
icon. Especially B-Mlabri differs from the other varieties and to such an 
extent that it would hamper communication if the groups were inter
acting rather than avoiding each other but also the C-Mlabri is con
sidered very aberrant by the A-Mlabri. I have tried to let speakers of A- 
Mlabri listen to the other varieties. Some of them then hesitate to recog
nize what they hear as proper Mlabri and then immediately give up 
attempts to understand what they hear, even suggesting that it may be 
some kind of Khmu (!). When I first met a speaker of B-Mlabri I tried to 
make myself understood in my imperfect A-Mlabri, to which he 
answered back in Northern Thai. Only after some adjustment did I learn 
to avoid words that were confusing to the addressee when putting ques
tions to B-Mlabri speakers about their language. With C-Mlabri 
speakers it was very different; on our very first encounter they readily 
accepted the mixture of A- and B-Mlabri I tried to use then, and they did 
not even pay attention to the way we were communicating (in this case 
there was no alternative channel of communication since they spoke 
preciously little Lao).
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The three subgroups of Mia Bri being traditionally distanced from 
each other by strong mutual animosity and fear, the words they differ on 
are of course stigmatized. I presume that the strong lexical cleavage one 
can observe now must have accompanied an ethnic polarization which 
developed over a not very long period. On the other hand, it may date 
back a century or more. Looking at earlier sources such as Bernatzik 
(1938), Ferlus (1964) and Kraisri Nimmanhaeminda (1963) for C-, B-, 
and A-Mlabri respectively, I find them to be in full agreement with 
modern differences in usage among the three groups. That is true both 
with respect to pronunciation (although Bematzik’s notation has been 
difficult to interpret) and lexicon. It is often the case, for example, that 
one variety has an old Mlabri word where the other variety has a recent 
loanword. Thus there are two words for ‘meat’: a loanword ci:n and an 
old Mon-Khmer word thxc (th- < *s-),  and two words for ‘skin’: a loan
word nag and a Mon-Khmer looking word: goguh. In both cases the 
loanword is from Tai.

Another conspicuous polarization, especially in B-Mlabri, is between 
male and female lexicon. I do not know how old that dichotomy is. In a 
minority of instances I find the same difference between male and 
female speech in A- and B-Mlabri, which suggests that it is of quite 
some age, but in other instances either the male or the female word in 
one variety of Mlabri is unacceptable (or is not understood at all) in 
another variety.

There is lexical variation even within one variety of Mlabri spoken 
by the same gender. As one would expect, that is primarily a matter of 
differences to do with age. Elderly speakers have a command of several 
words which are more or less unknown to the younger generations, 
which suggests that the lexicon is undergoing change. That is true of 
course when it comes to terminology relating to hunting and gathering 
but also outside that realm. Even within the same generation, however, 
speakers differ very much as to their active or passive vocabulary. Some 
know many words, others fewer words. Mlabri speakers who are aware 
of their linguistic usage may choose to discard a word that is commonly 
used by others, claiming that it is not real Mlabri but Khmu, Tin or 
Northern Thai.

In comparing Mlabri with Tin I started out limiting my scope to 
words that occur in at least two varieties of Mlabri so as to avoid 
“noise” from idiosyncratic neologisms. In my further search for cog
nates I abandoned that principle, however, because some obviously old 
Mon-Khmer words in Mlabri happen to be preserved in only one 
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variety. When quoting Mlabri I always state the provenance of the 
word-form in question, i.e. in which group or groups I have encoun
tered that particular form. If there is no such tag on a word it means 
that it is found all over Mlabri (similarly with provenance tags on Tin 
words).

Ethnonyms. The name of the Mia Bri and of their language Mlabri 
(more elaborately: çmbep mlabri:? ‘Lips of the Mlabri’), occurs in dis
torted form in international reference works up to this day, although it 
was given correctly as Mia Bri in a Thai-English source (Jerry W. 
Gainey and Theraphan L. Thongkum’s Language Map of Thailand 
Handbook ) as early as 1977. The most widely used names referring to 
this ethnic group and its language are Mrabri , Yumbri and particularly 
Phi Tong Luang, all of which are inappropriate terms.

The term Yumbri goes back to Bernatzik (1938). The Laotian Na
tional Census, as summarized by researchers at the Institute of Eth
nology in 1985. used it as the name of the small ethnic group in Laos, 
which I found to be speaking the very same dialect as the people met by 
Bernatzik (Rischel 2000, 2005: Introduction). I have argued that is the 
Mlabri phrase jx:m bri:? ‘live forest’, characterizing the Mia Bri by 
their lifestyle. This was almost dramatically confirmed when I was 
accompanied by a group of officials to my first encounter with the Mia 
Bri in Laos. In everybody’s presence the Mia Bri confirmed that they 
are mla? bri:?, ‘forest people’, but that they jx:m bri:?, ‘live in the 
forest’. Reportedly, this seemingly caused the ethnonym to be changed 
in favour of Mla Bri.

As for “Mrabri” there is in fact no such form as Mrabri ; it is a distor
tion of Mlabri (an unfortunate conjecture due to Kraisri Nimman- 
haeminda). As for “Phi Tong Luang “, this is a pejorative Thai designa
tion meaning ‘Spirits of the Yellow Leaves’; it has been popular among 
the lowlanders and its use has reinforced their prejudices against the 
Mla Bri.

Besides Mla Bri, there are two Thai-based names which are accept
able to the tribespeople themselves: one is “Khon Pa”, which is a direct 
translation of mla? bri:?\ the other, which is being used increasingly, is 
“Yellow-Leaf People” (playing on the traditional Thai designation but 
avoiding the offensive allusion to ghosts).

Other Mla Bri-like tribes and ethnonyms. There are various tribal 
people in Laos and Vietnam whose material culture resembles that of 
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the Mia Bri and who are often referred to as Yellow-Leaf Tribesmen 
(according to Proschan 1992: 15 “Toong Luong” can even refer to the 
Lahu, an ethnic group speaking a language outside Mon-Khmer).

Matisoff (1991: 215) in his linguistic survey of endangered lan
guages in Laos makes a distinction between Mia Bri and Kha Tong 
Luang / Phi Tong Luang . The language of the former is classified as 
Khmuic, and its speakers are said to total 300 (exactly the same state
ment is made about Mia Bri in Thailand, so I suppose that the figure is 
meant to include speakers in both countries). The Kha Tong Luang or 
Phi Tong Luang , however, are a total of 200 speakers of a language of 
the Viet-Muong group, according to Matisoff.

To this I wish to add that in Vietnam as well there is evidence of tra
ditional Yellow-Leaf People, e.g. the Rue people speaking a language of 
the Muong subgroup.

Finally, the Thai term Kha Hok , i.e. Spear Tribe , is sometimes used 
by the Tin and even by some Mia Bri to refer to allegedly savage Mia 
Bri who carry spears and have tattoos; according to these attributes the 
A-Mla Bri of Thailand are also Kha Hok, although they have recently 
discontinued the use of spears. The Kha Hok are widely claimed to be 
dangerous people, but that is in contradiction to the notorious shyness 
and meekness of the known A-Mla Bri in Thailand. Altogether, it is a 
very confusing term, like Kha Tong Luang. Proschan (1992: 45-46) 
cites a number of sources for the use of Kha Hok to refer to a group of 
Khmu who wear only loincloths rather than pants but he notes (p. 43, 
footnote) that the term implies the perspective of an outsider. It is hardly 
an ethnonym used by any group.

It is difficult to define exactly what it means to be a Mia Bri unless 
one takes language as the criterion. Although it seems intriguing that 
the different groups of Mia Bri tend to exhibit linguistic polarization, it 
is significant that they nevertheless speak of their language as being one 
and the same: çmbep mla?bri:? ‘the mouth of the Mia Bri’.

Basic information on Tin

Prai and Mai differ so much lexically that they are not mutually under
standable, although the total area in which Tin is spoken, is fairly small 
(in Thailand one finds villages next to each other with Prai and Mai 
speakers).

Prai and Mai differ considerably in their lexicon. Also within Prai, 
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and likewise within Mal, there are distinct dialect differences.
If we look only at sound patterns, however, the different kinds of Tin 

are fairly similar in overall type, but there are phonological differences 
between dialects or subdialects. In the present context it may suffice to 
mention four which relate to genealogical splits of different depths 
within Tin: (i) v- versus ç-, (ii) -jh versus -t, (iii) retention of old aspi
rated or voiceless sonorants such as hm- or change of these into fully 
voiced sonorants; (iv) the retention or change or loss of *r  in various 
positions in the syllable (for a detailed treatment of Tin dialectology 
from a historical perspective, see Filbeck 1978, also cf. Rischel 1989b).

Scholars think of Tin as one entity, both for purposes of language 
classification and when searching for cognates across Austroasiatic, and 
that makes sense since Prai and Mai are grammatically similar and 
share some early sound-shifts that together distinguish Tin from other 
Khmuic languages. Still, for those doing first-hand research on Tin it is 
two different things to work on Prai or to work on Mai, and in fact Prai 
and Mai have been approached separately by different scholars or mis
sionaries. For all the reasons I have mentioned there is no such thing as 
a Tin dictionary, not even in the making.

The picture that emerges from recent study of Tin is that there has 
been a strange splitting-up within Tin so that much of the most central 
vocabulary (for example the word for first person singular) differs 
between Prai and Mai.

A Thai banker, Kraisri Nimmanhaeminda, published some word lists 
of various dialects of Tin and of Khmu along with a specimen of Mlabri 
after a journey in the Nan district in 1962. Two Thai linguists, Suwilai 
Premsrirat and Choltira Satyawadhna, have published textbooks for 
practical use. The very appearance of such publications is significant by 
provoking a wider interest in this ethnic minority, but because of their 
scope they have not in themselves advanced the scholarly study of the 
language.

Linguistic work on Tin has been dominated by foreign scholars. In 
the eighties and nineties some graduate students at Thai universities 
studied the Tin and their language as part of their university require
ments. To my knowledge, such work has not resulted in scholarly pub
lications.The basic comparative work on Tin has been done by the 
American Dr. David Filbeck of the Christian Mission to the Orient and 
of the Phayap University in Chiengmai (Filbeck 1973), who is an 
authority on Mai. Another American missionary group including the 
Rev. David Jordan (working at Ban Phae’ Klang) has done valuable but 
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to my knowledge unpublished work on Prai grammar and lexicon. I 
myself have made rather extensive fieldwork on Tin phonology com
prising most dialects of Mai and Prai in Thailand.

The basic ethnographical studies of Tin life and culture were made 
by Filbeck (1973) and Dessaint (1981). A study (in Thai) by Ch. 
Satyawadhna (1987) was reviewed rather critically by Filbeck (1987). 
There has not otherwise been much study of Tin culture. This has some
thing to do with their cultural invisibility: the Tin look and behave much 
like the poorest ethnic Northern Thai living in dry-field areas.

Filbeck points to the impressive, amphitheatrical mountain area just 
east of Pua and Chiang Klang District towns (i.e. northeast of Nan City) 
as very old Tin area. The Mai people may have been there for several 
centuries. They do not seem to have any lore about coming from Laos; 
on the contrary, they associate one of their myths with a specific moun
tain Phu Huat in that area (Filbeck, personal communication). It may be 
different with the Prai, who are (or at least used to be) more numerous 
in western Laos than in Thailand. Most sources suggest that they came 
into Thailand only in the late nineteenth century (see references in 
Smalley 1994, p. 230).

Over the years I have visited twelve Mal-speaking or Prai-speaking 
Tin villages. Some of these I visited very briefly, mainly as a screening 
to ascertain the type of dialect and to see if they preserved the tradition 
of expressing numbers between 5 and 10 with reference to fingers on 
both hands (7 = 3+4, etc.), since I take this to be a token of conservative 
Tin ethnicity, shared by Prai and Mai speakers alike though now mostly 
forgotten. In other villages I stayed for several days to collect vocabu
lary data, to record specimens of Tin speech, or to make observations 
about language use.

Between Ban Kwet and another exit to the highway (further north) 
there is a village Ban Norng with a section called Ban Norng Kaw ( Old 
Ban Norng ) in which the dialect of elderly people shows interesting 
features (e.g. initial nasal consonants followed by aspiration: mh~, etc.). 
The dialect has -I from Proto-Tin *-r,  according to the data I could 
retrieve in the short time I was there.

Within Lua’ (Prai-type Tin) in Laos there are considerable dialect dif
ferences from one village to another, according to Elliott et al.:

The villages are separate from each other and do things in their own 
ways. Each grows its own rice and takes care of its own people.
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In Laos, we don’t meet people from other villages very often. That’s 
why each village has its own dialect. Sometimes we can understand 
people from different villages easily, sometimes we can’t. We usually 
marry within our own village... (loc. cit., p. 83).

Basic information on the Khmu language

Khmu is spoken in a large area comprising the whole, mountainous 
northern part of Laos (down to the region where the country narrows 
abruptly) plus adjacent parts of Vietnam, China, the Shan State of 
Myanmar and Thailand. Around 90 per cent of the speakers live in 
Laos; in Northern Laos they form the majority of the population. Gen
eral information on the language can be found in Premsrirat’ Thesaurus 
( Premsrirat 2002b: xxix-lxxv).

The Khmu dialects, going east-west, differ mainly in terms of one 
single phonological feature: the development of voiced initial stops.

The original state of affairs is found far away from the Mia Bri-Tin 
area. In the southeastern part of the Khmu-speaking area in Laos, the 
so-called U-dialect has preserved an old distinction between voiceless 
and voiced initial stops, e.g. p- vs. b-. The Khmu dialect represented in 
the word-list by Kingsada and Kosaka (1999), which is spoken in the 
northermost province of Laos, Phongxaly, is remarkable by also having 
preserved the old voicing distinction.

In the northwestern part of Laos, however, the voiced stops have been 
devoiced and a tonal difference has arisen: high tone after old voiceless 
stops, low tone after formerly voiced stops. This is the type of Khmu 
that is being intensively studied at the University of Lund in Sweden 
(e.g. Svantesson 1983; Svantesson, Tayanin and Lindell 1994). Even 
further to the west, e.g. in a Khmu village Huay Nam Puk west of Nan 
City in Thailand, one encounters an intermediate stage: the initial 
voiced stops have been devoiced but the syllable has acquired a breathy 
voice quality with a more or less clear tendency toward lower tone than 
after originally voiceless stops.

Finally, there is a dialect area to the northeast, also far away from the 
Mia Bri-Tin area, in which Khmu has undergone a consonant mutation 
similar to the one that led to extensive tone splits in Thai, old voiced 
stops becoming not only voiceless but also aspirated: */>-  > ph~. This 
kind of Khmu is tonal. The entry forms in Premsrirat 2002a are based 
on a dialect of that area, “Khmu Rook” (dialect “lb”).
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Lexically, the differences among the dialects of Khmu are modest 
considering the vast area over which Khmu is spoken.

The loanword issue

It is one of my main tenets that the classification of Mlabri as Khmuic 
has been based on lexical evidence of little known provenance. In prin
ciple it is wise to be suspicious of borrowing whenever a Mlabri word 
has exactly or almost the same phonology as the corresponding word in 
a language from which Mlabri would be likely to be influenced, espe
cially if the majority of cognates between the two languages are less 
similar. If one fails to spot words that are ambiguous as to their prove
nance the estimate of lexical closeness between two languages is exag
gerated, of course. When doing comparative phonological work it is 
even more crucial since one might jeopardize one’s reconstruction of 
the historical scenario by basing sound-laws on words that are in fact 
loanwords from a peer language within the same branch of Mon
Khmer.

Taking Khmu for a start, there is nothing unexpected in having loan
words from Khmu at the northern Thailand-Laos border considering 
that it is traditionally the dominant language in northern Laos. There is 
a handful of words that look so similar in Khmu and in Mlabri that they 
might formally be recent loans in Mlabri. On the other hand, languages 
may independently preserve old shared vocabulary in the same phono
logical shape if both are conservative .

In this monograph I am going to elaborate a hypothesis about a sister 
relationship between Mlabri and Tin. Off hand, that is an alternative to 
postulating a specific, old association between Mlabri and Khmu, and 
there is a potential conflict between the two assumptions. Evidently, 
however, one commits a methodological error by jumping to conclu
sions and branding all words in Mlabri as recent loanwords from Khmu 
if they are more similar to Khmu than to Tin. That makes the Tinic 
hypothesis self-fulfilling. It is safer to take the nature of the relationship 
between Khmu and Mlabri up later, after the substantiation of the Tinic 
hypothesis. That will be done in Part 4.

Another way to approach the loanword issue is to consider what 
would be likely to be borrowed by a hunter-gatherer group which in 
recent time has preserved a fully functional language for use in its 
natural environment and has only used basic vocabulary of external lan- 
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guages for communication on short and intermittent encounters. If the 
contact between the two ethnic groups was related to the exchange of 
goods the most useful borrowings would be terms for necessary uten
sils. Table 1-1 contains a few such words which are likely to be recent 
loans from Khmu, no matter whether one assumes that the two ethnic 
groups had more in common in the remote past, or not.

Table 1-1: Likely loanwords from Khmu

Mia çoi? (in MlaC also çji?) ‘hoe’; Khmu so? ‘axe’ (apparently, two 
different words for ‘hoe’ and ‘axe’ were mixed up in Mlabri)

MlaB dej ‘soft bag’; Khmu daj ‘(soft) bag’ 
MlaAB trhh ‘pot’; Khmu ZröA ‘pot’

There are several other words on which Mlabri agrees perfectly with the 
form and meaning the etymon has in Khmu. If these words in Mlabri 
are also in systematic agreement with Tin I have tentatively taken them 
to be part of the Tinic layer of words listed in Part 3. If they agree 
specifically with Khmu it may be because they are old shared vocabu
lary antedating the Tinic era of Mlabri or because they are recent bor
rowings from a conservative Khmu dialect like the words in Table 1-1.

Table 1-2 lists some such words that are in principle ambiguous. It is 
limited to words in initial stop because such words could otherwise be 
diagnostic of borrowing from Khmu, viz. (i) if the stop is voiceless in 
Mlabri but voiced in conservative Khmu (the word must then be a 
recent borrowing from a devoicing, tonal Khmu dialect), or (ii) if they 
agree on an aspirated th (in genuine Mlabri words that is a continuation 
of *5-)  or (iii) if the Mlabri and Khmu forms share a diphthong that is 
otherwise unusual in Mlabri.

So far my observations are negative: whenever I have noticed words 
that are diagnostic of borrowing it has turned out that Khmu has them 
from Lao, and thus the words may have belonged to the lingua franca 
spoken by highlanders when addressing people from other ethnic 
groups.
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Table 1-2 
Some other forms shared between Khmu and Mlabri
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Mia cok ‘poke into (a hole)’; Khmu cok ’poke; dig out’
Mia koh ‘rub off’; Khmu koh ‘id.’ 
MlaA kum ‘grave’; Khmu ku:m ‘bury’ 
Mia du? ‘escape’; Khmu du? ’id.’

It will be noted that these may all be of high age in Mlabri and just 
agree with Khmu because their structure or semantics did not invite any 
change.

Next there is the question of borrowing from Tin in recent time. It is 
well-attested that the Mia Bri were in intermittent contact with the Tin 
up through the first half of the nineteenth century and even later. As 
mentioned already, I have had confirmation from several elderly Tin vil
lagers who used to live in the mountains close to the Thailand-Laos 
border, that in their childhood there were occasional visits to the village 
by small Mia Bri groups for the purpose of offering wax, meat, and the 
like from the forest and getting rice and old clothes in return. The Tin 
have traditionally been both fairly isolated and very poor, and the social 
distance between the Mlabri and the Tin has been small.

Although the Mia Bri are reported to have used some Tai (Lao or 
Northern Thai) words when addressing the villagers, such contact, 
which may have existed for centuries, would be likely to result in Tin 
loanwords in Mlabri. Such copying of whole lexical items from Tin into 
Mlabri would, of course, be much more likely to happen on a larger 
scale if it happened that some Mia Bri stayed in close contact with a Tin 
village over a prolonged time, the resulting additions to Mlabri lexicon 
being subsequently adopted by other kinsmen. The loanwords would 
then reflect the form the word has nowadays in either Mai or Prai.

Unlike the ambiguity in the extent of recent loans from Khmu there is 
one absolutely decisive criterion for recent borrowing from Tin 
although it applies only to words beginning in oral stops. Stops mutated 
without exception in Tin (formerly voiceless stops becoming aspirated, 
e.g. p > ph, and formerly voiced stops becoming voiceless, e.g. b > p) 
thus setting the shapes of words in Tin apart from those in neighbouring 
languages.

This means that there is no way Mlabri and Tin can agree on the 
manner of articulation of initial stops except if Mlabri borrowed words 
from Tin after the time when the stops mutated, or if Tin had borrowed 
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the words in question e.g. from Khmu. I have found no evidence of any 
kind that Tin was ever significantly influenced by Khmu, so I take it that 
the borrowing happened from Tin into Mlabri.

Table 1-3 is limited to such loans from Tin (a couple of these etyma 
have a doublet in Mlabri which goes way back in time and therefore has 
a non-mutated initial stop; such data will be taken up in Part 2). It will 
be noted that the words in Table 1-3 are semantically highly variegated, 
suggesting that the Mlabri at some point not too far back in time had so 
extensive encounters with the Tin that it led to bilingualism.

Table 1-3: Mlabri words that can be identified 
as post-mutational loanwords from Tin

Mia tuik ‘carry through to the end’; TinPrai tuik ‘the end of something’ 
Mia ce:t ‘touch (food) with the tongue-tip to taste it’; TinPrai ce:t ‘taste 

food’
MlaAC keh ‘weave (using split bamboo)’; TinPrai ‘split bamboo 

into narrow strips (usable e.g. for weaving)’
Mia ko:c ‘bamboo rat’; Tin koc ‘bamboo rat’
MlaB koh ‘attack’; TinPrai koh 'hit'
MlaC klui? ‘CLASSIFIER for pots’; Tin klui? ‘head’ (Mlabri also has

the etymon in an older form and meaning: glxi? ‘head’)
MlaAB kluh ‘drill’; TinMal kluh ‘pierce’
MlaA thet ‘cut; slash’; TinPrai (causative derivation?) nthet ‘cut (one’s 

hand, or the like)’
Mia theh ‘good’; TinPrai zV/t in lek theh ‘iron for ignition’ (likely to be 

the same word, with the basic meaning ‘genuine’)
MlaAC tho:ij ‘bag’; TinPrai thog ‘shoulder bag’ 
Mia khe:t ‘worry ; be afraid’, cf. TinPrai khet ‘quiet’ 
MlaB khog ‘be impervious ; have good magic’; TinPrai khoij ‘id.’ 
MlaBC khot ‘rest with bent or crossed legs’, a contamination of two 

forms borrowed from Tin, one from Prai, the other possibly from 
Mai, cf. TinMal khujh, TinPrai khut ‘sit’ and TinMal khot, TinPrai £Ao/Z 
‘curl up (in resting position)’

Mia kho:t ‘spear’; TinPrai khot ‘spear’

Considering the number of loanwords in initial stops it is entirely 
unlikely that there are no loanwords with initial continuants. It is. how
ever, a priori difficult to distinguish those from inherited words shared 
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with Tin. For comparative purposes that may not be too grave since the 
more recent loans beginning in continuants must be a fairly small 
minority of the total set of words of that structure. As will be shown in 
Part 3, the number of old cognates with initial stops is of an order of 
magnitude larger than the number of borrowings have identified and put 
into Table 1-3. Thus, the old cognates may be expected to greatly out
weigh the inherited cognates also when it comes to words with initial 
continuants.

If undetected recent loanwords nevertheless disturb the regularity of 
phonological correspondences they do so by showing invariant forms 
between Mlabri and Tin in cases where one expects differences (in 
vowels or initial clusters) due to sound shifts. Again, a conspicuous 
phonological similarity in a few look-alikes should make one consider 
whether they might indeed be recent loans.

Leaving the question about contacts with the Khmu and the Tin aside 
now, a third issue is contact with the contemporary peers of the Mia Bri: 
the Hmong. Since the Mia Bri have for decades been temporary doing 
work in the dry fields for the Hmong in order to get some basic necessi
ties, one might expect several loanwords from Hmong. The Mlabri lan
guage. however, seems practically devoid of such borrowing. I presume 
that that reflects a social attitude: the Mlabri working for the Hmong 
feel a huge distance in prestige, the Hmong being always patronizing 
and often even abusing the Mia Bri. Although several Mia Bri can speak 
Hmong many others cannot, and the tradition is for the Mia Bri and the 
Hmong to address each other in the lingua franca, which on the Thai
land side is Northern Thai. Mia Bri men traditionally speak that lan
guage with a limited vocabulary and without tones but otherwise with 
good pronunciation, whereas the Hmong traditionally (and often still) 
speak with a strong Hmong substratum resulting in segmental distor
tion.

There are some very recent Tai loanwords in Mlabri that bear the 
stamp of phonological distortion, in contrast with the general tendency 
of Mlabri to preserve the segmental phonology of loanwords faithfully. 
Examples are A-Mlabri lika: ‘wrist watch’ (for expected nalikar, Tin- 
Prai has this loanword with preservation of all three syllables) and 
thdjiu? ‘radio’, both with Tai phonology except that a whole, initial syl
lable has been dropped. Since Mlabri has extremely few words of more 
than two syllables, this might be a simplification happening within 
Mlabri proper, but such simplification might also suggest indirect bor
rowing via a highlander language with deviant phonology, possibly in 
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some cases Hmong or Yao or some Tibeto-Burman language. That is 
more likely when it comes to changes in place of articulation of finals, 
which is very unlikely in Mlabri but may have happened via a language 
tending to drop or substitute such finals in loanwords. An example of 
that is B-Mlabri hh:p ‘haunt a place’, with Tai phonology except that 
the final should properly have been -k (the same etymon occurs in A- 
Mlabri with the correct final and with causative prefixation: hahlo:k. 
clearly borrowed much earlier and therefore via a different source).

The last example above leads over to the final and quantitatively most 
important loanword issue: borrowing (directly or indirectly) from Tai. 
All over the northernmost part of Laos and adjacent Thailand the high
lander minority languages have borrowed extensively from Lao. This is 
very much true of Khmu, for example. In languages spoken in adjacent 
Thailand, Northern Thai similarly plays a significant role as the lending 
language. In modern time even Central Thai plays a role in the speech 
of adults because of radio transmissions in that language and in a longer 
perspective in the speech of children in particular because all children 
now attend school.

There are many Tai loanwords also in Mlabri and in Tin. In Tin they 
are probably for the most part rather recent, and they are mostly just 
“noise” in the context of Tinic comparisons. Tai loanwords in languages 
with very conservative phonologies are interesting, however, especially 
if they begin in stops or aspirated continuants. Tai languages all had 
consonant mutations several centuries ago, and thus the phonetic 
quality of the initial in loanwords may reveal at what chronological 
period a particular word was borrowed by the minority language under 
consideration.

In principle, Tai loanwords in Mlabri may thus tell us something 
about older and more recent contacts with the outside world. The 
problem with such dating is that Mlabri may have borrowed most of the 
Tai words via some other highlander languages. In that case, the quality 
of the initial may show how early or late the words entered the interme
diate language but if that language had no consonant mutations (e.g. if 
it was a conservative dialect of Khmu) it might preserve the Tai word in 
a fossilized form for a long time before passing it on to Mlabri, which 
then continued preserving the pronunciation carefully.

With this caveat in mind it is still interesting to look at loanwords 
with ancient Tai consonant qualities in Mlabri. Table 1-4 gives some 
examples (in this table the greater or lesser distribution of the words 
over A-, B- and C-Mlabri is ignored).
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Table 1-4
Examples of loanwords with ancient Tai phonology
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be: ‘raft’
be:rj ‘expensive’
bo: senior name tag < ‘father’
dop ‘fold’ 
jo:n ‘spoon’ 
jum ‘group’ 
gxj ‘ever’ 
gj:k ‘pigpen’ 
goj ‘moderately’ 
grx:ij ‘middle’ 
grok ‘mortar’ 
grux: ‘things; belongings’

hmi<\rj ‘fermented tea’ 
hmu: ‘group’ 
hnum ‘young man’ 
hnu:n ‘jack fruit’ 
hlek ‘iron’ 
-hltu:g inphahliu:g ‘yellow’ < ‘yellow cloth’

The examples in Table 1-4 all have ancient forms that antedate changes 
such as *b-  > Northern Thai p-, Lao and Central Thai ph-, and changes 
such as *hm- > Northern Thai, Lao, and central Thai m-.

The conservative dialects of Khmu present a similar picture, but the 
words preserved are not all the same. The dialect in Phongxaly for 
which a word list is presented in Kingsada and Kosaka (1999b) has 
such forms as bup ‘to meet with’, gon ‘people’, gem ‘salty’, of which 
only the third occurs in Mlabri. Conversely, this dialect of Khmu does 
not have the old form of the word for ‘expensive’ but a contemporary 
Lao form phepj. An illustrative list exemplifying Tai loanwords with 
voiced initial stops in a Southern Khmu or U dialect (As) as against 
voiceless or voiceless aspirated stops in other dialects (Ik, lb) is given 
by Premsrirat (2002a: li), the examples being words such as gem ~ kem 
~ khem ‘salty’. Before listing these loanwords she makes a very 
intriguing statement, however:
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Some of the Tai-Lao loan words in Khmu have been phonologically 
modified to fit the Khmu phonological system of the Khmu dialect 
they belong to. (...) A loan word with original voiceless stop initials 
of Tai-Lao words occurs as a voiced initial in Is dialect, but as a 
voiceless initial with voice quality in Ik and lb dialetcs. The stop ini
tial in Ik dialect is unaspirated whereas in lb dialect [it] is aspirated.

I can only construe this to mean that the words already had the present
time Lao pronunciation with voiceless aspirated initials at the time of 
borrowing. If so, the implication must be that all these words entered 
Khmu, and consequently also neighbouring languages such as Mlabri, 
at a fairly recent time. It is, however, a controversial assumption that 
some dialects mutated initial consonants backwards so as to make them 
fit the sound system. I shall demonstrate that for one set of consonants 
in one dialect:

Taking the Is dialect (U dialect), it does not just have voiced stops, of 
course. There is a series of voiceless stops as well but also a series of 
aspirated voiceless stops according to the excellent vocabulary of Dr. 
Suwilai (Premsrirat 2002a). Examples of the latter are thE: ‘slave’ (ibid.: 
231), thi: ‘stingy’ (ibid.: 229), khi: ‘similar’ (ibid.: 91), and khu:l ‘hair’ 
(ibid.: 96; incidentally, this word is suggestive of cognacy with kill- in 
A-Mlabri kulimuj ‘hair’ of which the second part occurs reduplicated in 
the meaning of ‘hair’ in B-Mlabri: mujmuf). The claim might be that 
Lao words with aspirates that reflect Ancient Thai voiced stops (“low” 
consonants) came into the dialect first and were adjusted to the sound 
system, and that it was only later that the dialect acquired words with 
aspirates of a different origin (such as Lao words with “high” conso
nants, which were aspirates already in Ancient Thai), this time toler
ating them. That is entirely implausible, however. I know of no instance 
in which a language or dialect has selected loanwords from a certain 
source on the basis of their history in the lending language rather than 
their usefulness.

Digression: If voicing of voiceless initials occurs it is either a general 
phonetic rule (a sound-shift affecting all words of that structure) or a 
sporadic, irregular and idiosyncratic phenomenon. To take an example 
of the latter, one of my B-Mlabri speakers consistently pronounced the 
particle kan ‘if’ as gan\ such an aberration may be a case of faulty inter
nalization of the pronunciation (he had severely impaired hearing and 
may have had that since childhood) or it may have arisen as a sandhi
phenomenon.
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To conclude: there would be no reason and indeed no way for the Is 
dialect of Khmu to transform the initial stops of loanwords such as the 
word for ‘salty’ in order to make them fit the dialect. The alternative 
assumption: that highlander languages such as conservative Khmu and 
Mlabri preserve the old Tai consonantism, is overwhelmingly more 
likely.

The next set of Mlabri words borrowed from Tai are those with ini
tial glottalized stops or glides, as exemplified in Table 1-5. It is an 
open question what chronological period these forms stem from since 
glottalization may have vanished much more recently in the lending Tai 
languages than the mutations of voiced stops and of aspirated con
tinuants.

Table 1-5
Examples of Tai loans with preservation of glottalization

6a(f) ‘junior name tag’
6a:y ‘flying lemur’
6it ‘squeeze’
Ba:k ‘tell; order to’
t/q/ ‘able to; possible’
-dam in phadam ‘black’ < ‘black cloth’
di: ‘good’
?ja: ‘medicine; tobacco’
?ja:rj ‘roast’
‘juan ‘stand upright’

Next there are words with a voiceless initial stop which reflects an 
ancient voiced stop. To the extent that such forms occur they must have 
been initially borrowed from Northern Thai after the devoicing (*b-  > 
p-, etc.) happened in that language since they would have had aspiration 
if borrowed from Lao. There is a strange scarcity or almost absence of 
such words in Mlabri suggesting that until recently the borrowing was 
from Lao not from Northern Thai.

Finally there are all the loanwords with initials that did not change in 
the relevant time span in Tai, and which therefore cannot be dated. 
Some have forms that betray a certain age, for example by the preserva
tion of a liquid after a stop, as in kle:t ‘scales’ (if this was a recent loan
word it would have the form ke:f). Others have undergone sound 
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changes typical for Northern Thai and Lao but are still old, e.g. ho:t 
‘arrive’ with h- < *r-  (this loanword is also of age in Waic according to 
Diffloth’s reconstruction; Diffloth 1980).

There is a final consideration in connection with words that have Tai 
connections but are of old provenance in Mon-Khmer languages: the 
nature of the connection is not always straightforward. One type of cor
respondence is exemplified by krep ’pick (berries)’, the Mlabri counter
part of a Tai word with the segmental structure kep. Another type of cor
respondence is exemplified by kwa:c ‘sweep (with a broom: a Årw/c)’, 
the Mlabri counterpart of a Tai word with a final dental. A third type of 
correspondence is exemplified by the words for ‘grandfather’ and 
‘grandmother’, which in many M-K languages are ta?, ja?, or the like, 
and which have open-syllable correspondences in Tai; in Mlabri the 
forms are ta:? ‘grandfather; uncle; old man’ and ja:? ‘grandmother; 
aunt; old woman’, and they even occur in compounds with sandhi: 
tara:m ‘divorced man’,yïzra/ra ’divorced woman’.

Words of these categories are relevant in historical-comparative 
work. Although the default expectation is that there are Tai words in 
Mon-Khmer languages in northern Mainland Southeast Asia some such 
words are on the contrary (or are likely to be) extremely old Mon
Khmer borrowings into Tai.

Linguistic comparison within and beyond Khmuic: 
methodological considerations

When dealing with a historical scenario involving a complex of more or 
less well-attested phonological correspondences there is a proper ana
lytical approach: to use the traditional comparative method that was 
developed so successfully in nineteenth century Indo-European studies.

In the case of Indo-European several branches of that language 
family are attested from early time in more or less extensive inscriptions 
or whole literatures. A further advantage is that some of the ancient lan
guages are extremely conservative and thus reflect important features of 
Proto-Indo-European rather directly.

With the Mon-Khmer language family it is very different. Although 
there are ancient inscriptions in Mon and Khmer, the time depth is 
much smaller, and it is not the case that those old attestations of Mon
Khmer have a particularly “archaic” character compared to extant Mon
Khmer languages. More importantly, research on this language family 
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does not go back very long in time, and several branches of it have been 
explored very little so far. Several Mon-Khmer languages are known 
only from short word lists; in recent years additional languages have 
become accessible that way. It is often an issue in itself just to decide 
how to group these little-known languages within branches of Mon
Khmer.

A few sub-families such as Waic, North-Bahnaric, Monic, and Katuic 
have been studied from a comparative perspective to such an extent that 
the researchers have been able to make more or less definitive recon
structions of the phonologies of their proto-stages (Proto-Waic etc.). 
There is no such reconstruction available of Proto-Khmuic, let alone of 
Proto-Northern-Mon-Khmer.

All of this means that when doing reconstructions one has to tenta
tively establish as detailed a branching as possible within some division 
of Mon-Khmer and then work backwards from the smallest clusters of 
extant languages as defined by the branching, successively uniting them 
by nodes until one arrives at a family tree (this approach is demon
strated very explicitly e.g. in Smith 1972).

The reconstructed proto-language defines a certain branch or sub
branch of Mon-Khmer, as a kind of common denominator. The min
imum requirement is that it should be typologically plausible. The next 
problem is how it ties in with evidence from outside the branch under 
consideration. Unless one takes a broader view all through the recon
struction there will often be a certain amount of arbitrariness in it. It 
may well turn out that subsequent comparative work on a broader scale 
casts doubts on parts of the reconstruction. For example, one of the lan
guages used in the reconstruction may have consonant or vowel quali
ties that were considered as due to secondary developments but which 
agree beautifully with languages outside the sub-branch. For that reason 
I sometimes permit myself to cite forms from languages that may have 
played a minor role in the reconstruction of the sub-branch they belong 
to.

In my comparison of Mlabri with neighbouring languages that 
problem has presented itself in connection with the Katuic branch of 
Mon-Khmer in particular. There is a recent reconstruction and even an 
etymological dictionary (Pejros 1996a) of Proto-Katuic as a whole, but 
unfortunately that was unavailable to me during the completion of this 
monograph. In lack of that I have mainly consulted the large dictionary 
of a West-Katuic language Kui or Suai (Sriwises 1978) and occasion
ally also cite forms from three East-Katuic languages, Bröu, Pacöh, 
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and Katu. Data from the latter three languages were presented and used 
for comparative purposes in an early reconstruction of Proto-East- 
Katuic (Thomas 1976), which has been available to me. Although the 
controversial features of that reconstruction can now be considered as 
obsolete, they still tell a lesson. When confronting its reconstructed 
PEK forms with Mlabri or Tin or Khmu, or for that matter with M-K in 
general, I found that they sometimes gave a so much poorer fit than 
forms from one or another of the individual languages that it raised 
doubts about the reconstruction. I shall illustrate that with reference 
to two reconstructed entities, a consonant *k h and a diphthong *oâ  
(Loa]).

The consonant *k h occurs, for example, in a word *k huun meaning 
‘magic power’. That is obviously a cognate of Mlabri gun (same 
meaning) but the initial consonant is intriguing, considering the general 
appearance of Katuic languages. At closer inspection, Katu has a form 
gun that corresponds exactly to that of Mlabri, and Pacöh has kun. The 
comparison with Mlabri suggests that an originally voiced stop was 
devoiced, with or without development of aspiration (rather than the 
other way round, as suggested in Thomas 1976: 11, 19). In this case, the 
issue is hardly settled by looking at Kui for the form occurring there in 
the meaning of ‘(having) magic power’ is strongly deviating, but it is 
significant that it has 2nd register (breathy voice): khog.

As for the diphthong *oa, it occurs in the PEK reconstructions before 
stops and *-h,  e.g. in *moAt  ‘eye’ and *ploAh,  a classifier for sheets. 
The word for ‘eye’ is, however, mat across most of M-K including 
Mlabri, and the classifier for sheets is kapla1' in Mlabri, phlah in Tin. 
Again, if one looks at individual East-Katuic languages the mystery is 
resolved: Katu has mat for the former, and Pacöh has plah for the latter, 
whereas Brôu provides the evidence for the diphthong (the rules are 
given in Thomas 1976: 43, 59 but without discussion of possible alter
native solutions). Kui sides with Mlabri in having /a/ in mat ‘eye’. 
Again, on comparative evidence one would like to reverse the process 
*oa > a into a rule generating the diphthong in Brôu (*a  > oa in envi
ronments to be specified).

Finally, I wish to present a case where the evidence from Mlabri can 
throw interesting light on conflicting forms e.g. in Katuic. The word for 
‘yawn’ is reconstructed by Thomas (1976) as *hangqaap,  i.e. *harfa:p,  
on the basis of Brôu sa?ap, Pacöh g ’ap and Katu ,’a?a:p or ha?a:p (my 
transliteration of sa-ap, ng-ap, a-aap, ha-aap). I cannot see what has 
motivated the reconstruction*/?«/;'«//;,  but a presyllabic velar nasal is 
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supported by West-Katuic: Kui has rfaip. Mlabri has thcuja:p, which is a 
regular reflex of a form *saija:p.

If one compares all the forms cited above there is a strong case for 
reconstructing a main syllable *?a:p. As for the presyllable, however, 
one observes that, with one exception, all the languages under consider
ation exhibit a subset of the elements s-a-rj, in that order, Mlabri alone 
having the maximum structure (although Mlabri has contracted the 
word so that the hiatus after r) vanished). This is suggestive of some 
kind of prefixation, though it is etymologically obscure. The only lan
guage that falls phonologically outside the pattern is KatuHK with 
ha?a:p, a form that obviously motivated the initial consonant in the 
reconstruction *harfa:p.  Considering what often happens in Northern 
Mon-Khmer languages one would rather speculate that this aspirate 
stems from a weakening *5  > h, which may have happened because of 
the weak position in a presyllable. If that solution is adopted one ends 
up with a PEK reconstruction *sarfa:p,  which is an extremely plausible 
reconstruction of the Pre-Mlabri form as well.

In presenting these case-stories I do not want to challenge the basic 
strategy in comparison of remote cognates. It is in principle always the 
deepest reconstructions that are most relevant for comparative work 
across different branches of Mon-Khmer, but a caveat is in place.

There is another complication with the family-tree approach: the suc
cessively accumulated insights may sometimes force the researcher to 
redefine the boundary between neighbouring branches or sub-branches, 
e.g. moving a language from one to the other. In the northernmost Mon
Khmer speaking area, in which Mlabri is located, there is reason to 
speculate how well-defined the branches are, in particular the separa
tion into a Palaungic and a Khmuic branch. That is worth keeping in 
mind if one sets out to trace the remote linguistic history of a migrating 
ethnic group such as the Mia Bri.

The family-tree approach has been successful with some language 
families without old language records, but it is difficult if the languages 
within a family exhibit two kinds of discrepancies: (i) large differences 
in overall lexicon, (ii) a lot of apparent or real irregularities in the 
phonological reflexes of shared cognates. That is the situation with 
Mon-Khmer as a whole and, on a smaller scale, even with Khmuic. It 
helps to explain why some researchers (even in contemporary scholarly 
papers) content themselves with demonstrating the relatedness between 
more or less remote Mon-Khmer languages by listing handfuls of 
shared words without much further analysis.
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There are words which are widespread in rather similar forms across 
Mon-Khmer languages. Mlabri has several such “typical” M-K words 
in easily recognizable form and mostly with the expected meaning; 
some are given for exemplification in Table 1-6.

Table 1-6
“Typical” (Northern) Mon-Khmer words in Mlabri

‘forest’
dig ‘elder brother’
mat ‘eye’
ti:? ‘hand’
J™] ‘leg’

‘jak ‘excrements’
r&7Ä ‘root’
'u:lh ‘firewood’
go:? ‘dog’ 
po:lh ‘barking-deer’ 
thawa:? ‘monkey’ (*s-  > A) 
ro:j ‘housefly’ 
kl?a:k ‘crow’
pa/r ‘fly, v’
takat ‘feverish (or cold)’ 
jia:m ‘season’ 

hn\m ‘year’

Some such lexical items are interesting by their mere existence in a 
hunter-gatherer language, for instance the series of numerals from one to 
ten in Mlabri: mo:j, be:r, pe?, pon, thr:rj, ta:l, gul, ti:?, gajh, gal (for 
more information of these numerals seen in a wider context, cf. Rischel 
1997a). Still, widespread and phonologically fairly stable etyma may be 
of limited help in comparisons of Mlabri with neighbouring languages 
unless the demonstration is accompanied by an in-depth analysis of the 
phonological relationships between the languages in question, and by an 
overall consideration of the lexicon (which may reveal that is for the 
most part not shared at all). It is often words with non-trivial phonology 
(for example, three of the words above illustrate M-K *-$  > Mlabri -//z) or 
with a geographical restricted occurrence that yield most information.

Not all parts of a Mon-Khmer word are equally amenable to cross- 
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language comparison. Firstly, affixation (pre- and infixation) causes a 
lot of variation in forms and secondly, different parts of the syllable 
seem to have different degrees of stability over time.

Within the field of Mon-Khmer studies there seems to be a consensus 
that syllable-final consonants tend to be fairly stable and therefore a 
good point of reference in etymological work (accordingly, some com
pilers of word-lists arrange the words according to their termination and 
only secondarily according to the onset). Syllable-onsets vary more, but 
it is largely possible to establish regular phonological correspondences 
by applying the comparative method. I have found that to be borne out 
by my comparisons between Mlabri and Tin.

It is different with vowels, however. It was pointed out long ago 
(Shorto 1976) that there are strange variations in vowels across Mon
Khmer which must date back a long time. Comparing Mlabri and Tin I 
have found that although the time depth here is shallow in comparison 
(less than a thousand years) there is a similar, intriguing variation in 
vowels within what I postulate as Khmuic.

As for Mlabri versus Tin some discrepancies in the cognates are sug
gestive of the existence of old doublets with different vowels in an 
“ablauf’-looking relationship to each other, e.g. *plx:m  ~ *pbim  for a 
leech species. Such doublets without any transparent reason (at the 
chronological level under consideration) have been suggested in histor
ical reconstructions within other branches of Mon-Khmer as well; they 
may cause forms in closely related languages to look different because 
one language happened to preserve one variant, whereas the other lan
guage preserved the other (or perhaps both). Then there are more whim
sical differences which suggest a complex scenario of lexical transmis
sion. Maybe some Tinic words were not assimilated smoothly into 
Mlabri; maybe Tin had a turbulent history shortly after Mlabri received 
a Tinic component; maybe some of the words that strike me as shared 
by Mlabri and Tin did not in fact enter Mlabri from Tinic.

In Part 3 I shall look into the Mlabri-Tin vowel issue with a view to 
the possibility of resolving some of the complexities in the vowels by 
applying the comparative method. It will turn out that the result is only 
moderately successful. It is like solving equations with too many vari
ables.

A priori, it is tempting to assume that discrepancies in vowel quality 
between two related languages Mlabri and Tin can be resolved by using 
a third, related language as a reference, a tertium comparationis. In that 
case the geographically widespread and lexically extremely well-docu- 
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merited language Khmu would at first sight be the obvious choice. A 
minimalistic rule of thumb might run as follows: If a vowel quality is 
shared by Khmu and either Mlabri and Tin, that is likely to be the Proto- 
Khmuic vowel quality, whereas there has been a change in the branch of 
Tinic (be it Mlabri or Tin) that deviates in terms of that vowel.

That is a grossly simplistic assumption, however. In languages of the 
world vowel qualities often change dramatically over time, and they 
may even change forth and back over sufficient time within one lan
guage branch or even within one dialect. Two languages may also 
exhibit parallel changes. Thus, there are several more or less plausible 
scenarios that could bring about the situation sketched above, and it 
takes a broad comparative approach to decide what is the likely sce
nario.

To complicate things one quickly observes that in spite of its domi
nance within the Khmuic sphere, Khmu is not the ideal choice of a ref
erence language. It has undergone changes in the vowels (see exempli
fication below), and its pattern of short vowels is less rich than those of 
Tin and Mlabri, which have a degree of aperture more than Khmu 
(Mlabri has e, x, d as distinctive vowels; in Khmu, short e and a occur 
only as allophones of long vowels before laryngeals, and short a does 
not occur at all, Svantesson 1983: 14-15). Thus one can expect in 
advance that comparisons of Mlabri/Tin with Khmu will pose problems 
in reconstruction.

Ksingmul across the border between Laos and Vietnam well to the 
east of Mlabri area is another fairly well documented Khmuic language. 
It deviates quite much from the western Khmuic languages in its lex
icon, and as for phonology, cognate words show considerable discrep
ancies between Ksingmul and other Khmuic in the consonants. In 
Ksingmul one encounters a voiceless palatal stop in forms that have a 
voiceless affricate or sibilant in other Khmuic, e.g. Ksingmul ce:j ‘lice’ 
(C-Mlabri çsj), co: ‘dog’ (Khmu so?), and a voiced sibilant correspon
ding to a voiced palatal affricate in Mlabri or Tin, e.g. Ksingmul zuij 
‘man’ (Mlabri ziaij ‘house’ (Tin kixrj, ceijY

The Khmu reflexes in the palatal region of the consonant system do 
not on all points correspond to those of Mlabri or Tin either (I do not go 
into the complicated history of palatals in Mon-Khmer; Diffloth 1977 
and Ferlus 1978 are important contributions to the issue). Khmu is not 
close to Ksingmul, however.

All of this invites a digression on branchings within Khmuic. It is 
entirely premature to posit a definitive branching (almost half of the 
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Khmuic languages are poorly documented, and the trail-blazing work 
of Thomas and Headley 1970 did not solve these issues). Looking at the 
overall vocabularies and overall structure of some of the languages one 
can make a few tentative observations, however. Ksingmul and Tinic 
clearly belong to different branches. There is another branching sepa
rating Khmu from Tinic and from the little-known language Phong in 
northernmost Laos. Khabit (Bit) belongs to a fourth branch, to judge 
from its very deviating vowel reflexes. I do not have data on Theen and 
Iduh (Tayhat) permitting me to consider where they belong in a 
branching tree.

All of this suggests that Khmuic falls into several branches, although 
it is unclear so far how “deep" the various branchings are in relation to 
each other. Even with the sparse evidence on Phong, however, it seems 
clear to me that Phong is close to Tinic, both phonologically and mor
phologically, and that Tinic and Phong together probably constitute a 
“Phongic” branch of Khmuic. Whether that putative branch also con
tains one or more of the remaining and in part little-known Khmuic lan
guages remains an open question.

Returning to the problem of using a tertium comparationis, it can be 
illustrated by looking at actually attested forms. Taking the word for 
‘nose’, for example, we observe that Mlabri has mjh and TinMal has 
moh, whereas Khmu and TinPrai have muh. That would seem to sug
gest that Mlabri and some Tin have drifted away from an old Khmuic 
form *muh.  Looking beyond Khmuic, one does find forms in u very 
widely although both u and d occur in Aslian, the second in fact in sev
eral languages (Benjamin 1976: 112). If we then look at Ksingmul, it 
sides perfectly with Mlabri in having the form moh. Considering that 
Ksingmul is a quite distant representative of Khmuic, there is reason to 
that speculate Mlabri and Ksingmul may have preserved an old form. 
Thus a more attractive proposal is that the Mon-Khmer word for ‘nose’ 
had two distinct variants: *muh  and *moh  of which the former is far 
more widespread than the latter. I would not be happy to posit *muh  as 
the Khmuic form, unless one decides to define as Khmuic whatever 
agrees with Khmu.

To take another example, the second person singular pronoun in 
Mlabri is meh, an etymon that is well represented in Khmuic but with 
strange vowel offsets: TinPrai has mah, Phong has m3. and Khmu has 
me: (acc. to Suwilai Premsrirat in the more specific meaning of ‘you, 
male’). If we go outside Khmuic, we have other instances of the second 
person singular pronoun. On one side, Katu has meh, and on the other 
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side, Lawa has me? (reportedly only in poetic vocabulary); Mitani 
(1979) reconstructs mi for Proto-Palaung. The Mlabri and Khmu forms 
seem to furnish the best point of departure for reconstruction of a 
Khmuic ancestral form, quite unlike the Tin and Phong forms, but the 
variation is conspicuous and makes rigid comparisons difficult.

For the comparison of Mlabri with Tin and with various other 
Khmuic languages it is worth keeping in mind that there are several 
indications, as in the cognate sets above, that Mlabri phonology is con
servative. That may also have been true of Proto-Tinic compared to 
some other Khmuic. Looking, for example, at the Tinic word for Teel 
pain’: MlaBC ço?, TinPrai so?, one observes that Khmu exhibits a 
higher vowel: su?, whereas Phong has diphthongization and loss of the 
glottal final: saw. There is a good case for positing *so?  , as in Tinic, as 
a valid reconstruction of the old Khmuic vocalism.

A similar example is the word pre?, which occurs in identical form in 
Tin, where is has the expected meaning ‘hot (spicy)’, and in Mlabri, 
where it means ‘chili’ (in the phrase pre? gem). This Tinic form is in 
perfect accordance with Diffloth’s (1980) reconstruction of Waic *pre?  
and its preservation e.g. in contemporary Lawa pje?. Again, the Tinic 
form is a perfect candidate for old vocalism. Other Khmuic languages 
have drifted in mutually opposite directions: Khmu has pri? (Khabit has 
a remotely similar form wi?) and Phong has prej.

The correspondences being of the same nature in su? ~ so? ~ saw and 
pri? ~ pre? ~ prej we are looking at a regularity. With more data there 
might a solid ground for positing sound-laws relating forms such as 
these across Khmuic.

As exemplified by the forms above, Khmu often has a high vowel, 
which may in some cases be due to a vowel raising particular to Khmu. 
This illustrates a point that is made repeatedly in this monograph: 
although Khmu is conservative in various respects one should beware 
of taking that language as the exemplar of Khmuic if it is a matter of 
vowel comparisons between branches of Mon-Khmer.

In conclusion I dare postulate that Khmuic shows a lack of unity 
when it comes to vowel qualities, although the correspondences are not 
just chaotic. There may be a unitary explanation, possibly in terms of a 
phonation type causing diphthongs which later monophthongized in 
some cases. Such “register” phenomena play a decisive role in phono
logical differentiation within Waic, as shown by Diffloth 1980, and also 
elsewhere in Mon-Khmer. In the case of Khmuic, however, I fail to see 
any pattern suggesting such an explanation that would work across the 
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board (hopefully, all this will appear in a very different light once 
reconstructions of both Proto-Palaungic as a whole and Proto-Khmuic 
as a whole have become a reality).

When we pool all the cognates shared by Mlabri and Tin, such vowel 
variation faces us from one end of the vowel space to the other. There is 
nothing like a one-to-one correspondence between vowels of more or 
less similar vowel quality, not even after one has weeded out words that 
are likely to be recent loanwords and concentrates on words that are 
likely to be old cognates. Some correspondences are attested by many 
forms, others by very few forms (exemplification of that is given in Part 
3), and that means that one can to some extent establish a set a major 
correspondences but the “minor” correspondences must of course also 
be accounted for somehow, in some cases as due to borrowing.

In Mlabri and Tin, a vowel in one of the languages often corresponds 
etymologically to two or more vowels in the other (cf. Table 2-6 in Part 
2), and this complication works both ways. This is in contrast with the 
scenario depicted by Diffloth for Waic:

The regularity of sound changes within Waic is actually quite impres
sive, as soon as spurious cognates are mercilessly abandoned (...) 
This regularity, and the apparent rarity of intra-Waic borrowings, are 
probably due to certain social values shared by speakers of Waic lan
guages, and to the geographical dispersal connected to such values 
(...)

(Diffloth 1980: 94).
One should not take Diffloth’s statement to mean that there is unifor

mity across Waic e.g. when it comes to vowel qualities. On the contrary. 
What one observes when looking at individual etyma and their reflexes 
in the various Waic languages, is that there are enormous differences 
precisely in vowel qualities, much larger differences than between 
Mlabri and Tin. In his comparative study, however, Diffloth brings 
order out of an apparent chaos, mainly by positing a number of lan
guage-specific (or even dialect-specific) diphthongizations all having a 
common origin: breathy phonation in words with original voiced initial 
(so-called “register”). The fascinating thing about the widely different 
appearances of shared words in the Waic languages or dialects is that 
the differences among them then turn out to exhibit regularity. Accord
ingly, they can be all derived from a well-defined set of proto-forms.

As will hopefully be convincingly demonstrated in Part 3 of this 
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monograph, it is possible to bring some order out of chaos in the case of 
Mlabri and Tin vowels as well, not by finding an underlying principle 
such as register but just by distinguishing (perhaps somewhat heavy- 
handedly) between regularities and more or less explicable aberrations 
from the regularities.



PART 2:

MLABRI AND TINIC: 
PHONOLOGY

AND MORPHOLOGY





Evidence for Tinic

As mentioned repeatedly in Part 1 it is my working hypothesis that the 
moderately Khmuic appearance of Mlabri is primarily due to an old 
connection with Tin dating back to a chronological period which I call 
Proto-Tinic. The present Part 2 as well as Part 3 below are devoted to a 
detailed comparison of Mlabri and Tin in that framework, whereas a 
broader view of the possible sources of Mlabri lexicon and grammar 
will be taken in Part 4.

It will be immediately apparent that the Tinic hypothesis does not by 
itself give a satisfactorily explanation of the overall appearance of the 
Mlabri language. It is, however, the only likely linguistic correlate to 
the biologists’ hypothesis about a founding event involving village 
people.

The Tinic connection is also quite significant from a purely linguistic 
perspective because of the amount of shared lexicon (I list a couple of 
hundred cognates in Part 3, and there are undoubtedly many more 
which I did not or could not detect with the data readily available to 
me), and especially because many of these show by their structure that 
they did not enter Mlabri recently from Tin. Thus the exploitation of 
this connection is an important first step in any attempt to unravel the 
early history of the Mlabri language.

By way of introduction to the pursuit of the language history of the 
alleged Tinic branch it may be called for to give some specific evidence 
for the existence of the alleged bond between Mlabri and Tin at the 
Proto-Tinic level, as against other sub-branches such as Khmu.

One type of evidence is shared phonological innovations. One such 
feature is the change in quality of *«/,  cf. Mlabri beir, Tinpixr ‘two’, as 
against Khmu ba:r. Another is the change of a final sibilant *-s  into an 
aspirated, more or less voiceless sonorant, cf. Mlabri po:lh, Tin pho:jh 
‘barking deer’ as against Khmu puas. On the whole, however, Mlabri 
phonology is very conservative, so if indeed there was such a thing as a 
Tinic level supplying Mlabri with lexicon that must have had a rather 
conservative phonology as well.

Another criterion is numerical evidence. There are large differences 
in lexicon among the Khmuic languages, and Mlabri does not share all 
that many etyma with any of the other languages. The number of etyma 
shared by Mlabri and Tin, however, is several times higher than the 
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number of etyma shared by Mlabri and other well-attested languages 
such as Khmu and Ksingmul. That is what I found by looking at general 
vocabulary with well-defined and tangible meanings (“content words” 
rather than “function words”). I have spotted some two hundred such 
words as possible candidates for being of Tinic origin (they are listed in 
Part 3 with their Mlabri and Tin forms).

All of this does not imply that Mlabri and Tin together formed a 
branch of Khmuic. In terms of language structure Mlabri and Tin are 
not particularly similar. The lexical comparison only suggests that 
Mlabri has a significant part of its vocabulary, maybe some two hun
dred words, from an early stage of the Tinic branch. The real nature of 
the association between Mlabri and Tin is a difficult issue the discus
sion of which will be postponed to Part 4.

Proto-Tinic and Pre-Tinic

The term Proto-Tinic is used by me to refer to the chronological stage 
that immediately preceded the cleavage between (Tinic) Mlabri and Tin 
proper. My assumption is that at that point, Tinic was already rather dif
ferent from (Proto-)Khmu. To account for that accumulated divergence 
it is necessary to posit an even earlier, hypothetical pre-stage of Tinic: 
Early Tinic or Pre-Tinic, which was close to but already distinct from 
Khmu. From a strict Stammbaum-perspective Pre-Tinic would be the 
stage just after Tinic split off from other Western Khmuic.

Because of structural similarities with at least one other Western 
Khmuic language, Phong, 1 cannot exclude the possibility that Pre- 
Tinic should be renamed Pre-West-Khmuic, thus excluding Khmu from 
the specifically western Khmuic languages. The information on Phong 
being so scanty, however, I narrow the perspective to Tinic proper 
(Mlabri-Tin) and retain the term Early Tinic or Pre-Tinic. In what fol
lows no attempt is made to reconstruct what exactly Pre-Tinic was like. 
The frame of reference which I try to establish for the purpose of relat
ing Mlabri to Tin. is the later stage: Proto-Tinic, as defined chronologi
cally at the beginning of this paragraph.

The present part of the monograph, Part 2, gives an overview of the 
structural features of Proto-Tinic to the extent that these features pre
sent themselves already by a cursory comparison of Tin (Mai and Prai) 
on the one hand and the Tinic component in Mlabri on the other. There 
are a host of difficult problems that would need to be solved in order to 
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establish a real reconstruction of Proto-Tinic. Most of these have to do 
with multiple correspondences between the vowels of Mlabri and Tin. I 
shall address these issues in Part 3 below.

The canonical structures of Tinic words

Mlabri and Tin have an altogether different appearance when it comes 
to word structure types, and both are different from Khmu, for example. 
I suspect that neither the pattern in Modern Mlabri nor the pattern in 
Modern Tin can be projected back to Proto-Tinic in its entirety. Still, it 
is illuminating to demonstrate the profound difference in canonical 
structure between the modem languages.

MQabri. Mlabri has numerous monosyllabic words but also a prolifera
tion of sesquisyllabic words, i.e. words in which a minor syllable (a 
reduced presyllable) precedes the major syllable that carries the word 
stress. A few words have two minor syllables before the major syllable, 
e.g. trlogxk, the name of a mythical hero. There are also several words 
with full vowels in two consecutive syllables; I refer to these (occasion
ally) as disyllabic words. In this monograph the term “presyllable” is 
used as if synonymous with “minor syllable”. The distinction between 
sesquisyllables and disyllables is problematic; many words vary over 
both structure types (as for my conventions in transcribing presyllables, 
also see Appendix II).

The distinction between monosyllabicity and sesquisyllabicity, on 
the other hand, is very clear, consistent and in part non-predictable, i.e., 
it is phonemic in some instances in Mlabri. There are structural restric
tions, however. I shall present the pattern in very compact form, largely 
without illustrating examples (some of the structures that are crucial in 
a Tinic context will be taken up later with some exemplification)

Wordforms whose segmental template exhibits a dual onset, i.e. CC-, 
are predictably monosyllabic if the second consonant is a sonorant, pro
vided that there is no intervening vowel between the two consonants. 
Examples: triup ‘cover, v’, mla:? ‘person; man’, rwxt ‘pour water over 
something’. Mlabri has a contrast between glide-i-vowel and diphthong 
after an initial consonant: rwxt above contrasts with ruxt ‘pond that 
dries up intermittenly’.

In contrast, there are numerous sesquisyllabic words beginning in 
C3C- but in these, the parasitic vowel between the two consonants is 
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absolutely obligatory, and there is very often variant forms with a full 
vowel, e.g. fguk = toguk ‘frog species’.

It is different with words in CC- if there is a sonority drop from the 
first to the second consonant, e.g. if the first consonant is a trill and the 
second a nasal or stop, or if the first consonant is a nasal and the second 
a stop. The first consonant is then always syllabic, i.e. the wordform is 
predictably sesquisyllabic (instead of syllabicity on the first consonant 
there may occur an epenthetic vowel in between the consonants: CC-). 
Examples: rmuit, r’muit ‘wind’, MlaA htjke:? ‘firewood’.

As for wordforms whose segmental template exhibits a triple onset, 
i.e. CCC-, most are predictably sesquisyllabic, namely with a syllabic 
segment (often realized phonetically as vowel plus non-syllabic sono
rant) in second position. This is true if the second consonant is a nasal, 
and also if the second consonant is a liquid (/, r) and the third consonant 
a true consonant (i.e. not a glide w or/). Examples: çrjgaji (MlaA also 
çtuygajï, MlaB also çetjgaji) ‘glowing charcoal’, MlaAB blwet (MlaA 
also bullet, MlaB also belwet) ‘swing forth and back’. The only CCC- 
sequence that occurs in contrastively monosyllabic versus sesquisyl
labic wordforms is stop + liquid + glide, e.g. MlaAC krwec ‘scratch, v’, 
MlaA brwac ‘swallow, v’ versus krwek ‘bear cat’, grwetc ‘finger; toe; 
claw’, MlaByrwr.7 ‘boil in a pot’.

Most sesquisyllabic wordforms whose segmental template exhibits a 
triple onset, tend to be realized phonetically with a vowel that breaks up 
the CCC-sequence and thus takes over syllabicity from the medial con
sonant segment. This epenthetic vowel may vary in quality (though 
there are certain preferred vowel qualities depending on the particular 
consonants in the CCC-sequence) and it normally occurs before the 
consonant segment that would otherwise be syllabic (in fairly rare 
instances, however, it can occur after that segment).

Sesquisyllabicity gives Mlabri a very distinctive Mon-Khmer ap
pearance, but there is a preponderance of forms that are morpho
logically unanalysable, and that gives Mlabri a distinct appearance 
compared to Khmu and many other mainstream M-K languages.

As for bisyllabic words, there are reduplicatives with two full sylla
bles in succession, but otherwise it is difficult to draw a well-defined 
boundary between disyllabic and sesquisyllabic wordforms in Mlabri. 
Wordforms which can be represented phonologically as containing a 
syllabic consonant are often realized with a fully articulated vowel 
before the consonant in question if the speaker is asked to pronounce 
the word in isolation. Some words deviate even more from prototypi-
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cally sesquisyllabic words that they are pronounced with a succession 
of two stressed syllables, and a higher tone on the first than the second 
syllable, in more distinct rendering. An example is kndetp ‘centipede 
species’, in distinct pronunciation ['kin'de:p, 'kum'deipj. I suppose that 
this is a vestige of some structural feature in the non-Tinic layer of 
Mlabri. Obviously, some such wordforms may be old compounds al
though I have had little success so far in identifying their parts (the par
ticular word for ‘centipede’ is discussed in Part 4 in the context of sim
ilar forms from other M-K but without any solution). With the present 
lack of insight into their history I can just mentioning the existence of a 
particular prosodic pattern carried by some Mlabri words.

Tin. Tin is altogether different. The vast majority of lexical items are 
monosyllabic; most exceptions being borrowings from Tai.

Within the M-K vocabulary the only deviation from monosyllabicity 
is constituted by words beginning in si- (pi-) followed by a stop conso
nant. There are several such words but only in Prai. In some cases they 
are matched by Mai words which have h- followed by a stop consonant 
in the most conservative dialect (MalA). I shall consider the origin of 
word-initial sz- in Prai in Part 3 below. The situation facing us in Tin, 
with its strong preponderance of monosyllabicity is, according to my 
observations, also found in some other, little-studied Khmuic lan
guages. It is clearly secondary and due to pervasive structural changes 
some time in the past in that cluster of languages.

There are good cognates between Mlabri and Tin which illustrate 
sesquisyllabicity in Mlabri as against monosyllabicity in Tin. There
fore, the reconstruction of Proto-Tinic can be based on the structural 
types found in the Tinic layer of Mlabri vocabulary. What happened to 
sesquisyllabic words in Tin belongs to the history of that language after 
the separation between Mlabri and Tin.

Phonology: syllable initials

Most parts of the system of initial consonants are shared by Mlabri and 
conservative Tin (TinMalA), with the reservation that there is an offset 
in voicing or aspiration between Mlabri and Tin within the system of 
stop consonants. Comparative evidence immediately discloses that this 
offset is due to developments within Tin proper (“consonant mutation”), 
so one can largely reconstruct the Proto-Tinic consonant system on the 
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basis of Mlabri to the extent that the Tinic vocabulary in Mlabri gives 
sufficient data.

There were four oral points of articulation in Proto-Tinic initial con
sonants: labial, dental, palatal and velar, plus laryngeal articulation.

One can further posit the following ten manners of articulation with 
certainty: voiceless stop, voiced stop, voiced nasal, pre-aspirated nasal, 
voiceless continuant (sibilants and */z),  voiced lateral and trill (below, I 
use the antiquated label “liquids” as a cover term), pre-aspirated lateral 
and trill, voiced glide, pre-aspirated glide, and finally glottalized glide.

The overall appearance of the system differs from that of Mlabri in 
the absence of aspirated and glottalized stops and the presence of glot
talized nasals. The chart of Proto-Tinic single initials is given in Table 
2-1.

*/- *r-
*A/_

Table 2-1: Proto-Tinic Initials

*p- *z- *c- *£-
*/)- *<7- *7- V
*W2- *77- >- V
*%-

*5/- *&-
*z>-

*W- */-

*v
* '’w- * ‘j-

In addition to these initials one may posit a glottal onset which occurs 
automatically if the syllable would begin in a vowel otherwise. (In the 
transcriptions below - both for Mlabri, Tin, and proto-stages of these - 
I render this pre-vocalic entity as raised ‘ so as to make it easy to distin
guish it graphically from a glottal syllable termination ? in sesqui- or 
bisy llabic words.)

Aspirated stops and sibilants. Tin has a series of aspirated stops, but 
those are reflexes of the voiceless stops series above and thus do not 
enter the reconstructed chart for Proto-Tinic. There is likewise a series 
of aspirated stops in Mlabri though with a different history than the 
aspirates in Tin. The aspirated stops of Mlabri can be arranged as con- 
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stituting a four-way series, like the stop series posited for Proto-Tinic 
above, see Table 2-2.

Table 2-2: Aspirated stops in Mlabri

ph- th- ch- kh-

Two of these Mlabri initials, ph- and kh~, seem to occur exclusively in 
fairly recent loanwords, most of which stem from Tai but some from 
Tin. They are thus irrelevant to the Tinic issue. The same is true of 
several words in th- and ch~. There is, however, a considerable residue of 
words in these two initials which must be of age in the language, and 
they require comment below.

In the Tinic vocabulary Mlabri th- is the regular correspondence of a 
Tin sibilant, which is realized variously with alveolar or palatalized 
alveolar articulation and with more or less affrication, but which is gen
erally represented by 5- (e.g. Mlabri th\c, Tin sec ‘meat; pulp’). Com
parison with M-K languages of the area and beyond it shows beyond 
dispute that it is an old sibilant, which I rendered in the chart above with 
the abstract symbol *S/-.

The Mlabri consonant listed as ch- above warrants this representation 
only in the sense that it fills a structural slot in the aspirated stop series. 
It is realized as a palatoalveolar (sometimes alveolar) sibilant or 
affricate: ['ç-, ç-], and in the present study I render it as ç-. This conso
nant occurs in many words of M-K origin, and I represent it above with 
the abstract symbol S2- (this sibilant goes back to *c-,  cf. Ferlus 1978: 
8). It is often difficult or impossible to decide whether words in S2- 
belong to the Tinic layer in Mlabri. The reflex in Tin is the same as for 
Si- above, except that some speakers of the most conservative Tin 
dialect: TinMalA, use an alveolopalatal affricate [‘ç-J in a handful of 
these words and insist on its being a different sound than the reflex of 
Si- (I could hear the difference myself, and it was explained to me with 
reference to the letters of the Thai writing system: assuming that one 
would write Tin with Thai letters one must use different consonant let
ters for the two sets of words, they said). Thus there appear to be ves
tiges of a distinction between Si- and S2- even in Tin.

Were there any glottalized stops or nasals in Proto-Tinic? There are 
two glottalized voiced stops in Mlabri. They could be represented as ‘b
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and ‘d- but since they are slightly implosive I allow myself to use the 
more convenient notation 6-, cC-. They are the regular reflex (except in 
very recent loanwords) of the so-called “mid” consonants b-, d- in Tai, 
which have in fact been reconstructed as formerly glottalized. A great 
many of the Mlabri words in these initials have such a Tai source.

The residue of words in glottalized initials are mostly etymologically 
obscure to me, one way or another. Examples are: boh ‘of such-and- 
such size’, (MlaBC) dkl1' ‘amount; number’. There are, however, words 
that are clearly of Mon-Khmer origin and they point to clusters of 
voiceless stop + voiced source as the source of the glottalized initials. 
One is 6or 'pangolin (an animal resembling an armadillo)’, another diy 
‘big’. The former word is kmbuar in Khmu, mbor in TinPrai, which sug
gests that one should reconstruct two forms related by infixation: 
*kbor, continued as Mlabri 6or, and *kmbor,  continued as the Khmu 
and Tin forms above. The latter word is reconstructed for Proto-Waic by 
Diffloth (1980) in the form *kdiy,  which would regularly give Mlabri 
diy by the assumed general change

*pl*tl*k  + *6,  *d>  6, d

in Early Mlabri. There is a further word which has Tin connections: 
Mlabri diiy ‘gaur, or a gaur-like animal species’; TinMal has /z/77, and 
TinPrai has tiy. Diffloth (1984) reconstructs kndi:y for Monic; the word 
has also been borrowed into Tai as a bisyllabic word of the segmental 
structure *kradiy  (Central Thai krathiy). This combined evidence again 
suggests that an initial complex containing two stops shrank into a glot
talized stop in Mlabri. For this word I would assume an old form 
without infixation: *kdi:y  underlying the Mlabri form, whereas Tin 
might well have truncated a more complex presyllable completely like 
in so many other cases.

Although the explanation of Mlabri glottalized stops as reflexes of 
clusters of two stops may eventually turn out to explain all occurrences 
in monosyllables (if some time an exhaustive etymological M-K dic
tionary becomes available), there is the added complication that there 
are examples with these stops in morphologically non-transparent 
forms in which they occur after a full syllable or presyllable. If these 
originally derive from compounds or forms with prefixes the same 
explanation may apply, of course, but if the first syllable is open there is 
the theoretical possibility that that syllable used to end in a glottal stop 
*-?, which has fused with a following *b-  or *d-  into b, cC. There are, 
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however, two forms below that have a glottal stop followed by a global
ized consonant, which speaks against such fusion.

I shall just list the forms without further analysis (in presyllables with 
consistently prominent though sometimes variable vowels these vowels 
are included since they are obviously relevant if one attempts to retrieve 
the first part of the word morphologically):

MlaB çrBat ‘trousers’
MlaC çrBat ‘tuber species’
MlaA kmBx:t (obsolete) ‘aeroplane (probably likened to an insect)’ 
MlaC gm6a:ij ‘lump of hardened resin’
MlaA çrBot ‘prop used to close a container’
MlaA (obsolete) çrBot ‘mode of singing’
MlaAC thmBok (also: thum6ok) ‘leaf prop or other thing used as a lid; to 

prop, v’
MlaA kaBo:k ‘hoe’
MlaAB paBom ‘cover’
MlaAB çalBu:t ‘spoiled and smelly (food)’

MlaA cada: ‘tree species’
MlaA ka?da:t ‘a personal name’
MlaA cakdar ‘squirrel species’
MlaA kmda:r ‘unripe’
MlaA kandej (some say k'dricfej) ‘elephant’s tusk’ 
MlaABC kinde:p (also kuinde:p) ‘centipede species’ 
MlaB kndiup ‘orifice of snail shell’
MlaB kldol ‘bird species’
MlaAC cadup (some say (?a</u/?)‘back (of body or thing)’ 
MlaA bakh<\.du:p ‘insert (into somthing close-fitting)’ 
MlaABC khtu?dui:n ‘cover term for earthworms’

My conclusion is that the old set of Mlabri words in glottalized stops 
are not of Tinic origin but represent a very old Mon-Khmer layer.

Tin has glottalized nasals initially, but these are only found in the 
most conservative dialect TinMalA, elsewhere one encounters voiced 
stops. 1 do not know the etymologies of such words as ?mut ‘shirt’, 
‘‘ni: ‘gall’ and ?na:m ‘hide (oneself), v’. In some cases, however, one can 
spot a Tai origin.

The source of in TinMalA ‘ma: ‘be angry’ is Tai *?6- (the corre
sponding word in Tai means ‘crazy’), and the source of *'«-  in TinMalA 
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nu? ‘a lot; much’ is Tai *?d- (assuming a semantic shift from ‘fierce’ to 
‘much’). There are also instances of globalized velar nasal; the exam
ples I have are loanwords from Tai, and the source of the globalized 
nasal in these cases is a glide (the reflexyz- occurs in Lao): 
‘tobacco’, ‘elastic’.

These various Thai correspondences suggest that the globalized 
nasals in Tin may have arisen in Tin proper and may not directly reflect 
the phonology of Proto-Tinic.

I have just two examples in which the Mlabri globalized stop corre
sponds to a globalized nasal in Tin. Both are of Tai origin. One is 
Mlabri ‘hollow iron handle of a knife into which a wooden handle 
can be inserted'; it may be the same Tai etymon (found in Lao) that sur
vives as TinMalA ‘spear’, probably originally denoting the iron 
part of the spear. The other example is MlaAB 6u:t in çal6u:t ‘for food 
to be spoiled (stale; invaded by maggots)’, the second part of which cor
responds to TinMalA ?mu:t ‘for food to be spoiled’ (TinPrai has a plain 
stop: bu:t\ It is not a problem for that comparison that it is the second 
syllable of a bisyllabic Mlabri word that it involved, for its first part is a 
recognizable morpheme of its own (cf. MlaA çalpred ‘have a bitter 
taste’, çalme:n ‘stink’). What is really interesting is that this borrowing 
from Tai has been so fully integrated into Mlabri that it underwent com
pounding and is now only preserved in the compound.

The outcome of these comparisons is that there is no compelling evi
dence for reconstructing a series of globalized voiced stops or global
ized nasals in Proto-Tinic. This is a significant finding considering that 
there are several Mlabri words in *6-  and *<T  and a couple of TinMalA 
words in *')??-  and *?n- that do not seem to have Tai cognates.

Clusters. There were at least six types of Tinic onsets consisting of two 
consonants: (i) stop plus liquid, (ii) stop plus glide (in Modern Tin even 
with prenasalized stop, e.g.-^w-), (iii) sibilant plus liquid, (iv) sibilant 
plus glide (with uncertainty about the repertory, see below), (v) liquid 
plus glide (*w-  and possibly also the latter exists in Mlabri), (vi) 
nasal plus glide (both Mlabri and Tin have words in #vv-, for example). 
It is uncertain whether combinations of (vii) nasal plus liquid (which 
occur in Mlabri) existed in Proto-Tinic or have a different source.

As for initial consonant combinations consisting of sibilant + liquid 
the only safely attested cluster is *sr-  though *$7-  must also have exist
ed at the Tinic level. Comparison of the Mlabri word hlu:t in ke:t hlu:t 
‘hard of hearing; deaf’ (not found in Tin) with Khmu sluut ‘deaf’ (pro
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nounced with an epenthetic vowel between the onset consonants) is 
suggestive of a sound change *sl-  > hl- but unfortunately, I have no 
etymon shared by Mlabri and Tin which can be reconstructed with *sl~.  
Thus it is uncertain when or where that sound change happened.

As for initial consonant combinations consisting of sibilant + glide 
there is plenty of evidence for and *S2W-  in Mlabri but an absence
or at least scarcity of good comparative data linking Mlabri and Tin in 
this respect.

There is a significant absence, both in Mlabri and Tin, of a cluster 
type which occurs in several M-K languages and also (with some 
etyma) in Khmu, viz. voiceless obstruent plus nasal. In Mlabri and Tin 
all such clusters have been weakened to aspirated nasals, with complete 
loss of information about the place of articulation of the initial 
obstruent. In Tin, the aspiration on nasals is preserved in MalA; all 
other offsprings of Proto-Tin now have plain nasals.

In my comparative Tinic data set there are three etyma of this kind 
with a historical stop before nasal. One example is the word for ‘new’: 
Mia hme?, TinPrai me?, Khmu hmme?\ Diffloth (1984: 155) recon
structs *t[  ]mii? for Monic. Another is the word for ‘year’: Mia W, 
TinMalB na:m, Khmu nim (not the regular word for ‘year’, though; I 
have noticed this form in certain phrases listed in Premsrirat’s The
saurus); Diffloth (1984: 134) reconstructs *cnaam  for Monic. A third, 
more problematic example is the word for ‘rat’, MlaA has hnel (with an 
unexpected and unexplained final lateral), TinPrai sine: (the pseudo
prefix si- signals the loss of phonological material); Khmu has kne?, 
and Diffloth (1984: 61) reconstructs *kni:?  for Monic.

As for sibilant + nasal there is one example: Mia hma:l ‘personal 
spirit’, TinMalA hma:l, TinPrai simatl ‘soul; essence of life’, Khmu 
hmmatl, ma.i ‘personal spirit’; the old sibilant reveals itself before an 
infix, cf. MlaB çrma:l ‘soul’, an early loan from some Khmuic.

There clearly happened a sound change at some point: M-K voiceless 
obstruent + nasal > h + nasal. This sound change was not limited to 
Tinic but also affected Khmu, for example. The examples above illus
trate different outcomes for Khmu: (i) preservation of the initial stop, 
(ii) weakening of the stop to h, (iii) complete loss of the initial segment. 
That looks chaotic, but maybe (i) vs. (ii)-(iii) has something to do with 
sesquisyllabic and monosyllabic realizations; (iii) may be a further 
development of (ii) which was arrested if material (in this case -m-) 
intervened between the reflex of the obstruent and the nasal.

In Mlabri one might a priori expect initial clusters consisting of 
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voiceless obstruent + nasal to occur in the non-Tinic stratum. There is, 
however, not a single lexical item of this structure in Mlabri. That 
strongly suggests that the sound change is very old and also affected 
Mlabri already before Tinic time.

Triple consonant sequences. In Tinic there were word-initial three- 
consonant sequences consisting of a stop plus a liquid (*-r-  or *-/-)  plus 
*-w-; it is unclear to what extent they were realized as sesquisyllabic. 
As stated above (in the subsection on “Canonical structures”), Mlabri 
has a contrast between monosyllabicity: Cnv- and sesquisyllabicity: 
Crw- (realized with syllabic -r- or with a brief vowel before -r-). 
Sesquisyllabic structures of this kind are, however, much more frequent 
in Mlabri than the corresponding monosyllabic structures. If the medial 
consonant is *-/-  the word-form always comes out as sesquisyllabic, 
e.g. MlaAB klwArj (also kulwArf) ‘ball, egg’. TinMalA, in contrast, has a 
homosyllabic three-consonant cluster e.g. in k'Twarj ‘seed in fruit’, 
which is the same etymon as the just-mentioned Mlabri word. Similarly, 
TinPrai has three-consonant clusters as in krwa? ‘burp’.

Modern Tin does not exhibit sesquisyllabic wordforms at all, and 
since that word type is almost defining for M-K the obvious explanation 
is that Tin got rid of sesquisyllabicity at some point. That leaves the 
question open whether Proto-Tinic had any syllabicity contrast in CCC- 
sequences since my few examples with homosyllabic CCC- cannot be 
proved to be words of Tinic provenance.

Commentary' to the scenario assumed for Tin: Since the general ten
dency in Tin is to simplify word structures it may seem controversial to 
assume that phonetic CCC-clusters arose on the way to Modern Tin, but 
in fact that happened with monosyllabic loanwords from Tai as well. 
Tin has an old loanword for ‘cultivated banana’ (the borrowing predates 
consonant mutation, and the lateral after stop is preserved), which I 
took down in TinMalA as khlwaj (also pronounced khloj by some); it 
must originally have been borrowed in the form *kluaj.

Phonology: oral syllable-finals

Judging from the combined evidence of Mlabri and Tin (and of other 
Khmuic as well) the system of non-laryngeal finals in Proto-Tinic was 
of mainstream M-K type, with four points of articulation: labial, dental, 
palatal, and velar, and with five manners of articulation: stop, nasal, 
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sibilant, liquid, and glide. The main complication is the category of 
sibilants; they will be commented on below.

The overall inventory of final comprised 14 entities, as shown in 
Table 2-3.

Table 2-3: Proto-Tinic oral finals

*-/? *-/ *-c *-£
*-W *-« *-'7

*-5i, *-S 2
*-/, *-r

*-W *-/

The finals shown in Table 2-3 all have distinct reflexes in Mlabri. The 
same is true of (some) Tin except that -Si and -S2 have coalesced in Tin. 
Comparison with Khmu or with other, more distant M-K languages 
shows a good fit with respect to finals, although there is some dental ~ 
palatal fluctuation across M-K and also in Tinic, both in the stop series 
and the nasal series.

The most interesting finals are the ones that I render “abstractly” as 
*-Si and *-S2  (it should be understood that I make no claims about any 
etymological connection between initial and final sibilants; the symbols 
I use just happen to be the same). Mlabri has -lh for the first (e.g. 
po:lh ‘barking deer’, a word that exhibits -s widely in M-K languages), 
whereas Mlabri has -jh, a more or less forcefully aspirated glide which 
often approaches [ç], for the second (gajh ‘nine’). The latter is an infre
quent final, occurring mainly in some words with no obvious MK ety
mology. In TinMal the reflex of both of the old sibilants (to the extent 
that the second is attested at all) is -jh. In TinPrai their common reflex is 
-f with a three-way merger between *-Si,  *-£2  and the old dental stop 
*-Z. A remarkable thing about these reflexes is that there is no trace of 
sibilants in any Tinic language or dialect (some M-K languages exhibit 
a weakening of sibilant to [h] but there is no trace of such a develop
ment either). I therefore take it that the change away from sibilants hap
pened already at the Proto-Tinic level, before Mlabri parted company 
with Tin. This makes it possible to posit the early, syllable-final loss of 
sibilant articulation as a definiens of Tinic.
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Vowel-length, final laryngeals, 
and open syllables

Vowel-length. In Proto-Tinic, vowel-length was contrastive in front of 
a wide variety of finals. The agreement between Mlabri and Tin on this 
point is, however, rather poor.

In reconstructions I shall represent the non-alternating vowels as 
short versus long, and the instances of alternating length (except in 
cases where they are rule-governed) by abstract symbols. This the total 
set of representations of stable or alternating length in my reconstruc
tions of Proto-Tinic is:

V = short vowel in both Mlabri and Tin
Vi = long vowel in both Mlabri and Tin
V(:)i = long vowel in Mlabri, short vowel in Tin 
V(i)2 = short vowel in Mlabri, long vowel in Tin

The trickiness of length in Mlabri. When speaking about long vowels 
in Mlabri one must make the qualification that shortening occurs almost 
regularly when a word is non-final in a phrase (the accentuation of pho
nological phrases being on the last word, as is areally expected). Thus, 
although ‘man; person’ is mla:? and ‘ear’ is keit the unmarked way of 
saying ‘Mlabri’ (“man forest”) and ‘deaf’ (“ear deaf’) is (777/0? 'bril? 
or) mla'bri:?, ket hluit. Conversely, vowels are lengthened in utterance
final or even clause-final position; especially in MlaA this leads to 
extremely overlong syllables spoken on a high-falling pitch, a feature 
that has often been noticed as characteristic of Mlabri in contrast to 
other languages of the area.

Needless to say, it is not possible to determine how old these patterns 
of phrasal vowel shortening and final lengthening in Mlabri are, but 
they might well have caused some words to switch, within Mlabri 
proper, from lexicalization with a long vowel to lexicalization with a 
short vowel, and vice versa. That may be one of the reasons why there 
is no much misfit in vowel-length between Mlabri and Tin. There are 
even some words that differ in phonological vowel-length over different 
varieties of Mlabri although the main tendency is for the vowel of a par
ticular word to be either phonologically long or phonologically short 
across all of Mlabri.

The length contrast is well preserved in MlaB and MlaC and with 
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some speakers of MlaA, whereas other speakers of the last-mentioned 
variety have more or less merged phonologically long and short vowels 
so that the actual length of a vowel is mainly determined by the 
prosodic position of the word.

As for open syllables in Mlabri and Tin, stressed syllables always 
have a long vowel, whereas there are several unstressed function words 
with a short open syllable. Since there is next to no overlap in lexicon 
when it comes to unstressed function words, I cannot give cognate pairs 
of this kind.

Final laryngeals. Except for unstressed function words, short syllables 
in both Mlabri and Tin must be checked, either by an oral consonant or 
by a final laryngeal. For Proto-Tinic one can tentatively posit the same 
repertory of laryngeals as in Mlabri and Tin, cf. Table 2-4.

Table 2-4: Proto-Tinic final laryngeals

-h -?

It is, however, a problem in the reconstruction of Proto-Tinic by compa
rison with Mlabri and Tin that these two languages often disagree on the 
final laryngeal. This adds to the difficulties in historical comparisons 
caused by the frequent lack of agreement on vowel length.

If Mlabri and Tin were Tai languages, the conflicting distributions of 
vowel-length and syllable-final laryngeals might raise suspicions about 
a proto-stage with prosodic contrasts in phonation type. That makes no 
sense in a Mon-Khmer context; instead, one might expect secondary 
and language-specific, so-called register differences having to do with 
voicing in the syllable-initials and affecting the vowel quality (the ques
tion of register is taken up later). Another possibility would be differ
ences in nasalization (that feature plays a role in Bahnaric) that once 
affected vowel quality and then vanished. It would, however, take a 
large repertory of phonation types to take care of the mismatches be
tween Mlabri and Tin since there are a total of 23 correspondence types 
involving long versus short vowel and -A, -2, or open syllable, if one 
wants the coverage of the data to be exhaustive. There is not, to my 
knowledge, any shred of evidence in favour of such constructs in the 
history of languages such as Mlabri and Tin.

Mlabri (particularly MlaA) has a forceful breathiness often used as 
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an affective marker on words denoting scary or funny animals (such as 
the crocodile, kro:ç, and the duck, ka:p), as well as verbs denoting 
colossal size (baj tha:l ‘big’). Clearly, that has no historical connections 
with the mismatches in Tinic rhymes.

In lack of evidence I altogether discard ancient syllable prosodies as 
an explicate with respect to syllable structure in Mlabri and Tin.

For the time being I shall just define an abstract symbol for each of 
the offsets in laryngeal syllable-termination and beg the question what 
Proto-Tinic really looked like in these respects. The total set of mismat
ches includes Mlabri -h versus open syllable in Tin, but as will be 
shown later this is in fact a morphological difference. Therefore, the 
only genuine mismatches have to do with final glottal stop versus open 
syllable. There are mismatches both ways, and these are symbolized as 
follows in my reconstructions of Proto-Tinic:

Hi = Mlabri: ?, Tin: open syllable 
H2 = Mlabri: open syllable, Tin: ?

As I shall show in Part 3, the only way to approach a more insightful 
analysis is to go beyond Mlabri and Tin, i.e. to look at rhymes in other 
Khmuic languages and in languages beyond Khmuic.

The pattern of vowel qualities

Vowel qualities can be handled in terms of the traditional two “dimen
sions”: a complex dimension involving place of articulation along the 
tongue body and degree of lip-rounding and a dimension generally 
referred to as tongue-height although it is really assessed auditorily. The 
vowel qualities combine with a binary quantity system of long and 
short.

[Digression: I have found no need for additional dimensions such as 
tense-lax in specifying the vowels of these two languages, except that in 
Mlabri there occurs a weak, optional schwa-vowel in pre-syllables 
which I rendered as raised “a”. In transcriptions of Tin I use the vowel 
symbol “a” to refer to a vowel which is similar to Mlabri “r” but sounds 
less retracted and may be central rather than back. Finally, it deserves 
mention that in my Minor Mlabri, 1995, I represent the vowels pre
ceding nasals in some words as high and lax but I would now restate 
these vowels as belonging to the next degree of openness.)
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Place of articulation and lip-rounding. Both Mlabri and Tin have 
a three-way distinction between front-unrounded, back/central-un- 
rounded, and back-rounded vowels.

Degrees of openness (aperture) or vowel height. Basically, one can 
distinguish three or four degrees of vowel height. Tin has three, Mlabri 
has four in that Mlabri a and a represent two distinctive degrees of 
height corresponding to Tin a. In addition to, or perhaps as a result of, 
the resulting difference in overall arrangement (topology) of the two 
systems there is a certain phonetic offset in height, the Mlabri vowels at 
each level of “auditory height” being higher than the Tin vowels at the 
structurally corresponding level (I shall return to that in Part 3 below).

Vowel phoneme inventories. Disregarding length, there are nine dis
tinctive vowels in Tin: H e e ui a a u o ol and ten in Mlabri: U e e ui ya 
a u o □/ (diphthongs are left out of consideration in this exposition since 
they do not form a crucial part of the comparative data used to test the 
Tinic hypothesis). - A note on phonetic notation (see further Appendix 
II): the unrounded central/back vowels are rendered as ui x in my tran
scriptions of Mlabri but as ui a in my transcriptions of Tin. When talk
ing about reconstructed Proto-Tin I use the symbols *a.  The differ
ences between these three sets of symbols are entirely insignificant for 
the correspondences and reconstructions.

Tentative vowel chart for Proto-Tinic. Considering the considerable 
overall similarity between the vowel systems of Tin and Mlabri it is a 
natural choice of working hypothesis to posit the common core of the 
two systems as a first approximation to the Proto-Tinic vowel system. 
At the lower end of the system, however, the hypothetical common 
denominator must necessarily look different depending on whether the 
extra vowel in Mlabri is supposed to be a feature specific to Mlabri 
(whatever its explanation) or supposed to reflect the existence of a 
Proto-Tinic vowel phoneme which is no longer present in Tin.

At this stage, before the relevant etymological data have been pre
sented and discussed, the options must of course be kept open. It is 
necessary to recognize two different but equally possible configurations 
of the vowel system that is tentatively reconstructed for the Proto-Tinic 
stage, namely one corresponding to that of Modern Tin and another cor
responding to that of Modern Mlabri. These alternative systems are 
shown in Table 2-5.
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Table 2-5: Proto-Tinic vowels

Alternative I
*z *z  *zz
*e *a  *o
*e *a

Alternative II
*z *z  *zz
*e *a  *o
*£ *a  *3

*a

The problem with positing a reconstructed vowel system at this point is 
that it is so far typological rather than etymological. The moment one 
looks at cognates shared by Mlabri and Tin it becomes apparent that the 
vowel correspondences are not one-to-one; there is a variety of pairwise 
correspondences. Still, all the sets of etymologically corresponding 
vowels in Mlabri and Tin share an important feature: the vowels rarely 
differ by more than one degree of openness (such as e ~ £ or u ~ o) and 
mostly agree on place of articulation and rounding. Front-back and 
unrounded-rounded correspondences (such as e ~ a or a ~ □) do not 
occur with the high vowels but only in the lower part of the vowel space 
where such fluctuation is to be expected on general phonetic grounds 
(poor auditory discrimination in the lower part of the vowel space).

I therefore conclude that there is an underlying number of (overlap
ping) regions in the vowel space each defining a vowel correspondence 
between Mlabri and Tin but that there is a priori no simple way to relate 
the vowels of Mlabri and Tin to each other in terms of sound-laws, at 
least not exhaustively. Accordingly, I prefer at this point to provide each 
of these regions or correspondence sets with a label to be used in recon
structed forms. The possibility of generalizing over vowel correspon
dences will be taken up in Part 3.

Correspondence sets. In Table 2-6 I list - without further analysis at 
the moment - the total set of vowel correspondences between Mlabri 
and Tin, as symbolized in my reconstructions of Proto-Tinic. There are 
a total of 29 correspondences according to vowel quality alone, on 
which are superimposed four possibilities of vowel-length correspon
dence (Mia V ~ Tin V, Mia V: ~ Tin V, Mia V ~ Tin V/, Mia V: ~ Tin V/). 
Note that there is no correspondence Mia a ~ Tin a (which occurs only 
in the diphthong za).
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Table 2-6: Mlabri-Tin vowel correspondence sets

a = Mia a, Tina 
£ = Mia £, Tin £ 
e = Mia e, Tin e 
i = Mia z, Tin i 
Ei = Mia £, Tin e 
E2 = Mia e, Tin £ 
E.i = Mia £, Tin a 
E4 = Mia a, Tin £ 
I - Mia e, Tin i 
x = Mia r, Tin a 

i = Mia in, Tin ui 
Ä/ = Mia a, Tin a 
Ä2 = Mia a, Tin a 
Aj = Mia a, Tin a 
Ëi = Mia x, Tin o 
Ë2 = Mia x, Tin a 
Ë3 = Mia x, Tin e 
Ë4 = Mia x, Tin a 
h = Mia ui, Tin a 
I2 = Mia x, Tin m 

a = Mia a, Tin a 
o = Mia o, Tin o 
u = Mia u, Tin u 
Oi = Mia a, Tin o/u 
O2 - Mia o, Tin a 
Ch = Mia a, Tin a 
Ui = Mia o, Tin u 
lh = Mia u, Tin o 
Lh = Mia u, Tin a

The index numbers used on the abstract symbols above are entirely 
arbitrary; they not even proceed incrementally along the relevant pho
netic parameter but just reflect the order in which I happened to identify 
and label each correspondence set in the first place.

Diphthongs

When talking about diphthongs in languages such as Mlabri and Tin 
one can posit both falling diphthongs (i.e. with falling sonority) and 
rising diphthongs (with rising sonority). In this section I shall deal with 
these diphthongs in much more detail than other features of Mlabri-Tin 
phonology because that is necessary in order to introduce the topic reg
ister. Otherwise, however, diphthongs play a very marginal role in the 
data sets above, and therefore, questions such as the origin of diph
thongs or the relationship between Mlabri monophthongs and Tin diph
thongs are hardly addressed in Parts 3 and 4.

Falling diphthongs. The falling diphthongs glide from a non-high 
vowel quality towards a high vowel quality, e.g. [ai, am, au]. It is often 
an analytical question whether such phonetic diphthongs should be 
interpreted as unit vowels of diphthongal realization, as “true” diph
thongs, i.e. sequences of two vowel phonemes within one syllable, or 
finally as VC-sequences ending in a glide (the relevant glides in a SEA 
setting being [i, m, u], in more convenient notation: j, y, vv). In handling 
Mlabri and Tin the third solution is the most straightforward, since it 
explains why final consonants (following after the diphthongs) are 
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structurally impossible in words with such diphthongs.Thus the falling 
diphthongs can be approached diachronically in the same way as other 
VC-sequences.

Rising diphthongs: introductory remarks. The rising diphthongs 
glide from a high vowel quality [i , tu, uj towards a non-high vowel 
quality (typically [aj but also [e, e]). It is a problem especially with 
Modern Mlabri that there is sometimes vacillation between initial 
sequences of the types consonant + high vowel + vowel (i.e. CW-) and 
consonant + glide + vowel (i.e. CCV-). For example, [mir:, mjx:l can 
both be heard in MlaA as realizations of a meaning ‘wife’, and [kurj, 
kwyjl can both be heard as realizations of a word meaning ‘cultivated 
banana’. These are both borrowings from Tai, however. Words of other 
provenance are normally (always?) pronounced consistently one or the 
other way, either with an initial cluster or with a diphthong, e.g. MlaA 
rwrf ‘pour water over something’ versus ruwt ‘an indentation in the 
ground which is sometimes muddy’.

Both Mlabri and Tin exhibit variation over diphthong versus 
monophthong, but in Tin that is a matter of dialect-specific variation; in 
Mlabri it may occur only in Tai loans and reflects developments in the 
lending languages.

There is an important phonetic characteristic associated with initial 
rw- in Mlabri: the onset has largely the same pitch from the very begin
ning and it is continued into the following vowel. I consider this a spe
cific characteristic of Mlabri, and it contributes to making it difficult for 
the field worker to discriminate auditorily between sequences such as 
rw’V- and ruV-. To the Mlabri, on the contrary, the characteristic pitch is 
essential for the recognition of the onset as a Mlabri syllable-onset (I 
have tried a couple of times to pronounce rwa:j ‘tiger’ - a M-K word 
shared with Khmu - with non-characteristic pitch, namely with a slight 
pitch rise from the trill to the glide + vowel; the reaction of the Mlabri 
listener was that I was saying the word not in Mlabri but in Khmu).

Rising diphthongs from a Tinic perspective. Modern Tin has a set of 
rising diphthongs some of which Filbeck (1978) projects back to Proto
Tin, and Modern Mlabri has a much richer set, which also exhibits a 
contrast between short and long diphthongs (e.g. ia versus ia:, ux versus 
w.t/). Several of these diphthongs in Mlabri or in Tin are found in loan
words of Tai origin but some occur (in Mlabri or Tin or both) in words 
of other provenance. Most of the diphthongs found in Mlabri or Tin 
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words of non-Tai provenance cannot, however, be reconstructed as con
tinuations of diphthongs at the Tinic level because the words in question 
fail to occur in the cognate pairs I have identified as being of Tinic 
provenance.

The only safely attested diphthong at the Tinic level is *zrz.  There is a 
single word pair in my data in which this Tinic diphthong is seen to be 
a reflex of a Khmuic diphthong *za,  namely the word for ‘root’: Mlabri 
reilh, TinMalA At first glance the Mlabri and Tin forms may not 
seem to fit well, but the finals exhibit a regular correspondence between 
Mlabri and TinMal (their common origin being *-5z),  and the com
plexity of the initial in Tin is suggestive of morphological complexity, 
maybe compounding with the etymon in question as the second part. 
One has to go outside Tinic in order to see that this etymon had a diph
thong already at the Khmuic level. The Khmu form is rias, and if going 
beyond Khmuic one also encounters forms with a monophthong, e.g. 
Reconstructed Monic *rzs  (Diffloth 1984: 86, 295).

Mlabri e: is sometimes matched by Tin e: instead; in such cases the 
reconstruction of Tinic *e: seems straightforward.Examples are: Mia 
dimrsnj, TinPrai mbrs:r) ‘bamboo flooring’ (with a modification of the 
beginning of the word that is typical of Tin) and Mia çmbEp, TinMal 
mbE:p ‘lip region’ (with a vowel-length difference, which complicates 
the retrieval of a Tinic proto-form).

What remains now is a considerable number of cognate pairs in 
which Mlabri s: is matched by Tin zA, like in the word ‘root’ above but 
with a different Khmuic origin. An example is Mia be:r, Tinpiar ‘two’, 
the Khmu form ba:r (and similar forms beyond Khmuic) suggesting 
that one should reconstruct a long vowel *0/  for Proto-Khmuic.

The evidence thus suggests that Khmuic *za  and *a:  coalesced in 
Early Tinic into a long or diphthongal entity continued as Mia s ~ Tin 
zA. One might contemplate reconstructing a long monophthong at the 
Tinic level, were it not for the existence of Tinic *£/  continued as such 
both in Mlabri and Tin (see above). The most plausible options, then, is 
to reconstruct a diphthong in the Ea-EA-sa range (with subsequent 
monophthongization in Mlabri and with subsequent differentiation in 
Tin) or a diphthong in the ia-Lx-ia range (again with subsequent 
monophthongization in Mlabri). I have chosen to reconstruct this entity 
as *za  at the Tinic level because that agrees well with what one observes 
in some other languages of the Khmuic branch, such as Ksingmul and 
Phong.

Ksingmul has id corresponding to Mia e: ~ Tin zA, e.g. KsM ziay
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‘house’ ~ Mia ge:g ~ Tin ki<\ij, or KsM “’amid ‘rain’ ~ Mia me:? ~ Tin 
miA?. Phong has a monophthong z that is readily explained as a trun
cated reflex of *ia  or *za  (< *ar),  although one cannot exclude that it is 
a more direct reflex of Proto-Khmuic *a/  (with raising and shortening 
only: > z). The word for ‘blood’, Khmuic *ma:m,  for example,
occurs as Mia me:m ~ Tin mzam ~ KsM miam ~ Phong mim.

The conclusion, then, is that one can posit a seemingly regular sound
change *a;  > *ztz  (or possibly > *za)  from Proto-Khmuic to Proto-Tinic. 
Since the diphthongization is an innovation that is shared by several 
Khmuic languages but not Khmu, one might consider pushing it even 
further back and let it define a major sub-branch of Khmuic that did not 
include Khmu. The diphthongization of *a:  into a rising diphthong is 
prototypical in the presence of register in M-K; Diffloth (1980: 42) 
states that Wa has ea, ea or e from *a  after a proto-voiced initial and 
points to a similar process *a:  > ea, id in Khmer (ibid: 37). I shall return 
to the register issue below.

Other examples of this early diphthongization in my comparative 
data-set are:

Mia be:k ‘bear, n’; Tin pisk ‘id.’
Mia be:r ‘two’; Tinpi<\r ‘id.’
Mia threpj ‘tooth’; TinMalA fiwj ‘id.’ (Khmuic *sr-)
MlaBC ji?e:tj, MlaAja?e:y ‘bone’; TinMalA ?za/;, Tin Prai siTùxrj (etc.) 
‘id.’

The fairly small number of words with Mia e: ~ Tin za in my data-set 
might convey the impression that e: is rare in Mlabri, and that zd is rare 
in Tin. That is certainly not the case; there are numerous such words in 
Mlabri and Tin considered separately, it is just that I have found rather 
few cognate pairs.

So far, so good but the evidence is conflicting since there are also sev
eral instances in which Mlabri and Tin agree on a: as the continuation of 
the vowel found in Proto-Khmuic, thus strongly suggesting Tinic 
*a/ as another regular reflex. Examples are:

MlaABjra: ‘skinny’; TinMlaA kra:, TinPrai sira: ‘id.’ 
MlaB ga:p ‘hold something in the mouth'; TinPrai ka:p ‘id.’ 
MlaB gwa: ‘search for; hunt for’; TinPrai kwa: ‘id.’
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MlaB ta:ji ‘weave’; TinMalA tha:ji, TinPrai thaji ‘id.’ (vowel-length is 
confirmed by Khmu ta:ji ‘weave; plait’)

Mia ka:? ‘fish’; Tin kha: ‘id.’
Mia kwa:j ‘edible tuber’; TinMal k\!a:j ‘id.’
MlaC thoma:l ‘spirit of deceased person’; TinMalA hma(f)l ‘id.’; TinPrai 

simail ‘personal spirit’
Mia ra:p ‘chase; run after’; TinMalA ra:p ‘id.’
Mia rwa:j ‘tiger’; TinMalA nvaj ‘id.’ (Khmu also has rwa:j ‘tiger') 
Mia /a/? ‘shoulder’; TinMalA pak la: ‘shoulder’; TinPrai la: ‘arm’ 
Mia rrjga:p ‘mouth’; TinMal 'Jga:p ‘id.’

It is immediately apparent that there are a variety of onsets in both sets. 
Before focussing on the role of the onset it may therefore be worth 
while to explore whether the presence or absence of diphthongization 
could have something to do with the syllable termination. There is a 
preponderance of final nasals in the first set, which makes one wonder 
whether they might possibly have promoted a change in vowel quality 
(> diphthongization) via nasalization of the preceding vowel. In general 
phonetic terms, perceptible coarticulatory prenasalization of an open 
vowel [a] is a well-known phenomenon. The data supporting the 
assumption that final nasals played a role, however, amount to just three 
words. There are just as many words in the set that do not end in a nasal. 
I shall therefore leave this issue unsolved at the moment.

Register in Proto-Tinic

The most fruitful hypothesis about the Tinic split of *a:  into a: ~ ia is 
that diphthongization is a reflex of so-called register. This entails the 
hypothesis that the phonation type of voiced initials at some point in 
time affected the vowel and eventually caused it to change quality. This 
is a widespread phenomenon in M-K, but there are language-specific 
differences as to which onset types caused diphthongization of an [a]- 
vowel. Diffloth (1980: 39) makes precise that voiced onsets have dif
ferent histories and thus count as different from a register perspective: 
their effect on vowel quality may depend on whether they were origi
nally voiced or whether they were reflexes of preglottalized or preaspi
rated sonorants (nasals, liquids).

Returning to Mlabri, the examples with diphthongization in the first 
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set have something relevant in common: there is a voiced stop or a 
sonorant or a glottal catch before the vowel at the Pre-Tinic level, which 
seems to support the hypothesis. Unfortunately, the other set, with 
unchanged *a/,  contains not only voiceless stops but also voiced stops 
and sonorants as onsets. Clearly, it was far from always the case that *a/  
diphthongized after onsets with a phonation type that might affect 
vowel quality.

This forces me to return to the possible contribution of final nasals to 
incipient diphthongization. Within the small set of Tinic data at my dis
posal it seems that Khmuic diphthongized most regularly if the 
vowel was affected by initial voicing and final nasality at the same time. 
That looks like a spurious generalization since there are three words 
which have undergone diphthongization without ending in a nasal. At 
closer inspection, however, these all have something special about them 
though it is hard to present a convincing case for register causing 
dipthongization in these three words in particular. I shall take them one 
by one:

The word for ‘bear’ is berk in MlaAC whereas MlaB has two forms: 
biuik and be:k. A transition (*#/)  > *z<7  > im does not occur in any other 
Mlabri word 1 know of, and that suggests that there may have been 
something aberrant about the early vocalism of this Tinic animal name. 
Phong, however, has bi? with the expected reflex of diphthongization of 
*<?/ (*-£  > -? is expected) and thus contradicts the assumption that there 
was something special about the word. There is a different word for 
‘bear’ in Khmu and in Ksingmul; the word list available for Khabit has 
no such entry.

As for the word for ‘two’ above there is nothing strange about it from 
a Khmuic perspective, but at the level of comparative Mon-Khmer its 
onset has a complex history. The *b-  in Khmuic is the reflex of an old 
prefix causing glottalization of the initial voiced stop in some other M- 
K. Maybe it was continued in Tinic as a strongly voiced onset or cluster 
(e.g. a prenasalized voiced stop which was later simplified into a plain 
voiced stop)? The evidence from Phong is confusing; the list by Thê' 
(2000: 223, 226) gives two alternative forms bi and par. Supposing that 
the latter is a borrowing from a Khmu dialect with devoicing, the 
remaining form bi has the expected reflex of diphthongization of *a/.

Finally, the word for ‘rain’ can be reconstructed at the Khmuic level 
with a presyllable beginning in a velar stop, which is still preserved in 
the Khmu form kma?\ there are also vestiges of it in Ksingmul ?amia 
(possibly a notational error for ‘‘amid?? I have no explanation of why it 
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has vanished in Tinic. Phong has kmi? with the same onset as Khmu 
and with the expected reflex of *0/  due to register. There is something 
genuinely exceptional about the behaviour of the onset in Mlabri, how
ever: a voiceless stop + nasal should have undergone an otherwise 
entirely regular sound-change: *km-  > hm- and not surface as plain m- 
in Mlabri. Maybe Pre-Tinic had a presyllable before the nasal so that 
voicing was somehow reinforced and conditioned the effect of register 
although the material had shrunk to *m-  already in Proto-Tinic.

These explanations are speculative and unconvincing. One could 
envisage other scenarios for these words which, on the contrary, would 
prevent diphthongization.

It would take a comparative investigation involving Khmuic lan
guages on a broad scale to see whether there is some general, old fea
ture that distinguishes the words that fail to undergo expected diphthon
gization from those that do. Maybe the explanation is simply that it was 
only an incipient sound change which did not make it across the lex
icon. Early borrowing e.g. from Khmu or even from a non-Khmuic 
Northern M-K language into Pre-Tinic on the one side, versus retention 
of old indigenous vocabulary on the other side, might also be an expla
nation.

So far, all I wish to conclude is that is likely to be an irreg
ular reflex of a register difference that was operative in Early Tinic and 
some related languages and then vanished.

Concluding remarks: the conservative character of 
Mlabri phonology

Although the irregularities in phonological correspondences between 
Mlabri and Tin will only be presented in full (with attempts at solutions) 
in Part 3, the information given so far is hopefully indicative of the dis
tinctly conservative character of virtually all aspects of Mlabri phonol
ogy. This appears very clearly if one compares Mlabri with recon
structed stages of other branches of Mon-Khmer. Proto-Waic is a case 
in point; I shall just quote a single form with discussion of its Mlabri 
parallel.

PW *?ri?  ‘deep’ is discussed by Diffloth (1980: 77), who recon
structs an underlying more complex form in Pre-Waic and assumes that 
it has split up into two words with ensuing reanalysis and loss of the 
first part: Pre-Waic *jdru?  > jo? ru? > PW ?ri?. Mlabri hasyrw? ‘deep 
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(said of water)’ in complete accordance with reconstructed early forms 
of this etymon.

Morphology in Mlabri and Tin

In a M-K context, morphology means word-formation in terms of affix
ation. reduplication, and compounding. There are only three Khmuic 
languages that are amply documented in print: Khmu, Ksingmul and 
Mlabri. These, then, are the languages on which attempts to reconstruct 
Proto-Khmuic morphology must be based in the first place. Ksingmul, 
at least as documented by Solntsev et al. (1990), is clearly influenced by 
Vietic and very different from the more westerly Khmuic languages 
under consideration in this monograph. Thus we are largely left with 
Khmu and Mlabri in attempting to picture what Proto-Khmuic morphol
ogy was like.

As for the remaining languages classified as Khmuic the available 
data (at least the data available to me) give little evidence for patterns of 
word formation; most of those languages are only sparsely documented 
in terms of short word lists. Looking into Tin, studying dialects of both 
Mai and Prai, I have found a conspicuous paucity of words of transpar
ent morphological complexity, the vast majority of words being unana
lysable monosyllables. One cannot conclude from that, however, that 
Proto-Tinic had little or no productive morphology; the paucity of 
morphology in modern Mai and Prai might be due to a change of lan
guage type on the way from Proto-Tinic to proto-Tin. On the other 
hand, one must keep the possibility open that even features of Mlabri 
morphology that are clearly of M-K origin may have a non-Tinic 
source.

In the context of this study the immediate challenge is to decide to 
what extent Mlabri morphology can be projected back to Proto-Tinic. 
There will be a strong case for internal reconstruction of Tinic morphol
ogy if there are structural peculiarities in Tin words that can be 
explained in accordance with Mlabri morphology even if a considera
tion of Tin in itself does not lead very far.

Khmu is, as always in a Khmuic context, a tempting frame of refer
ence though at the same time a possible pitfail. Khmu morphology is 
richer than Mlabri morphology but the latter is more streamlined. One 
cannot a priori exclude the possibility that Mlabri borrowed some of its 
morphology from Khmu along with vocabulary but that seems rather 
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unlikely. Such borrowing of word-formation patterns would be incon
ceivable without extensive lexical borrowing but there is no evidence 
for very extensive lexical borrowing from Khmu at an early time. On 
the contrary, the overall impression, both when looking at Mlabri and 
when looking at Tin, is that these languages differ very much in lexicon.

It is a more fruitful hypothesis that Pre-Tinic morphology was basi
cally similar to Khmu morphology but had begone to get simplified at 
the time of Proto-Tinic, i.e. before Mlabri and Tin split company. That 
trend, then, was continued in Tin proper but halted in Mlabri. The few 
remarks below are based on this hypothesis.

There is an abundance of sesquisyllabic words in Mlabri, most of 
which have presyllables that do not seem to match anything in Khmu, 
for example. Most of these words are not only of opaque morphological 
constituency but so far also of unknown etymology, so it is a tempting 
assumption that they stem from the non-Tinic layer in Mlabri. That, in 
turn, would suggest that the non-Tinic layer has a more remote Mon
Khmer origin since sesquisyllabicity is above all a characteristic of 
M-K.

It is beyond doubt, however, that some of the opaque words in Mlabri 
are Tinic and that they have various morphological origins. That sug
gests that Pre-Tinic morphology was rich in such word-forming devices 
as affixation, reduplication and compounding, which flourish to varying 
degrees in modern M-K languages. If so, the morphology we have in 
Mlabri is just a relic of Pre-Tinic morphology, even if there is much 
more left than in Tin. Productive word-formation was already simpli
fied at the Proto-Tinic level.

Compounding

Compounding creating bisyllabic and trisyllabic words occurs in 
Mlabri but not necessarily as a carry-over from Tinic.

The distinction between phrases and compounds is not well-defined 
in Mlabri except if compounding leads to word-forms similar to bisyl
labic or even sesquisyllabic simplex words, and then the identification 
of such a form as a compound is a matter of etymological rather than 
descriptive analysis. Such phonological compounds may arise from 
juxtaposed nouns, as in conservative MlaA kuirmuit, krrniut ‘tempest’ 
from ktur ‘thunder’ + rmiut ‘wind’, or from a juxtaposition of serial 
verbs, as in MlaA huirleh, hrleh ‘pull out; drag out’ from hxr ‘pull; 
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drag’ + leh ‘come’. By painstaking analysis one might succeed in iden
tifying quite a few strange prefixes in Mlabri as being due to this histor
ical process.

There is one area of Mlabri lexicon in which it is particularly inter
esting and rewarding to pursue morphological analysis of complex 
wordforms: kinship terminology. Going into that here would exceed 
the bonds of the present monograph, however (some aspects of kinship 
terminology are mentioned in Part 4 below because they point beyond 
Tinic and even beyond Khmuic).

Both in Mlabri and Tin, a noun phrase of the structure N+N will typ
ically be interpreted as head plus attribute but in Tin the second con
stituent can function as determiner with the possibility of independent 
referentiality: TinMalA kivj ?aw ‘father’s house’ (lit.: ‘house’ + 
‘father’), khEp maj ‘mother’s shoes’ (lit.: ‘shoe’ + ‘mother’). This is not 
the case in Mlabri; a phrase such as e/w braji , lit. ‘child’ + ‘dog’, will 
be interpreted as meaning ‘whelp’, whereas Mlabri uses a construction 
quite alien to Khmuic: N + + N to encode the meaning of specific pos
sessor + possessum: braji di ?erw ‘the dog’s young’ (for referentiality in 
Mlabri see further Rischel 2006). Therefore, a Mlabri expression such 
as mla:? bri:?, lit. ‘man; person’ + ‘forest’ will be interpreted as head + 
non-referential attribute, and especially if such an expression is used 
frequently it will be pronounced as a phonological whole, with short
ening of the first vowel. It can even be contracted into one word by loss 
of the final glottal stop: mlabri:?.

The type of noun phrase exemplified by mla:? bri:? is another source 
of phonological compounds in Mlabri, but in this case their composi
tion is entirely transparent, and in their phonological realization there is 
a continuous transition from phrase to compound.

It is not my impression that compounding occurs regularly in Tin, at 
least not to the same degree. Tin seems to be characterized by simplex 
words constituting the vast majority of its M-K lexicon.

Reduplication is fully alive in Mlabri; for a detailed exposition of redu
plication types with examples, see Rischel 1995: 92-98, for its semantic 
function also see the section on Expressives below. Here I shall just 
mention that there is a range of types from (i) words consisting of two 
syllables of which one is a full echo of the other, e.g. MlaB bohboh ‘be 
boiling’ (this type is found mostly with verbs) over (ii) bisyllabic words 
of which the first syllable has a simplified onset and a vowel in “ablaut” 
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relationship to that of the next syllable, e.g. kupkwap ‘toad species’, to 
(iii) sesquisyllabic words with a very reduced presyllable followed by a 
full syllable, e.g. klkitl ‘knee’. There are also quasi-reduplicatives in 
which only the onset of the first syllable echoes that of the second, e.g. 
in animal’s names: MlaA bmbwatj ‘spider’,pmpo: ‘elephant’.

Tin proper, on the contrary, has no preservation of any of these 
phonological structures in words of M-K origin, so if there was an 
abundance of reduplicatives in Proto-Tinic they have all shrunk to 
monosyllables or been dropped from the lexicon eventually.

Affixation

There is both prefixation and infixation in Mlabri, but only relics of 
these types of affixation in Tin. With the exception of a few complex 
lexical entries not matched by Tin, the two types of affixation in Mlabri 
are confined to one morphological category each: prefixation forming 
derived verbs from verbs, and infixation forming nominalizations from 
verbs. In both cases, however, the morphological category in question is 
of very high functional importance in the language.

Causative formation. Mlabri has just two transparent prefixes: ba- and 
pa-', in return those prefixes are fully productive. They form causatives 
from verbs, e.g. hot ‘fall’ - bahot ‘let drop’, bull ‘die’ - pabuil ‘kill; 
slaughter’. The two prefixes are clearly variants of each other. This is 
allomorphy by dissimilation, the voiced onset occurring if the stem it 
occurs on has a voiceless onset, and the voiceless onset occuring if the 
stem has a voiced onset. It is an interesting question how this dissimila- 
tory pattern arose; other wordforms in Mlabri show no such behaviour 
(reduplicatives, on the contrary, show agreement in voicing between the 
onset of the presyllable and that of the main syllable).

Tin has a small number of verbs pairs differing in that one is derived 
from the other and encodes the grammatical meaning of causative. The 
causative formations are only relics; there does not seem to be any such 
productive formation.

The only causative formation in Tin that occurs in sufficient number 
to form a pattern, is marked by prenasalization. The following verb 
pairs have semantically close counterparts in Mlabri (and the stems cor
respond exactly, in accordance with sound-laws in Tin):
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Tin mbal ‘kill; slaughter’ ~ Miapabuil ‘id.’
TinPrai nthec ‘tear something’ ~ Mia batac ‘id.’
TinMalA ,Jguih ‘ignite the firewood’ ~ MlaB pagiuh ‘make something 

light up; illuminate’

If Tin is considered in isolation one would suggest that Tin has a 
causative prefix consisting of a nasal consonant which assimilates com
pletely to a following stop. Since, however, a round of massive phono
logical simplifications of onsets happened on the way from Pre-Tin to 
Proto-Tin, prenasalized stops in Tin may have a variety of sources, and 
the nasal component might instead be a reflex of a stop or a presyllable, 
as in Mlabri. In short, if there were no further examples of causative for
mation in Tin, the Tin and Mlabri forms listed above might well go back 
to a shared set of forms in Proto-Tinic.

There is, however, at least one crucial example of prefixation of a 
stop in a causative verb in TinPrai:

h:j ‘float’ - kla:j ‘let drift’

(the latter form occurs also in TinMalB but apparently with some 
semantic shift toward a medial rather than causative meaning). The 
word form meaning ‘float’ in Prai occurs identically in Tai but it must 
be of some age in Tin in order to have acquired a prefixation that is 
nowadays exceptional.

The causative formation by means of préfixai k- is very significant 
because it is undoubtedly an old Tinic formation. The Khmuic language 
that seems closest to Tinic, Phong, has preserved various consonantal 
prefixes and among them a causative prefix k-, e.g.

bal ‘be dead; die’ - kbal ‘kill’
tap ‘bury’ - ktap ‘cover with a lid or a stopper’
tug ‘be afraid; fear’ - ktug ‘threaten’

(note that the second example is causative derivation from a verb with 
inherent causative meaning, something resembling the so-called 
double-transitives i Eskimo).

Khmu has a variety of causative prefixes (Svantesson 1983: 103— 
111). The ones that exhibit some generality are pn- and /?-. Préfixai p- 
(e.g. in ha:n ‘die’ - pham ‘kill’) is of rather restricted occurrence and 
differs more from Mlabri pa-tba- in its phonotactic behaviour than does 
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pn-. Ksingmul has causative formation with pa- {sian ‘die’ - pasian 
‘kill’), or pal- (fim ‘be breastfed’ - palfin ‘nurse the baby’).

It is significant that Khmu and Ksingmul side with Mlabri in having 
causative prefixes with an initial labial stop, in contrast with Phong and 
Tin where it is a velar stop k- that performs the function of préfixai 
causative formation (with at least one example in Tin).

There are two word-forms within my limited Tin data in which the 
causative is marked by infixation after the first of two initial consonants. 
Their Mlabri cognates are formed like other causatives, i.e. with the 
prefix pa-lba-.

One of the Tin verbs with causative infixation is marked by aspiration 
of an initial stop, presumably as a reflex of an //-infix:

TinMalA phlah ‘release; let escape’ ~ MlaA pablah ‘id.’ (the verb base 
is *blah  which could not possibly yield phlah in Tin unless some
thing was affixed)

The other verb with causative infixation has -r- after the initial stop (the 
stem from which the causative verb below is derived, occurred with 
another causative formation in a TinMalA form cited above):

Tin Prai knuh ‘ignite’ ~ MlaB paguih ‘make something light up; illu
minate’ - cf. TinMalA ktuh ‘be ablaze’ ~ Mia guih ‘id.’

Relics of morphology in Tin must necessarily go back to Tinic unless 
the derived form as such is a loanword. I have found no basis for 
explaining any of the causative verbs in Tin as having been borrowed in 
causative form.

I conclude that Tinic had several ways of forming causatives, 
although their preservation in Modern Tin is so rudimentary. The 
causative affixes attested in Tin fail entirely to occur in Mlabri; the 
phonotactic behaviour of -h- and -r- is, moreover, alien to Mlabri affix
ation.

In this case, then, it is Mlabri that shows aberration from Tinic mor
phology by having pa- ~ ba- as the only way of forming causative 
verbs. This affix pair may not even have occurred in Proto-Tinic. It is a 
possibility that causative *p-  occurred in Tinic along with *k-  but there 
is no way to disclose that by looking at the Tin forms with prenasaliza
tion; they would come out the same no matter whether the causative 
prefix used to have a labial or a velar stop.
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The most striking observation is, in fact, not that Mlabri has a labial 
in the causative prefix but that causative k- as well as causative infixa
tion is totally absent in Mlabri. That is significant for an overall assess
ment of the extent to which Mlabri morphology is at all a continuation 
of Tinic morphology.

From a comparative perspective, causative formation by means of an 
initial labial is of high age in Mon-Khmer. Outside Khmuic, but still 
inside Northern Mon-Khmer, it occurs for example in Palaung as evi
denced by reconstructed Proto-Palaung *jam  ‘die’ - *pjam  ‘kill’ (Mi- 
tani 1979). This is an “archaic” feature shared by Mlabri, Khmu and 
Ksingmul.

Nominalization. Mlabri has a set of nominalizing affixes of prototyp
ical M-K phonology: -r-, -rn-, and -mn-, which occur in complemen
tary distribution depending on the phonotactics of the derived verb (the 
distribution in all varieties of Mlabri is as stated in my Minor Mlabri, 
1995:87-89).

The inventory of infix variants in Mlabri is reminiscent of Khmu but 
Khmu does not have the pattern of complementary distribution found in 
Mlabri. In Mlabri such infixation is used to form instrument nouns, e.g. 
klap ‘hold something (e.g. food) by squeezing it between two prongs’ - 
krlap ‘bamboo biceps’, but also to form abstracts, e.g. MlaAC Ayz 
‘speak’ - tmnxp ‘conversation’, MlaB gla? ‘speak’ - grla? ‘conversa
tion’.

Clearly, Mlabri has merged different infixes and now uses them as 
allomorphs of a generalized nominalizing infix. Jacobs (1963: 69) in 
comparing Old Mon and Khmer found a partially shared repertory of 
nominalizing infixes, which among others contains -r-, -rn-, and -mn- 
like in Mlabri, but with partially different sets of infixes for different 
purposes: nominalizing in general, denoting utensils, and denoting 
agents. It is, however, not so that each of the three affixes above has the 
same specific function(s) across Mon and Khmer.

Thus there may have been quite early tendencies in Mon-Khmer to 
let their nominalizing functions overlap, although some kind of regu
larity was re-established in individual languages.

There are also instances of other infixes in Mlabri (cf. below) but the 
deverbal, nominalizing infix with its three allomorphs is the only one 
that pervades the lexicon.

In Tin I have so far found no traces at all of deverbal infixation. 
Instrument nouns are not formed from verbs in this language; they are 
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etymologically unrelated to the semantically related verbs, as in TinPrai 
wz? ‘comb, n’ versus sa:c ‘comb, v’ (wz? is a Tai loanword), unless one 
used a phrase to encode the meaning of the instrument noun, e.g. tinPrai 
kwa:t ‘sweep’ -jiu: kwa:t ‘broom’ (explained as a fibre bundle used for 
sweeping).

It is unthinkable that Tin, being a full-fledged M-K language, did not 
have nominalization by infixation some time in its past, but that part of 
the morphology has been lost. It may or may not have been similar to 
the nominalization pattern in Mlabri.

Again, one can conclude that although Mlabri possesses old M-K 
morphology there is no evidence that it got it from Tinic.

Other affixation. The word triple MlaB kre:l ‘short (said e.g. of a log)’, 
MlaAB klre:l (A:) ‘short (said e.g. of a log)’ - (B:) ‘brief (of duration)’ 
- MlaAB krare:l ‘a couple of items, e.g. logs, of short length’ shows 
relics of two additional affixes -/- and -ra-. The word pair MlaAB klap 
‘hold by squeezing’ - MlaB knlap, a component of expressions refer
ring to a door that closes along one side, show a relic of an additional 
affix -n-. There are undoubtedly relics of other infixes as well in fos
silized forms in Mlabri considering the very great number of words of 
the structure CCsyllCV(:)(C) that exist in the language.

It should be noted that these additional infixes (also cf. Rischel 1995: 
84-85) are in agreement with an important generalization to the effect 
that transparent infixation in Mlabri always causes sesquisyllabicity. I 
therefore consider it likely that they belong to a genuine but non-Tinic 
part of Mlabri morphology. Unfortunately, the data seem both too lim
ited and too heterogeneous for an analysis of the function of -I- and -n- 
in word formation, at least at on the basis of Mlabri alone. The -ra- infix 
will be considered briefly in the section on Expressives below.

Expressives

There is a widespread use in Mon-Khmer languages of iconic word 
types: words the phonology of which signals specific connotations. Ro
man Jakobson’s term “expressives” was introduced for such M-K 
words by Diffloth, who also outlined a general semantic theory about 
them (1976, 1979, referring back to earlier work). With respect to syn
tactic function, I think one should emphasize that expressives do not 
constitute a word-class like nouns and verbs; they may comprise words 
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of different functions but of course also include words that directly refer 
to a sound or the swiftness of a movement and thus may be called a kind 
of interjections. There are very many words of the last-mentioned kind 
in Khmu, for example.

It is difficult to delimit the class of expressives in a language such as 
Mlabri, but numerous words in its lexicon satisfy Diffloth’s criteria 
either by having a particular phonological structure or by direct sound 
symbolism. I shall not go much into the various types of expressives in 
Mlabri, the main point here being to point to their existence. In Tin, I 
have not come across many lexical items that I would call expressives 
except of course for interjections (in a wide sense of the term). I have to 
admit that I have not been searching specifically for expressive vocabu
lary either in Mlabri or in Tin.

Reduplicatives. Reduplicated forms with a full echo syllable before the 
main syllable are typical expressives. As mentioned above in the sub
section on reduplication, verbs with a repetitive structure (as in bohbolï) 
occur in Mlabri; they may denote repeated or iterative action or have an 
inchoative meaning. There are also sound-imitating words of this kind, 
e.g. tiuktiuk, the MlaC word for the sound of lightning. Other words 
with a full first syllable have what I called vowel “ablaut” above; some 
of these are nouns denoting animals with a characteristic sound, behav
iour or appearance (e.g. kupkwap, a toad species, tiuktek, the MlaA 
word for a small frog species), others may denote similarity in shape 
with the referent of the basic noun, e.g. kitke:t or kiutke:t ‘ears on pots’ 
from ke:t ‘ear’. Many reduplications have a strongly reduced vowel in 
the first syllable; some of these are verbs denoting repeated action, e.g. 
kwrtkrwEC (incidentally with a rare type of metathesis), a MlaA word 
for scratching repeatedly or intensively, though the simple form krwec 
used all over Mlabri denotes basically the same kind of scratching.

Some instances of reduplication (of various kinds) are found repeat
edly within a certain semantic field without it being always obvious 
what the reduplication symbolizes. There are, for example, some such 
terms for mobile parts of the body, such as goguh ‘skin’, krlki:l ‘knee’, 
kukj? ‘neck’ = MlaA MlaC liutlat ‘tongue’ (from lat ‘lick’,
clearly the organ that licks repeatedly).

Affixation. Diffloth also includes some affixation within the realm of 
Expressives. An example is an infix -ra- cited from Semai by Diffloth 
(1979: 53), who also points to similarities in other languages. Diffloth 
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assigns it the meaning “simultaneous plural”. As mentioned in the sub
section “Other affixes” above, infixal -ra- also occurs in Mlabri with a 
similar meaning. There is, however, only one instance of it which I 
would call prototypically expressive.

The few examples I have found are mostly from B-Mlabri but one 
occurs generally in Mlabri: krareil ‘a couple of items, e.g. logs, of short 
length’ from kre:l ‘short’, said e.g. of a log’ (the simple stem kre:l may 
now occur only in MlaB). The other examples are MlaB braliaj ‘how 
fresh green!’ (said e.g. of a young rice field) from bliirj ‘green’; MlaB 
brartulh ‘for a group to leave’ from bruilh ‘leave’; MlaB kralip , a com
ponent of certain expressions meaning ‘close a door by queezing’ from 
klip ‘squeeze something between sharp edges’ (retrieved without infix
ation only in MlaAC but as nominalization all across Mlabri: krli(f)p 
‘tool with biting edges’).

As for the meaning of -ra-, most examples above can be construed to 
imply simultaneity and that may be true even of the first example since 
the term krare:l is typically used when picking logs. As for plurality, it 
was very explicitly explained to me that the use of briulh or braruilh 
depended on whether one or several persons were leaving. Although 
plurality may be less evident for the examples braliaj and kralip they 
are consistent with that generalization as well. The former word was 
explained to me as being appropriate about a newly grown rice field 
with many plants (not about a single item), and the latter word is used in 
expressions that refer to the movement of a door with hinges that klip, 
i.e. close in a more or less biceps-like manner.

Particular phonology. Both the complex initial and the final palatal 
contribute to giving a Mlabri word such as krwec ‘scratch’ a particular 
flavour. Both in Mlabri and to a lesser extent in Tin one can identify 
several such words with a conspicuous phonology that can be construed 
as expressive. As for Mlabri in particular, the final -jh (which has ety
mological ties to a sibilant) may be thought of as expressive since it 
occurs in words about strange things, often words that have defied my 
attempts at finding parallels in other languages, e.g. the animal names 
çwejh (described as a dark, rather large animal that climbs trees, so far 
unidentified), gej1' ‘freshwater crab’, MlaA kro:jh ‘crocodile’; MlaBC 
takjjh, tukojb ‘giant gecko’ (the last-mentioned word looks at first 
glance like a parallel of the reptile word occurring in Jahai as takoj 
‘sail-fin lizard’; unless this is a chance similarity, the final has perhaps 
been transformed into the more expressive sound jh in Mlabri).
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I am very hesitant to identify expressives on the basis of syllable 
phonology, however, because there are likewise numerous words with 
awkward phonology that have very “ordinary” meanings. The MlaC 
word tlhtalh ‘sparks (from the firewood)’ looks expressive not just by its 
reduplication but by the final consonant as well, but the expressiveness 
of the latter may be spurious, cf. MlaC tlhnA.lh ‘oblique rafters in a lean- 
to’ for which it is hard to see any connotative meaning (except that it 
may originally be a metaphor).

Then there are words that are conspicuous by beginning or ending in 
the same consonant; that structure has a funny character in many lan
guages but hardly in the languages under consideration here. Repeated 
occurrence of w (as in wouw/) may have that status, though; Diffloth 
(1979: 55) explicitly says that it belongs to the phonological patterns 
that occur in expressives whereas they are “not absolutely excluded 
from the prosaic vocabulary but very rare”. That structure occurs infre
quently in Mlabri, and I have not been able to identify it as specifically 
expressive. The word (/Swyw, for example, is simply an epithet to the 
word pie:? ‘fruit’ in the term for ‘longan fruit’: pie? tl\ve:yv. It may 
have an expressive origin, however.

From the perspective of Mlabri-Tin historical comparison the really 
interesting issue is generalized iconic use of certain means of expres
sion. In the sections on Mlabri particles below I shall point to the 
exploitation of certain structures (monosyllables of (C)V-structure, final 
-h versus -2) which give particles and pronouns a distinct appearance.

In rounding off this section, 1 wish to emphasize that Mlabri lexicon 
invites a careful analysis from the perspective of use of expressive 
phonological devices. Apart from being interesting in its own right, the 
identification of as many words as possible with expressive phonology 
may be of help in the search for the roots of the Mlabri language. That 
is primarily because such words are likely to belong to Mlabri proper, 
being either remnants of the stratum of Early Mlabri or later neolo
gisms, so that one would be wasting effort in searching for cognates of 
the expressive forms in Tin or other Khmuic languages (whereas the 
base forms from which some of them are derived, are obvious candi
dates for cognacy outside Mlabri).
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Conclusion: how much morphology 
was there in Proto-Tinic?

95

One cannot get very far in reconstructing salient characteristics of 
Proto-Tinic morphology. Mlabri and Tin seem to have next to nothing 
in common by way of morphology, and the only sweeping generaliza
tion one can make is that Modem Tin has only rudiments of mor
phology left.

Clearly, some word-formation morphology must have existed in Pre- 
Tinic. The misfits between Mlabri and Tin suggest the following scenario: 
Tinic morphology was partially lost on the way from Pre-Tinic to Proto- 
Tinic and never restored in Tin. Mlabri, however, consolidated itself with 
additional linguistic input from another source than Proto-Tinic, restoring 
the most necessary morphology in a very streamlined form.

As for affixes, prefixes and infixes were reduced to allomorphs of 
one affix each. Just two morphological categories survived with some 
generality of use: causative formation by prefixation and nominaliza- 
tion by infixation. In both cases, the form with affixation always differs 
from the base word by being sesquisyllabic. That regularity, which 
makes affixation more transparent, does not seem to exist in neigh
bouring languages; it is a peculiarity of Mlabri which hardly reflects the 
structure of Proto-Tinic.

There is an abundance of M-K type reduplication in Mlabri, but the 
above scenario suggests that that feature of the language may not be of 
Tinic origin either.

Non-trivial elements of Mlabri syntax

Mlabri syntax is of mainstream Southeast Asian type in that it has serial 
verb constructions, a negative imperative, and classifier constructions. 
Some ways of expressing oneself have affinities to Tai, as one might 
expect. An example is the use of the verb that basically means ‘give’ as 
a function word, e.g. 6o:k ma? ‘tell give’ i.e. ‘give an order to do so- 
and-so’ (incidentally, 1 have encountered the etymon ma:? outside 
Mlabri only in Ksingmul: mah ‘give’; the gloss has widely different 
counterparts in different M-K languages).

The lexical material used in Mlabri to implement various syntactic 
constructions or to encode syntactic relations does not look much like 
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what one would expect in a Khmuic environment, and even some of the 
construction types seem alien to Khmuic. (A more compehensive 
survey of some of the phenomena below is given in Rischel 1995: 133- 
198 with specific emphasis on B-Mlabri; most of what is said there 
applies equally to all three varieties of Mlabri.)

Classifiers. In Mlabri, classifiers are used with quantifiers and with cer
tain size nouns (cf. below); probably much less often with demonstra
tives and thus with specific reference (I have not come across more 
complex constructions of Tai type such as Tllmba:? so:g to: g<\h ‘cow 
two body those’ i.e. ‘those two cows’). Some of the words that can 
function as classifiers are also ordinary nouns; as such they occur in 
noun constructions with specific reference, e.g. mla:?gsh ‘that man’.

Mlabri classifiers occur mostly in numerical expressions, namely (i) 
with a small selection of preposed numerals: mo:j ‘one’, (be:r or in 
quantifying mostly) so:y ‘two’,pon ‘four’ (understood as ‘several’ in 
quantification and often translated by the Northern Thai or Lao word 
for ‘five’), (ii) with a circumscribed numeral quantifier: so:g (+ CLAS
SIFIER +) hlo:j ‘three’, (iii) with postposed domoj ‘a single one’.

I have retrieved a total of 26 classifiers in Mlabri. Most of them are 
ordinary nouns that are also used as classifiers; some are recent loan
words from Tai (Lao or Northern Thai). The number of indigenous 
words that are solely used as classifiers in contemporary Mlabri, is 
quite small.

The classifiers are mostly different across the three varieties of 
Mlabri, except for five terms:

mla:?, a noun meaning ‘man; person’ and at the same classifier for per
sons, particular men

ge:g, the standard term for dwellings in MlaAB and at the same time 
classifier for houses in a village (clusters of traditional shelters of 
lean-to construction are rather counted as households, i.e. in terms of 
men: mla:?)

jo:y, a noun with a wide meaning referring to males, particularly senior 
males, and at the same time used as classifier for male persons 

koplah, the classifier for objects with flat sides and more specifically 
for sheet-like objects such as blankets (that classifier was listed in 
Part 3 as a Tinic word)

?u:j, a noun meaning ‘woman; mother’, also used as a classifier for 
women above infancy
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Other classifiers for objects of a certain shape or function are

cum, MlaCB classifier for cutting implements
kem, a noun referring to the interior of something but also used as a 

classifier for containers
klui?, MlaC classifier for pots (a loan from Tin, where the word means 

‘head’)
kwxrj, a noun referring to balls and the like and at the same time MlaBC 

classifier for round objects
kwek, a noun meaning ‘axe’ and at the same time MlaB classifier for 

time periods
Imb^r, a noun meaning ‘leaf’ and at the same time MlaB classifier for 

fruits and crops and for cups (semantic transfer from the Tai classifier 
system)

pak, a noun meaning ‘sheath’ and at the same time MlaB classifier for 
crops of oblong shape

ptum, a MlaB noun meaning ‘mat’ (Northern Thai loan) and at the same 
time classifier for clothes

pie:?, a noun meaning ‘fruit; nut’ and at the same time MlaB quantifier 
for small round things such as pills

rap), a noun meaning ‘long (in comparison with the width)’ and at the 
same time MlaA classifier for iron implements such as hoes and 
knives

rmbah, MlaAB classifier for paired items such as the two parts of an 
angled roof

tom, MlaB classifier for logs and branches (a Tai loan)
tom, MlaBC classifier for section of something oblong or stick-like 

objects (in MlaC used e.g. about candles)

As for all-purpose classifiers, there are the following two (I have not 
come across an all-purpose classifier in MlaB):

klo?, used in MlaA (of unknown provenance; also used about husband 
and wife: so:y klo?)

?an, used in MlaC (a Lao loan)

There is only one classifier used specifically about animals

to:, a noun meaning ‘body’ (a Tai loan), mostly used as MlaB classifier 
for animals (and disrespectfully for persons, e.g. about young girls)
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Some classifiers for persons were listed above because they occur all 
over Mlabri; there are two other classifiers for persons in general:

khon, used in MlaC (a Lao loan)
hbo:?, used in MlaB (and marginally in MlaC, of unknown prove

nance)

plus a few classifiers for persons according to age or gender:

crjy, MlaA classifier for small children 
lame:t, MlaB classifier for male persons

Irjguh, a noun meaning ‘woman; young girl’ and at the same time MlaC 
classifier for young women

miulh, a noun meaning ‘woman’ and at the same time MlaC classifier 
for women

There is practically no overlapping between the list of classifiers above 
and the classifiers used in Tin, an exception being Mlabri kaplah - Tin 
phlah. Tin Mai and Prai have a larger number of classifiers than Mlabri 
and with more semantic differentiation across the kinds of items one 
would be likely to quantify in a village society. The Mlabri quantifiers 
clearly focus on persons and on some very basic implements and uten
sils. Those are the items that are essential to count in a subsistence cul
ture such as their traditional hunter-gatherer lifestyle.

That peculiarity of the use of classifiers in Mlabri is in fact consistent 
with an ancient Mon-Khmer affiliation since the developed use of quan
tifiers probably entered Mon-Khmer from Tai at a comparatively recent 
time.

Negative particles/auxiliaries. The form of the negative imperative 
auxiliary is g<\m. That etymon is of M-K provenance; it is also found in 
Khmer (kom) but does not suggest a Khmuic affiliation. Other nega
tives, in the general sense of ‘not’, are strangely different all across the 
gamut of Khmuic languages considered in this monograph, e.g. Khmu 
?am, Tin ?aj, Phong ci. Mlabri has a variety of negatives: met, 
ki, çak which are used in different types of constructions and used 
somewhat differently across MlaA, MlaB, and MlaC; Mlabri also has a 
Lao borrowing kobo, which in some usages is mixed up with ki (> kibi 
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and even kibi), as a default negative particle. The word met or mit 
occurs as the first part of of negative phrases, e.g. MlaA zmï grj ‘never’ 
(with a loanword in ancient Tai form as the second part); these prases 
are often strongly contracted, e.g. MlaA *met  guir > muigiur or *met  
lo:j guir > matlaguir ‘not yet’. (For more information relating specifi
cally to MlaB, see Rischel 1995: 107-110.)

Answering with opposite polarities. Mlabri has a category of words 
used as single-word phrases in answering in the affirmative or in the 
negative. The affirmative word is ko? ‘yes’; the negative is bah ‘no’. 
Certain words occurring in other constructions as verbs can also be used 
in these functions, e.g. the Lao loan mem ‘yes, that’s correct’ and the 
MlaA word for ‘be missing’: hla:k ‘no, that’s not correct’.

Interrogative status of utterance. Mlabri encodes sentences are inter
rogative either by the use of an interrogative pronoun or adverb (tui is 
such an interrogative word) or by the presence of a sentence-final inter
rogative particle leh which prosodically falls outside the sentence 
proper, having a lower tone than the preceding stretch. This particle 
does not have M-K counterparts known to me, although interrogative 
particles as such are certainly not alien to Khmuic. Tin has an interrog
ative particle cuk in a similar function. By its form Mlabri leh is 
vaguely suggestive of direct or indirect influence from a Burmic lan
guage although that similarity might well be due to chance (the Mlabri 
particle is used in questions that do not contain interrogative pronouns 
or adverbs; in Burmese, on the contrary, le is used in questions that are 
already thus marked; otherwise la is used).

Aspect. It is, to my knowledge, not a very widespread feature in Mon
Khmer languages to encode tense or aspect. If there is at all a grammat
ical expression of tense or aspect it is most likely to encode continuous 
action and the like.

Mlabri has a perfective particle 'a which occurs extremely frequently 
in sentence constructions. It can encode the meaning of completed 
action in relation to the moment of discourse, e.g. meh ?a ?ek leh ’have 
you fetched it?’, but it often encodes the speaker’s conviction and asser
tion (guarantee) that something is going to happen, e.g. ma'uim 'oh ?a 
leh T come tomorrow!’ In questions it can focus on the speaker’s 
request to know whether something is going to happen, and thus the 
first sentence above is strictly speaking ambiguous; it could also mean: 
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‘do you accept it?’, and the positive answer in both cases is: ‘‘oh ‘‘a ?ek 
‘(i) yes, I have!, (ii) yes, I do!’ (the examples above are formally in 
MlaA).

When used in a perfective meaning in relation to the present the par
ticle ‘a is felt by Mlabri speakers to be equivalent to the Northern Thai 
or Lao use of expressions that literally convey the meaning of ‘already’ 
but that makes no sense in its use about asserted future. It seems to me 
that this duality of usage is much more similar to a Burmese use of a 
verb meaning ‘finish’ as a perfective or assertive particle bi although the 
form of the syntactic constructions are quite different (the particle being 
attached after the verb in Burmese).

Mlabri also has an aspectual particle ?el ‘(not) yet’ which is little 
used except in combination with negative particles or other preverbal 
particles; it is obsolete in A-Mlabri.

The encoding of such aspectual meanings as those of ‘‘a is in itself 
not alien to Northern Mon-Khmer. The Palaungic language Pale is 
analysed by Janzen (1976a) as having complex aspectual-modal parti
cles consisting of consonant plus vowel with distinct meanings. I cite 
two of his analyses:

h + £ = he, denoting a definite realized action or state, e.g., ?ou he hau
T did go, I went’ (Janzen 1976a: 664).

d + i = di, denoting a definite action which will take place in the future. 
e.g. ?ou di hau T will definitely go’ (ibid.: 665).

What is special about Mlabri compared to Pale (and probably most other 
M-K) is that (i) it uses one grammatical particle to denote a range of 
meanings covered by two different particles in Pale, (ii) the form of the 
particle in Mlabri is ‘‘a not d (d is taken up for a different purpose, see 
below). Interestingly, there are two additional aspectual particles which 
can be considered as expansions of ?a if one applies the same kind of 
analysis to Mlabri as that of Janzen for Pale. One is ta the other ma.

The particle ta has a variety of modal and/or aspectual meanings 
across the three varieties of Mlabri: resultative, characterizational, per
fective or desiderative; to some A-Mlabri speakers it implies the notion 
of inadvertent (and undesirable) action. The particle ma may encode 
either an immanent or a realized action, depending on the context.

All the above-mentioned particles combine with other particles in 
preverbal position: ?a di, d ?a, d di, d fel, d ta, ta ma, encoding a variety 
of meanings which it would lead too far to go into detail with here.
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Relational particles. Mlabri has a small but functionally very impor
tant set of relational particles. Some have the function of connecting 
clauses, others are prepositions.

Clause-connecting particles. The particles ‘i and di connect clauses 
(also single-verb clauses) in a causal or temporal relationship; the 
former can often be translated ‘so that’ or ‘until’, the latter ‘in order to’ 
(for another use of <7z, see on Possessive constructions below). As men
tioned under Aspect above, they combine with other particles, e.g. '7 
di, ?i ‘a, ?a di to encode other aspectual-modal meanings.

1 do not know the particles ?i, di from other Khmuic languages. It is 
difficult to establish safe etymological connections to more distant lan
guages because many particles are of (C)V-structure, and considering 
the limited phonological possibilities fortuitous similarities across lan
guages are bound to occur. Still, it is suggestive that similar particles 
with aspectual-modal meanings occur in other Mon-Khmer. For 
example, a language as geographically distant as Sedang has a set of 
purposive particles (Smith 2000: 506) of which one is identical to 
Mlabri '7 whereas all the rest are different. It is much more thought-pro
voking to look at Palaungic. In the aspect system of Pale according to 
Janzen (1976a) which was referred to above, the vowel of “d + i = di, 
denoting a definite action which will take place in the future” is 
analysed as an element that by itself “denotes unrealized (future) 
action” (ibid.: 665).

Prepositions. There is a small set of prepositions such as ni or jii 
‘in’, luirj or loij ‘into’ (the former variant only in MlaAB, the word may 
be the same etymon as Khmu /«az; ‘side’), MlaB tu ‘from’. Tin and 
Khmu also have rather small sets of prepositions; all three sets are lexi
cally different.

There is no reason to go much into the syntax and semantics of rela
tional particles here (for more information, though relating specifically 
to MlaB, see Rischel 1995: 154-194). What is essential to state, is that 
connecting particles are used very much in Mlabri discourse, also in 
cases where some other surrounding languages would perhaps use 
serial verbs without any connecting words between. Similarly, preposi
tions occur in some instances where speakers of other languages of the 
area might choose to encode the relation between a verb and its com
plement without a preposition, for example MlaB hot tu lam ‘fall [hot) 
from the tree (lam)'.
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Possessive constructions. The expected possessive construction in a 
Northern Mon-Khmer language is POSSESSUM + POSSESSOR, and 
this is indeed what one finds in Tin. In TinMalA ‘Mother’s house’, 
expressed by means of the words maj ‘mother’ and kisg ‘house’, runs as 
follows: foX# maj, with a construction that is used quite generally when 
two nouns stand in what is traditionally called a head-modifier con
struction (I phrase this with some reservation because there is much evi
dence in favour of rather considering a modifier with specific reference 
to be the head).

In Mlabri a construction consisting of two nouns in sequence will be 
understood as denoting a single concept, the second noun qualifying the 
meaning of the first, e.g. mla? bri:? ‘person forest’, i.e. ‘forest people’, 
MlaA 'X/w braß ‘child dog’, i.e. ‘puppy’. It cannot be used if the second 
noun has a specific reference, as in the Tin example above. Instead, 
Mlabri uses constructions with a connecting particle di, i.e. of the type 
POSSESSOR + di + POSSESSUM. Accordingly, ‘Mother’s house’ 
comes out as mx? di geirj, and ‘the dog’s whelp(s)’ comes out as braß di 
?erw. This is not, to my knowledge, similar to anything in Mon-Khmer 
but is most conspicuously similar to Southern Chinese, even to the point 
of identity in form of the particle di.

There is another way of encoding possession or ‘belonging-to’ in 
Mlabri, namely by means of a word fotr, which is normally attached pro- 
clitically to the immediately following word, which it governs. Unlike di 
which connects the two referents in a possessive construction, bsr (br-) 
occurs as a component of verbless predicatives, e.g. brmeh ‘it is yours’, 
brbri:? ‘it is a thing of the forest; it belongs to the forest’, br?a:rj gab ‘it 
exists in this place (in this environment: ?a:y)'. Again, I know of no par
allels in either Tin or Khmu. In its configuration (but not etymologi
cally), the construction bxr + N is clearly reminiscent of Tai, however, 
and the Mlabri language has actually adopted a loanword from Tai in 
largely the same function, e.g. kha:y bri:? ‘it belongs to the forest’.

Concluding general statement about particles in Mlabri. Seen from 
a Khmuic perspective, Mlabri is conspicuously rich in particles, in par
ticular particles of (C)V-structure used to convey aspecual or modal 
meanings or to establish relations between grammatical constituents. 
Tin also has relational particles but hardly as elaborated a system as in 
Mlabri, and it is my impression from Tin narratives that typical Tin dis
course uses them much less than Mlabri. The prepositions and conjunc
tions in Khmu that are listed in Suwilai Premsrirat’s Thesaurus (Prem- 
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srirat 2002b: 424-425) bear no resemblance to the Mlabri inventory 
dealt with above.

Looking specifically at the encoding of grammatical functions by 
means of words of (C)V-structure it is significant that there is an unmis
takable similarity with Palaungic but not with the Khmuic languages 
closest to Mlabri.

Size-words and preposed modifiers. There are a couple of size-nouns 
or verbs which seem specific to Mlabri: 6oh ‘size’ and MlaAC ba:j, 
MlaB bla:j ‘of such-and-such size’.

The word boh is conspicuous by its phonology (most words with 
globalized stops are of Tai origin if they have known etymologies); it 
can stand alone or in the phrase 6a 6oh as a term meaning ‘it is this big’, 
the size being then shown gesturally. It can, however, also occur with 
following mat and with or without a preceding modal adverb h:j to 
form the phrase (b.y) 6oh mat ‘small’ (I do not know whether the word 
mat in this context is the noun mat ‘eye’, so that the phrase literally 
used to mean: ‘of the size of an eye only’).

As for the other term, baij or bla:j, the MlaB form contains a fos
silized -/-infix of unknown meaning. This must be a very old formation 
if it originated in Mlabri since all transparent infixes in Mlabri cause the 
derived word to become sesquisyllabic.

This word cannot occur as a sentence constituent on its own. It occurs 
in two types of constructions, however.

(i) b(l)a:j occurs with a variety of postposed words, the whole com
plex denoting very big physical size, typically the big size of scary ani
mals. At least in MlaA, these expressions are generally said with an 
affective, rasping voice quality. Examples are: MlaAC ba:j gAW ‘big’ (in 
MlaC typically said of the moon), MlaA ba:j kuldul ‘big’, ba:j ra:g 
‘long’, ba:j trnap ‘big’, ba:j tha:l ‘long’; Mia B bla:j gAW ‘big’, blaij 
kwatn ‘full-grown’, bla:j wee ‘long’; MlaC ba:j guip ‘huge’, ba:j kel 
‘big’ (perhaps female language), ba:j kwa:n ‘tali’, ba:j waiji ‘having 
grown to a big size’.

A strange thing about these expressions is that only a few of the epi
thets are otherwise attested in Mlabri lexicon, namely MlaBC kwam 
‘long’, MlaA rapj ‘long’ (also a classifier), MlaBC wee ‘far away’. The 
remaining ones need belong to an early layer of Mlabri vocabulary; 
they are likely to be more recent innovations.

The typologically most interesting thing about b(l)a:j, however, is 
that it also occurs prenominally, as a modifier denoting very big size. 
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Examples with classifiers are: MlaA ba:j kaplah ‘big sheet’, ba:j ke:n 
‘big container’. The occurrence of the size-word with ordinary nouns 
seems to be restricted to certain semantic spheres. I have recorded it 
with terms for body-parts, serious afflictions and impressive natural 
phenomena: MlaA bag glx:? ‘big head’, bag kum ‘a big wound’, bag 
trlah ‘a big scar’; MlaB blag çamaji ‘big star’, blag grnuih ‘big 
flames’; MlaC bag caboh ‘big mountain’, and several other similar 
expressions across all three varieties of Mlabri. It is even possible to 
combine such expressions with a postposed adjectival verb denoting big 
size, such as dig ‘big’, e.g. MlaA bag wx:k dig ‘a very large water 
stream’. The word b(l)a:j can also occur with the definite article pre
posed, e.g. MlaC ?ak bag ta? dig ‘the Sun’, literally ‘the great grandfa
ther big’.

Semantically and also syntactically, preposed b(l)a:j is the counter
part of the word ?e:w, a noun means ‘child; offspring’, which can be 
used - with no rigid semantic restrictions - in the same prenominal 
position as b(l)a:j to denote small size, e.g. MlaB ?e:w çndeh ‘small 
cup' (çndeh is ‘cup’). MlaA further has a word ?e/, which occurs in 
complex predicates denoting something small, e.g. pja? ?Ej ‘small-sized 
thing’ (pja:? has an indefinite meaning often translatable as ‘some
thing’) but also occurs in prenominal position in some fixed expres
sions, e.g. 'sj ta:k ‘small children’. Interestingly, constructions headed 
by ''sj have a second part which does not seem to occur outside this con
text, just as is the case with ba:j trnap, etc. headed by its antonym.

I take it that the syntax of these size-words is an archaic feature in 
Mlabri (cf. the discussion of different orders of the determinans and 
determinandum in Austroasiatic in Pinnow 1963: 143).

Pronouns, the definite article, and demonstratives. Tin has a main
stream type of pronominal system, with singular, dual, and plural forms 
of the first and second person pronouns and mostly with the expected 
etyma in these roles (e.g. 1 .p.sg. ?aji or There is nothing controver
sial in projecting that back to Tinic time.

Mlabri is deficient in terms of its pronominal system compared to 
typical Khmuic languages. It has no proper third person pronoun (if 
necessary, one uses respectful terms or periphrastic expressions instead), 
and it has no lexical distinction between dual and plural 1st and 2nd 
person pronouns. The latter distinction is made by adding a collective 
term to dual pronouns in order to encode the notion of plurality, as in 
bah ‘you two’ vs. A-Mlabri bah thx:g, B-Mlabri bah gum ‘you several’.
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Table 4-7: Personal pronouns, 
1st and 2nd person singular and dual

Mia ?oh ‘I’ (cf. Khmu ?o?)
Mia ?ah ‘we (two)’ (cf. Khmu ‘a?, Ksingmul 7a:)
Mia meh ‘you (thou)’ (cf. Khmu me:, Tin mah, Ksingmul mih) 
Mia bah ‘you (two)’ (mainstream Khmuic, cf. Ksingmul ba:)

(the dual pronouns do not specify inclusiveness or exclusiveness).
The first person pronouns in Mlabri resemble those of Khmu (also cf. 

the discussion of laryngeal finals under Tinic phonology above). If they 
are indeed borrowings one has to explain why they end in -h not like 
the second person dual pronoun. That might be due to levelling (pres
sure from the system) and it might have been mediated by a sandhi phe
nomenon arising within Mlabri proper.

In any case, it is noteworthy that there is a tendency toward generali
zation of -h as a component not only of personal pronouns but also of 
certain demonstratives (deictic pronouns and adverbs). This applies, for 
example, to gxh, neh, both translatable as ‘this’ or ‘here’, MlaB jit\h 
’there’, rih ‘here; in this direction’, MlaB z7/z ‘in there; out there (on the 
other side of a partition blocking the sight)’, çugwAh (or qw^wa/i)‘down 
on the other side (of a hill)’, MlaA hgxh ‘up there’, and MlaA laguih 
‘up over there, far away’ (some decades ago there also existed an inter
mediate term for intermediate distance: MlaA hgxh ‘up over there’, 
which now seems quite obsolete). This final -h enters a pattern with 
final -2, as inyza? ‘that one; there’, çugw&? (or çugus(:)?) ‘down below 
(on this side)’, MlaAB togx? ‘up there (e.g. on a hill)’. (Note: the main 
syllables that are variably pronounced gw^h and guxh, gwa.? and 
guA(:)? exhibit -w-infixation, the base word being g<\h, gx?\ I cannot 
pinpoint what contribution to meaning the infix makes. Préfixai /a-; and 
çu- are reflexes of proclitic use of the words lah ‘high up’, çuh ‘low 
down’; the former also occurs in latry ‘up in the sky’.)

The duality of options: h versus ?, as in gah ~ -gx?,ß\h ~ jgx?, also 
occurs in bnn^h ~ bnn&?, both conveying the meaning of ‘long ago’ in 
various fixed expressions (the first has been recorded only in MlaA, the 
second in MlaAB; the prefix bn- may possibly be a proclitic reflex of 
the old Tai loanword ban which in MlaB is also used in ban hnA.m ro:j 
hn<xm ‘many, many years (ago)’). These expressions have temporal 
deixis (long ago in relation to the discourse time) and in that sense enter 
the same field as the personal pronouns and demonstratives.
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There is final proof that -h and -? are indeed suffixes on these pro
nouns and adverbs. A couple of the stems occur in bare form, and then 
of course with a long vowel. In the elaborated MlaA expression tak 
bnnx? tak ne: ‘very, very long ago’, one encounters the pronominal 
stem ne: that also underlies nek ‘here’. Similarly, there is an interroga
tive pronoun MlaACjia: ‘which’, obviously the stem that underliesjiAh 
and jix?.

Suffixation of -h and -? undoubtedly developed within Mlabri 
grammar; it is of course not a relic of an ancient Austroasiatic state of 
affairs. This feature contributes to giving Mlabri a distinct typological 
profile. So far I have not established a clear correlation of meaning with 
the different terminations -h, -? and zero in the various pronominal and 
adverbial forms except that the bare stem is apparently associated with 
nonspecific reference.

Considering the combination of three peculiarities in the pronominal 
system of Mlabri: dual rather than plural pronouns, -h in contrast with 
-?, and the development of corresponding possessives in -/ (see below), 
it likely that these all reflect an Early Mlabri pronominal system which 
does not look Khmuic at all. They certainly have nothing to do with the 
Tinic component in Mlabri and must antedate it.

The cognacy between Mlabri 'o/? and Khmu ‘o? then becomes very 
significant. The form ‘oh is probably a modification of *?o2 but that 
need not be a borrowing from Khmu; it may not be of Khmuic origin at 
all. Khmu does not have the typical Khmuic pronoun; that is a 
widespread M-K etymon which occurs in Tin in the form ‘xji T but it is 
unknown in Mlabri. The Mlabri and Khmu pronoun, on the other hand, 
has cognates in Palaungic. I cited Mitani’s (1979) reconstruction of 
Proto-Palaungic *9>  T above; for Proto-Waic Diffloth (1980) recon
structs *92  but some of the Waic languages do have a rounded back 
vowel in this pronoun, and Diffloth (1980: 91) actually posits a rounded 
vowel for a pre-stage: Waic *i  < Pre-Waic *u,  so we can establish that 
in Northern Mon-Khmer this etymon had a rounded back vowel. The 
presence of this pronoun in Khmu is, I think, a good example of affinity 
between Khmu and Palaungic, an affinity which may have contributed 
to distancing Khmu from the small and more typically Khmuic lan
guages. Mlabri sides with Khmu but maybe independently.

In terms of grammatical system, the most interesting thing about 
Mlabri personal pronouns is that those for 1st and 2nd person singular 
have strictly corresponding possessive pronouns. A similar phonolog
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ical relationship is found between the 1st person dual pronoun and the 
definite article in Mlabri. The pattern is shown in Table 4-6.

Table 4-8: Personal pronouns with 
corresponding possessive pronouns

?oh T - ?ot ‘my’
meh ‘thou’ - met ‘thy’
ah ‘we (two)’ - ?at ‘DEFINITE’

The definite article in Mlabri defines the referent of a noun as salient 
and given or expected in the context of the discourse or the narrative 
(see Rischel 1995: 152-154; a very detailed exposition comprising all 
varieties of Mlabri is given in Rischel 2006). It has the form ?at in MlaB 
and the usage of some MlaA and MlaC speakers (in MlaA chiefly 
senior persons); other MlaAC speakers use a form ‘ak, which can be 
explained as due to generalization of an allomorph that arose before 
words beginning in a velar stop after MlaB branched off (for discussion, 
see Rischel 2006).

The most likely explanation of the two possessive forms is that they 
are contractions of personal pronouns plus the connective particle di, 
which in this context denotes possession: ‘oh di ?er^ > ?ot ?erw ‘my 
child(ren)’.

The definite article, which is unique in its geographical environment 
and probably developed within Mlabri, invites a similar analysis, with 
the 1 st person dual ?ah denoting a couple forming a household in which 
certain items, for example the baby or the children, at ?e:w, are salient 
parts of the setting. That might explain how that form could change 
meaning from ‘our (of the two of us)’ to ‘DEFINITE’ (‘our baby’ = 'the 
baby’), thus creating a grammatical category that is unexpected in the 
environment of Northern Mon-Khmer languages.

Since the possessives and presumably also the definite article are 
formed with involvement of the personal pronouns, the presence of the 
latter in Mlabri must antedate their development. I would assume that 
the contracted forms are old, which speaks against Mlabri having bor
rowed its 1st person pronouns from Khmu (apart from the problems 
with assuming such borrowing from a language which has otherwise 
influenced Mlabri only moderately). As said already, it seems more 



likely that the whole pattern of 1st and 2nd person pronouns with their 
possessive counterparts is an inheritance from Early Mlabri, suggesting 
that Khmu and Mlabri had early and probably mutually independent 
contacts with Palaungic.



PART 3:

A SCRUTINY OF THE LEXICAL 
EVIDENCE FOR 

PROTO-TINIC





Introductory remarks

In this part of the monograph the point of departure is the assumption 
that much of the lexical similarity between Mlabri and Tin are due to a 
partially shared Tinic level.

The first sections outline what happened to Mlabri and to Tin after 
that hypothetical level, as a set of prerequisites to detailed comparison 
of contemporary forms in Mlabri and in Tin Mai or Tin Prai.

The remaining sections consist of a presentation and discussion of a 
rather extensive set of cognates that qualifies as Tinic according to the 
hypothesis.

Phonological and morphological changes 
in Mlabri after Tinic time

Since both the phonology and the morphology of Mlabri are very con
servative there are few phenoma to be dealt with here.

Changes in consonants

Very little happened to the consonants of Mlabri. Most importantly, one 
of the initial sibilants, the one I have labelled “Si”, changed into an 
aspirated dental stop th~, as in the term for ‘meat’: t'hc, whereas the 
other sibilant, one I have labelled “S2” was continued as a variable 
sound with a sibilant component: the palatoalveolar or alveolopalatal 
sibilant or affricate ç- [ç-, lç-], as in ço?u:m ‘smell’.

Changes in vowels

There are few transparent vowel changes on the way from Proto-Tinic 
to (Proto-)Mlabri. As said repeatedly in this monograph, the great major
ity of vowel correspondences between Mlabri and Tin belong to a 
criss-cross pattern of pairs of etymologically connected vowels (or 
diphthongs) the historical basis of which can hardly be reconstructed 
without more progress being done in comparative Khmuic. Still, a few 
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observations can be made with special reference to Mlabri. It will turn 
out that they center more or less around the vowel area [fj-fiz].

Mlabri has developed a long vowel e: in several words which can be 
plausibly reconstructed with Tinic *ia  < Khmuic (e.g. Mlabri gs:g 
'house; lean-to’ ~ TinMal kkgjY This is one of the strong criteria for 
Tinic provenance. The picture is, however, complicated by multiple cor
respondences. Besides stemming from monophthongization of Proto- 
Tinic *z'(7,  Mlabri e: has at least two other origins as seen from its corre
spondences in Tin:

E: ~ e:
Mia ts:k ~ Tin ths:k
Mia mls:t ~ Tin mblst
Mia mrs:ij ~ Tin mbrs:ij

e: ~ a(:)
Mia gws'.t ~ Tin kwat
Mia kr£:c ~ Tin khra:c

(for additional information on the cited wordforms see the tables of 
cognate sets later in this part of the monograph). The question is what 
vowel one should reconstruct at the Tinic level for each of the two sets 
above. That is a rather hopeless challenge if one has no wider frame
work in which to place the reconstructions.

In addition, however, there are one or two words (with other types of 
finals than the two sets above) in which Mlabri e: corresponds to Tin zA 
but without going back to Khmuic *a/,  namely:

ei ~ id
Mia rs:lh ~ TinMalA Jgrk\jh (occurring across M-K in forms such as ris, 

rias) ‘root’
Mia ?je:? ~ TinMalA ‘is? , TinPrai js? ‘far away’

This correspondence set e: ~ zA is significant when reconstructing Tinic. 
It is my assumption that at least the word for ‘root’ had a diphthong *zïz  
already at the Pre-Tinic level (it could be referred to as *zm  to distin
guish it from the much more widely distributed, secondary diphthong 
*Z6Z2 < Khmuic *a/).  The two entities coalesced in Early Tinic and there
fore shared the further development into a long vowel e: in Mlabri.
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The simplicity of that scenario is a main reason why I preferred, in 
Part II, to posit *ia  (i.e. *iai)  rather than *£;  as the Proto-Tinic step in 
the development of Khmuic *a:  to Mlabri e: and to Tin za in words such 
as Mlabri gs:rj ‘house; lean-to’ ~ TinMal kkxtj.

There are probably more hidden Tinic etyma belonging to these four 
correspondence sets for Mlabri e:, words which I have recorded in 
Mlabri but which happen not to have survived in Tin, or which fail for 
other reasons to show up in my limited Tin data. In any case, as a result 
of all these correspondences Mlabri has a disproportionate number of 
words in e: compared to a:. From the perspective of general phonetic 
typology of vowel systems it would otherwise be a reasonable assump
tion that the most open vowel quality [a] dominated over [e] across the 
vocabulary but that is not what we observe with the long vowels in 
Mlabri. Looking at monosyllabic words beginning in a single voiceless 
stop - a word type not prone to strange phonological developments - I 
found practically equally large sets of words with s: and a:.

That observation supports the assumption that many of the occur
rences of e: in Mlabri are not originally open front vowels but come 
from other types of vowels or diphthongs. This means that one should 
perhaps look at Tin rather than Mlabri in attempting to reconstruct this 
particular part of the Proto-Tinic vowel system.

Then there is an intriguing pattern of vowel alternation in Mlabri. As 
mentioned in Part II, the word for ‘bear’ testifies to a sporadic transition 
Tinic (*<?/)  > > iui beside *ia  > e: since it is bs:k in MlaAC whereas
MlaB has two forms: biuik and bsik (the latter only as female language; 
Tin has piAk, whereas the word is non-occurring in Khmu, which has 
another etymon hual). There may have been an affective voice quality 
accompanying the word for ‘bear’; other words for large or scary or 
repulsive animals are typically said with affective rasping voice quality 
in contemporary MlaA.

There is a parallel in that a few words have long m: in MlaB corre
sponding to long a: in MlaA, whereas MlaC has now one, now the other 
option:

‘sky’: MlaAC klcur, Mia B kliu:r
‘wild banana species’: MlaA ?ja:k, Mia BC ?jiu:k
‘mucous; for the nose to be running’: MlaAC ma:r, MlaB mui:r 
‘personal spirit’: MlaAC hma:l, cf. MlaB hmui:l ‘perform ceremony for 

personal spirit’, MlaB çrmail ~ çrmui:l ’soul’
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The vowel split might suggest a diphthong rather than *a:  at the Proto- 
Tinic level in these words as well. That is contradicted, however, by the 
preservation of monophthongal a: in the word for ‘personal spirit’ in 
Tin; as for the three other words the source of the vowel alternation 
cannot be ascertained since they have not been retrieved in Tin. In any 
case, it is hard to make any generalization that could account for the 
exceptional development in the four words. There is no reason to posit 
an affective voice quality in words for the sky and for a harmless plant 
species. So far, the behaviour of the words above must be left as an 
unsolved enigma in Mlabri sound history.

Mlabri morphology

Since virtually all of the morphology found in Mlabri, though clearly of 
M-K type, may be of non-Tinic origin there is nothing useful that can be 
stated here about the change from Proto-Tin to Mlabri in terms of word
formation.

Phonological and morphological changes in Tin

Most of the changes I postulate below for Tin happened early, maybe 
shortly after Mlabri branched off. They do not readily reveal them
selves except by rather detailed comparison with other Khmuic lan
guages. When Filbeck (1978) reconstructed Proto-Tin by comparison 
between modern Mai and Prai dialects, and even when he recon
structed a more hypothetical pre-stage: Pre-Tin by internal reconstruc
tion, he did this on a strictly Tinic basis without involving the only 
well-attested Khmuic language, Khmu, for systematic comparison. 
Consequently, Filbeck had no chance of disclosing how much Tin must 
have changed from its earliest stage up to the latest common denomi
nator for Mai and Prai (the exception was consonant mutation, which 
is so conspicuous a feature of Tin but which Filbeck erroneously dated 
back to the time when Tin branched off from Khmu and other related 
languages).

Thus it should be understood that the presentation below is an 
attempt to identify elements of the early history of the Tin language, 
from Proto-Tinic to Proto-Tin, more or less from scratch, as a necessary 
component of the identification of Tinic features in Mlabri. It is done on 
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the basis of comparison with Mlabri, and to a much lesser extent by 
comparison with other Khmuic languages.

The history of Tin after Proto-Tin began to split into Mai and Prai, on 
the other hand, has been reconstructed in so much detail and with so 
excellent documentation by Filbeck (1978) that it would be redundant 
to recapitulate his results except to the extent that it is strictly necessary 
for the coherence of the present study. Altogether, this monograph goes 
into the late developments from Proto-Tin up to Modern Mai and Prai 
only to the extent that it is essential for one of two reasons: (i) if my 
comparative approach yield results that are at variance with his (and are 
of significance for the word comparisons with Mlabri), (ii) if the word 
comparisons I present are not sufficiently transparent unless some addi
tional information is given about offsets between Mai and Tin, or be
tween conservative and advanced Mal. I take it that the existence of 
minor discrepancies between Mai and Tin, or even within subdialects of 
one language, is trivial in itself and does not necessarily require com
ment.

Changes in consonants

Initials: the consonant mutation. By “consonant mutation” in Mon
Khmer languages one understands a set of sound-shifts which devoice 
and/or aspirate initial consonants (much along the lines of the conso
nant mutations leading from Indo-European to Proto-Germanic). The 
concept was introduced into Mon-Khmer studies by André Haudricourt 
(1965). This phenomenon is found in Tin.

Mlabri exhibits no consonant mutation. The old distinction between 
voiceless and voiced stops is also preserved in three other Khmuic lan
guages that I have data from: Khabit, Ksingmul and Phong. As for 
Khmu, conservative dialects preserve old voiced and voiceless stops 
intact in syllable-initial position whereas other dialects have a scenario 
of tonogenesis accompanying devoicing of old voiced stops. That is 
probably a fairly recent phenomenon and has clearly nothing to do with 
consonant mutation in Tin, which was a much older and typologically 
quite different change. Since, however, the presence of devoicing phe
nomena slightly complicates the etymological comparison among the 
Khmuic languages I shall briefly review the devoicing scenario in 
Khmu.

Across the dialects of Khmu we find (i) the old M-K state of affairs: 
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voiced versus voiceless initial stops, (ii) an intermediate stage with 
breathy phonation of vowels after old voiced stops, (iii) complete coales
cence of voiced and voiceless stops along with the development of tone.

The above picture covers the general, historical and geographical 
scenario of Khmu. One of the dialects in Laos (“Khmu Rook”, cf. 
Premsrirat 2002: xxxi & xlv), however, took a different course and both 
aspirated and devoiced old voiced stops probably due to influence from 
Lao, in which that very process happened several centuries ago.

The existence of different reflexes of the old voicing distinction in 
Khmu complicates the comparative work on Mlabri. That is because 
there are loanwords from Khmu in Mlabri, and it is not known in 
advance which dialect or dialects Mlabri borrowed from. It should be 
noted that Mlabri always borrows words from tone languages without 
borrowing the tone.

Returning to consonant mutation proper, it seems to be unique to Tin 
among the Khmuic languages. The pattern of changes is as follows:

I. Old voiceless stops became aspirated
Ila. Plain voiced stops were devoiced in absolutely initial position 
lib. Plain voiced stops remained voiced elsewhere
HI. Globalized voiced stops became (prenasalized) voiced stops

The resulting pattern of stop consonants, their phonemic status and pho
netic realizations are discussed in Huffmann (1976a: 582-583). I here 
disregard the old globalized series, since the words in question are 
mostly loanwords from Tai.

Mutation of the type we find in Tin can also be observed in distant 
branches of Mon-Khmer. That might seem to invite a scenario in which 
consonant mutation spread across a large area and also swept across 
Tin. Strangely, the areas exhibiting this type of mutation are geographi
cally unconnected, and as said already, Tin is quite unique within 
Khmuic in having this phenomenon. Thus it is a more appealing 
assumption that we are faced with a spontaneous complex of sound 
changes within Tin proper.

It is, in my view, an open question how early or late the consonant 
mutations in Tin took place. They may have been separated by shorter 
or longer time spans, namely so that voiceless consonants acquired 
aspiration early, then the plain voiced consonants were devoiced, and 
finally - perhaps quite recently - the globalized consonants lost their 
globalization.
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Consonant mutation is shared fully by all modern Tin dialects, and 
Filbeck (1978) took it to be defining, as it were, for even the earliest 
reconstructed stage of Tin, which he called Pre-Tin. I see no grounds for 
dating it so early. In theory, consonant mutation in Tin might even have 
taken place after the split into Mai and Prai, provided that the speech 
communities remained in so much contact that a sound change could 
spread in a wave-like fashion.

(The reason for placing it so early in this survey is not that it is an 
early sound-shift but that it affects a great many word-forms. It is con
venient to have the workings of consonant mutation under control when 
looking at other sound changes happening in Tin and when spotting ety
mological correspondences with Mlabri.)

In the Mlabri context the possibility of dating the sound shifts is 
interesting because Mlabri has borrowed from Tin long after the Tinic 
period, but further study is needed to clarify the extent of that. Mutation 
of old voiceless stops in Tin must necessarily postdate the first strong 
presence of Tai lowlanders in the twelfth or thirteenth century AD since 
loanwords from Tai could enter Tin early enough to undergo mutation.

Early loanwords from Tai in Tin are diagnostic but do not yield a 
simple answer when it comes to absolute datings (cf. discussion in 
Rischel 1989b: 110-111 with reference to Filbeck’s reconstruction of 
the scenario). The most important loanword providing pre-mutational 
evidence is the function word khap ‘and’ in TinMal; it would take con
siderable language contact and even bilingualism to borrow such a 
grammatical operator from Tai. Still, it happened early enough for 
mutation to apply to the form. That speaks for a rather late dating of 
mutation in Tin.

Another pre-mutational borrowing is the word for ‘cultivated 
banana’, which I have recorded in the TinMal dialect of Ban Kwet with 
mutation of its initial consonant: khloj or khluAj (< Tai *kl~).  Both the 
preservation of the lateral and the mutation speak for an early date of 
borrowing into Tin but again, there is a terminus post quern since it 
postdates the significant presence of Tai banana cultivators. Indepen
dently and much later, the word for ‘cultivated banana' entered Mlabri 
as well, viz. as kuxj or kwxj. In this case, the loss of the lateral after k is 
diagnostic of fairly recent borrowing since the loss did not happen in 
Mlabri but in the lending language (in contrast, Mlabri faithfully pre
serves clusters in old loanwords from Tai, such as klett ‘scales (on a 
fish)’, which would have been ke:t if borrowed recently from Northern 
Thai, for example).
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There is ample evidence for the regularity of the consonant mutation 
in Tin, the main changes being *h  > p, *g  > k, and */?  > ph, > kh.

We can illustrate what happened in the old voiced series by taking the 
word for ‘house’, which is ga:tj in conservative Khmu and ge:ij in 
Mlabri but kiarj in Tin Mai and thus shows mutation of *g  to k in Tin. 
As for the old voiceless series one can mention the word for ‘thunder’, 
which is kir in Khmu and kuir in Mlabri but khuir or khx:r in Tin, i.e. 
with mutation of *k  to kh.

Finals. The two final sibilants “*-Si ” and “*-S2 ”, which are still pre
served as -lh versus -lh in Mlabri) coalesced into one final in Proto-Tin. 
It cannot be determined what was its quality then but it is continued as 
-jh in Mai, whereas it coalesced further with *-/  (continued as a dental 
stop) in Prai.

Initial and final *r.  Initial clusters with *-r-  undergo various changes 
both in Mai and Prai. These are at least in part areal phenomena to do 
with a widespread tendency in northern Southeast Asian languages to 
somehow “eliminate” the [r]-sound. This is done by substituting a 
lateral or a palatal glide for the trill or by simply dropping it. Since the 
TinMal data are partly from MalA and partly from MalB it is essential 
to state here that initial Cr- > Cj- in MalB but is preserved in MalA.

Final *-r  is preserved in some Tin but undergoes change or is lost in 
other varieties of Tin. The variation in Mai is impressive: for phar ‘fly, 
v’ [phar] (conservative pronunciation) one hears [phay], [phaw] or 
[pHaj ] depending on the dialect. In Prai, the trill is often simply 
dropped.

Filbeck (1978) attempts to handle some of the changes involving r in 
terms of a Stammbaum for the Tin dialects and subdialects but concedes 
that the developments do not readily lend themselves to such an 
approach. There are obviously areal tendencies involved.

Specific initial cluster simplifications

There are a number of such simplifications, some of which happened 
already before Mai and Prai split apart whereas others are later and in 
part quite dialect-specific. Only a very superficial presentation of some 
of the most salient changes can be given here.
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I. Tinic *Sir-  > Proto-Tin *s-
A safe etymology attesting this sound change is the word for ‘tooth’ that 
occurs across Khmuic. Mlabri has thre:y with th- as the regular continu
ation of *5i-.  The loss of the trill in Tin is attested both in Mai and Prai: 
MalA çiAij, Prai sag or çarj. In Khmu, on the contrary, the first conso
nant has been weakened to h or lost: hra:y, ra:y. The original cluster is 
preserved in Khabit: sruarj, thus further testifying to the validity of the 
reconstruction *sra:y  for Khmuic.

For the sake of completeness it may be mentioned that Mlabri also 
has a different word for ‘tooth’, namely caji (I have not ascertained the 
origin of that word). The distribution in MlabriAC is such that cxjï is 
the default term for ‘tooth’, whereas thre:ij refers specifically to the 
lower teeth; in MlabriB the latter is the default term for ‘tooth’ 
(MlabriAB has a further term gul or gu:l meaning ‘molar’). Across 
Mlabri, the term for ‘tooth’ (be it Cixgi or thre:g) is also used in the gen
eralized meaning of ‘cutting edge’ or just ‘sharp edge’.

II. Tinic *jr-l*dr-  > kr-, *jl-  > kl-
Especially the clusters with initial palatals are (in a universal sense) 
articulatory complex and likely to undergo change. Although they were 
preserved perfectly in Mlabri they vanished from the phonotactics of 
Tin.

The changes above are essentially specific to Mai. Prai simplified 
such awkward clusters by substituting a joker presyllable si- for the first 
consonant (see example (i) below) or by dropping the second consonant 
(see example (iii) below). I know of only one example that is suggestive 
of a shift palatal > velar before a liquid in Prai and that looks like a spu
rious cognate: Mia crrw ‘call out’, TinPrai ggrji (for one thing, one 
would expect an aspirate in Tin; also the vocalism is strange). The 
etymon in Mlabri is, however, interesting for another reason: its cognate 
in Phong is tru, suggesting that Phong had an independent change *cr-  
> tr-, as against *cr-  > kr- in Mai, and providing additional evidence for 
the historical primacy of the palatal articulation in Mlabri. Since the 
change in Tin happened after consonant mutation the path of change 
was */r-/*  Jr- > *cr-/tr-  > kr- and *jZ-  > *cZ-  > kl-. The cluster kr- stem
ming from */r-  and *Jr-  has more recently changed into kj- in some 
dialects.

That there must have been a set of changes affecting lingual stops 
plus *r  is seen from the complete absence in Modern Tin of such clus
ters as *tr-!*tj-  and *cr-!*cj-  versus the relative abundance of words in 
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kr- or kj-, depending on the dialect. Comparison with Mlabri shows 
what was the source of some of these words in kr- or kj-.

As for *//■-  > *gr-  there are three words which illustrate the change. 
In all these cases, Mlabri has preserved the old state of affairs, (i) 
MlaAB jra: ‘skinny; thin’ versus TinMlaA kra: ‘id.’ (TinPrai has sirai);
(ii) MlaC/rrA ‘to crow’ versus TinMalB kjjh ‘to crow; cluck’; (iii) Mia 
jru? ‘deep’ versus TinMalA kru?, TinMalB kju? (TinPrai has cu?).

As for > *gr-  there is the word for ‘termite’, Mia dru:ji vs. 
TinMal kjo:n. That is just one good example, but in return, it is certain 
that the Mlabri form represents an ancient M-K stage since Diffloth 
(1984:73) reconstructs exactly the same form *druiji  for such a distant 
branch of M-K as Monic. The agreement with Mlabri is even more 
remarkable because the word is not preserved with this phonology in 
any of the attested Monic languages or dialects that Diffloth cites as 
basis for his reconstruction. (A variation dental ~ velar similar to that 
between Mlabri and Tin occurs in the Monic forms cited by Diffloth, 
e.g. Literary Mon <drun, grun>. It is a specific, secondary development 
found in Modern Mon, according to Diffloth 1984:305: “*tr-  and *dr-  
initials are often written <kr-> and <gr-> respectively and pronounced 
/kr-/ in the spoken language”.)

The exemplification above only concerns clusters with -r- as the 
second element of the onset. There is slender evidence for a similar 
change of clusters with -/- as the second element. In Part 1, Table 1-2 I 
listed the TinMal word kluh ‘drill, v’, which has been borrowed into 
Mlabri. This etymon also exists as an inherited word in Mlabri but only 
as an instrumental derivative jrluh or crluh with infixal -r-, meaning 
‘wooden pin; twig’. The first variant is a pre-mutational form; it could 
be of Tinic origin but may also be older in Mlabri. The second variant 
looks as if it was borrowed from post-mutational Tin (if so, it supports 
the second of the two paths of change suggested above), but it may just 
be an idiosyncratic variant of the second unless the distinction between 
the two variants is spurious. In any case, the combined evidence points 
to a reconstruction *jluh  of the verb underlying the recorded form kluh 
and thus testifies to the sound change *//-  > kl- in Tin.

Changes in vowels

The vowel *a  was raised to before palatals in Proto-Tin. This vowel 
is preserved in Mai, e.g. in the word for meat: fac (TinMalA) but was 
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fronted and raised further to e in Prai: sec. The same happened after a 
palatal, at least in some instances, e.g. in the word for ‘house’: *ga:g  > 
*giay > *kiarj  > *kix.y  > *cxy  > *cay  > Prai cey, Mai preserves the 
intermediate form kixy

If Proto-Tinic ever had the vowel it has changed into a or 3 in Tin 
proper. If so, it is unclear what conditioned one or the other reflex, and 
at what time the changes happened. Phonetically, the same sound [a] 
developed secondarily in the diphthong *ia  > ix (which most authors 
writing on Tin render as id). In the conservative MalA dialect of Ban 
Kwet I have heard some speakers use [ia] consistently in a few words 
although they use [Ta] in most words; I take that this is a local idiosyn- 
cracy without wider historical implications.

The vowel offsets between Mlabri and Tin in cognate pairs suggest 
that some other vowel changes happened in Proto-Tin time (cf. discus
sion of some of the vowel correspondences in later sections), particu
larly instances of vowel lowering in the high (narrow) part of the vowel 
space. Since, however, the conditioning is unclear in most cases a defin
itive repertory cannot be given here.

Word formation

A number of simplifications happen, some of which are evidenced by 
the Mlabri-Tin cognate pairs presented below. The most important of 
these simplifications can be mentioned in very summaric form:

(i) The canonical word structure in Tin is simplified (a.o. so as to mini
mize sesquisyllabicity). It happens chiefly in two ways:

(i,a) There is a strong tendency towards strict monosyllabicity brought 
about by loss of presyllables.

(i,b) Consonant sequences arising by infixation are mostly simplified.

(ii) Tin ceases to have productive affixal morphology, and all word-for
mation processes disintegrate, the residue being a small number of verb 
pairs suggesting a fossilized causative formation by prefixation.

(iii) Tin develops quasi-prefixation as a repair measure accompanying 
the shrinking of pretonic material or simplification of awkward initial 
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clusters (often stemming from contraction of sesquisyllabic forms). 
There are two different situations:

(iii,a) Before an obstruent there occurs a feature of prenasalization no 
matter what kind of shrinking happened. Shrinking with such reflexes is 
not only observed by comparison with Mlabri; etyma shared with 
Khmu show the same picture, cf. Khmu hnta:k ‘tongue’ ~ Tin ntha:k 
‘id.’, Khmu kdah ‘forehead’ ~ Tin ndah ‘id.’ (neither of these words 
exists in Mlabri).

The Khmu-Tin cognate pair for ‘tongue’ shows that the mutation of 
voiceless stops into aspirated stops in Tin is unbound: it occurs in clus
ters that eventually shrink, just as it occurs in absolutely initial position. 
This is also true if there is a vestige of causative prefixation, cf. nthec 
‘break’, causative of the same stem word as Mlabri tac. Initial voiced 
stops, however, are voiced when prenasalized even though they mutate 
into voiceless stops elsewhere. This creates differences in voicing such 
as that between the underived verb pxl ‘die’ (p- < *b~)  and its derivative 
mbxl ‘kill’ with causative prefixation. In the most advanced Mai dialect, 
MalC, prenasalization is entirely lost but the unaspirated prenasalized 
stops remain voiced (Filbeck 1978: 44; Filbeck nevertheless argues that 
the voiced stops with prenasalization in more conservative dialects are 
allophones of /p/ etc. and therefore writes them as voiceless in broad 
notation).

(iii,b) Before a sonorant the repair phenomenon is a full quasi-prefix si- 
in Tin, whereas preaspiration: hC- occurs in some instances in Mai. 
These developments are truly enigmatic. One is tempted to speculate 
that these different pseudo-prefixes are contracted reflexes of one repair 
component, possibly of the form *s(V)N~.

(iv) In Tin, prenasalization becomes a marker on some Tai loanwords 
beginning in an obstruent (stop or sibilant). As with the reaction to 
shrinking mentioned above, stops keep their old state as voiced or 
voiceless when prenasalized, whereas they exhibit aspiration caused by 
mutation. Prenasalizing of initial voiced obstruents looks like a measure 
to protect voicing in loanwords, but that does not make any sense with 
voiceless obstruents. Rather, the prenasalization has degenerated into a 
diacritic marker which just indicates that there is something special 
about the status of the word.
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As said above, most of these changes are such that are not, or only par
tially, captured by Filbeck’s internal reconstruction (1978) because they 
appear clearly only if Tin is approached from a comparative perspec
tive.

A reference material of Mlabri-Tin cognates 
with Proto-Tinic reconstructions

An exhaustive search for Mlabri and Tin cognates is - at least for me - 
an impossible task. I have a limited coverage of Tin lexicon (Mai as 
well as Prai) with focus on domestic vocabulary rather than more spe
cialized areas such as names of animal and plant species in the deep 
forest, or vocabulary to do with traditional beliefs. As for Mlabri I have 
a somewhat better coverage of those specialized areas but that is of little 
help in comparisons. The identification of species in the forest is more 
often than not uncertain, and the religious beliefs of the Mia Bri differ 
from those found in traditional Tin culture.

Even during my most recent fieldwork on Mlabri I kept retrieving 
hitherto unknown vocabulary, e.g. words relating to phenomena of 
nature and to the way you behave in the forest in order to avoid bad 
luck. Thus the lexicon is open-ended, and it makes no sense to talk 
about the “total vocabulary”. In any case, there is a limited number of 
shared semantic fields - related to life - within which it has been pos
sible for me to search for Mlabri-Tin cognates. That biases the allegedly 
Tinic vocabulary in favour of a basic, domestic vocabulary.

Another bias, on the Tin side, is caused by insufficient search for rel
evant lexical data in Mai dialects. Over the years I put most emphasis on 
Prai because there was evidence for some borrowing from Prai into 
Mlabri, but for the Tinic hypothesis Mai is just as relevant, of course. If 
it had been possible for me to pursue my fieldwork a little bit further I 
would have devoted most of it to the MalA dialect spoken in Ban Kwet, 
which is the most conservative form of Tin, at least phonologically. 
Although several forms from that dialect are cited below, my coverage 
of the lexicon is still dismal.

Finally, it must be mentioned that my data for the C-variety of Mlabri 
are meagre compared to my data for the A- and B-varieties. It was 
planned to supplement the data but that is now beyond my capacities.

My limited reference material for substantiating the Tinic hypothesis, 
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with reconstructed Proto-Tinic forms and Mlabri and Tin reflexes, is 
listed in Table 3-1 through Table 3-5.

Table 3-1. Words reconstructed as monosyllabic 
with initial oral stop

*p-
*-pam (in Tinic always with *-m-p~)  ‘butterfly’; MlaCprmpam (male 

lg., female lg.: pimpim) ‘butterfly’, rmpxm ‘id.’ (possibly different 
species unless one word is the cover term); TinMalA mpham in mphojh 
mpham ‘id.’

*pe? ‘three’; Miape? ‘three’; Tinphe? ‘id.’
*pe(:)iji ‘shoot’; Miape:ji ‘shoot’; TinMalAphaji, TinPraiphaji orpheji 

‘id.’ (Khmu has pi/?)
*pi:Hi ‘hulled rice (grains)’; Mia pi:? ‘hulled rice’; TinPrai ‘id.’
*pÂir ‘fly, N’; Miapar ‘fly’; TinMalAphar, TinPraipha:l ‘id.’
*pxl ~ pUil ‘crossbow’; MlaBC prl, MlaA pol ‘crossbow’; TinMalA 

phil (some apparently say phal), TinPrai phul ‘id.’
*poh ‘split (wood etc.)’; Miapoh ‘split’; Tin (Mai and Prai)phoh ‘id.’
*pOi:Si ‘barking-deer’; Miapo:lh ‘id.’; TinMalA & TinCuunpha:j\ Tin

Prai pha:t ‘id.’ (Khmu has puas)
*po(:)m ‘four’; Mia po:n ‘four’; Tin phon ‘id.’ (Khmu has puan, pu:n 

depending on dialect)
*purj ‘blow (produce an air stream with the lips); Mia puy ‘id.’; Tin

MalA phuy ‘id.’
*pre(:)2m ‘old; former; long ago’; Miaprem ‘id.’; TinMalBphje:m ‘id.’ 
*pre? ‘hot (spicy)’; MlaAB pre? in pre? gem ‘chili’; Tin (Mai and Prai)

/Æ? ‘hot (spicy)’
*plah ‘classifier for sheet-like objects’; Mlabri has the etymon with an 

unidentified prefix: kaplah, (MlaA also:) kaplah, kaplah, (MlaC:) 
koplah ‘classifier for sheet-like objects’; TinMalC and TinPrai 
phlah ‘classifier for big pieces of cloth’ (apparently not used in Tin
MalA, which has the classifier ma? instead); the monosyllabic 
etymon occurs identically in Waic

*plE2:? ‘fruit; nut; grain’; Mia pie:? ‘fruit; nut; grain’ (also cf. *ka:k)\  
Tin phle? (in Prai varying with phe?) ‘nut-shaped thing; fruit etc.’ 
(phle? lam = phe? lam ‘fruit’); Khmu has pie? ‘grain’

*plË2(:)im ‘landleech’; MlaCplx:m ‘landleech’; Tin (Mai and Prai) 
phlam ‘(small) leech species’
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*t-
*tac ‘be torn; get a cut or fissure’; Mia tac ‘get loosened; fall of; get a 

fissure’, (MlaB:) ‘cut oneself’; also with causative affixation: Mia 
batac ‘tear something’; TinPrai ”thec ‘tear something; be cut'

*ta:ji ‘weave’; MlaB ta:ji ‘weave’; TinMalA tha:ji, TinPrai thaji ‘id.’; 
NB: Khmu ta:p ‘weave; plait’

*tar ‘string’; MlaA tar ‘string’; TinMal zW, TinPrai tha:l ‘id.’ (Khmu 
has tar in the meaning of ‘head strap for carrying’)

‘be torn’; Mia tac ‘be torn’; Tin in the causative derivative Tin
MalA nthac ‘cut’, TinPrai nthec ‘tear’ = Mia batac, cf. TinPrai tha:c 
‘pick off with fingernail’ suggesting that Mlabri tac might reflect a 
merger of two etyma *tac  and *ta:c

*k-
*ka:Hi ‘fish’; Mia ka:? ‘fish’; Tin kha: ‘id.’
*kcc ~ kEic ‘metal ring on shaft’; MlaA kcc, MlaB kac ‘id.’, TinPrai 

with infixation: khrec ‘id.’
*kzh ‘wild goat’; MlaA kch (said with rasping voice) ‘wild goat-like 

animal species’; TinMal kb£h ‘wild goat’ (cf. Khmu keh\ the word 
has a Tai connection)

*tc:k ‘snail (species)’; MlaB te:k ‘snail species’; Tin the:k in TinMalA 
khlwa? thc:k ‘inedible snail species’ (kblwa? ‘edible snail species’), 
TinPrai ko the:k ‘inedible snail species’

*ti:Hi ‘hand’; Mia ti:? ‘hand’; Tin (all across Tin) A? ‘id.’ (Khmu ti? 
‘hand’; Khabit ti: ‘hand’, cf. etymon for ‘eight’!)

*Zz7? ‘eight’; Mia ti:? ‘eight’; Tin thi? ‘id.’ (cf. etymon for ‘hand’ !)
*A7 ‘cultivate; plant’; Mia txl ‘cultivate; plant’; Tin (Mai and Prai) thol 

‘id.’ (also cf. Khabit Zz7 ‘cultivate’; Khmu tir ‘sow (paddy grains)’)
*thp ‘bury’; MlaBC tiup ‘cover, v’ (with semantic interference from 

TinPrai top ‘cover; block’); Tin (Mai and Prai) thdp ‘bury’ (also cf. 
Khmu tiop ‘wrap up')

*tChc ‘grasp’; Mia toe ‘grasp; (B: ‘take’); TinPrai thoc (in thoc ?at cor
responding to Mia toe ?ek) ‘id.’

*tChh ‘pull out’; MlaB toh ‘pull out (with a jerk, e.g. a hair)’; TinMalA 
tbh ‘pull out' (the Mlabri form looks like a borrowing from Khmu 
toh ‘pull out’ but considering its semantics it seems plausible that it 
goes back to Tinic which in that case sided with Khmu)

*tu(:)m ‘rodent species’; Mia ‘mole’; TinPrai thun ‘big rodent 
species’; cf. Khmu tu:n thra:ji (affinity to Tai but obviously old in 
Tinic)
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*keh ‘receive a guest’ (??); MlaB keh ‘greet; receive cordially’; TinPrai 
kheh k'’aw ‘turn one’s back on a visitor’ (the apparent reversal of 
meaning is not unique in a Mlabri context)

*keiy ‘suspend (a rope)’; Mia ke:rj ‘carry in a strap across forehead’; 
TinPrai kherj ‘stretch or hold up a rope’

*ke:t ‘deaf’ (?); Mia A'e/Z ‘ear’; TinMal khe:t ‘deaf’(TinMalA also hmoj 
khe:t‘åe&E where hmaj means ‘ear’; TinPrai has kluip ntho:r ‘deaf’, 
where ntho:r likewise means ‘ear’); the change of meaning in Mlabri 
may stem from a combination of two words originally both meaning 
‘deaf’: ke:t and

‘thunder’; Mia Âru/r ‘thunder; there is thunder’; most Tin khtur or 
kha:r (TinMalC khaw) ‘thunder’, TinMalA also with trace of a prefix: 
vkhar ‘thunder; there is thunder’; Khmu has kir ‘thunder’ just like 
Mlabri )

*ko:k in *pZE2(/)i?  ko:k (see the former entry); Mia pie? ko:k ‘the thyroid 
cartilage; Adam’s apple’; TinMalA phle? kho:k ‘id.’; NB: this is a Tai 
word but must have been borrowed very early into Tinic so as to 
differ between Mlabri and Tin because of the mutation in Tin; if it 
were a recent loan one might expect something like mak ko:k (Tin
MalA children also say phre? ijo:k as a probably newer formation 
involving tja:k ‘neck; throat’)

*koh ‘cut apart; chop up’; MlaB koh ‘cut apart’; Tin (Mai and Prai) 
khoh ‘chop up’; NB: Khmu has koh ‘chop’

*kÖ2iSi ‘wooden spear’; MlaC Æo/Z/7(idiolectally ko:/1') ‘wooden shaft of 
spear’; TinMal khojh, TinPrai khot ‘spear’ (the latter borrowed into 
Mlabri as kho:t\ NB: the etymon seems lost in TinMalA, which has 
another interesting etymon in the meaning of spear:

*kot ‘encircle’; MlaAB kot ‘encircle; bend around; hug’, also as com
ponent of a reduplicated form: MlaA kotkwat ‘hug and carry in one’s 
arms’ ; TinPrai kho:t ‘curl up in resting position’ (borrowed as in 
Mlabri, also cf. Tai)

*krE3:c ‘bite; cut’; MlaB kre:c ‘cut with biting implement; bite’, cf. 
TinPrai khra:c ‘scratch with claws’

*krE2i? ‘hit the mark’; Mia kre:? ‘hit the mark’; a kre:? ‘that is correct’; 
TinPrai khre? ‘correct’

*kro: ‘ask for’; MlaA ‘hope for’, BC ‘ask for’; TinPrai khro: ‘ask for’ 
(connection to Tai but obviously old in M-K; Khmu has kro:)

*kru:t ‘scrape’; Mia in the reduplicated form krutkrwE'.c ‘scratch’; Tin
Prai khru:t ‘scrape’

*klE4(:)2p ‘squeeze something between two pins’(?); Mia klap ‘hold
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something squeezed between two pins’ (mostly as ?ek krlap klap 
‘hold with a bamboo forceps’), of. Tin Mai = TinPrai khle:p ‘(hold 
with a) forceps’

*khp ‘small (woven) box; lid of a box’; Mia klxp ‘small (woven) box’; 
TinMal khop = TinPrai vkhop ‘small (woven) box’; TinMalA (with 
trace of affixation) vkhop = TinPrai khlop ‘lid of a box’

*klok in pie? klok ‘forest fruit species’; Mia pie? klok ‘forest fruit 
species’; TinPraiphe? khok ‘id.’

*klot ‘knot’; MlaB klot ‘knot; tie a knot’; TinPrai silot ‘knot’
*kwa:j ‘edible tuber species’; Mia kwa:j ‘edible tuber species’; TinMal 

k\va:j, TinPrai kho:j or ÄrSve: ‘id.’
*kwÄiy ‘something round’; Mia kwxy ‘something round, e.g. seeds of a 

fruit; CLASSIFIER for round things’, MlaAB klwoy ‘ball; egg; 
body-part of round shape’; TinPrai k'\vay ‘seed (in fruit)’

*b-
*bah ‘for light to appear after darkness’; Mia ?a bah ‘it is early dawn’; 

Tin pah sa? ‘it is early dawn’, TinPrai pah ‘appear’, across Tin also 
as causative formation mbah mat ‘open one’s eyes’, cf. Khmu bah 
‘bright; morning’

*bi(:)i? ‘full’; Mia bi:? ‘full; satisfied’; Tin (Mai and Prai) pi? ‘full’ 
(also in K: bi?)

*biak ‘bear, n’; Mia be:k ‘bear’; Tinpu\k ‘bear’
*biar ‘two’; Mia be:r ‘two’; Tin pior (etc., in TinPrai also heard as 

pio?) ‘two’
*bÅit ‘dip water; scoop up water’; Mia bxt ‘id.'; TinPraipat ‘id.’
*bË2:n ‘be able to; get’; MlaB bx:n ‘be able to; it is permissible; get’; 

TinMal po:n ‘get; be able to’, ?aj po:n ‘cannot’ (cf. Khabit ban 
‘know’)

*bhl ‘die; dead’; Mia bail ‘id.-; Tinpol ‘id.’; Tin (Mai and Prai) with 
causative prefix: mbol ‘kill; slaughter’, cf. Miapabiul ‘id.’ (e.g. MlaB 
pabiul çi:y - TinMalA mbol siy ‘slaughter a pig’)

*bCh? ‘carry (a child) on the back’; MlaA bo? ‘carry (a child) on the 
back’; TinPraipa? ‘carry on the back’

*bo:y ‘swell up’; MlaB -bo:y in the reduplication bungbo:y ‘swell up; 
be swollen’; TinPraipo:y ‘swell up; be swollen’

*bOi: ‘whisper’; MlaB bo- (presumably < bo:) in bobe:p ‘whisper’; Tin
MalA po: ‘whisper’

*bChy ‘eat’; Mia boy ‘eat’ (AC: ‘eat meat’); Tinpoy ‘eat’
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*bo(:)im ‘jar’; MlaB bo:m ‘bottle’; TinPrai pom in pom the: ‘pottery 
jar’

*boh ‘boil’; with reduplication in MlaB bohboh ‘be boiling’; TinMalA 
mboh ‘be boiling’; with causative affixation in TinPrai mboh ‘boil 
something’

*bo:? ‘breast; breast feed’; Mia bo:? ‘breast; breast feed’; Tin po? 
‘breast; breast feed’ (cf. Khabit and Khmu bu?')

*brd(:)2Si ‘(for the wind to) blow sweepingly (?); MlaC brxlh ‘blow (of 
wind); TinPrai proit ‘sweep’

*bro:y ‘deceased person’; MlaC bro:r) ‘long since dead’; TinPrai pro:rj 
‘spirit of a deceased person; ghost’ (TinMalA has ço:j for ‘ghost’)

*bro? ‘wound, n’; Mia bro? ‘wound’; TinPrai pro? ‘skin lesion or 
infection'

*bro:c ‘spit liquid out of the mouth’; MlaAB bro:c ‘id.’; TinMalA 
pro:c ‘id.’, in TinPrai with traces of a prefix -."'broie ‘spit liquor (as 
part of a ceremony)’

*blah ‘escape’; MlaAB ô/rz/z ‘run off in different directions’; TinMal 
plah ‘escape; disappear’, TinPrai plah in plah prah ‘escape’; also 
with causative affix: Mia pablah ‘(A) release; (B) brush or push 
away’; TinMalA (with aspiration as a trace of affixation) phlah 
‘release; let somebody escape'

*blht ‘extinguished (fire)’; Mia /?/zzzZ ‘id.’; TinPrai mbot ‘extinguished’
*bllh:ij ‘(bamboo) shoot’; MlaA blu:rj ‘bamboo shoot’; TinPrai po:y 

‘sprout shoot’
*blu:Hi ‘thigh’; Mia bln:? ‘thigh; upper part of leg’; TinMal(A) pin: 

‘leg’ (NB cf. K: bln? ‘thigh’)

*d-
*du:c ‘tired’; Mia dn:c ‘tired’; TinPrai with traces of prefixation: "dn:c 

‘drunk’ (possibly a causative with euphemistic meaning: ‘made 
tired’)

*dUik ‘poor’; MlaAB dok ‘poor’; TinPrai tuk ‘poor’
*drU2:jd*drU2:n  ‘termite’; Mia dru:ji, TinMla kjo:n ‘id.’

*/<?& ‘go’; MlaytfZr ‘go’; Tin cak ‘go’
*jen ‘be skilled’; Miajen ‘be skilled’; TinPrai with causative affixation 

"jen ‘teach’ (apparently not known in TinMalA)
*//// ‘sew’, Mla/ey sew’; TinPrai citj ‘sew’
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*/ä52 ‘taste good’; Mia ya/' ‘taste good’; TinPrai cet ‘taste good’, cf. 
Ml abri ce/Z!

*ja(:)nj ‘foot’, Mia jx:g ‘foot’; TinMal catj, TinPrai ceij ‘foot’ (cf. 
KhmuyiA# ‘foot’)

*/7/h ‘light; bright’; Mia juin ‘candle’; TinMal can ‘bright’
‘small of size (?)’; MlaB ja? ‘a few; a small quantity’; Tin- 

MalA ca? ‘short (of physical size)’
*jo:k ‘suck’; MlaAB jo:k ‘suck’; TinMalA & TinPrai co:k ‘suck 

(through a straw)’, cf. TinMalA cok\?'aj cuAk ‘collect saliva and spit’
*ju:r ‘descend’; Mlayw/r ‘descend’; Tin MalA cu:, other Tin cu:r, cu:l 

or cu: ‘descend’; TinPrai with trace of prefixation (medial 
meaning?): njul nsep ‘come downhill’; Khmu has ju:r ‘descend’ just 
like Mlabri

*jra: ‘skinny’; MlaAB jra: ‘id.’; TinMlaA kra:, TinPrai sira: ‘id.’ (cf. 
Khabit d?a: ‘thin’)

*jrË2h ‘for a fowl to make its characteristic sound’; MlaCyrr/i ‘id., e.g. 
to crow).’; TinMalB kjah ‘crow; cluck’

*jru? ‘deep’; Miajru? ‘deep’; TinMalA kru?, TinMalB kju?, TinMalC 
ku?, TinPrai & TinCuun cu? ‘deep’; NB: the occurrence in Mlabri 
may predate Tinic but the Tin forms are straightforward continua
tions of *jru?  (Khmu also hasyn/2 but is hardly a loanword); the 
same etymon occurs with a simpler onset in Waic: Proto-Waic 
‘deep’

*g-
*ga:p ‘hold (something edible) in the mouth’; MlaB ga:p ‘id.’; TinPrai 

ka:p ‘id.’
*ge:t ‘chop’; MlaBC ge:t ‘cut; chop’; TinPrai ke:t ‘split pieces off a log’ 
*gaS2 ‘nine’; Mia gajh ‘nine’; TinPrai (conservative lg. in Laos) ,Jgat 

‘nine’ (NB: the etymon exists in Khmu but strangely deviant: with an 
old voiceless initial and with a variety of finals; the closest recorded 
form - by this author - is Ban Huay Puk Khmu kas)

*glh ‘scratch’; Mia in the reduplicated form gehgeh ‘scratch’; Tin (Mai 
and Prai) kih ‘scratch’

*giay ‘house’; Mia gc:ij ‘house; lean-to’; TinMal kkxy, TinCuunh ci:vj, 
TinPrai (Nam Phi’) cx:ij, (DJ:) cay ‘house’

*gih ‘be ablaze’; Miaguih ‘id.’; TinMalA kuih ‘id.’; also with causative 
affixation: MlaB paguih ‘make something light up; illuminate’; Tin-

*jF/aZ ‘evening’; Mia jj<\l ‘evening’; TinMalA kkd (TinPrai 
cel) ’evening; dark’ (cf. Khabit n(a)rjdzal ‘evening’)
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Mal A ,Jgtuh ‘ignite the firewood’; Tin Prai (with an unusual infix) 
kriuh ‘ignite’

*ghr ‘shaft; handle’; Mia giar ‘shaft’; TinPrai kal ‘handle, n’
*gïim ‘suck on something (that is kept in the mouth)’; Mia guim ‘id.’; 

TinPrai kam ‘id.’
*goh ‘break (and fall down)’; MlaAB goh ‘id.’; also with causative 

affixation: MlaApagoh ‘cause something to break; chop’; Tin (Mai 
and Prai) vgoh‘strike something; knock on something’

*gul ‘seven’; Mia gul ‘seven’; TinPrai (conservative lg. in Laos) ,Jgul 
‘seven’; Khmu has gu:l ‘seven’ in ceremonial language

*grË4(:)2y ‘sifter’; MlaB grxrj ‘sifter’; TinPrai with trace of causative 
prefixation: vgra:g ‘sift’

*gro:? ‘make a sound’; Mia gro:? ‘make a sound; one hears a sound’; 
TinMalA kro? ‘for an animal or bird to make its characteristic 
sound’; TinPrai kro? ‘cry out; make a sound’ (TinMalA also has 
another similar word krah ‘(for a rooster to) crow’)

*glEzh ‘ascend’: MlaBC g Mi ’ascend’; old-fashioned TinPrai klah 
‘ascend’ (David Jordan, pers, comm.)

*g//2(;)/ ‘head’: Mia glx:? ‘head’; Tin klui? (also: ktu?) ‘id.’; Mlabri 
clearly has the older form as evidenced by Khmu glx? but the 
meaning of the word has apparently changed into ‘hair’ in Khmu 
(one would have expected something like *nsok  for ‘hair’, as in Tin 
and more widely)

*gwa: ‘search for; hunt for’; MlaB gwa: ‘id.’; TinPrai kwa: ‘id.’
‘open a hole’; MlaB gwe:t ‘drill to hollow out’, TinMalA 

kwat ‘poke into with a pin’; TinPrai kwat ‘open a hole with a knife’

Table 3-2. Words reconstructed as monosyllabic with other initials

*m-
*mat ‘eye’; Mia mat ‘eye’; Tin mat ‘eye’
*mia? ‘rain’; Mia me:? ‘rain’, me? hot ‘it rains’; Tin tni<\? ‘rain’, leh 

miA? ‘it rains’ (note that an old velar prefix, which is evidenced for 
this word by Khmu, was absent already at the Tinic level)

*miam ‘blood’; Mia ‘blood’; Tin mk\m ‘blood’, leh miam ‘it 
bleeds’

*mÄic ‘experience; see’; Mia mAC ‘see’; TinMalA mac, TinMalB mat 
‘see’; TinPrai mec ‘know’

*mÅi(:)ir ‘snake’; Mia mx:r ‘creep, v’; TinMalA mar ‘snake’; Tin- 
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MalC maw, TinPrai mad 'snake', cf. Khmu mar ‘snake’ (Mlabri has 
mw? as the word for ‘python’)

*mË3(:)2? ‘mother’; Mia mx? ‘mother’, TinMalA maj, TinPrai me: 
‘mother’

*mOi:j ‘one’; Mia ma:j ‘one’; Tin (including TinMalC, whereas Tin
MalA has generalized a sandhi-form ma:) mo:j ‘one’ (Khmu sides 
with Tin)

*mOih ‘nose’; Mia moh ‘nose’; TinMal moh ‘nose’ (TinPrai muh, cf. 
Khmu wm/z ‘nose’)

‘smell (perceive the smell or fragrance of an object), V ’; Mia 
mu:k ‘smell (with the nose)’; Tin muk ‘smell (with the nose)’

*mre:y ‘bamboo flooring’; Mia diy mre:y, dimre:y ‘bamboo flooring’ 
(di:y denotes a bamboo species); TinPrai mbre:y 'bamboo flooring’

*mle(:)it ‘press’; Mia mle:t ‘pinch; strangulate’; TinPrai mblet ‘press (a 
button)’

*jio:k ‘net’; MlaApa:k ‘plaited bag (like a net)’; Tin (Mai and Praijyz^/Zt 
‘trap (for fishing)’

*g-
*ya? ‘itch; it itches’; MlaB ya? ‘id.’; TinMalA ya? ‘id.’ (the word 

occurs identically in Khmu but undoubtedly goes back to Tinic)

*hm-
*hm£? ‘new’; Mia hme? ‘new’; TinMalA hme?, other Tin me? ‘new’, cf. 

Khmu hmme? ‘new’
*hmÅ2n ‘girl (?)’; MlaC hmxn in erw hm<\.n ‘little sister’; TinMalA hman 

in k\van hman ‘daughter’
*hmu:H2 ‘areca nut’; Mia hmu: ‘areca nut’; TinMal hmu? ‘areca nut’

*hn-
*hnÄi(:)2m ‘year’; Mia hnsm ‘year’; TinMalB (Ta Noi) na:m ‘year’

*Si-
*Siiaw ‘honey’; Mia therw ‘honey-like substance’; TinMlaA smw 

‘sweet of taste’; TinPrai siw ‘honey-like substance’ (siw mbuat ‘bee’s 
honey’)

*SiÄ2C ‘meat; flesh’; Mia t\c ‘meat’; TinMalA çae ‘meat’; TinPrai sec 
‘meat’
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*SiËi:p ‘insert (one’s arm)’; MlaA thx:p ‘insert one’s arm’; TinPrai so:p 
sih ‘insert one’s arm’

*SiË2:llS2Ë2:l ‘vomit’; MlaBC thx:l ‘vomit’; TinMalA çdI ‘vomit’; Tin
Prai so:l ‘vomit’; of. Khmu ha:l, hial ‘vomit’

*SiË2irj ‘five’; Mia thx:ij ‘five’; TinPrai ça:g ‘five’; of. Khmu phiatj ‘five 
(in ritual language)’ (NB in this numeral, Khmu clearly continues a 
disyllabic form *p\sN:tj  > *pVhV:y,  whereas Tinic has only the 
main syllable)

*Siud ‘food’; MlaBC thud ‘meat and/or vegetables eaten with staple 
food’ (also as causative derivation bathud ‘have (meat/vegetables) 
with the staple food’); TinMalA çul, other TinMal sul ‘food’

*Sima:l ‘personal spirit’; MlaC thamad ‘spirit of deceased person’; Tin
MalA hma(i)l, TinMalB hmad, TinPrai simad ‘personal spirit

*Siriar) ‘tooth’; Mia thre:rj ‘tooth’; TinMalA çixrp TinPrai sag I çag 
‘tooth’

*S2-

*S2aSi ‘itching (on the skin)’, MlaA -salh in brsalh ‘itching’; TinMalA 
çajh ‘itching’

*S2U? ‘smelly’; Mia in ço?u:m, çu?u:m ‘(A) have a bad smell; (BC) be 
fragrant’; TinMalA çu? ‘have a bad smell’

*S2UAk ‘salt’; Mia çuxk ‘salt’; TinPrai çu\k ‘id.’ (not a Khmu word; 
Khmu has different etyma)

sfc I*-

*ra:p ‘run after’; Mia ra:p ‘chase; run after’; TinMalA ra:p ‘run after’; 
TinPrai ra:p ‘come up to’

*rE2h ‘tear across; rip’; MlaBC reh ‘id.’; TinPrai reh ‘id.’
*riaSi ‘root’; Mia redh ‘root’; TinMalA rjgriAjh ‘root (of tree)’ 

(NB: this is Khmuic *ia  not cf. Khmu rias)
*rih ‘clean up'; MlaB riuhriuh ‘clean the field; remove weeds’ (redu

plication); TinMalA riuh ‘throw rubbish out’; TinPrai rw/Zz ‘remove 
weeds’

*rj(/)2C ‘rinse the interior of something (e.g. to clean the bowels of a 
slaughtered animal)’; MlaA rac ‘id.’; TinMalA rwac (sic), TinPrai 
raie ‘id.’

*rwa:j ‘tiger’; Mia rwa:j ‘tiger’; TinMalA rwq/; other Tin wa:j ‘tiger’, 
cf. Khmu rwa:j ‘tiger’
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*1-
*lak ‘gourd’; Mia lak ‘gourd; tuber’; TinMalA lak in phle? lak ‘gourd’;

TinPrai lak in "'bah lak ‘gourd’
*lam ‘tree’; Mia lam ‘tree’; Tin lam ‘tree’
*la:Hi ‘upper arm’(?); Mia la:? ‘shoulder’; TinMalA la: in pak la: = 

pala:,pala: ‘shoulder’; TinPrai la: ‘arm’
*lo(:)m ‘personal spirit’; Mia lom ‘personal spirit’; TinPrai silon ‘spirit; 

soul’ (apparently not known in TinMalA, in which only the word 
hma:l is used)

*lo? ‘search for; hunt for’; Mia loh ‘search for; hunt for’; TinPrai lo? 
‘hunt for’ (the Mlabri form may have developed out of a sandhi form 
without final glottal termination, but its form is suggestive of a con
nection to Phong loh ‘go out’)

*/m/z ‘be abused’; MlaB luh ‘be abused’ (?, cf. MlaAB paluh ‘scold; 
abuse’); TinPrai luh ‘offended; angry’ (NB if this were from Tai one 
would expect hlu: in Mlabri)

*hl_
*hli(:)uj ‘forget’; Mlabri with infixation: VZZ/z; ‘forget’; TinMalA hliij in 

z,Zz>7 com ‘forget’

*w-
*wÄ/Z ‘return’; Mia wZ ‘return home’; Tin wal ‘return’ (lost in Mai A, 

which has to? for ‘return’)
*wË2:k ‘water’; Mia wx:k ‘water’; Tin ?a:k ‘drinking water’
*wË2(:)iy I *wË4(:)irj  ‘chin’; Mia wx:y ‘chin’; TinMalA wo/;, TinPrai 

way ‘chin’

*?y.
*'ec ‘take’; Mia ‘ec, ’ek; ‘take; accept’; TinMal ?et, TinPrai ‘‘at ‘take’ 
*?ïim ‘bathe’; MlaBC zz//zz ‘bathe’; Tin (MaiA and Prai) ‘‘am ‘bathe’(cf.

Phong ‘‘im ‘bathe’)
*?U2:Si ‘fireplace; firewood; Mia ?u:lh ‘id.’; TinMal ‘o:jh ‘id.’

*?j-
*jak ‘shit; waste’; Mia jak ‘shit; waste’; TinMalA ?i<\k ‘excrement’ 
*?je:? ‘far away’; Mia je:? ‘far away’; TinMalA ?za2 (sic!), TinPrai je? 

sa? ‘do.’
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Table 3-3. Words reconstructed as sesquisyllabic 
with a syllabic consonant in the presyllable

(3-3,a) The presyllable has a syllabic nasal followed by a stop
*hnto:r ‘orifice’; MlaC hntoir, MlaB hntor ‘orifice; duct’; TinPrai 

ntho:r ‘ear’
*SiijkEr ‘nail (on fmger/toe)’: Mia çrjker ‘nail’; TinMalA ,Jkhear, kher, 

TinPrai vkhel ‘nail (on finger/toe)’
*lmbah ‘vegetable species or generic term for vegetables’; MlaB 

Imbah ‘cabbage’; MlaA in Imbah phaku:t ‘inedible plant species 
resembling thephaku:t vegetable’; TinPrai mbah in "'bah khro? ‘veg
etable species’, mbah thu:r ‘mushroom species’, etc. (apparently not 
known in TinMalA)

*S2mb£(:)2p ‘lip region’; Mia gmbep ‘lip region’; TinMal mbe:p ‘id.’ 
*hndË2l ‘heel’; MlaB hndxl ‘heel’, TinMalA "dal, TinPrai njol ‘heel’ 
*ryga:p ‘mouth’; Mia rggaip ‘mouth’; TinMal rJga:p ‘mouth'

(3-3,b) The presyllable has a syllabic nasal followed by a sonorant 
or by ? plus vowel
*kmreh ‘old’; MlaC çak kmreh (in AB çak kmru:j,r) ‘old person’; Tin 

(Mai and Prai) "'breh ‘be old’
*gnre:H2 ‘pestle’; Mia t/WT-v ‘curry’ (with semantic shift); Tin (Mai and 

Prai) vgre? ‘pestle’
^drjrÄig/jnrÄig ‘house pole’; MlaB dyrxrj, MlaA‘house pole’; Tin 

(Mai and Prai) ügraij ‘(house) pole’; the same etymon occurs with a 
deviating onset in Waic: Proto-Waic *?raij  ‘house pole’ (Diffloth 1980)

*takat ‘be feverish’; Mia takat ‘be feverish; feel cold’; TinPrai 
khat ‘fever’ (Khmu has kat ‘cold’)

(3-3,c) The presyllable has a syllabic nonnasal sonorant followed by 
a glide
*klwÅiy ‘round thing’ (derivative of *kwÂnj  ‘round thing’ as in MlaBC 

kwA# ‘id.’); MlaAB klwwg. kid\v<\g ‘ball-shaped object’ with consis
tent sesquisyllabicity; TinMalA khlway ‘seeds in fruit’ (with a true 
consonant cluster [khlw-])

Table 3-4. Words reconstructed as sesqui- or bisyllabic 
with an initial open syllable
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*ci?ic ‘relaxed’ (?); MlaB cui?iuc cuimiuc ‘merriful’; TinPrai si?tuc 
‘lazy’

*ja?iarp MlaBCy/'A’#, MlaAya?e/ÿ ‘bone’; TinMalA ?zä#, Tin Pr si7îa/j, 
sijag,jarj ‘bone’; Khmu has c?ay, and Diffloth reconstructs Proto- 
Waic *s ‘‘arj suggesting that the voicing of the initial in Mlabri may be 
a secondary Tinic phenomenon)

*Siapaji ‘small insect species’; MlaB thapaji ‘small bug that bites at 
night’; TinMalA n'phrji ‘housefly’

*Siapu:l ‘stomach’; Mia thapu:l ‘id.’; TinMalA and some TinPrai mphul 
‘stomach’, other Maiphu:l (Prai alsophul)

*S2O?u(:)im ‘smell, v’; Mia ço‘u:m ‘smell’; TinPrai sijum ‘smell good’ 
(cf. Phong sehum ‘become stale’)

*ra?dk ‘upper part of chest’; MlaAB r?xk (A mostly ra?xk) ‘id.’; Tin
MalA ?ak ‘id.’

Table 3-5. Words reconstructed as reduplicatives

*kuko? ‘neck’; MlaB kuko? ‘neck’; TinMalA ”kho? (TinPrai Jkhj:) 
‘neck’ (NB: connection to Tai spurious since one would then expect 
*g- not *&-)

*bohboh ‘be boiling’ (cf. *boh  in Table 3-1); MlaB bohboh ‘be 
boiling’; TinMalA n'boh ‘be boiling’

This ends the data set to be used in Mlabri-Tin comparisons for the pur
pose of establishing sound-laws and other regularities. It should be 
remembered that for words with initial sibilants or continuants it is not 
possible to draw a rigid boundary between words that go back to Tinic 
time and words that were recently borrowed into Mlabri.

Correspondences in rhymes 
between Proto-Tinic and Mlabri

In cognates that seem to qualify as being of Tinic origin there is, on the 
whole, an excellent agreement between the final oral consonants of 
Mlabri and Tin, and likewise between the initial consonants, keeping in 
mind that voiced and voiceless stops in Mlabri correspond to voiceless 
and aspirated voiceless stops in Tin. The points of trouble in the compar
isons are: (i) syllable termination, (ii) vowel quantity, (iii) vowel qual- 
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ity. The remainder of Part 3 consists of a long-winded analysis of the 
comparative data sets with respect to these three issues.

Syllable termination types: 
-h 9 -? or open syllable

The situation from a Tinic perspective. In several instances Mlabri 
and Tin agree on the syllable termination. Proto-Tinic must, for 
example, have had *-h  in

Mia bah, Tin pah ‘(for light to begin to) appear’
Mia mah, TinMal moh ‘nose’

but *-2in

MlaByj? ‘a few’, TinMalA cd? ‘short (of physical size)’
Mlayn/2, TinMalA kru? ‘deep’

One of the conspicuous features of Tinic syllable structure in a M-K 
context is the occurrence of long open syllables. Some examples from 
the comparative data set will be given below. Thus I have to take issue 
with Diffloth’s statement that open syllables do not exist in Northern 
M-K branches such as Khmuic except in borrowings. They do indeed 
exist in the lesser known Khmuic languages although they are more 
exceptional in Khmu, which typically has final -? in the words in ques
tion (an open syllable in Khmu is exemplified by kra: ‘ask for’, obvi
ously not a loanword from Lao since it should then have the form *k hDi
not krj:-\ In some cases both Mlabri and Tin exhibit an open syllable, 
e.g.

Mia gwa:, Tin kwa: ‘search for; hunt for’
Mlayra;, TinMal krai, TinPrai sirai ‘skinny; thin’
Mia krai, TinPrai khro: ‘ask for’

but often, it is so that Tin has an open syllable where Mlabri has a final 
glottal stop (it should be noted that in Mlabri, the form of the word for 
‘hand’ is identical with that of the word for ‘eight’ above although Tin 
differs in its reflexes: thi: versus thi?y.
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Mia bi:?, TinPrai phi: ‘hulled rice’
Mia blu:? ‘thigh’, TinMalplu: ‘leg’
Mia ka:?, TinMal kha: ‘fish’
Mia ti:?, Tin thi: ‘hand’
Mia la:?, TinMalA pak la:, pala: ‘shoulder’

Finally, it seems quite exceptional for Mlabri to have an open syllable 
versus a laryngeally checked syllable in Tin. I have found this only with 
words that have -? not -h in Tin, and only with words which one might 
suspect of being loanwords in Mlabri such as

Mia hmu:, TinMal bmu? ‘areca nut’
Mia gnre: ‘curry’, Tin ,Jgr£? ‘pestle’

The last-mentioned example is furthermore strange in that its meaning 
in Mlabri has switched from the expected meaning of ‘pestle (used 
when pounding spices for a curry)’ to the meaning of ‘curry’ or perhaps 
rather ‘soup’. Still, I tend to consider this word as belonging to the Tinic 
vocabulary because the Mlabri form is in other respects quite conserva
tive. If it were borrowed from Tin after Tinic time (which might account 
for the semantic shift) it must have been borrowed very early indeed 
since the present-day form in Tin shows a restructuring of the initial 
part of the word that is typical of Early Tin, and which must predate 
Proto-Tin.

To sum up: there are four regular reflexes between Mlabri and Tin:

Mlabri open syllable ~ Tin open syllable
Mlabri -? ~ Tin open syllable
Mlabri -? ~ Tin -?
Mlabri -h ~ Tin -h

The question is whether the correspondence Mlabri -? ~ Tin open syl
lable is due to loss of the final glottal stop in Tin or introduction of it in 
Mlabri. There is no simple way to solve that issue in terms of merger in 
one of the languages or split in the other, for the phonological contexts 
in which the first three correspondence types above occur are not mutu
ally exclusive. It is necessary, therefore, to go beyond Tinic.

If one looks at other Khmuic, Phong has a diphthong in ‘hand’: taj, 
and an open syllable in ‘fish’: ka:, Ksingmul likewise: taj, ka:, but 
Khmu has the glottal stop in both: ti?, ka?. For ‘shoulder’ Khmu has 
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bla?, likewise with the glottal stop (that form may have some historical 
connection with the Tin phrase pak la:, which in fact exists in a con
tracted variant polaf). Off-hand it looks as if the Khmuic language 
divide themselves into two blocks with respect to this particular distinc
tion, but the blocks are strange from a geographical perspective.

The syllable-termination crux is a first warning that the comparison 
between Mlabri and Tin does not lead to stream-lined phonological cor
respondences in all cases.

Since an open syllable is a more marked structure in this area than a 
stopped syllable one would expect a development open syllable > 
stopped syllable rather than the opposite. This suggests that the glottal 
stop in Mlabri and Khmu is a shared innovation. As I argue in various 
parts of this monograph, however, Mlabri and Khmu do not together 
form a sub-branch of Khmuic; if there is affinity between them it is 
either a very old feature or it is due to recent borrowing from Khmu into 
Mlabri.

In this case my assumption is that the words for ‘hand’, ‘shoulder’ 
and ‘fish’ in Mlabri are unlikely to be recent loans. On the contrary, it 
seems likely that they are very old in the language and not even part of 
the Tinic layer. I would take the situation in Tin, Phong and Ksingmul 
as indicative of the old state of affairs in Khmuic. The most likely 
explanation of the stopped forms in Mlabri and Khmu, then, is that 
these two languages have an old history that goes beyond Khmuic (in 
my view one has to accept that Khmu is not a full-fledged Khmuic lan
guage, paradoxical as that may sound).

Looking beyond Khmuic. As for laryngeal finals versus open syllable 
there is an interesting scenario in Palaung-Riang. Shorto (1952: 50) 
posits a loss of Proto-Northern-Mon-Khmer *-A  in Riang-Lang resul
ting in open syllables, whereas the final is continued as Palaung -h. 
Palaung, however, has an open syllable in several forms in which 
Riang-Lang has -? (like Khmu does in some of the shared forms). There 
are three pronominal forms in Shorto’s paper (ibid.: 59) that illustrate 
this, and for which Mlabri has cognates in -h (I ignore whether the 
Mlabri and Khmu forms below are basically dual or plural forms, and I 
ignore differences in inclusiveness in Palaung):

1. p. sg. Pal ?o: ~ R-L ‘ô? ~ Khmu ‘o? ~ Mia ‘'oh
1. p. pl. Pal ?e: ~ R-L ?é2 ~ Khmu 'a? ~ Mia ‘ah
2. p. pl. Pal pe: ~ R-L pé? ~ Khmu bo: ~ Mia bah
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About this -? in Riang-Lang, Shorto keeps an open mind: “Whether 
Riang-Lang -? should be regarded as an isolated survival of the proto- 
NMK pattern, or as a neologism, is less certain” (1952: 50).

Mitani (1979: 142) gives several examples of Palaung-Riang cog
nates which exhibit the difference between open syllable in Palaung and 
stopped syllable in Riang (but does not comment on the origin of the 
difference because the paper is concerned with vowels only). Several of 
these have Mlabri cognates. I list Mitani’s Proto-Palaung forms with 
their Mlabri cognates, first words in which Mlabri has -?, like Riang:

PP ‘hand’ ~ Mia ti:?
PP *bri  ‘jungle’ ~ Mia bri:?
PP *ple  ‘fruit’ ~ Mia pie:?
PP *he  ‘firewood’ (NB: Riang has kh-) ~ MlaAB hrjke:?
PP * -me ‘new’ - Mia hme?
PP *szz  ‘sick’ ~ MlaBC ço?
PP *sd ‘dog’ ~ Mia ço:?
PP *ma  ‘mother’ ~ Mia mx?
PP *ka  ‘fish’ ~ Mia ka:?
PP *hva  ‘monkey’ ~ MlaAB thawa:?

Most of these etyma also occur in Diffloth’s lexicon of Proto-Waic 
(1980), and without exception they have a final glottal stop just as in 
Riang: PW *te?  ‘hand’, *bre?  ‘forest, etc.’, *pli?  ‘fruit’, *k hi? ‘(fire) 
wood’, *so?  ‘dog, *ma?  ‘mother’, *hwa?  ‘monkey’. This pretty much 
settles the issue: the final -? goes back to Proto-Palaungic.

From Mitani’s examples of words with open syllable there remain 
three words in which Mlabri has -h versus -? in Riang; two of these also 
occur on Diffloth’s Proto-Waic list and then with -2 like Riang. I give 
the Proto-Palaung, Proto-Waic and Mlabri forms:

PP *?o T’~ PW ‘i? (< rounded vowel in Pre-Waic) ~ Mia 'oh
PP *zm  ‘you (sg.)’ ~ PW me? ~ Mia znf/z
PP *pe  ‘you (pl.)’ ~ Mia bah

Importantly, these three forms are from the system of personal pro
nouns, like the forms cited from Shorto above, thus explaining why 
Mlabri has -A: it is suffixal.
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Vowel quantity

It is useful to distinguish between the quantitative pattern in syllables 
with laryngeal termination, i.e. -h or -2, and the pattern in syllables ter
minated by an oral final.
Vowel quantity in syllables with laryngeal termination. The distribu
tion of long versus short vowels is fairly straightforward.

Before -h, vowels are always short both in Mlabri and Tin, so words 
reconstructed with Tinic *-/z  can at the same time be reconstructed with 
a short vowel. There is a minor problem with the data in that in the case 
of half-low or low vowels it is often difficult to hear the difference 
between open syllables with a long vowel (which can end in a weakly 
audible release of air) and syllables containing a short vowel plus -h. 
Open main syllables are rare across the lexicon compared to syllables 
ending in -h.

As for syllables with final *-2  in the Tinic reconstructions (i.e. also in 
Mlabri), some Mlabri words have a consistently long vowel, others a 
consistently short vowel; there are even minimal or near-minimal pairs 
such as hme? ‘new’ (TinMalA likewise: hme?') versus me:? ‘rain’ (Tin: 
mix?). In this instance, comparative evidence shows that the first word 
had a short vowel, the second word a long vowel in Khmuic. Indeed, 
one would not expect a vowel-length contrast to arise spontaneously 
before a glottal stop.

As for words with Tinic *-2  in which Mlabri has a long vowel, the 
regular Tin reflex is a short vowel:

Mia ti:?, Tin thi? ‘eight’
Mia bo:?, Tin po? ‘breast; breast feed’
Mia glx:?, Tin klui? ‘head’

(in the last example Khmu has a short vowel;gb?\ in Khmu the word 
means ‘hair’).

The obvious conclusion is that the length contrast before -? belongs 
to the Proto-Tinic level, and that vowel shortening before -? has 
occurred in Tin. The word for ‘rain’ shows that the shortening rule must 
be qualified: in Tin, diphthongs were retained in this position (this is 
true no matter whether it was an old diphthong or a long vowel that had 
already diphthongized at the Tinic level).
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Vowel quantity in syllables with an oral final. In several instances 
Mlabri and Tin agree on a long vowel, e.g.

MlaBC ge:t ‘cut; chop’; TinPrai ke:t ‘split pieces off a log’ 
Mia mo:j, Tin mo:j ‘one’

and in several instances Mlabri and Tin agree on a short vowel, e.g.

MlaAB dok, TinPrai tuk ‘poor’
Mia bull, Tin pal ‘die’

On the other hand, there are instances in which Mlabri has a long vowel 
but Tin a short vowel, e.g.

Mia mu:k, Tin muk ‘smell (with the nose)
MlaBC thu:l ‘meat and/or vegetables eaten with staple food’ Tin sul 

‘food’

and a few instances in which Tin (or some Tin) has a long vowel but 
Mlabri a short vowel, e.g.

Mia çmbep, TinMal mb£:p ‘lip region’
MlaA rac ‘rinse the interior of something (e.g. bowels)’, TinMalA 

rwac, TinPrai ra:c ‘id.’

Finally, there are examples in which Mlabri has a long vowel and Tin a 
diphthong; these can be accounted for by a sound change, the under
lying Khmuic vowel being long.

The analyst’s expectation is, of course, that two out of the four 
monophthongal correspondence types can be accounted for by rule, i.e., 
lengthening in certain environments, or shortening in certain other envi
ronments, in one or another of the two branches of Tinic. A promising 
context in which to test that would be final nasals, since changes in 
vowel-length before nasals is a well-known type of sound-change glo
bally. 1 shall, therefore, present the evidence in my data set; for com
pleteness of exposition I include examples with a diphthong in Tin 
versus a long vowel in Mlabri. The relevant data then add up to 12 + 10 
+ 2 + 74-4 = 35 cognate pairs with final nasals:
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Shortness in both Mlabri and Tin, 12 words:
Mia bog ‘eat’ ~ Tin pog ‘id.’
Mia guim ‘suck on something’ ~ TinPrai kam ‘id.’
Mla/ez; ‘sew’ ~ TinPrai cig ‘id.’
Mla /z///7 ‘candle’ ~ TinMal can ‘bright’
MlaC prmpam (male lg., female lg.: pimpim) and rmpxm ‘butterfly’ 

(cf. the MlaA borrowing trlam pam ‘moth’ from Khmu) ~ TinMalA 
mpham \r\n'phojh n'pham ‘butterfly’

MlaBC ‘mm ‘bathe’ ~ Tin ‘am ‘id.’
Mia lam ‘tree’ ~ Tin lam ‘id.’
MlaC hmAn in crw hmA.n ‘little sister’ ~ TinMalA hmon in k,lwan hmon 

‘daughter’
Miajen ‘be skilled’; TinPrai fen ‘teach’
MlaB thapaß ‘small bug that bites at night’ ~ TinMalA ”'phxji ‘housefly’
MlaB drpw), MlaAjimy ‘housepole’ ~ Tin ,Jgrag ‘(house)pole’
MlaAB klwxg, kulwhg ‘ball-shaped object’ ~ TinMalA khlwag ‘seeds in 

fruit'

Length in Mlabri only, 10 words:
MlaB bo:m ‘bottle’ ~ TinPrai pom the: ‘pottery jar’
Miajx:g ‘foot’ ~ TinMal ca#, TinPrai ceg ‘foot’ (cf. Khmuy/a# ‘id.’)
Mia pegz ‘shoot’ ~ Tin phaß ‘id.’ (cf. Khmu pip)
Mia pom ‘five’ ~ Tin phon ‘five’ (Khmu has puan or pum)
MlaC plrim ‘landleech species’ ~ Tin phlom ‘id.’
Mia turn ‘mole’ ~ TinPrai thun ‘big rodent species’ (affinity to Tai but 

obviously very old in Tinic)
Mia cobi:m ‘smell’ ~ TinPrai sijum ‘smell good’
Mia wxig ‘chin’ ~ TinMalA TinPrai way ‘id.’
Mia lorn ‘personal spirit’ ~ TinPrai silon ‘spirit; soul’
Mlabri hrli:g ‘forget’ ~ TinMalA hlig com ‘id.’

Length in Tin only, 2 words:
MlaB grxg ‘sifter’ ~ TinPrai ,Jgra:g ‘sift’
Mia hn\m ‘year’ ~ TinMalB na:m ‘year’

Length in both Mlabri and Tin, 7 words:
MlaB bungbo:g ‘swell up; be swollen’ ~ TinPrai po:g ‘id.’
MlaA blu:g ‘bamboo shoot’ ~ TinPrai po:g ‘sprout shoot’
MlaC bro:g ‘long since dead’ ~ TinPrai pro:g ‘spirit of a deceased 

person; ghost'
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Mia ke:rj ‘carry in a strap across forehead’ ~ TinPrai kherj ‘stretch or 
hold up a rope’

Mia ta:ji ‘weave’ ~ TinMalA tha:ji, TinPrai thaji ‘weave’ (cf. Khmu ta:ji 
‘weave; plait’)

Mia thx:r) ‘five’ ~ TinPrai fotrj ‘id.’
Mia dimreiy ‘bamboo flooring’ ~ TinPrai mbre:y ‘id.’

Long vowel in Mlabri, diphthong in Tin, 4 words (disregarding Prai 
monophthongization to short vowel in certain environments):
Mia ge:ij ‘house’ ~ TinMal kiAtj
Mia thrs:r) ‘tooth’ ~ TinMalA fisrj
Mia me:m ‘blood’ ~ Tin miAm ‘id.’
MlaBCMlaA ‘bone’ ~ TinMalA '7az/, Tin Prsz'Ta# ‘id.’

It will be apparent from this data set that with one exception, all corre
spondence types are frequent. The exception is short vowel in Mlabri 
versus long vowel in Tin. The overall occurrence of this correspondence 
type is so limited that I assume that the words in question do not repre
sent a regularity but owe either their shortness in Mlabri or their length 
in Tin to sporadic lengthening for some (unknown) reason. The only 
structural feature shared by the examples of this correspondence type in 
my total data set is that the vowels are in all cases non-high, but then 
there are numerous words with non-high vowels that do not exhibit such 
a length alternation. Leaving that set, as well as the last correspondence 
set involving a Tin diphthong, aside we have a residue of three seem
ingly regular correspondences:

(i) Short vowel in both Mlabri and Tin
(ii) Long vowel in both Mlabri and Tin
(iii) Long vowel in Mlabri, short vowel in Tin

It would seem safe to reconstruct Proto-Tinic with short vowels in type 
(i) and long vowels in type (ii), assuming that type (iii) is due to a regu
larity found in specific environments, be it a rule of vowel shortening in 
Tin or a rule of vowel lengthening in Mlabri. It is, however, thought
provoking that type (iii), with its alternating length, is slightly more fre
quent in the data set above than type (ii). That is not a promising finding 
if one is searching for specific environments. And in fact, looking at the 
data above I cannot see how one could set up a reasonable rule of suffi
cient generality by making reference to such features as the quality of 
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the onset, the quality (degree of aperture) of the vowel, or the point of 
articulation of the final.

My tentative conclusion is that there were two degrees of distinctive 
length in Proto-Tinic but that this does not account exhaustively for the 
behaviour of vowel quantity in Tinic. I do not want to engage in specu
lations beyond that conclusion, e.g. about former diphthongs that have 
vanished without other traces than a length alternation, or about a for
merly distinctive degree of half-length.

Vowel quality

Schematically, the vowel systems of Mlabri and Tin (disregarding 
length) can be confronted as in Table 3-6.

Table 3-6. Vowel charts of Mlabri and Tin

Mlabri Tin
i m u i Ul u
e X o

e 3 o
£ A 0

£ a D
a

The sounds [e o] in Tin are very open, approaching the openness of [a] 
(one can compare with Thai). The phonetic vowel [a] occurs as the 
second component of diphthongs; Filbeck (1978) writes it as [-a]. 
Occasionally, I hear phonetic [a] as a single vowel in Tin but I cannot 
establish a phonemic status for it.

Mlabri, in contrast, has an auditorily clear (more equidistant) separa
tion into four degrees of aperture, which are all mutually contrastive in 
the unrounded back series. The system is characterized phonetically by 
very high (narrow) [e x oj-qualities unlike Tin (which again is more 
similar to Thai phonetically). As for the third step in Mlabri, £ a are 
phonetically not very much more open than e a in Tin, whereas Mlabri 
o varies in openness, being sometimes a very open [oj in affective MlaA 
speech (also in cases where o has replaced a in modern usage, e.g. 'oh 
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'a waI ‘I go home now!’ > ?oh ‘’a wdI [w»"/]) . Altogether, the pattern of 
apertures in Mlabri seems to me more reminiscent of Burmese than of 
the closest neighbouring M-K or Tai languages.

This phonetic misfit between the degrees of aperture in Modern 
Mlabri and Modern Tin is significant because it might help to explain 
why there is a variation in terms of aperture in the etymological corre
spondences between Mlabri and Tin. By and large, the vowels in good 
cognate pairs differ at most by one degree of openness (e.g. □ ~ o) so 
the variation could well be due to vacillation in the auditory vowel iden
tification.

As for the vowel system of Proto-Tinic I presented what I consider a 
plausible reconstruction already in Part 2, but it was motivated by com
parative typology rather than evidence from cognate sets. In the data set 
above the multiple vowel correspondences between Mlabri and Tin 
were just defined as variables, and that applies to all vowel symbols 
used in the reconstructed forms, although the use of lower-case versus 
upper-case letters were meant to suggest a difference between straight
forward and less straightforward vowel correspondences.

It seems useful at this point to present a null-hypothesis about the 
way in which Proto-Tinic vowels might be integrated into the vowel 
pattern of Early Mlabri. This is probably too simplistic, however. 
Instead, two competing hypotheses can be presented, both based on the 
assumption that the vowel systems at the time of the Tinic connection 
were not very different from those of the present:

(i) The vowel systems of Proto-Tinic and of Early Mlabri were practical 
identical from a topological perspective, i.e. the structurally correspon
ding entities in the two systems could be easily mapped onto each other. 
Therefore, when words from one language were integrated into the 
other, vowels were substituted according to their corresponding place in 
the system: /i/ by /i/, /e/ by /e/, etc.

(ii) There was a phonetic skewness between the vowel systems already 
at the time of the Tinic connection. Therefore, when words from one 
language were integrated into the other, the preferred choice was audi
torily similar vowels even though they did not necessarily occupy the 
same structural positions in the vowel system as in the lending lan
guage. That might lead to such substitutions as [i] > [e], [e] > [e].
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Until these questions have been answered the whimsical vowel corre
spondences between Mlabri and Tin spell trouble for the Tinic hypoth
esis. In the following I shall look into the nature of the correspondences 
themselves.

The simplest strategy is to take the correspondences pairwise, as 
when an entity “x” in one language corresponds to two entities “y” and 
“z” in the other, and look for possible regularities that could be formu
lated as sound-laws. That might make it possible to reduce the number 
of distinct units to be reconstructed for the common proto-language. 
Since we are faced with a wickerwork of correspondences, however, 
one must also take a unitary view of larger sections of the whole vowel 
space. Unfortunately, my comparative data set is so small compared to 
the number of different vowel correspondences that it is often impos
sible to make safe generalizations.

For a start I shall consider the vowels ui and r. There are five corre
spondence sets; I disregard length here.

Set 1: Mia tu ~ Tin ui
Mia gtuh ‘be ablaze’; TinMalA kiuh ‘id.’
MlaB riuhriuh ‘clean the field; remove weeds’; TinMalA riuh ‘throw 

rubbish out'

Set 2: Mia ui ~ Tin ui/x
Mia kuir ‘thunder’; most Tin khuir or kha:r ‘id.’

Set 3: Mia m ~ Tin x
MlaBC tuip ‘cover, v’; Tin thap ‘bury’
Mia btul ‘die; dead’; Tin pal ‘id.’
Mia blmt ‘extinguished’; TinPrai mbat ‘id.’
Miajuin ‘candle’; TinMal can ‘bright’ 
Mia giur ‘shaft’; TinPrai kal ‘handle, n' 
Mia guim ‘suck on something’; TinPrai kam ‘id.’ 
MlaBC ?uim ‘bathe’; Tin (MalA and Prai) ?am ‘id.’

Set 4: Mia x ~ Tin m
Mia glx:? ’head’; Tin k(l)iu? ‘id.’

Set 5: Mia x - Tin x
Mia txl ‘cultivate; plant’; Tin (Mai and Prai) thal ‘id.’
Mla/r.77 ‘foot’; TinMal cay ‘id.’
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What one can get out of that is that there were presumably two Tinic 
vowels *zzz  and *r  involved. The data suggest that after Tinic time there 
happened a vowel lowering in Tin: *m  > *r  before an oral final (though 
not consistently), and conversely a vowel raising *r  > *iu  before a 
laryngeal final (one single example). That would leave the two vowel 
qualities in complementary distibution in Tin, but that is not what one 
finds in Modern Tin, perhaps because of the introduction of new words. 
Going beyond the lexical material shared with Mlabri it is possible to 
find pairs such as TinMal tuip ‘beat, v’ vs. txp ‘mousetrap’ with a min
imal contrast.

We have established that Mlabri preserved the old vocalism whereas 
Tin underwent conditioned changes. Most of the sets above are very 
small, however. The lack of sufficient data detracts from the explana
tory value of positing sound-laws since we cannot elimit variation in the 
Tin reflexes anyhow.

After having looked at the - *r  pattern it is natural to throw a 
glance at the *z  - *e  pattern as well (the *zz  - *o  pattern appears in a 
larger framework later). In this case there is a third degree of aperture 
that is well attested in both Mlabri and Tin: e (long and short) so I 
include words that have £ either in Mlabri or in Tin, or in both.

Set 1: Mia i ~ Tin i
Mia fz/2 ‘hand’; Tin thi: ‘id.’
Mia ti:? ‘eight’; Tin thi? ‘id.’
Mia bi:? ‘full’; satisfied’; Tin pi? ‘full’
Mia hrli:g ‘forget’; TinMalA hlig com ‘forget’

Set 2: Mia e ~ Tin i
Mia gehgeh ‘scratch’; Tin kih ‘id.’
Miajeg ‘sew’; TinPrai cig ‘id.’

Set 3: Mia e ~ Tin e
Miaprem ‘old; former; long ago’; TinMalBphje:m ‘id.’ 
MlaAB pre? in pre? gem ‘chili’; Tin phe? ‘spicy’ 
Mlayezz ‘be skilled’; TinPrai "jen ‘teach’
MlaB keh ‘greet; receive cordially’; TinPrai kheh khaw ‘turn one’s back 

on a visitor’

Set 4: Mia e ~ Tin e
Mia pie:? ‘fruit; nut; grain’; Tin phle? ‘nut-shaped thing; fruit etc.’
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Mia kre:? ‘hit the mark; correct’; TinPrai khre? ‘correct’
Mia reh ‘tear across; rip’; TinPrai reh ‘id.’

Set 5: Mia e - Tin e
Miape? ‘three’; Tinphe? ‘id.’
MlaB te:k ‘snail species’; Tin the:k in terms for various snail species 
MlaA kec ‘metal ring on shaft’; TinPrai khrec ‘id.’
MlaA keh ‘wild goat’; TinMal ZÆ/z ‘id.’
Mia hme? ‘new’; TinMalA hme?
Mia mre:g in ditj mrepj, dimrepj ‘bamboo flooring’; TinPrai mbre:g

‘bamboo flooring’
Mia mle:t ‘pinch; strangulate’; TinPrai "'blet ‘press (a button)’
MlaC çak kmreh ‘old person’; Tin "'breh ‘be old’
Mia çykzr ‘nail’; TinMalA kher ‘id.’
Mia çmbep ‘lip region’; TinMal "'be:p ‘id.’
Mia je:? ‘far away’; TinMalA ?ix? (sic!), TinPrai je? sa? ‘do.’
Mia gnre: ‘curry’; Tin (Mai and Prai) ’Jgre? ‘pestle’

It may be due to the limited size of the data that there is not a single 
word with short z in both Mlabri and Tinic, considering that Mlabri long 
i: is well attested with a high vowel reflex in Tin. Set 2 might be con
strued to reflect a lowering rule *z  > e in Mlabri but that is not plausible. 
If one looks beyond the Tinic data there are several Mlabri words that 
have short z in environments analogous to those of Set 2, e.g. rih ‘here; 
this way’, bih ‘chop’, (MlaB) bia min ‘maggot’, (MlaBC) glig, ‘clean; 
smooth’, and it is hard to imagine that short [i] , one of the anchor 
vowels of the whole vowel system, was missing from the vowel inven
tory of Mlabri at any time. Thus one can assume a priori that if some 
words with short e in Mlabri reflect Tinic short *z  that is most likely to 
be due to auditory identification because of phonetic skewness between 
the vowel systems of Early Mlabri and Proto-Tinic.

The sets which invite close consideration are 2 and 4, i.e. the ones 
that are defined by an offset in quality between Mlabri and Tin.

Sets 2, 3, and 4 at first glance suggest that Mlabri had a coalescence 
of three different Tinic vowels: z, e, and e before laryngeal finals, but 
that analysis is contradicted by sets 1 and 5 and is derived of plausibility 
the moment one adduces external evidence.

The material in Set 2 is very meagre, the word for ‘sew’ being the 
only promising one from a comparative point of view. The question is 
whether it exists in Khmuic outside Tin-Mlabri at all; Phong, Khmu, 
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and Ksingmul have various unrelated words with this lexical meaning. 
Interestingly, however, Diffloth (1980) reconstructs Proto-Waic *jeij  
corresponding exactly to Mlabriye# ‘to sew’. That suggests (without, of 
course, proving it) that this word existed in Khmuic in a form with *e  
although it has been replaced by other words in most languages, and 
that the attested Tin form is due to vowel raising *e  > i. That leaves the 
provenance of the form in Mlabri as an open question. It might be due 
to auditory identification of Tinic short HI as similar to Early Mlabri /e/; 
this is likely since Mlabri lei of today has a particularly narrow vowel 
quality before nasals (so narrow, in fact, that I used to mix Mlabri HI 
and lei up in this position). The other possibility is that it is an inheri
tance from Early Mlabri so that its connection with Tinic is indirect; I 
would consider that much less likely since this word is so specific to Tin 
and Mlabri.

Set 4, with three cognate pairs, is also illuminated by external evi
dence. The exemplar is the word for ‘fruit’: pie:? ~phle?, which is wide
spread in Northern Mon-Khmer. The vowel e in Tin is corroborated by 
Phong: pie, suggesting that if there was a Phongic sub-branch of 
Khmuic (consisting of Tinic and Phong) it had in this word. If one 
looks at other Khmuic evidence, however, Khmu has pie? and 
Ksingmul has pie: strongly suggesting that the higher vowel in Mlabri 
is the old vocalism. This is further corroborated by Palaungic: Mitani 
(1979: 143) reconstructs *ple  for Proto-Palaung-Riang, and Diffloth 
(1980) reconstructs *pli?  for Proto-Waic. Thus Phongic must have had 
an early lowering *e  > *e,  whatever the conditions for that sound-shift. 
By being Phongic, it necessarily predates Proto-Tinic and hence the 
influx of Tinic into Mlabri. The inevitable conclusion is that the Mlabri 
word is unlikely to come from Tinic at all; it may be an inheritance from 
Early Mlabri or (less likely) a loanword from Khmu.

As for the word ‘correct’: kre:? ~ khre? it occurs in Katuic with a 
diphthong [aj] and no final glottal stop. The same type of variation 
occurs within Mlabri in the word for ‘head lice’: MlaAB çe:?, MlaC çej, 
so it is no criterion for casting doubt on the vowel quality of kre:?.

I conclude that in the comparative framework of Proto-Tinic the reg
ular correspondences show no variation over front vowels in Mlabri 
and Tin; these invariant vowels can thus be posited for Proto-Tinic:

PTinic *z  > Mlabri i ~ Tin / (only attested with long vowels)
PTinic > Mlabri e ~ Tin e (attested with short and variable-length 

vowels)
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PTinic > Mlabri £ ~ Tin e (attested with long, short, and variable
length vowels)

Another example mentioned in Part I involved Mlabri £ versus Tin a. 
This time I widen the scope of comparison by including all Tin vowels 
corresponding to Mlabri £, and all Mlabri vowels corresponding to Tin 
a but I consider only words that have a short vowel in both Mlabri and 
Tin. There are five correspondence sets.

Set 1: Mia e ~ Tin e
Miap£? ‘three’; Tinph£? ‘id.’
MlaA k£C ‘metal ring on shaft’; TinPrai khr£c ‘id.’
MlaA k£h ‘wild goat’; TinMal kh£h ‘id.’
Mia hm£? ‘new’; TinMalA hm£? ‘id.’
Mia çrjkzr ‘nail’; TinMalA kh£r ‘id.’
MlaC çakkmr£h ‘old person’; Tin mbr£h ‘be old’

Set 2: Mia e ~ Tin a
Mia m£h ‘you, sg.’; Tin mah ‘id.’

Set 3: Mia a ~ Tin a
Mia kaplah ‘classifier for sheet-like objects’; Tin phlah ‘classifier for 

big pieces of cloth’
MlaA tar ‘string’; TinMal thar ‘id.’
Mia ?a bah ‘it is early dawn’; Tin pah sa? ‘id.’
MlaAB blah ‘run off in different directions’; TinMal plah ‘escape; dis

appear’
Miajak ‘go’; Tin cak ‘id.’
Mia gajh ‘nine’; TinPrai ’’gat ‘id.’
Mia mat ‘eye’; Tin mat ‘do.’
MlaB rja? ‘itch; it itches’; TinMalA ya? ‘id.’
MlaA -salh in brsalh ‘itching’; TinMalA bajh ‘itching’
Mia lak ‘gourd; tuber’; Tin lak ‘do.’
Mia Imbah ‘cabbage, etc.’; TinPrai n'bah ‘component of terms for veg

etable species’
Mia takat ‘be feverish; feel cold’; TinPrai khat ‘fever’

Set 4: Mia a/a ~ Tin a
MlaCprmpam, rrrtpxm ‘butterfly’; TinMalA mphojhmpham ‘id.’
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Set 5: Mia a ~ Tin a
Miapxr ‘fly’; TinMalAphar ‘id.’
Mia kwA.y ‘something round, e.g. seeds of a fruit’; TinPrai k,lwaij ‘seed

(in fruit)’; also: MlaAB klwMj ‘ball-shaped object’; TinMalA khlwarj 
‘seeds in fruit’

Mia b<\t ‘dip water; scoop up water’; TinPrai pat ‘id.’
Mia wa/ ‘return home’; Tin w/ ‘return’
MlaB drjrxrj, MlaAjnrxij ‘housepole’; Tin 'Jgrag ‘(house)pole’

The well-attested correspondences are Mia £ ~ Tin £, Mia a ~ Tin a, and 
Mia a ~ Tin a. Proto-Tinic might have had all the three vowels *a,  
*a since they occur in some other Khmuic, but if so there is no trace of 
the distinction in any Tin. Since there are specific historical problems 
associated with Mlabri a I shall take that up in a subsequent section.

As for other Mlabri counterparts of Tin a than a there is just one 
example of Mlabri £ corresponding to a in Tin, namely the 2nd person 
singular pronoun. As mentioned in Part 1, external evidence suggests 
that Mlabri £ rather than Tin a is the old vowel, but no factor condi
tioning a vowel shift *£>  a can be observed since an invariant Tin 
reflex £ is attested in other etyma, after the same category of initial and 
before the same final as in meh ~ mah. Once more, there is evidence 
that Mlabri faithfully reflects the state of affairs at the Tinic level 
whereas there have been vowel shifts in Tin.

Taking now a much more complex bulk of material I shall display the 
totality of correspondence sets involving rounded back vowels in 
Mlabri and Tin, this time sticking to a Tinic format of analysis. I shall 
meticulous exploit all possibilities of explanations in terms of context- 
dependent sound changes, though still with the whole exercise hanging 
in open air because the starting point, Tinic, is so far undefined in terms 
of its inventory of proto-vowels. Vowel-length being one of the factors 
that one might expect to be crucial to vowel qualities I subdivide each 
correspondence set according to the presence of distinctive length in 
one or the other language or in both.

Set 1: Mia u ~ Tin u
la:
Miajru? ‘deep’; TinMalA kru?, TinMalB kju?, TinMalC ku?, TinPrai

& TinCuun cu? ‘deep’; NB: KhmuyrwP; Khabit tçru?(\)
Mia gul ‘seven’; TinPrai (conservative lg. in Laos) ^gul ‘seven’ (cf. 

Khmu ceremonial language: gu:l ‘seven’)
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Miapioj ‘blow (produce an air stream with the lips); TinMalAphurj ‘id.’ 
MlaAB paluh ‘scold; abuse’; TinPrai luh ‘offended; angry’ (NB if this 

were from Tai one would expect -hlu: in Mlabri)

lb:
Mia ço?u:m, çu?u:m ‘(A) have a bad smell; (BC) be fragrant’; TinPrai 

sijum ‘smell good’ {2nd syllable)
MlaBC thud ‘meat and/or vegetables eaten with staple food’; TinMal 

ful, sul ‘food’
Mia tu:n ‘mole’; TinPrai thun ‘big rodent species’ (affinity to Tai but 

obviously old in Tinic)
Mia mu:k ‘smell (with the nose)’; Tin muk ‘id.’
Mia hmu: ‘areca nut’; TinMal hmu? ‘id.’

lc:
Mia blu:? ‘thigh; upper part of leg’; TinMal(A) plu: ‘leg’ (NB cf. K: 

blu? ‘thigh’)
Miaju:r ‘descend’; Tin MalA cu:, other Tin cu:r, cu:l or cu: ‘descend’ 

(cf. Khmuyw/r ‘descend’)
Mia du:c ‘tired’; TinPrai ndu:c ‘drunk’
Mia thapu:l ‘stomach’; Tin variably mphul, phu:l, phul ‘id.’

Set 2: Mila u ~ Tin o
Mia dru:ji ‘termite’; TinMla kjom ‘id.’
MlaA blu:ij ‘bamboo shoot’; TinPrai po:rj ‘sprout shoot’
Mia ?u:lh ‘fireplace; firewood’; TinMal ?o:jh ‘id.’

Set 3: Mia o ~ Tin u
MlaAB dok ‘poor’; TinPrai tuk ‘poor’
MlaApol ‘crossbow’; TinPraiphul ‘crossbow’

Set 4: Mia o ~ Tin o
4a:
Mia bro? ‘wound’; TinPraipro? ‘skin lesion or infection’
Miapoh ‘split’; Tin (Mai and Prai)phoh ‘split’
MlaB ‘cut apart’; Tin (Mai and Prai) khoh ‘chop up’ (Khmu has koh 

‘chop’)
MlaB bohboh ‘be boiling’; TinMalA mboh ‘be boiling’; TinPrai 

mboh ‘boil something’
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Mia pagoh ‘cause something to break’; Tin vgoh‘strike something; 
knock on something’

Mia loh ‘search for; hunt for’; TinPrai Io? ‘id.’

4b:
Mia bo:? ‘breast; breast feed’; Tinpo? ‘breast; breast feed’ (Khabit and 

Khmu have bu?)
MlaB bo:m ‘bottle’; TinPrai pom in pom the: ‘pottery jar’
Mia gro:? ‘make a sound; one hears a sound’; TinMalA kro? ‘for an 

animal or bird to make its characteristic sound’; TinPrai kro? ‘cry 
out; make a sound’

Mia po:n ‘five’; Tin phon ‘five’ (Khmu has puon, pu:n depending on 
dialect)

Mia lorn ‘personal spirit’; TinPrai silon ‘spirit; soul’

4c:
MlaAB kot ‘encircle; bend around; hug’, also as component of a redu

plicated form: MlaA kotkwat ‘hug and carry in one’s arms’ ; TinPrai 
kho:t ‘curl up (in resting position)’; NB affinity to Tai

4d:
MlaAB bro:c ‘spit liquid out of the mouth’; TinMalApro:c ‘id.’
MlaAB jo:k ‘suck’; TinMalA & TinPrai co:k ‘suck (through a straw)’ 
MlaC hnto:r, MlaB hgtor ‘orifice; ‘duct’; TinPrai ntho:r ‘ear’

Set 5: Mia o ~ Tin a
5 a:
Mia bog ‘eat’ (AC: ‘eat meat’); Tin pog ‘eat’
Mia toe ‘grasp; (B: ‘take’); TinPrai thoc ‘grasp’
MlaB toh ‘pull out (with a jerk)’; TinMalA /S/i ‘pull out’

5b:
MlaC ko:lh (idiolectally ko:jh} ‘wooden shaft of spear’; TinMal khoj\ 

TinPrai khot ‘spear’

5c:
Mia po:l\ TinMalA & TinCuun pho:jh, TinPrai pho:t ‘barking-deer’ 

(Khmu has puas}
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Set 6: Mia o ~ Tin o
6a:
MlaB bj- (presumably < ba:) in bjbe:p ‘whisper’; TinMalA po: 

‘whisper’
Mia moh ‘nose’; TinMal moh ‘id.’ (Khmu has muh ‘nose’; TinPrai muh 

may be a borrowing from Khmu)

6b:
Mia ma:j ‘one’; Tin mo:j ‘one’ (Khmu sides with Tin)

Set 7: Mia 3 ~ Tin 3
7a:
MlaB jj? ‘a few; a small quantity’; TinMalA co? ‘short (of physical 

size)’
Mia pie? kbk ‘forest fruit species’; TinPrai phe? kbk ‘id.’
MlaB kht ‘knot; tie a knot'; TinPrai sibt ‘knot’
MlaB kuko? ‘neck’; TinMalA ,!kh.i? (TinPrai ykb:) ‘id.'

7b:
MlaA rjc ‘rinse the interior of a slaughtered animal’; TinPrai ro:c, Tin

MalA rwac ‘id.’
MlaB kukj? ‘neck’; TinMalA ’’kb?(TinPrai ukb:) ‘id.’ (NB: connection 

to Tai spurious since one would then expect *g-  not *k-)

7c:
MlaB -bap) in bungbauj ‘swell up; be swollen’; TinPraipo:g ‘swell up; 

be swollen’
MlaC bro:rj ‘long since dead’; TinPrai prj:y ‘spirit of a deceased 

person; ghost’
Mia kro: (MlaA) ‘hope for’, (MlaBC) ‘ask for’; TinPrai kbx ‘ask for’ 

(NB: connection to Tai but the word is obviously old in Tinic; Khmu 
has krjp

Mia pie? ko:k ‘the thyroid cartilage; Adam’s apple’; TinMalA phle? 
kb:k ‘id.’ (NB: this is a Tai word but must have been borrowed very 
early into Tinic)

MlaAjio:k ‘plaited bag (like a net)’; Tinyi<?/£ ‘trap (for fishing)’

This is the entire material. The question, then, is whether any clear-cut 
generalizations about context-dependency or about unconditional coa
lescences can be made.
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The possible role of vowel-length. Most of the sets occur with both 
long and short vowels. The interesting exceptions are sets 2. Mia u -Tin 
o, and 3, Mia o -Tin u. Words in Set 2 have long vowels, whereas words 
in Set 3 have short vowels. This complementarity may, however, be 
accidental, i.e. due to the small size of the sample. In any case, one 
cannot get very far. To explain the pattern by rule one has to posit an 
additional and entirely hypothetical vowel (or diphthong) and claim that 
it has one or the other set of reflexes in the modern languages 
depending on whether it was long or short in Proto-Tinic. That hypoth
esis is unattractive since the vowel inventory becomes overloaded. If 
instead we stick to the vowel inventories defined by the modern lan
guages, the vowels in Set 2 and Set 3 must somehow go back to either 

or *o  (long versus short). Neither of those options works, however, 
since there is ample attestation of Mia u - Tin u and Mia o - Tin o with 
both long and short vowels (I would not hesitate to project vowel-length 
or shortness back to Proto-Tinic in the cases if Mlabri and Tin agree). 
Thus one would have to claim other hypothetical phonetic attributes for 
the proto-vowels in the alternation sets, e.g. that those in Set 2 were 
diphthongs and those in Set 3 lax vowels at the Tinic level. To conclude: 
no matter what vowel-lengths one posits for the words in Proto-Tinic, 
that does not in itself help to explain the erratic qualitative correspon
dences between Mlabri and Tin vowels.

The possible role of the initial. The following sets have so varie
gated initials that there is no basis for making interesting generaliza
tions; 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 (in 3 and 5 the initials happen to be all stops but 
that cannot be relevant). The remaining, potentially interesting, sets are 
2 and 6. In Set 2: Mia u -Tin o the initial is either a voiced stop or a 
glottal stop (the glottal stop preceding a vowel when there is not other 
onset); there are, however, also voiced initial stops both in Set 1: Mia u 
-Tin u and in Set 3: Mia o -Tin u, so that property of the initial does not 
define a special context. Switching now to Set 6: Mia □ -Tin o we see 
that it stands out by having voiced labial stop or nasal initially in all the 
examples; there are, however, also voiced labial stops in Set 5: Mia o 
-Tin o and in Set 7: Mia d -Tin d. Again, the observed property of the 
initial does not define a special context. To conclude: no generalizations 
made on the basis of word onsets can explain aberrations in the vowel 
correspondences.

The possible role of the final. Sets 1. 3, 4, 5, and 7 all exhibit such a 
variety of types of finals (shared by the Mlabri and Tin cognates) that 
there is no possibility that the vowel correspondences in these sets are 
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conditioned by properties of the final. The remaining two sets: 2, Mia u 
-Tin o, and 6, Mia 3 -Tin o, are small but potentially interesting in that 
they do not exhibit any final stops. Sets 1 (Mia u -Tin m), 4 (Mia o -Tin 
o), and 7 (Mia 3 -Tin □), however, all exhibit examples with non
checked syllables as well, so one would have to arbitrarily postulate 
some extra vowels or diphthongs at the Tinic level anyway.

The possible combined role of onset and final. Two small sets, 2 
(Mia u -Tin o) and 6 (Mia  -Tin o), attract attention both when seen in 
relation to the onset and when seen in relation to the final. If we com
bine these two environments, there emerges a generalization to the 
effect that the two vowel sets occur in syllables that have a voiced onset 
and a non-checked final. Since they share the reflex o in Tin one might 
speculate that Tin has had a coalescence of Tinic *u  and with Tinic 
*o in that combined environment. Off-hand (without the availability of 
further relevant information), one would posit Proto-Tinic *m , *o  and 
*3 as being reflected by the invariant sets Mia u -Tin u (set 1), Mia o 
-Tin o (set 4), and Mia .? -Tin 3 (set 7). In order to claim that and 
changed into Tin in non-checked syllables with a voiced onset one 
would have to ascertain that the two Proto-Tinic vowels did not remain 
unchanged in other instances in that type of combined environment. 
That is not the case, but it is conspicuous that there are few examples of 
invariant u and 3 in the just-mentioned type of environment (they occur 
in subsets la, lc, and 7c above). So far it seems just possible that we 
have at least a diachronic tendency here.

Tin, however, has thousands of words stemming from Proto-Tinic 
(though in most cases one cannot prove its provenance by comparing 
with Mlabri simply because the Tinic component in Mlabri is so 
limited). In order to make claims about restrictions on the occurrence of 
u and 3 in non-checked syllables with a voiced onset one has to look at 
Tin vocabulary at large. A cursory glance at Prai reveals such examples 
as tul ‘be fat’,pul mat ‘for eyes to reflect light’ on the one side and t3y 
‘egg’, k3tm ‘termite’ on the other. It should be remembered that plain 
voiceless initial stops in Tin are regular continuations of voiced stops so 
these words should have 3 if the tentative sound-laws were valid. Con
sequently, the attempt to establish a pattern of regularities must be dis
carded.

Discussion: the predictability of vowel correspondences between 
Mlabri and Tin. As illustrated by the exercise above, the data sets with 
rounded vowels do not lend themselves readily to the establishment of 
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precise sound-laws operating between Mlabri and Tin. Some of the cor
respondence sets are very small. A possible explanation might be that 
only the large sets reflect the Tinic connection whereas the small sets 
reflect independent preservation of the etyma in question in both Mlabri 
and Tin. Another explanation might be that the small sets reflect irregu
larities in the establishment of a Mlabri norm, with competition 
between variant forms due to interference between the Tinic vowel pat
tern and the old Mlabri vowel pattern. Neither of these explanations, 
however, takes care of the apparent unpredictability of the difference 
between the fairly large sets 4 (Mia o ~ Tin o) and 5 (Mia o ~ Tin j), 
both of which should be of Tinic provenance if the concept of Tinic has 
any sense at all.

Still, if one throws a side glance at the conclusions made for 
unrounded vowels above it is interesting that Mlabri o has different, 
well-attested correspondences just as was the case with Mlabri e of the 
same degree of aperture. Again, the smoothest explanation is that Tin 
for some reason vacillated in its transmission of high mid vowels. The 
most tempting solution, then, is that once more the topologically 
straightforward correspondences are the regular ones, i. e.

Mlabri u ~ Tin u 
Mlabri o ~ Tin o 
Mlabri d ~ Tin d

I do not want to overload the presentation with a similar exercise com
prising correspondences among all unrounded vowels. The unrounded 
vowel inventory is considerably more complex than the rounded one 
both because it has one degree of openness more than the rounded 
series and because there are both front and back (or central) vowels 
which converge in the most open (low) part of the vowel space.

General conclusion about the transmission of 
vowel qualities from Proto-Tinic into Mlabri

My conclusion at this point is that there is evidence in favour of certain 
more or less irregular vowel shifts happening in Tin between Proto- 
Tinic and Proto-Tin, but that the basic correspondences are such that 
both Mlabri and Tin preserve the Proto-Tinic vocalism. Somewhat 
heavy-handedly, one can then reduce the 30 vowel correspondences 
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listed in Table 2-6 (in Part 2) to a Proto-Tinic vowel system of a mod
erate degree of complexity, i.e. some 9-10 vowel phonemes (long and 
short). That is, the reconstructed system displayed in Table 2-5 (in Part 
2) is now to a moderate degree etymologically confirmed by compar
ison of Modern Mlabri with Modern Tin. It must be emphasized that 
this is strictly a reconstruction based on internal evidence. It has not 
been the task to see how the reconstruction fits in if one compares with 
other Khmuic languages.

The correspondence sets which exhibit a qualitative offset between 
Tin and Mlabri must also be taken into consideration. Accordingly, it 
requires three working-hypotheses about the Proto-Tinic point of depar
ture and its reflexes in Mlabri and Tin to account (at least in principle) 
for the matches and mismatches in vowel aperture:

(i) It is the default case for Mlabri and Tin vowels in cognate pairs to 
occupy the same slot in the respective vowel systems. We must assume 
that the Mlabri not only imitated the phonetics of Proto-Tinic but had 
internalized the sound patterns of both languages and thus could auto
matically substitute vowels according to structural equivalence when 
borrowing lexical items from one language into the other. The vowel 
system of one language was mapped wholesale onto that of the other 
and whenever necessary, the phonetic vowel qualities of loanwords 
were adjusted to the phonetics of the borrowing language.

(ii) If Mlabri shows a higher vowel than Tin, it is a priori likely that 
Mlabri, with its altogether conservative phonology, shows Proto-Tinic 
vocalism. There must then have been a change in later Tin, either vowel 
lowering by rule (though it seems hard to formulate rules) or irregular 
substitution of a lower vowel. That must have happened some time 
between Proto-Tinic and Tin, and the irregularities probably had com
plex (and unknown) sociolinguistic causes involving competing norms.

(iii) If Mlabri shows a lower vowel than Tin, the explanation may be as 
outlined in (ii) above, but it is a priori also possible that Tin shows 
Proto-Tinic vocalism since Mlabri vowels are nowadays on the whole 
slightly higher than Tin vowels. The offset may then have a perceptual 
explanation: it may be due to occasional auditory identification by the 
Mlabri of the original vowel with a vowel that occupied a lower slot in 
their own language (e.g. matching /i/ in the Proto-Tinic system with /e/ 
in the Early Mlabri vowel system).
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These are hypothetical scenarios about ways in which Tinic word-forms 
could be similar or become different in Mlabri and Tin. In order to have 
any substance they presuppose a working assumption: the cognate pairs 
presented in the beginning of Part 4 (or at least the great majority of 
them) are indeed Tinic. I have deliberately taken a rigid stand up to this 
point, using that assumption as my point of departure, because the 
wider search for the origin of Mlabri lexicon presupposes that one can 
form a realistic idea about the nature of the lexical inheritance from 
Early Mlabri. The more words one can identify as Tinic or as more 
recent loanwords from different sources, the safer conclusions can be 
drawn by looking at the residue from a comparative perspective.

To get a more balanced view, however, one must keep in mind that if 
Early Mlabri was a Mon-Khmer language or at least had a significant 
M-K component, some Mlabri-Tin cognate pairs presented as Tinic 
above may instead exhibit similarity due to distant relatedness. Such a 
scenario would furnish the basis for competition between Tinic and 
Early Mlabri forms in the speech of the newly founded ethnic group, 
and might explain offsets in vowel quality.

Unfortunately, one cannot get much further than just pointing to the 
explanatory potential of such a scenario as long as Early Mlabri is 
defined in hypothetical terms and entirely negatively: as the residue that 
remains after Tinic words and loanwords have been peeled off (and 
after later innovations in Mlabri have been identified as well). It 
becomes a very interesting hypothesis, however, the moment one has 
independent clues to the identity of Early Mlabri.

Excursus: d versus a in Mlabri

In Mlabri, the vowel a is of course extremely frequent but the vowel a is 
not at all rare either, although there is now a strong tendency among 
Mlabri speakers to substitute the rounded vowel o for it in many words. 
A search for occurrences across the lexicon gave 155 entries with long 
or mostly short a as a separate vowel, in addition to a modest number of 
occurrences as the second component of diphthongs (in this monograph 
I do not go into Mlabri diphthongs at all since their relationship to diph
thongs in Tin is unclarified so far; many of them occur in loanwords). 
The only reasonable assumption is that this distinction goes back to 
Early Mlabri.

The occurrence of the difference between a and a in Mlabri words for 
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which I have assumed a Tinic provenance is a crux, however. One has to 
scrutinize external comparative evidence for each single word with a in 
order to hopefully explain of why, for instance, Mlabri has thAC ‘meat; 
pulp’ andp<\r ‘fly, v’ versus tac ‘broken’, tar ‘string; rope’. I shall com
ment briefly on the two words that contain a in these sets for exemplifi
cation of the situation.

The word for ‘meat’ occurs widely in Mon-Khmer but with a or 
reflexes of that vowel. I do not know of a Khmu cognate of thAC so one 
has to go beyond that language. Ksingmul has sec, showing that the 
vowel *tz  was prone to change in a palatal context in Khmuic. This is 
what we find in Tin: as said earlier, the Mai form çac and the Prai form 
sec are due to raising and subsequent fronting of *a  before palatals 
(incidentally, a similar change of *a  into e or even into e before palatal 
finals occurs as far away as in Aslian; Diffloth 1979: 56 gives this rule 
for Proto-Semai, a Central Aslian language, and Burenhult 2002 has 
forms such as sec ‘meat’ in Jahai, a North Aslian language). Tin seems 
to exemply a similar process of raising in the first person singular pro
noun ‘’dß, presumably from *?q/7. The Mlabri form thAC may simply 
reflect the first step in this process of raising: *sac  > *sac (> thAC). If so, 
its phonology is straightforward from a Tinic perspective if we assume 
that the raising to had occurred already in Proto-Tinic. That leaves 
Mlabri tac ‘broken’ unexplained, however. It should also have had 
vowel raising to a, cf. that there is the expected vowel shift in Prai thec 
‘broken’. An alternative possibility is that the process of raising 
observed in Tin had not started at Proto-Tinic time but was later, and 
that Mlabri thAc is a continuation of an Early Mlabri form rather than 
belonging to the Tinic component in Mlabri. If so, it is the origin of that 
Mlabri vowel in a word expected to have *a  that is left unexplained.

As for the verb p<\r ‘fly’ I do not know of a cognate in Khmu but 
Phong has par and Ksingmul has pal, with the same vowel as Tin. 
Switching to Palaungic, however, Diffloth (1980) reconstructs *par  for 
Proto-Waic, and Mitani (1979: 147) reconstructs *prr  for Proto- 
Palaung. If, finally, one looks at Katuic, Brôu has psr (whereas Kui has 
pair). Thus the Palaungic and Katuic evidence suggests that Mlabri pAr 
is not just an aberration but has an old history in the language. It is 
hardly a Khmuic form but belongs to Early Mlabri. Thus it should be 
weeded out of the assumed Tinic component in Mlabri.

Assuming that Early Mlabri had a distinction between and *a  
whereas Proto-Tinic just had (the process of raising and fronting 
before palatals having not yet taken place), an assignment of Proto- 
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Tinic words with this vowel to two different phonological categories in 
Mlabri may have happened when Mlabri speakers internalized Tinic 
vocabulary. Proto-Tinic *a  was probably an [a] intermediate between 
Early Mlabri *a and and perhaps closer to the former (cf. the vowel 
charts presented for Modern Mlabri and Modem Tin above). Thus, the 
alternative strategies presented above as hypothesis (i), i.e. system-ori
ented identification, and (ii), i.e. identification based on auditory simi
larity, might compete and cause inconsistency in the way in which 
Mlabri speakers assimilated Proto-Tinic words in *a,  some words 
emerging with [a], others with [a].

It goes without saying that this attempt at an explanation is invali
dated if external evidence throws doubt on the distinction between a 
and a in Mlabri words that are old and not of Tinic provenance. In any 
case, we are left with another crux if early Mlabri did have such a dis
tinction throughout its vocabulary, as I think it must have had. Where 
did the many occurrences of a come from? The case study of pxr above 
suggests a connection between Mlabri a and Palaungic *2  in some 
words expected to have M-K *a.  On the other hand, the overall simi
larity of the negative auxiliary (“negative imperative”) gxm with Khmer 
kom suggests that Mlabri a at least in part originated as a rounded back 
vowel. Khmu has instances of a long vowel a; (different from both a: 
and □/), and its short vowel o is of rather [A]-like phonetic quality 
(Svantesson 1983: 14); I have not attempted to establish a correlation 
between the occurrence of these vowels across the lexicon in Khmu and 
Mlabri.

The most intriguing word pair with a and a in Mlabri is bvAr ‘out
siders (cover term for people who are not Mia Bri)’ versus kwar 
‘monkey species with a characteristic cry (apparently: slow loris)’. In 
the lack of etymologies one is tempted to speculate that these words 
arose by a differentiation of one word into two.

I have not gone further into these issues; in fact, it is very difficult to 
do so since the Tinic component in Mlabri has not been identified in its 
entirety so that it is still unclear what lexical items could be from Early 
Mlabri. Considering that the origin of Mlabri a across the lexicon is an 
issue which may be of some general comparative interest, however, I 
present the complete material of contemporary Mlabri words in a in 
Appendix I at the end of this monograph.





PART 4:

MLABRI BEFORE TINIC





The amount of Tinic in Mlabri

One of the main problems with my comparative Tinic data set is its 
modest size. I have so far managed to spot only some two hundred good 
Mlabri-Tin cognates that can qualify as Tinic. There are, however, thou
sands of words in my Mlabri fdes and new words have been emerging 
until I had to discontinue my fieldwork for health reasons. As for Tin, I 
had started an extensive campaign of lexical retrieval focussing on the 
most interesting dialect of Tin, MalA, but it was only in its infancy 
when I had to stop, and in fact I have more comparative data for Prai 
than for Mai. For most items in the Mlabri lexicon I never came around 
to asking about look-alikes in Tin, or I did not manage to retrieve them 
in any kind of Tin so far. There is every reason to assume that there may 
be more words from that source, be it from Mai or from Prai. Below, I 
refer to the unknown totality of Tinic words in Mlabri, as the “real” 
size of the Tinic component.

One way to attempt to assess the real size of the Tinic component in 
Mlabri is to look at a change happening within Tinic and see how 
strongly it is reflected in the total Mlabri vocabulary. We have such a 
sound change with the diphthongization *ai  > *ia  , which was ex
plained in Part 2 as being due to “register” (possibly assisted by an 
influence from word-final nasals) and thus sensitive to voicing in the 
onsets.

Assuming that Khmuic *a:  > Tinic *ia  > Mlabri e: was conditioned 
by register one would expect the ratio of e: to a: to be larger in words 
with voiced onsets than in words with voiceless onsets. As stated in 
Part 3, there are quite a few occurrences of e: in Mlabri which have a 
different source than Tinic ia < Khmuic *a:  and which make the total 
number of words in e: disproportionately large in comparison with 
the total number of words in a: in Mlabri. They ought, however, to be 
equally frequent after voiced and voiceless onsets, the only distur
bance caused by them being that they raise the number of occur
rences of s: in both of the two environments and make the difference 
between voiced and voiceless environments less clear the more 
numerous these occurrences from other sources are. The difference 
in proportionality between e: and a: would, on the other hand, be the 
more conspicuous the greater the real proportion of Tinic vocabulary 
in Mlabri.
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As referred to already in Part 3,1 have approached this issue counting 
the number of lexical entries in my Mlabri files that contain either of 
these two vowels immediately after a voiced or a voiceless stop (leaving 
out palatal onsets for scarcity of data). Words in single stops are, of 
course, only a small fraction of the total number of words with these 
two long vowels in Mlabri but I wanted the difference in onset type to 
be as clear-cut as possible. The idea was to look non-selectively at the 
vocabulary, disregarding whether particular lexical items have an iden
tifiable etymological source or not. The results were not very clear, 
unfortunately:

(i) The words with final nasal in the voiced-voiceless data set are so few 
that no conclusions can be drawn by looking specifically at them. One 
of those words is interesting in its own right, however: MlaA /xzvz ‘leaf 
fat’. If that had entered Mlabri from Proto-Tinic it would violate the 
register hypothesis; the reason for its failure to diphthongize is that it is 
not a Tinic word.

(ii) Looking at the whole set I found 12 examples of e: versus 8 exam
ples of a: in words with voiced single stops, and 20 examples of e: 
versus 22 examples of a: in words with voiceless single stops. Although 
that agrees with the register hypothesis, the difference is modest and in 
particular, there is a disturbingly great number of occurrences of e: after 
voiceless onset (if I weed out obvious loanwords from Tai there are 
actually more words in e: than in a: after voiceless onset). This means 
that the words in which Mlabri e: goes back to Khmuic *a/  via Tinic 
diphthongization can hardly constitute the majority of words in e/, as I 
would a priori have expected.

The interesting question is whether it is warranted to say something 
about the proportion of Tinic words in Mlabri on this basis. The evi
dence certainly does not suggest that most of the indigenous vocabulary 
in Mlabri is Tinic. Though inconclusive, it rather points in the opposite 
direction: the non-Tinic proportion of Mlabri vocabulary seems to be so 
considerable that its properties tend to mask the pattern inherent in the 
specifically Tinic vocabulary.

Although the real size of the Tinic component in Mlabri is undoubt
edly larger than the set of cognates I have established by comparing 
Mlabri and Tin vocabularies, the conclusion above suggests that there 
are hardly thousands of Tinic words in Mlabri. The majority of indige
nous lexical items are in fact likely to be non-Tinic. The next interesting 
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question, then, is to what extent that dominant residue is of Mon-Khmer 
origin, like the Tinic lexicon.

Tinic or non-Tinic?: 
some etymological case studies

This section uses a different approach in addressing the question to 
what extent the Mon-Khmer appearance of Mlabri lexicon is due to the 
Tinic connection, and to what extent it reflects connections beyond 
Tinic. The various subsections below take up some Mlabri words which 
seem to have a strange history, as well as nomenclature within some 
narrow semantic fields that invite etymological speculations. In my 
view they illustrate that even in complicated cases one can arrive at sug
gestive etymologies by searching across the vocabularies of other lan
guages more or less close to Mlabri and Tin.

Many of the suggestions below are very vulnerable to criticism; the 
last and longest essay (6, about water) shows how one is tempted to go 
further and further in the search for cognates, only to end up with mutu
ally inconsistent etymologies.

More serious work in this difficult area would require a broader per
spective and above all, a better understanding of the history and the 
Stammbaum of the Khmuic branch of Mon-Khmer.

By way of introduction, the complexity of addressing the origin of 
Mlabri lexicon can be illustrated by taking two particular words, the 
words for ‘root’ and for ‘giant gecko’ (A1-A2 below) plus three tiny 
semantic fields comprising a selection of small, useless or repulsive ani
mals: leeches, some big or worm-like insects, and ants (A3-A5 below). 
Such terms are not likely to be borrowed by a forest-bound tribe during 
short encounters with villagers, but nevertheless, the vocabulary is 
tricky when it comes to provenance and reconstructions.

Al. The word for ‘root’ (of trees of other plants). The expected Tinic 
word, *riaSi  (cf. Khmu rias), occurs with straightforward phonology as 
Mia re:lh ‘root’ but has no direct reflex in Tin that I know of. Tin Prai has 
a word ke:t for ‘root’ which might be the same etymon as MlaA gejh 
‘small twig’ (both Tinic *g-  > Prai k- and Tinic *-£2  > Prai -t are in accor
dance with general sound shifts). Though it looks strange off-hand, a 
semantic offset of this kind is not out of the question if the original deno
tation of *geS2l*ge:S2  was ‘branching’ > ‘branched root’ or ‘twig’.
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TinMalA, however, has ögrk\jh for ‘root’ (VgriAjh ?uaij ‘root of tree’). 
That must be an indirect reflex of *riaSi,  the prenasalized stop sug
gesting an old prefix. That lost prefix may in fact have been a separate 
word, ,jgriAjh being the remnants of an old compound denoting a partic
ular type of root. In any case, judging from the history of other words 
with prenasalized clusters in Tin, 'Jgr- might reflect a former structure in 
which a dorsal stop (g or;) was preceded or followed by some material 
before the stem-initial trill, all other material than stop+trill being 
deleted and compensated for by prenasalization.

There is no way to recover the original structure of the lost material 
in 'Jgri(\jh since it is absent in Mlabri, so the full etymology of the Mai 
word remains obscure. Just to illustrate what degree of shrinking one 
would have to take into consideration in reconstruction, I shall venture 
two more or less plausible guesses: it may have been a compound that 
originally denoted the nucleus of a root (as on a tuber): *glïi?-riaSi,  lit
erally ‘head of root’, or it may have been a compound of the two Tinic 
words for ‘root’: *ge:S2-riaSi .

A2. The giant gecko. The Mlabri term for ‘giant gecko’ has several 
alternative forms. Of these, (A) tage?, (A) take:?, (B) take:?, and (C) 
tike:? suggest remote etymological ties to Tai, although one would 
rather expect *tukke:  if the word was a recent borrowing. In MlaBC 
these Tai-like forms are reported to be female language. The correspon
ding term used in MlaBC male language is takajh, tukaj'\ which is likely 
to be a cognate of the TinPrai word for ‘small lizard': ,Jkhaj in spite of 
the semantic offset (I cannot decide on the evidence available to me 
whether the Prai word used to refer to one or another reptile species).

It is no valid objection against my claim about cognacy between the 
last-mentioned forms that Mlabri tak- and Prai ,Jkh- aberrate on the sur
face. Such correspondences are found in other cognate pairs and can be 
accounted for diachronically. There is, however, a difficulty with the 
final consonant: Prai would be expected to have -t not -j corresponding 
to Mlabri -jh. The final -j in Prai is probably old so that it makes sense to 
reconstruct a Tinic form *takaj.  If so, Mlabri may have had a substitu
tion *-y  > motivated by the occurrence of the unusual final -jh in other 
words for “strange” animals such as kro:jh ‘crocodile’, gejh ‘crab’. 
Apparently, this final had an expressive status in Mlabri.
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A3. Leeches. Unfortunately, 1 did not retrieve any terms for leeches 
from MlaB (it is too late now), but in MlaA there are three terms for 
such creatures and from MlaC I retrieved one term:

MlaA tha:k ‘land leech’
MlaC plx:m ‘land leech’
MlaA glx:w ‘water leech, big species’
MlaA plim ‘water leech, small species’

Of these four terms, plx:m and plim have Khmuic parallels. Tin has 
phtom and TinPrai has pirn (I do not have a Mai form); Khmu has pliam 
and pliig. Ksingmul has plo:m and plim, in good accordance with 
Mlabri.

The MlaC word for ‘land leech’ thus occurs in Khmuic but also 
beyond Khmuic; Thomas (1976) reconstructs *plx:m  for Proto-East- 
Katuic. The vowel doublet x7o/ in this particular word may seem to go 
back to old Northern Mon-Khmer since Diffloth (1980) reconstructs a 
similar doublet *plimlplom  for this etymon in Proto-Waic. There are, 
however, several words that differ between Mlabri and Tin in terms of 
x(/) versus □(/) (see the words with “Ë2” in Tables 3-1 to 3-3 in Part 3) so 
this is a very well-established phonological correspondence.

The lexical item meaning ‘small water leech’ is an “areal” word; it 
occurs in Tai with a final velar nasal, whereas I suppose the old form in 
Khmuic was as in Mlabri and Ksingmul: *plim.  The Khmu formpligj is 
exactly what one would expect as an early loan from Tai (Central Thai 
now has a short vowel). The TinPrai form pirn betrays itself as a loan
word by not having consonant mutation, unlike phtom, and that also 
explains the absence of -/- (Lao has likewise lost the lateral), but the 
final -n suggests a contamination with Khmuic plim.

There remain two MlaA forms: tha:k ‘land leech’ and glx:w ‘water 
leech, big species’. These may reflect the non-Tinic and even non- 
Khmuic layer of vocabulary in Mlabri.

A4. Some insects. There are some insects or bugs with vaguely similar 
names, which tend to be mixed up:

MlaA raphep (some young people say brphep) ‘butterfly’
MlaBC ruiphep ‘cockroach’
MlaABC knde:p ‘centipede species (described by a MlaB speaker as 

being red)’
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For ‘butterfly’ MlaB has a quite different word 7m ?\ if I look for but
terfly or cockroach terms in neighbouring languages I do not come 
across anything similar to the forms above.

It is different with ‘centipede’: Khmu has a presyllable beginning with 
a velar: kdp ‘centipede’, which is reconcilable with the Mlabri form 
assuming that the latter has an older phonology with more material pre
served (the added complexity of the Mlabri form does not look like infix
ation). Katuic also has forms with a presyllable beginning in an initial 
velar stop but the main syllable has initial h, cf. Kui khhe:p and Proto- 
East-Katuic *kalhe:p  (following the reconstruction in Thomas 1976). 
Bahnaric also has an initial velar in the presyllable but agrees with 
Khmuic in having no h in the main syllable: Proto-North-Bahnaric had 
*ga?jïp (following the reconstruction in Smith 1972); Bahnar has kckep. 
Waic has an initial sibilant in the presyllable: Proto-Waic had *s ?ep (fol
lowing the reconstruction in Diffloth 1980). The same sibilant occurs in 
Tin: MalC has sa'ep ‘centipede’, TinPrai si'ep ‘large centipede’; it is 
unusual for Tin to have preserved a bisyllabic form outside loanwords.

If all these forms are considered together they suggest to me that the 
basic word is *?ep and that the forms above are originally morphologi
cally complex, with two different first components, one with the reflex 
k( )-, another with the reflex s(V)-. This is confirmed if we look at the 
most conservative Tin dialect. TinMalA has a form rep ‘ep, clearly with 
a separate first component and at the same time with a conspicuous sim
ilarity to the Mlabri forms meaning ‘butterfly’ and ‘cockroach’. Amaz
ingly, however, it means ‘centipede’. There is no doubt about the mean
ings; I checked with speakers of all these language variants what a 
raphep, ruiphep, or rep ?ep looked like.

Since the only meaning with some distribution across languages is 
‘centipede’, one may suspect that the M-K term for this repulsive crea
ture could be elaborated into a variety of compounds (which have later 
mostly shrunk into monosyllabic or sesquisyllabic simplex words). This 
suggests that the meanings ‘butterfly’ and ‘cockroach’ are strange inno
vations in Mlabri, which became available because Mlabri had settled 
on a particular form knde:p in the meaning of ‘centipede’. The occur
rence of a glottalized -d- in that form suggests that it is not Khmuic at 
all though it is clearly of M-K provenance.

A5. Ants. This presentation is only concerned with ants proper, not 
including termites, which the Mlabri, like other Mon-Khmer-speaking 
groups, designate by a quite different term dru:p (there is no cover term 
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for these two kinds of insects according to their native zoology, which 
on this point agrees with scientific zoology). For ‘ant’ Mlabri has at 
least six terms:

hnlhnud (MlaAB), a very big ant species (occurring in mythology) 
lx:ji I lx:rj (MlaA), a red ant species making its mound in trees 
micmec (MlaABC), a small, black ant species 
mot (MlaABC), a big, black ant species; mot tlceel is a species that 

bites so that the skin swells
rmram (MlaB), a small ant species (which irritates the skin) 
trjtMj (MlaB), big, black ant species

Four of these items may be innovations within Mlabri. The two re
maining terms, micmec and mot, have cognates in other Khmuic lan
guages. I shall comment only on those below.

The form mot occurs identically in Tai. Several M-K languages have 
a word for ‘ant’ with the same vowel but a final palatal and mostly with 
a presyllable or a consonant before the nasal. This is true also of 
Khmuic. Phong has s(o)mu'c, Ksingmul has solmo:c, Khmu has hmu:c 
reflecting Old Khmu *smuic.

TinPrai simotc and TinMalA hmoc likewise show relics of the mate
rial before the nasal; it is impossible to see whether the TinMalC form 
mot comes from Proto-Mal *hmoc or is a loanword. In any case, Mlabri 
mot is likely to be a loanword from Tai, possibly via Tin.

The form smuic has been analyzed as containing an agentive infix 
-7/2-, i.e. M-K *s-m-u:c  ‘the one that stings’. The underived stem *su:c  is 
a M-K word for ‘sting (with an insect’s stinger)’; in Khmu the verb is 
preserved as hu:c, and the stinging organ is called hrnu:c (dialectally 
also prnutc, according to Premsrirat’s Thesaurus), obviously with the 
instrumental infix -rn-. In Mlabri the expected form thuic is a noun 
denoting the stinging organ of certain insects.

Returning to the word for ‘ant’, Diffloth (1980) presented the 
analysis involving an -/n-infix in order to account for the relationship 
between Proto-Waic *hmic  ‘ant’ (i.e. *h-m-ic)  and *hic  ‘sting’. The 
analysis, which also fits Khmu hmu:c ‘ant’ perfectly, was later presented 
for Monic as well by Diffloth (1984: 73), and he there characterizes the 
morphological formation as ancient (implying, of course, that it was 
inherited from Proto-Mon-Khmer into both Monic and Waic).

Diffloth’s reconstructed Monic form for ‘ant’ is *smo:c  (not the ex
pected *smu:c)  with a discrepancy in vowel quality which he explains 
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as “probably due to the presence of That lowering effect of the 
nasal must be a comparatively late phenomenon applying only within 
Monic, for in the same monograph Diffloth assumes that infixal nasal 
could on the contrary have a raising effect at a very early time. In 
deriving *k(  )mu:n ‘nephew; niece’ from *ko:n  ‘child’ he states that “the 
difference in vowels, *uu  vs. *oo,  can be explained by the presence of 
*-m- and by the extremely early date of this morphological derivation, 
perhaps as early as Proto-Austro-Asiatic” (Diffloth 1980: 114).

It must be emphasized, however, that the alleged derivation *s-m-u:c  
must also be extremely old in order to have become an areal word. 
According to Jerold K. Edmondson (personal communication) the 
etymon occurs everywhere in Tai, including Kam-Sui. There it has the 
segmental structure mVt (e.g. mot or mat).

The Mlabri evidence does not fit well with this etymological analysis 
of the word for ‘ant’. Mlabri phonology is otherwise mostly extremely 
conservative, and I would have expected a trace of the initial *5-  if *sm-  
had arosen by infixation. The expected reflex of *sm-  in Mlabri would 
be *t hm-, with a structurally non-permitted cluster which would change 
into a sesquisyllabic form (*t hamu:c) unless it was simplified into *hm~, 
since that is what has happened to all monosyllabic clusters of stop plus 
nasal in Mlabri. There is absolutely no such reflex in Mlabri. Moreover, 
if the word(s) for ‘ant’ derives from a word involving the notion of 
stinging, I would expect that the Mia Bri would preserve a native 
zoology according to which the ants sting, but in fact all Mia Bri always 
speak about the ants as “pissing” and thereby making one’s skin itch 
(the word for pissing being na:m). In short: I would rather assume that 
the basic word for ‘ant’ in Mlabri is *mVc,  a word unrelated to ‘sting’: 
thu:c (< *sw/c).

A possible solution is that the Mlabri form was borrowed from 
another Northern Mon-Khmer language. Phong has mec ‘ant’ in one of 
its dialects but moc in another; that is not a likely source of borrowing. 
Bahnaric, however, provides two etyma: *smo:c  ‘ant’ and *(  )-mcic for 
various mosquitoes and biting flies (Gérard Diffloth, personal commu
nication). The latter etymon might be the source of Mlabri micmec in 
the meaning of ‘ant’. Mlabri differs by having introduced both a se
mantic shift and reduplication in this animal name.

After these exercises in small semantic fields from nature I shall pro
ceed to a few etymological case-studies of Mlabri lexicon pertaining to 
daily life and spiritual culture (B1-B5 below).
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Bl. Words for ‘sweeping’. There are two Mlabri verbs meaning 
‘sweep with a broom’. One is found only in MlaB: pez/^with the nomi- 
nalization prne:lh ‘broom’); this form is interesting by having the final 
aspirated lateral that is a reflex of M-K *-5.  In Tin one would thus 
expect something like Mai *p he:jh, Prai *p he:t (although the vowel 
might be of any quality within a whole range of phonetic values), but I 
have not retrieved such a word in Tin.

The other, more widespread, Mlabri word for ‘sweep with a broom’ 
occurs both in MlaA and MlaB as kwa:c (with the nominalization 
krwa:c ‘broom’).

In MlaB, pe:lh is said to be male language, kwa:c being the corre
sponding female term (MlaB has a further, “female” term for ‘broom’: 
thuip jiu:l\ I have not looked into the provenance of that term).

MlaA, however, has another variant of the verb for ‘sweep with a 
broom’, namely kwa:t (with the nominalization krwa:t ‘broom’). The 
doublet kwa:c ~ kwa:t is suggestive of a merger between two different 
(though etymologically related) verbs since Khmu has kwa:c ‘scoop 
away’ versus kwa:t ‘sweep’ (the latter with the nominalization krwa:t 
‘broom’).

The form kwait, with its final dental, has ties to Tai, but the occur
rence of a derivative with infixation suggests that it is of age in Khmuic. 
Tin would then be expected to have initial *k ,1w- with mutation, but the 
form that actually occurs in Tin in the meaning of ‘sweep’, is kwa:t, 
indisputably a post-mutational borrowing. I would suppose that both 
Mlabri and Tin have borrowed from these forms from Khmu.

Looking now at MlaC, we encounter a form kwa:lh ‘sweep’. That 
suggests a M-K reconstruction *kwa:s  (with the same final as the syn
onymous MlaB-word pe:lh, which has a direct cognate in Waic: Diffloth 
1980 reconstructs *pes  ‘to sweep’). The form kwa:lh obviously belongs 
within the same etymological range as the forms kwa:clkwa:t, but the 
MlaC form is unique within Mlabri and Tin in reflecting the old etymon 
rather than being a borrowing. It also clearly shows that sweeping the 
ground was part of the indigenous culture although both Mlabri and Tin 
borrowed words for that activity at a recent time.

It would obviously be rewarding to look at words for ‘sweep’ all 
across Khmuic.

B2. Words for ‘star’. The common Mlabri word for ‘star’ is çzmjji, 
with a rounded back vowel in the main syllable. That is unexpected in a 
(West) Khmuic context and suggests ties with more distant Mon- 
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Khmer. MlaA, however, traditionally makes a distinction between two 
words for ‘star’: çamaji, which is explained as denoting a ‘big’ star and 
çameji, a ‘smaller’ star. Although the “ablaut” relationship between 
these two forms is iconic by signalling size (i.e., brightness) by means 
of vowel quality, the front vowel in the form çameji clearly has a 
Khmuic provenance. Khmu has the front vowel: simeji, and a similar 
form occurs in Tin Prai. A third vowel quality occurs in Ksingmul maß 
‘star’ (with loss of the presyllable).

Reconstructing Tinic *-maß  with the same vowel quality as in 
Ksingmul is warranted by TinMalA hmaß (elaborated as thUA? hmaß, lit
erally ‘star moon’, ?ojh hmaß, literally ‘fire of star’), and TinMalC 
(thUA?) man, and it agrees with Proto-Waic s?maß (Diffloth 1980). In 
Prai, is regularly fronted before palatals so *-maß  > -meß is ex
pected. As for the presyllable, it can be reconstructed at the Tinic level 
as *52/-,  with Mai h- as an expected reflex (Prai would exhibit si- what
ever the phonology of the old presyllable).

This makes it an open question where the rare Mlabri form eameß 
comes from. It is hardly the direct continuation of a Proto-Tinic form, 
for a correspondence between Mlabri -e- and Tin -a- is not otherwise 
attested in my material (if vowels differ along the front-back dimension 
the correspondences are of the opposite kind: between Mlabri -r- and 
Tin -e-). The vowel quality -e- suggests that cameß is a borrowing from 
either Khmu or Prai, with laxing of the vowel in the presyllable as often 
happens in Mlabri. It might, however, stem from an older, non-Tinic 
layer in Mlabri in which the fronting of *a  before palatals likewise 
occurred early.

B3. Words for ‘essence of life; personal spirit’. The common Khmuic 
word is *Simad  ‘personal spirit; soul’ (Khmu hmmad, mad). It also 
occurs in Tinic. In Tin proper, the initial complex has been altered into 
pseudo-prefixal Mai h- ~ Prai si- + -m- in accordance with the general 
pattern of change in Tin. The word is attested in TinMalB as mail 
(< *hma:ï) and in TinPrai as simad, its meaning in Tin being ‘soul; 
essence of life’.

In Mlabri there are two possible reflexes of *Sim-  depending on 
whether the form was realized as sesquisyllabic, i.e. with initial *Si 3m- 
or as monosyllabic, with an initial cluster *S/m~.  If the form had 
become sesquisyllabic, as in Ksingmul hamad, the regular Mlabri 
reflex of *5/-  was th-. The resulting form thamad is actually attested in 
MlaC though in the specialized meaning of ‘spirit of deceased person’. 
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For ‘personal spirit’, however, all varieties of Mlabri have hma:l, with 
*5/- > A-, which shows that monosyllabic *Sima:l  was the main form 
(as stated in Part 2, this very form is a confirmation that homosyllabic 
onsets of sibilant + nasal underwent early weakening so as to appear in 
Mlabri as preaspirated nasals, like onsets of stop + nasal did). I have no 
explanation of why the word exists in both of these canonical forms.

For ‘soul’, MlaB has a form çrma:l (with a variant form çrmiud) 
‘soul’, which is clearly the same etymon with an -r-infix. This is hardly 
an indigenous Mlabri form since ç- as a reflex of *5/  before r- does not 
otherwise occur in Mlabri (one expects *S7r-  > Mlabri thr~, cf. *Siriay  > 
thre:rj ‘tooth’). That suggests that this form was borrowed into MlaB 
from some other Khmuic language. Some Khmu actually has hrmad, 
which must reflect an older form *srma:l , so that may be the source of 
the ‘soul’-term in Mlabri.

Another Tinic word for‘personal spirit’, loin, occurs all across 
Mlabri. It denotes the spirit that resides in the whole body and ensures 
one’s well-being as long as it is united with the body. That may explain 
its occurrence in the expression du? lorn ‘be suddenly frightened’, 
apparently involving the notion of being so startled that one departs 
from one’s personal spirit (for du? cf. the combination of this verb with 
jak ‘go’ in MlaC du?jak ‘escape’). In Tin I know of this etymon only in 
the Prai form silon ‘personal spirit; soul’, which suggests that the word 
was at some time augmented with a prefix in Tin.

It is unclear to me what used to be the semantic difference between 
the two etyma discussed above.

B4. The words koi ‘stick’ and koi hlek ‘traditional lighter’
There is an enigmatic relationship between two Mlabri words: koilh 
meaning ‘wooden spear-shaft’ and koi meaning ‘stick of wood’. The 
form ko:lh is a direct cognate of the Tin word for ‘spear’: Mai kho:j\ Prai 
kho:t (with a secondary phonological development; the latter form has 
recently been borrowed into Mlabri in the meaning of ‘spear’). The cor
respondence between Mlabri -lh and Tin -jh is regular and points to a 
Proto-Khmuic final which I have given the abstract symbol *-5/  (see 
Part 2 and Part 3). Within Mlabri, the form ko:lh seems now to exist only 
in MlaC. Outside Khmuic it is corroborated by Katuic: Thomas (1976) 
reconstructs Proto-East-Katuic *ko:s.

As for ‘stick’, a form koi is unexpected. Both Tin and MlaB use the 
Tinic word lam ‘tree; stalk’ for ‘stick’ (Khmu has other words). Thus 
MlaB speakers would say toe lam tek, literally ‘take stick beat’, to refer 
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to the action of keeping a dog away with a stick (rather than just 
shouting çe? to it); in MlaAC the standard phrase for that is ek koi tok, 
likewise ‘take stick beat’. One might guess that koi belongs to a non- 
Tinic stratum but its similarity with ko:lh is conspicuous.

My assumption is that there was in Old Mabri a compound word 
*ko:lh hlek meaning ‘spear-shaft fitted with an iron tip’, i.e. the type of 
spear that required contact with villagers to obtain the iron tip (hlek 
‘iron’ is a loanword from Ancient Thai). Vowel shortening would regu
larly occur in the first part of such a compound resulting in *kol h hlek. 
In sandhi the consecutive aspirations of *kol h hlek would merge, and 
misanalysis into unaspirated plus aspirated lateral could occur, resulting 
in koi hlek. Thus koi could emerge in the meaning of ‘shaft’, and so it 
did in MlaAC, with subsequent generalization of its meaning into 
‘stick’.

So far this is pure conjecture, but interestingly, MlaA does have a 
form koi hlek though in a different meaning, namely referring to a slim, 
tightly capped bamboo section that belongs to men’s standard outfit (in 
MlaBC a bamboo section is simply referred to with the term for the 
bamboo species in question: diiy in B, tala:\v in C). The koi hlek was 
formerly used to house the traditional lighter, consisting of a piece of 
iron, a stone, and some fibers though that was not its only use; it could 
also contain salt, for example. Associating koi hlek with ‘stick’ and 
‘iron’ does not make any immediate sense.

My best suggestion is that in MlaA as well, koi hlek used to mean 
‘spear shaft with iron tip’, but its meaning was eventually transferred - 
either jokingly or for euphemistic purposes - to that of ‘bamboo section 
containing the iron for the lighter’ (there are other instances of seem
ingly strange meaning transfer in Mlabri).

B5. Words for ‘water’, ‘drink’ and ‘urinate’. It may be called for to 
warn the reader once more that this essay is not only longer than the 
preceding ones but speculative to a much higher degree. It can perhaps 
be characterized as an uncensured presentation of the kind of raw notes 
one would start with in the search for etymological connections. A more 
solid analysis will be possible only if the data are approached from a 
much broader comparative perspective, ideally on the basis of a much 
clearer picture of Proto-Khmuic and even of Proto-Northern-Mon- 
Khmer than I can envisage.

The Tinic word that is continued in Tin as ?j:k, in Mlabri as wr:k, is 
both a noun meaning ‘water’ and a verb meaning ‘consume a non-solid 
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substance’, i.e. ‘drink (a liquid)’ or ‘smoke (tobacco etc.)’. The exis
tence of a verb whose meaning encompasses the actions of drinking and 
smoking, is attested elsewhere in Mon-Khmer. That includes Khmu, the 
verb in question being ?iak , obviously a cognate of the Tinic form. The 
use of the same word to denote water as a substance and to denote the 
action of drinking may, however, be a characteristic of Tinic. In Khmu, 
‘water’ is 'om, as distinct from the verb ‘uk ‘drink’.

The Khmu word for ‘water’ is in itself interesting in a Tinic context. 
Ksingmul has 'u:m in the meaning of ‘bathe’, phonetically close to the 
Khmu word ?om for ‘water’ but both phonetically and semantically sug
gestive of further cognacy with the word for ‘bathe’: ?ium, 'rm that we 
find in Phong, Tin and Mlabri. In any case, the notion of water as a 
liquid is involved. The vowel in Khmu agrees with Diffloth’s (1980) 
reconstruction of Proto-Waic *om  ‘water’ (Diffloth comments on the 
occurrence of this etymon across M-K, ibid.: 81-82).

It becomes more complicated when we proceed to the notion of 
‘urine’ or ‘urinate’. Mlabri has norm but Tin has ?o:m, at first sight an 
irregular etymological correspondence. Something must have happened 
in Tin, however. Mlabri nxm is undoubtedly the basic word for ‘urine’ 
or ‘urinate’ since it is a widespread M-K etymon in that meaning (found 
e.g. in North-Bahnaric, Smith 1972 reconstructs Proto-Hrê-Sedang 
*ru:m; the Aslian language Jahai has krum). Khmu has nu:m ‘urine’. 
Thus one would expect *no:m  rather than ‘o:m in that meaning in Tin. 
That Tin has ‘o:m instead is suggestive of influence from the word ‘om 
‘water’ that exists in Khmu, thus exemplifying a universal way of 
speaking euphemistically about urine. That, however, would be an old 
innovation since ‘o:m is found all across Tin Mai and Prai, referring to 
urine.

To return to ‘water’ and ‘drink’, the form wrA is shared by A- and C- 
Mlabri, whereas B-Mlabri has jr\:k with exactly the same range of 
meaning. There is a TinPrai word siro:k meaning ‘leaf cup for drinking 
water’, which looks like a direct cognate of the Mlabri word jr<\:k (the 
correspondence Mia//'- ~ TinPrai sir- is perfect, as evidenced by such a 
word as Mla/ra/ ‘skinny’, TinPrai sira:). In TinMal the corresponding 
form would be expected to be *kro:k  or *kjj:k  but unfortunately I do not 
have any record of any such form in the meaning of ‘leaf-cup’. In any 
case, the combined Mlabri and TinPrai evidence suggests a Tinic recon
struction *fr<x:k  or *jrj:k.

The next question is how the meaning of*jr<\.:k  or *jrj:k  could split 
into so different meanings as those in Mlabri and in TinPrai. Mlabri has 
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a verb jiuk ‘scoop’, which in B-Mlabri can enter a phrase jiuk jnvk 
‘scoop water’. If the second part of that was originally a Tinic name of 
the utensil, the phrase could eventually have been misinterpreted as to 
the concrete meaning of its second part, which was assigned the 
meaning ‘water’ instead (such a semantic shift would be parallel to the 
use in Mlabri of gnre:, which seems to be etymologically the M-K word 
for a pestle used in pounding spices, to mean ‘curry; soup’). It might 
then function as a synonym of the inherited word wx:k I ?Jik ‘water; 
drink, v’, maybe as female versus male vocabulary. If so, the semantics 
of this noun would be extended accordingly so as to include the verb 
meaning. In other instances of where Mlabri has a distinction between 
male and female vocabulary the words of such a pair are normally per
fect synonyms with the same semantic range, the choice between them 
simply serving the purpose of marking off sociolects.

Because of the similarity in rhyme between MlaB jnvk, Khmu ‘iak, 
and Tin ?a:k + MlaAC wrA it is tempting to speculate that these words 
for ‘water’ form an etymological triplet with an “ablaut”-like alterna
tion: Early Mlabri *‘iak > *?j\:k (not attested without infixation), Khmu 
iak (without change), and Tinic *?uak with two developments, *?uak > 

‘a:k in Tin and *?uak > wxik in Mlabri. The form attested in MlaB,yra/Zr, 
has an initial stop instead of a glide. This in itself would be no major 
obstacle to the reconstruction assuming that an intermediate step *?j-r- 
arose by infixation: that cluster would then violate the constraints on 
possible onset clusters and therefore be likely to change intoyr-, a well- 
attested cluster. Since, however, the vowel quality does not agree, and 
since infixation in a CVC form would require -rn- rather than -«-, the 
etymological association of the MlaB form with the other forms 
becomes more than dubious.

There is a stronger corroboration of the original association of *jr<\:k  
with the handling of water in the form of an obviously related Khmu 
verb jruak ‘wash rice and put in the steam pot’ (the meaning is here 
cited from Premsrirat 2002b).

Final remarks about etymological hypotheses. The small essays 
above are admittedly different from the word comparisons that one typ
ically encounters in comparative work on Mon-Khmer languages. For 
the purpose of establishing genetic groupings of languages and hope
fully even sound-laws the normal approach is to use carefully selected 
lists of words known to be amenable to cross-language comparison. As 
every linguist knows, however, that is not all there is to etymology. The 
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histories of individual words and their meanings, also of the much less 
amenable ones, are interesting in themselves and important as input to 
the study of cultural history, and that applies in particular when it is dif
ficult or impossible to retrieve the past history, as is the case with the 
Mia Bri.

The problem is that etymologizing on individual words often leads to 
situations in which the choice between alternative explanations has no 
rational basis, and two or more options must simply be left open (one 
can assure oneself of that by looking at entries in etymological diction
aries of some of the best studied Indo-European languages).

Beyond Tinic

There is no way to make sure that words shared in by Mlabri and Tin 
are indeed Tinic words in Mlabri, not even in cases where they show 
strict correspondences. Some of the words may be shared simply 
because they belong to the core vocabulary of Mon-Khmer and are of a 
shape making the words less prone to phonological changes. This is evi
dently true of a word such as mat ‘eye’. Words may also be of that kind 
even if they do not seem that “basic” from a semantic perspective. An 
example is Mlabri blah ‘run off in different directions’, which I regard 
as Tinic because Tin has the expected form plah (< *blah\,  that etymon 
also shows invariance over widely separated branches, cf. Monic *blah  
‘escape; go free’ (Diffloth 1984).

A rare complication in determining the provenance of Mlabri words 
is variation within the Mlabri language itself. The Mlabri word for 
‘head lice’ is çe?\ it could be old in the language or it could be a bor
rowing from Khmu se? ‘head louse’. It could also be Tinic; TinPrai has 
nse? for ‘lice’, with a trace of some lost material at the front end of the 
word. Intriguingly, MlaC has a deviant form çej which cannot be recon
ciled with the forms cited above because it differs both in absence of the 
final glottal stop and in its diphthong instead of a short vowel. That is 
also Khmuic; it agrees with the Ksingmul word for ‘lice’: ce:j (the cor
respondence ç- ~ c- is expected). Thus we must recognize the existence 
of two different but related forms of the same etymon, and it is signifi
cant that the form that probably occurred in Early Mlabri form sides not 
with Khmu or Tin but with the distant language Ksingmul. The variant 
form with no glottal stop has a wider distribution, cf. that the word for 
parasites such as lice in Monic is *cq/  (Diffloth 1984) and that ‘head 
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lice’ is jice: in Kui (the initial nasal component in Tin and Kui is likely 
to be a relic of a word meaning ‘a multitude of Khmu has two-word 
phrases ending in se? used in the collective sense of ‘lice’).

Old M-K vocabulary in Mlabri that may be 
Khmuic but does not agree with Tin

Looking at content words (as against grammatical function words) in 
Mlabri, the confrontation with Tin certainly does not exhaust the possi
bilities of old Khmuic lexicon in the language. Several lexical items 
have rather convincing cognates in other Khmuic languages (although I 
have not established rigid sound correspondences) but fail to occur in 
the data on Tin available to me, cf. Table 4-1. Still, the Khmuic but pos
sibly non-Tinic words I have spotted so far (disregarding recent loan
words) are considerably fewer than the cognates shared with Tin.

Table 4-1: Words which I have retrieved 
in some Khmuic but so far not in Tin

Mia thE:rj ‘macaque (monkey)’, cf. Khmu cha:ij ‘macaque’ (the 
phonology does not fit well)

Mia thu:c ‘stinger (of insect)’, cf. Khmu hu:c (< *sz//c)  ‘sting, v’
MlaAC thr:oc ‘snail species’, cf. Khmu *hro:c (dcumented as ro/c) 

‘snail species’
MlaBCpx:r ‘lightning’, cf. Khabit‘id.'
MlaAC pxj ‘eat fruit, vegetables, or sweets’, cf. Phong paj ‘eat'
Mia po:lh ‘barking-deer’, cf. Khmu puas ‘muntjak’, Phong pwas ‘roe 

deer’
MlaAB pl<xlh ‘flick; (B also:) strunf, cf. Khmu plih,plis ‘flick’ 
MlaB prijhprEjh, MlaCprajhprejh ‘crisp’, cf. Phongpras ‘dry’ 
Mia tel ‘listen’, cf. Khabit tai ‘id.’
MlaBC txp ‘cover; thatch’, cf. Phong tap ‘bury; inhume’
Mia tu:l ‘pointed tip’, cf. Khmu tual ‘end or tip of thing’
MlaAC Znr/Ä: ‘side of torso; rib’, cf. Khmu thriak ‘id.’ (Tin has unrelated 

terms within the semantic range: Mai mar, Tin "'ban la:)
Mia cia:k ‘(sambhar) deer’, cf. Khmu tjak ‘deer species’ (a widespread 

etymon; Diffloth, 1980, reconstructs *cak  ‘sambhar deer’ for Waic)
Mia foz/Z in l^rjkatl, lijka:l ‘forthcoming’ (Mlabri liurj means ‘in the di- 
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rection of; together with’), cf. Khmu ka:l ‘first’ (the morphosyntactic 
and semantic differences make it unlikely that the Mlabri form is a 
borrowing from Khmu)

MlaB kap ‘song’, cf. Khabit khap ‘id.’
MlaA ka:p ‘duck’, cf. Khabit ka:p ‘id.’
Mia keif ‘ear’, cf. Phong kat ‘id.’
Mia kii? ‘the moon; month’; in certain expressions also referring to the 

sun’; Phong has ki, but the word is scarce in Khmuic (TinMalA has 
thUA? (sic!), TinPrai sua?\ Khmu has moyf, it is shared with Waic, 
however, the Proto-Waic form being *k hi? (Diffloth 1980)

Mia kiay ‘bird species’, cf. Khmu kiay kiay ‘hornbill’
Mia çukko? ‘wet’, cf. Khmu ska? ‘id.’
Mia kuh ‘(for liquid to) spill over’, cf. Khmu kah ‘pour from one con

tainer into another'
MlaAB bray ‘horse’, cf. Khmu hmbray ‘id.’
Mia bri:? ‘forest’, cf. Khmu bri? ‘sky; weather’ (occurs in identical 

form in distant M-K languages so hardly a borrowing from Khmu)
Mia daik ‘put away for later use’, cf. Phong do? ‘put; place’ - the final 

velar is attested outside Khmuic, cf. Katu daik ‘put away for later 
use’, but has changed into -2 in Phong (note: the Phong change *-k  > 
-? is attested in (loan)words such as pa? ‘stick; thrust’, Zazn ba? ‘dif
ficult’, also cf. Phong ci ma? ‘hate’ vs. Mlabri mak ‘love’)

Mia kokdroij ‘pidgeon species’, cf. Khmu kuik trial ‘peaceful dove’
Mia gal ‘ten’, cf. Khmu (ceremonial lg.) gal ‘ten’ (Mlabri and Khmu 

share the proto-form found as far away as Munda; the other Mlabri 
numerals below ten are not borrowings from Khmu so this is hardly a 
borrowing either)

Mia kl'aik ‘crow’, cf. Khmu kl?a:k ‘id.’ (occurs in identical form also in 
distant M-K languages so unlikely to be borrowing from Khmu)

Mia dan ‘lie in resting position; sleep’, cf. Ksingmul ?e:m ‘lie’
Mia dh in £z?z7z ‘(AB) be talkative in a high-pitched voice; (C) sing in 

native voice using falsetto’ içi is a preverb meaning ‘prone to’), cf. 
Khmu dh ‘talk’

Mia çraiji ‘dry’, cf. Khmu tçroiji, Khabit hra:y ‘id.’
MlaAB gmhxijh ‘gasp for breath’, cf. Khmu kmhma:c ‘id.’
Mia mak ‘love, v’, cf. Phong ma? ‘id.’
Mia /MA/r ‘crawl; creep’, cf. Phong miur ‘walk; creep’
MlaA yryar in tar yryar ‘spinal chord’, cf. Khmu Iyar ‘spinal fluid’ 
MlaAB die? ‘respectful third person pronoun; marker of plurality’, 

only with a remote cognate (if at all related): Khmu snai ‘they, dual’
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Mia hnsr ‘wing’, cf. Khmu pnir ‘id.’
Mia la:c ‘finish’ (mostly as a la:c ‘finished’), cf. Khmu la:c ‘disappear’ 
Mia dalarw ‘bamboo species; bamboo tube’ (with /-infix?), cf. Khmu 

tarw tarw ‘bamboo tube (musical instrument)’
MlaBC lagHotj klx(:)ij ‘behind’, cf. Phong (ta?) luarj klag ‘(lie) on the 

back’
Mia hlu:t in ke:t hlu:t ‘with a hearing impairment; deaf’, cf. Khmu slu:t, 

Ksingmul lu:t ‘deaf’

Then there are some words which do occur in Tin but with so deviant 
phonology that they cannot have a Tinic provenance. They might have 
been borrowed from some other Khmuic language, but they do not 
agree with Khmu, and the semantic category of some of the words 
makes it altogether less likely that they can all be loanwords. Instead, 
they can be taken as indicative of a non-Tinic but Khmuic or at least 
Mon-Khmer component in Mlabri lexicon.

The existence of such words thus constitutes crucial evidence for the 
existence of Early Mlabri lexicon. Table 4-2 gives a list of examples.

Table 4-2: Mon-Khmer words in Mlabri 
with irregular phonological offsets from Tin

MlaACpum ‘rigid rattan basket (used to store one’s belongings)’; Tin- 
Prai phlum ‘do., Mlabri style’; Khmu plum ‘basket for keeping 
clothes’

MlaB pja:lh ‘stretch oneself’, MlaCpjalh ‘stretch one’s legs’; TinMalA 
phral, TinMalC TinPrai phral ‘stretch one’s legs’

MlaAB plxk ‘hiccough’; TinPrai mblA? ‘hiccough’
Mia ta:l (MlaB has tha:l) ‘six’; TinPrai thusl ‘six’ and Khmu tad ‘six in 

ritual language)
MlaAB hnta:? ‘tail’, cf. TinPrai nthal ‘do.’ (but a perfect fit with Khmu: 

hnta? ‘id.’)
MlaB grtar in grtar lat ‘low part of the throat’, cf. TinMalA 9gro/r 

‘throat’
Mia Imba:? ‘cow’, cf. TinMalA mbuA? ‘cow’
Mia bhut ‘extinguished’; TinPrai n'phat ‘id.’
MIC hndeh in hndeh ms.:m ‘breathe’ (mean means ‘blood’), cf. TinMalA 

nthudi inphlah nthih ‘breathe’
Mia gejh ‘crab’, cf. TinPrai vga:c ‘crab claws’
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Mia giag ‘husband’; TinPrai khlog ‘id.’
MlaBC gh:c ‘whistle (with the lips)’, cf. Tin MalA ”kh3C ‘whistle (with 

the lips)’; TinMalA khrac, TinMalB khla:t, TinPrai = TinCuun siloic 
‘whisper’

MlaA kambx:t ‘(elder generation’s word for) aeroplane, cf. Tin (Mai & 
Prai) mbuAt ‘big, bee-like insect’

MlaC ça:? ‘hoe’, cf. TinMalA cd: ‘hoe’ (apparently contamination in 
Mlabri of words for ‘hoe’ and ‘axe’, see *ço:?  in Hlb; there is a hom
onym ça:? ‘dog’ in Hlb)

MlaBC ‘comb, V’ (plus the nominalization çgre:t ‘comb, N’), cf. 
TinPrai sa:c ‘comb’, Khmu tçrias ‘comb’

Mia çwal ‘light (i.e. not heavy)’, cf. Tin (Mai and Prai) sial ‘light’; 
TinMal also has variant of this etymon as a loanword: co(:)l, Khabit 
has sija:l ‘id.’

Mia mx:? ‘creeper species (with a very thick stem); python’, cf. Mia 
nwr ‘creep’, Tinma:r ‘snake’ in DI

MlaABjia:m ‘season (of the yearly cycle)’; TinMalApium ‘id.’
Mia thaga:p ‘yawn’, cf. TinPrai wah -'giwp ‘do.’ and Khmu hga:p ‘do.’ 
MlaB çrarpik ‘bird species’; TinMalA ügok ‘hombill (bird species)’ 
MlaA hnel (<*knEr)  ‘rat’, cf. TinPrai sine: ‘rat’ (NB: Khmu has kn- but 

like Tin and all other M-K languages possessing this etymon that I 
know of it has no final lateral)

Mia wx:g ‘chin’, cf. TinPrai wag ‘id.’ (better fit with Phong: vog ‘id.’)
Mia grwec ‘finger; toe’, cf. TinMalA ']grajh ‘do.’ (the finals do not fit, 

whereas Mia grw— Tin ,Jgr- is in accordance with general corre
spondence rules)

Mia jx(ph, ?jx(:)h ‘hey! (calling somebody’, cf. TinMalA "jah in njah 
swa? ‘call a dog’; TinMalC and TinPrai cah in cah swa: ‘call a dog’

Mia ?jah ‘spit’, v; TinPrai cuah ‘spit’ (NB: same vowel discrepancy as 
in Mia bah, Tin puah ‘ashes’)

The non-Khmuic component in Mlabri lexicon

In Khmuic, as apparently in Mon-Khmer in general, there are certain 
lexical items that occur in many different languages, also in languages 
that are located far apart. There is otherwise an enormous lexical differ
entiation within Mon-Khmer, and also within Khmuic, so the recur
rence of certain etyma is rather remarkable.

The absence of an expected etymon in one or another language is, of 
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course, insignificant in itself, but if terms for certain very basic con
cepts, e.g. relating to body-parts or important phenomena in nature, 
differ it is nevertheless interesting. Table 4-3 gives a few examples of 
Khmuic lexicon that one might have expected in Mlabri (the Mlabri 
cognates have no counterparts in Khmuic languages that I know of).

Table 4-3: Examples of Khmuic basic vocabulary 
with unrelated counterparts in Mlabri

Tin (Mai and Prai) ntha:k ‘tongue’; Khmu hnta:k ‘tongue’; this is a wide
spread M-K word but Mlabri has rtlat, in C mostly liutlat, a deriva
tion from the verb lat ‘lick’

Tin (Mai and Prai) kSvan ‘child’; Khmu k.i:n ‘child’; this is a very 
widespread M-K word but Mlabri has Avw ‘child'

Tin (Mai and Prai) ndah ‘forehead’; Khmu kdah ‘forehead’; Mabri has 
bulk ‘forehead; face’

Tin se(:)m ‘bird’; Khmu siim ‘bird’; this is a widespread M-K word but 
Mlabri has a different word: a:c as the generic term for ‘bird’

Tin Mai Iway, TinPrai waiy ‘sky’; Khmu hva:ij ‘sky’; Mlabi has kla:r, 
kliu:r ‘sky’

Looking at such discrepancies from the other side it does not take much 
study of Mlabri lexicon to see that it contains innumerable lexical items 
with culturally salient meanings which are unfamiliar in a Khmuic con
text. Some occur in distant languages in more or less deviating form 
(and sometimes meaning).

Occasionally there are even synonyms with non-Khmuic and 
Khmuic connections. An interesting case is the Mlabri terminology for 
‘father’. One word is mxm, which I do not know from other Khmuic but 
which may be the same etymon as Monic *ma:m  (Diffloth 1980) and 
Stieng mo:m, for example. The shared Monic and Stieng meaning is 
‘father’s brother’ but Stieng also has the meaning ‘father’ (Haupers and 
Haupers 1991: 148). Then there are two mutually related Mlabri words, 
jo:ij and jjo:y, which are of Khmuic but not Tinic provenance, and 
which basically mean ‘man; male’ though they can also mean ‘father’. 
The Mlabri word joirj is mostly used about men opposed to women; ?u:j 
joiY) ‘woman and man’, ‘wife and husband’. It may have acquired the 
additional meaning of father under the influence of Khmu joy ‘father’ 
(Tin has other terms for ‘father’: 'ûfw and ‘man’: khtoTf). The Mlabri 
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wordy/0,77 has a broader range of meanings associated with the male 
gender, including the transferred meaning of ‘blacksmith’s hammer' 
(‘u:j being the anvil; these terms for male and female are also used 
about the Morning Star and the Moon, of which the former is consid
ered to be chasing the latter). It does, however, refer to the paternal role 
e.g. in ‘otjjo'.ij = ‘ot mrm ‘my father’. Mlabrijjo:tj is indeed Khmuic as 
evidenced by its cognate zur) ‘man’ in Ksingmul.

In several other instances there is only one term, or one primary term, 
for a concept, and it is then often difficult to retrieve in other Mon
Khmer. If a word only exists in one variety of Mlabri there is every 
reason to suspect that it may be a neologism, although it might of 
course be an old word that has been lost in the other varieties. If a word 
occurs in all three varieties of Mlabri one would suspect that its cog
nates exist somewhere else in Mon-Khmer. Table 4-4 lists a small selec
tion of such words. I have limited the sample to words which are not 
known to me in similar phonological shape either from Khmuic or from 
other branches of Mon-Khmer, but which have so general meanings 
that other terms for the same concepts are listed in a variety of M-K 
vocabularies.

Admittedly, one could take probably any language of this family and 
find that a substantial part of the vocabulary does not seem to appear in 
neighbouring languages, but the appearance of idiosyncratic lexicon 
(with or without opaque presyllables) is indeed a conspicuous charac
teristic of Mlabri. That is true in particular if one includes words with 
sound-symbolism but it is true even without them (I have included just 
one such word in the list, the word for ‘elephant’).

I certainly do not claim that the words in Table 4-4 are unique to 
Mlabri. Some I know to have vaguely similar cunterparts in remote 
Mon-Khmer languages (“look-alikes”, which may then be true cog
nates or spuriously similar and due to chance, cf. that m\c ‘see’ is 
vaguely similar to Phong muh and to Monic *-maj  of a similar 
meaning; as for the first component of kobli:ij ‘alive’ it is thought-pro
voking that Phong has a two-word phrase ko sjom in that meaning). It 
is, however, my impression that considered as a whole, the Mlabri 
words listed in Table 4-4 deviate from the core of M-K etyma that occur 
widely and are typically considered in cross-language comparisons 
within this large language family.
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Table 4-4: A random selection of Mlabri words which 
seem to lack cognates in neighbouring languages 

and may not be “mainstream” Mon-Khmer either

(a) nature
‘sky’: kla:r
‘cloud’: ku:p
‘wind’: rmuit
‘soil; ground’: be:?
‘stone’: kep

(b) hunted animals
‘elephant’: pmpo:
‘rabbit’: twer
‘squirrel sp.’: kathe:r
‘another squirrel sp.’: cakcfar
‘monitor lizard’: pje:
‘crab’: gejh
‘fowl’: ?joc
‘bird’: ac

(c) other important animals
‘cobra’: tm?o:?
‘bee’: ‘jek

(d) staple food
‘tuber; taro’:
‘rice’ (boiled wet rice): ju:k

(e) kinship terms for minors; group terms
‘younger sibling’: ro:j
‘child’: ?erw
‘grandchild; nephew’: no:? 
‘person; man; Mia Bri: mla:?
‘outsider’: kwAr

(f) terms related to the body
‘face; forehead’: bu:k
‘hair’: in MlaA klmu:j, MlaB mujmuj (MlaC rjwujijwuj)
‘penis’: dog
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‘vulva’: plil
‘blood’: 'inAij (this is blood inside the body versus blood from a wound, 

which is m£:m, a widespread M-K etymon)
‘wound, n’: bro:?

(g) verbs with rather “general” meanings
‘walk’: te:n
‘chase’: ra:p 
‘grasp’: toe 
‘evade’: «z/2 
‘enter’: bUk 
‘put’: Up 
‘swallow’: U:r 
‘(be) alive’: bli:rj, kobli:g 
‘ache’: gre:t 
‘cry’: be:t, be:c (‘the baby cries’: ?erw be:t/be:c) 
‘speak’: MlaAC Up, MlaB gla?
‘see’: msc

The phonology of the words in Table 4-4 permits an important general
ization, however. In spite of the lack or scarcity of cognates the phono
logical shape of each and every form is consistent with its being of 
Mon-Khmer origin. Considered from that perspective the Mlabri lex
icon of content words does not suggest that the language has an origin 
outside Mon-Khmer.

Another way to approach lexical differences between Mlabri and Tin 
is to look at particular semantic fields. There is one semantic field in 
particular that is of that kind: kinship terminology. The Mlabri kinship 
system is complicated and still imperfectly understood, and the kinship 
terminology differs across the three varieties of Mlabri (for A-Mlabri 
see Suebsaeng 1992; for B-Mlabri see Rischel 1995: 116-132; as for C- 
Mlabri some kinship terminology has been recorded but no overall 
analysis has been attempted so far). Still, there is a common core of 
concepts relating to kinship and family with a terminology that is rather 
well understood. A few such terms were included in Table 4-4 above. It 
is intriguing to compare the kinship terminology of Mlabri with that of 
Tin and with that of Khmu.

The kinship terminology that I know of for Tin is altogether different 
from Mlabri. It is not just that the individual lexical items are different; 
Tin exploit a different strategy from both Khmu and Mlabri in that it 
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uses phrasal expressions to specify basic types of family relation of a 
higher order. The words for ‘father’, ‘mother’ and ‘child’ are ?aw, me: 
and kll\\’an, hence one refers to the corresponding second-order rela
tives: grandfather, grandmother and grandchild by the same terms plus 
an epithet.

Mlabri has several complex terms in its kinship terminology but they 
have different functions: some give a specific definition of the nature of 
the relatedness between two family members, others are collective 
terms such as kmbe:r kmti:? meaning something like ‘the whole group 
of kinspeople’. Most expressions can be analyzed morphologically; in 
this particular example be:r is the numeral ‘two’ and ti:? the numeral 
‘eight’, the expression be:r - ti:? referring to an unspecific number like 
ber thx:rj ‘two five’ used about a plurality of persons (the presyllable 
km- is probably a contraction of kumom, a word referring to children 
and thus originally reflecting the conceptualization of the Mia Bri as 
defenseless vis-à-vis nature and other people).

There is some, but not much shared terminology between Mlabri and 
Khmu. It is apparent from the survey in Premsrirat’s Thesaurus (2002b: 
517) that Khmu has a device of “ablaut-like” differentiation between 
ascending or descending family relationship of different order (je? 
‘grandchildren’,yj? ‘great grandchild’,/^? ‘great great grandchild’; ja? 
‘grandmother’, je? ‘great grandmother’; ta? ‘grandfather’, te? ‘great 
grandfather’); Mlabri has nothing of the kind; the most conspicuous 
overall characteristic of Mlabri kinship terminology is that it does not 
exceed relations of the second order and that it has cover terms for 
grandfather + uncle: ta:?, grandmother + aunt: ja:?, and grandchild + 
nephew or niece: no:?, in addition to more specialized terms defining 
the relationship of one’s elder relative to one’s father or mother.

The conclusion must be that the Mia Bri had an altogether different 
conceptualization of family relationships than the Tin, and it is not very 
similar to that of the Khmu either. Even the terms themselves are in 
most cases alien to Khmuic. All of this must go back to Early Mlabri, 
understood as the language spoken by remnants of a once sizeable Mia 
Bri population before the assumed new founder event involving an 
influx of Proto-Tin.

The difficulty with the provenance of seemingly unique Mlabri lex
icon is that one can posit two kinds of origin. Some of the words may be 
due to lexical innovation after the Tinic period; the lexical discrepancies 
among the three varieties of Mlabri makes it likely that lexical inven
tiveness has played a great role in the shaping of this language. It is, on 
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the other hand, tempting to speculate that before the obvious contact 
with Khmuic, Early Mlabri may have belonged to a different branch of 
Khmuic or even of Northern Mon-Khmer. If that branch cannot be iden
tified, the working-hypothesis must be that Early Mlabri constituted a 
branch all by itself.

Most of the Mlabri lexicon has so far no known provenance; the null 
hypothesis would be that it is all Mon-Khmer. I must concede that it is a 
major drawback that most of the Mlabri lexicon I have gathered and 
edited over twenty-five years is still totally unexplored with respect to 
historical provenance, since my emphasis has been on the Khmuic con
nection.

Within Mon-Khmer, it is my impression that the number of obvious 
correspondences even in the closest neighbouring languages outside 
Khmuic is modest. The most interesting neighbouring branch is 
Palaungic with its Palaung and Waic sub-branches. Some Mlabri words 
are closer to Waic than to Khmuic, apparently. An example is MlaB 
m<\:lh ‘name’, which agrees well with Diffloth’s (1980) reconstruction 
Proto-Waic */ws  ‘name’ (the West-Katuic language Kui has muih 
because *-s  > -h there), whereas it only has a remote - if at all related - 
Khmuic cognate, namely Khmu meh ‘to be called’,pnmeh ‘to name’.

I made a quick search for cognates in the Proto-Waic lexicon of Dif- 
floth (1980), which according to my count contains 516 entries 
(including some words that are shared with Tai but of age in Waic; if 
those etyma occur as fully integrated words in Mlabri I included them 
as well). Off-hand I spotted 92 entries with cognates in Mlabri, mostly 
close cognates but some rather aberrant. That gives some idea of the 
degree to which there is shared lexicon but not of the extent to which 
Mlabri has old lexical affinities to Waic. To approach that issue one 
must leave out of consideration all the cognates of Mlabri words that 
have been listed in Part 1 and Part 3 as Tinic or as recent borrowings 
from Tin or Khmu, viz. 34 entries in total. One must also leave out 15 
words which are shared with Tai plus a widespread old loanword for 
‘gun’ (Proto-Waic *snat,  Mlabri çonatt), all of which might have 
entered Mlabri from anywhere.

There remain 42 entries. Of these, about half are shared between 
Waic and Mlabri but have clear parallels in Khmuic languages. As for 
the remaining entries I have not so far spotted close Khmuic parallels 
but I may have overlooked some e.g. in Ksingmul, and 1 am totally in 
lack of data from some of the “small” Khmuic languages. Five of these 
remaining words occur in Katuic, however, so they are likely to be part 
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of the traditional Khmuic vocabulary as well, since Khmuic is “in 
between” Waic and Katuic, as it were. Leaving those words aside as 
well, there remains a residue of 17 words that are potentially interesting 
by possibly pointing to a specific Mlabri-Waic (or rather: Mlabri- 
Palaungic) connection, though I must admit that additional Khmuic 
data may show that even they are shared by Khmuic. For the conven
ience of future comparative study I list them in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5
Mlabri-Waic cognates without so far recognized, 

obvious Khmuic parallels

(NB!) PW */?»,  *pa  ‘wake up’ - Miapuih ‘get up’; C also: ‘wake up’ 
(NB!) PW *k hi? ‘wood; firewood’ - MlaAB hyke:? ‘firewood’ 
(NB!) PW *k hi? ‘moon; month’ - Mia ki:? ‘do.’
(NB!) PW *5/2  ‘pain; disease’ - MlaAB £/ (with complement) ‘do.’ 
(NB!) PW hwek ‘dark’ - MlaAC thutfwek (C: thuik?wek) ‘dark’ 
PW *btk  ‘tie, v’ - MlaAB bmk ‘put a garment on (on torso)’ 
(NB!) PW *mak  ‘cow’ - MlaA lamakmek ‘deer species (extinct)’ 
(NB!) PW *ynï  ‘extinguish’ - MlaAB kajiit ‘dark’
(NB!) PWL *cip  ‘put on; wear’ - MlaAC çup ‘put close-fitting gar

ments on the head or the extremities’
PW *(  )nim ‘urine; urinate’ - Mia no:m ‘urinate’
(NB!) PW *kdirj  ‘big’ - Mia ?diy ‘id.’
PW dirj kpaternal uncle; parent’s elder brother; father’s elder sister’ - 

Mia diij ‘close elder relative; elder brother'
(NB!) PW ?jorj ‘small village’ - MlaAyay ‘marketplace; town’
PW *pes  ‘sweep’ - MlaB pe:lh ‘id.’
(NB!) PW *kdal  ‘stomach’ - Mia knduil ‘buttocks’
PW *joh  ‘call’ - Mia ?xh ‘id.’
PW klaw ‘testicle’ - Mia klcrw (A: klarw) ‘id.’ (Khmu shares with Kui a 

distant cognate: kla: as the 2nd component of terms for ‘testicles’).

Some cognates in Table 4-5 are fairly straightforward; a very few show 
minor semantic deviations but many more show phonological discrepan
cies. Many of these phonological discrepancies consist in presence or 
absence of a final laryngeal, differences in vowel length, or differences in 
vowel quality, i.e., exactly the kinds of discrepancies that make it difficult 
to establish regularities between Mlabri and Tin in putative Tinic words.
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Mlabri has th- corresponding to Waic *A-,  and both predictably go 
back to Mon-Khmer *5-;  similarly, Mlabri has -lh corresponding to 
Waic *-5,  and both predicably go back to Mon-Khmer *-5.

In some cases Mlabri has presyllabic material or other phonological 
discrepancies from Waic that are informative for deeper reconstruction; 
I put “(NB!)” in front of word pairs with such more important or more 
intriguing deviations. As for PW *kdirj  ‘big’, Diffloth (1980) cites the 
Khmu form because in his view, Khmu exhibits more ancient pho
nology than Palaungic in such a case. The Mlabri form dig, however, 
supports the vowel quality of Waic vis-à-vis Khmu. At the same time, 
the correspondence kd- ~ cC- opens up for an explanation of the origin of 
glottalized voiced stops in Mlabri: some of them, at least, are reflexes of 
various M-K clusters of voiceless stop + voiced stop.

If one goes outside Table 4-5 there are numerous other interesting 
correspondences although they are not evidence for a specific bond 
with Waic. The cognate of PW *kdim  ‘ripe’ is Mlabri hndo:m, sug
gesting a reconstruction with initial *kn+d.  It deserves mention also 
that the vowel quality in Mlabri and Khmu gal ‘ten’ is the original one, 
as seen by comparison with Mundaic; I wonder whether Waic *kol  ‘ten’ 
can be due to interference between the old Austroasiatic numerals *gul  
‘seven’ and *gal  ‘ten’.

Within Palaungic, Waic constitutes a sister branch beside Palaung- 
Riang. It would have been interesting to include Proto-Palaung in the 
comparative considerations. Unfortunatly, I have not been able to do 
that except with a few etyma quoted from Short (1963) and Mitani 
(1979) in earlier parts of this monograph.

If one turns to the south-eastern side of the Mlabri area the closest 
non-Khmuic languages of the M-K family are the Katuic ones. As men
tioned already in Part 1,1 unfortunately did not have access to the recent 
Katuic etymological dictionary (Pejros 1996a) so I had to use sources 
with a more fragmentary coverage. Searching for cognates in the West- 
Katuic language Kui (Sriwises 1978) I did find some but not an impres
sive amount (a few have been cited in this monograph). As for East- 
Katuic, the languages in question are spoken further to the east, inside 
Vietnam, so their geographical distance from the present Mlabri area is 
considerable. On the other hand, there is the advantage that Dorothy 
Thomas (1976) gives a list of 667 etyma each of which is attested in at 
least two out of three East-Katuic languages. Thus the list may also be 
fairly representative of the general Katuic lexicon. The languages are 
Brôu (data from Mrs. John Miller), Pacöh (data from Mr. and Mrs. 
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Richard Watson), and Katu (data from Judith Wallace and Nancy 
Costello; I have otherwise been using the dictionary of the last-men
tioned scholar).

By cursory inspection of the East-Katuic list (as with the Waic data), 
I found fifty entries that have Mlabri cognates that are familiar to me, 
i.e. roughly half the number of etyma on the Proto-Waic list that are 
shared with Mlabri (note that the Waic and East-Katuic lists are of com
parable size, the latter actually being the largest, and that my approach 
was the same in both cases). The lexical closeness to East-Katuic is 
apparently considerably smaller than the lexical closeness to Waic. I 
therefore did not go into detail such as checking the provenance of the 
Mlabri words that have cognates on the East-Katuic list.

As for phonological similarity, my overall impression is that the 
words that are shared, occur in fairly similar basic shape across the 
Khmuic-Katuic divide, at least as far as the consonants are concerned, 
though some cognates are very deviant. I renounce on giving a list of 
the fifty cognates here because of difficulties in representing the vowel 
qualities of the different languages correctly (the PEK reconstructions 
do not always give a sufficient coverage of these word-forms from the 
perspective of Mlabri-Katuic or Khmuic-Katuic comparison).

My conclusion from the above is that there is a certain amount of lex
ical cognacy between Khmuic and Katuic, as one knows already, but 
there is no evidence of affinity between Mlabri in particular and Katuic. 
By comparison, the affinity of Mlabri to Waic, or more generally to 
Palaungic, becomes even more interesting.

The word for ‘cave’: evidence from a remote past? It is thought-pro
voking that although most Mlabri of the A- and B- groups refer to a 
house or lean-to as ge:y, the small group in Laos (speaking C-Mlabri) 
uses the word kr?urj, which basically means ‘cavity’ in Mlabri, to refer 
to any kind of dwelling or shelter or camp. This usage, which makes 
perfect sense if it referred originally to caves of some kind, is attested 
already in the earliest word list of Mlabri (Bernatzik 1938).

I would assume that the word that basically means ‘cave’ is the orig
inal Mlabri term for ‘native dwelling’, although the A- and B-varieties 
have extended the use of the word for ‘house’, ge:y, to refer to the lean- 
to as well.

The cave-word has an apparent counterpart in TinPrai, grog or vgrog, 
which means ‘hole; cavity’ (some speakers claim that there is a differ
ence in meaning between the two pronunciations, but I have a suspicion 
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that this difference is spurious). The voiced stop and the optional pre
nasalization in Tin show that some consonantal material was lost in the 
beginning of the word. Still, the Mlabri and Tin forms are difficult to 
reconcile in their phonological shapes. If one compares with other Tin 
words of similar structure the recent history of which can be recon
structed, Qgroij looks more like the opaque reflex of a deverbal noun 
formed by nasal infixation after an initial lingual stop. If that is what it 
is, it has nothing to do with the Mlabri word for ‘cavity; cave’. I do not 
know whether the Mlabri etymon exists in other Khmuic; Khmu and 
Phong have a loanword from Tai in the meaning of ‘cave’.

One must look at more distant languages to retrieve safe cognates of 
the Mlabri form. I have noticed that it is attested as far away as in Stieng 
(in southern Vietnam) in the form rhuy, in Jahai (on the Malayan Penin
sula) in the form gahuy, and in Monic in the reconstructed form *sruy  
(Diffloth 1984). There may have been different prefixes such as *k(r)(V)~  
and * s(r)~ on the same main syllable -uy. In the various sources the 
meaning is given as ‘hole’, ‘cavity’, etc.; in Jahai it means ‘cave’.

By a stretch of the imagination, the cave-metaphor could be seen as 
reflecting a former use of caves as shelters. The existence of prehistoric 
cave-dwellers is well-attested in Northern SEA, and local archeologists 
have in fact speculated (independently of the just-mentioned lexical 
usage) that the Mlabri might have a connection to the prehistoric 
Hoabinhian culture.

Is the old Mlabri lexicon all of Mon-Khmer origin?

No matter from what angle I approach the relationship of Mlabri to 
other languages I arrive at the conclusion that I can account for only a 
minority of its words. Close to half of the entire lexicon is made up of 
words that are vaguely of Mon-Khmer appearance but do not have spe
cific look-alikes that I know of.

Considering that there are considerable lexical differences among the 
three varieties of Mlabri there is every reason to assume that recent 
neologisms have played a great role in shaping the lexicon of this lan
guage. The same may have been true in earlier time. One would, how
ever, assume that there must be a sizeable residue of “original” words. It 
would take a very comprehensive search across Mon-Khmer languages 
to retrieve a substantial amount of additional M-K material, and then 
one must be aware of the danger of similarity by chance. After all, most 
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words in these languages are made up of one syllable of very simple 
structure so there are limitations on the combinatory possibilities which 
make chance similarities more likely to occur.

The next, and no less important, step is to look outside the Mon
Khmer language family, i.e. to include languages that belong to the 
Sino-Tibetan phylum. Such languages are nowadays spoken not too far 
from the present Mlabri area. If one looks at northernmost Laos, the 
language specimens (phonological introductions and short vocabu
laries) in Kingsada and Shintani (1999) comprise several languages 
classified as Lolo-Burmese: six languages of the “Phunoi” group, five 
languages of the Akha group, and a non-classified language Sida (Sila). 
In addition, there is one Sinitic language (Ho). West of the Mlabri area 
there is Akha and Lahu and Lisu (Lolo-Burmese), for example. Even 
Burmese presence around the Golden Triangle is of some age. Given 
the time depth, however, I have no clue as to how one could identify 
specific languages as being particularly likely to have been in ancient 
contact with Mlabri.

Moreover, there is so far no evidence for the extensive presence of 
non-Mon-Khmer, non-Tai lexicon in Mlabri. A cursory glance at some 
of the Lolo-Burmese languages in Kingsada and Shintani (1999) has 
not given me the impression that they can provide the key to vocabulary 
of unknown provenance in Mlabri (whereas their lexical relatedness to 
Burmese is very obvious), but then the questionnaire used in that survey 
comprised only a very limited and very basic vocabulary: concepts for 
which Mlabri has Mon-Khmer vocabulary.

Another way of approaching the issue was to look through Bradley’s 
(1979) glossary of 886 numbered entries (in fact some 900 entries in 
total) with reconstructed Proto-Loloish Vocabulary and attested reflexes 
for each gloss. Again, the result was singularly negative. The look
alikes (e.g. *tek^  ‘kick’ ~ Mlabri tek ‘hit’, g ok ‘that (near)’ ~ Mlabri gxh 
‘this; here’) are so conspicuously few that they might be due to chance 
similarity. Then Mlabri has a word ka:p for ‘duck’ that does not occur in 
Tin and Khmu and seems unusual in a wider M-K context but is similar 
to kap ‘duck’ in two of the Loloish languages of northernmost Laos, 
Phunoi and Bisu. That might be discarded as trivial similarity between 
onomatopoetic words, but there is in fact evidence for it being due to 
borrowing the opposite way, i.e. from Khmuic into those languages, 
since Khabit and Ksingmul side with Mlabri in having ka:p.

In order to possibly retrieve a significant amount of Loloish vocabu
lary in Mlabri one would have to perform a difficult search for special
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ized vocabulary, not only terms related to hunting, zoology and botany, 
and the like, but verbs in highly differentiated semantic fields such as 
posture, movement, hitting, cutting, etc. I am not in a position to pursue 
such studies.

Final remarks about lexicon. Hopefully, it is clear from the preceding 
sections that my whole approach to Mlabri lexicon is extremely tenta
tive as soon as the scope moves beyond Tin and Khmu. Firstly, one 
cannot draw conclusions about the absence of a word in a certain lan
guage or branch because one fails to retrieve it in the sources, although 
one is on somewhat safer ground if there is positive evidence that the 
language(s) in question use an unrelated synonym with seemingly the 
same semantic range. Secondly, the unfortunate conditions under which 
this monograph had to be completed prevented me from having much 
access to comparative data outside the field I am primarily working in.

I might have stopped the lexical exercises within the bonds of Khmuic, 
but I hope that my more or less carefully phrased suggestions about the 
wider scenario will be taken as suggestive or at least provocative.

The origin of Mlabri grammar

As shown in Part 2, the morphosyntax of Mlabri has a considerable 
number of peculiarities. These add up to giving Mlabri a profile which 
is quite different from that of Tin on the one hand, and from that of 
Khmu on the other. This has not influenced the placement of Mlabri as 
Khmuic in all modern reference works. Nothing was known about 
Mlabri grammar until rather recently and in addition, the classification 
of Northern Mon-Khmer languages has been based on lexical similari
ties not on grammar, as I understand it.

I shall now summarize the features that make Mlabri grammar inex
plicable in a Khmuic context.

Features affecting the canonical shape of wordforms
(1 ) all transparent pre- and infixation is accompanied by obligatory syl- 

labicity associated with the affix itself
(2) both in verbs and nouns there is an abundance of word-formation by 

means of reduplication
(3) there are numerous sesquisyllabic words in Mlabri; the majority of 

these are not morphologically transparent
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The word shapes created by these characteristics make Mlabri look like 
a full-fledged Mon-Khmer language. That does not, however, give 
Mlabri a Khmuic appearance. The abundance of obscure presyllables 
sets Mlabri off from its geographical neighbours. It contrast both with 
the fairly rich and transparent morphology of Khmu and with the near
absence of morphology and of sesquisyllabicity in Tin or Phong.

The strict constraint on sesquisyllabicity in derived word-forms sets 
Mlabri off from much other M-K as well. If one looks at the two most 
common nominalization affixes, -r- and -pi-, it makes sense to consider 
syllabicity a phonemic property of the affixes, as indicated by the tran
scriptions, since that readily accounts for their distribution. If MlaB 
gla? ‘speak’ is nominalized one gets grid? ‘conversation' but if MlaB 
pe:lh ‘sweep’ is nominalized one gets ppie:lh ‘broom’ (not *pre:l h since 
that is ill-formed as a Mlabri nominalization). In any case, the crucial 
characteristic of infixation in Mlabri is that it regularly creates minimal 
phonological contrasts between non-derived and derived words, e.g. 
wordforms beginning in gnv- (underived) versus gpw- (derived).

Although four morphological processes are operative in Mlabri: pre
fixation, infixation, reduplication and compounding, these do not 
account for the abundance of sesquisyllabic (or disyllabic) word-forms. 
Most of these do not lend themselves to a morphological analysis in 
terms of any of the four morphological processes.

It would be a reasonable expectation that some of the presyllables in 
this large residue of sesquisyllables had identifiable ranges of meaning, 
i.e. that they functioned as quasi-morphemes signalling that the words 
carrying them belonged to a particular semantic area. I have not been 
able to establish revealing generalizations of that kind so far, however. 
The vast majority of sesquisyllabic wordforms (e.g. in kl-, çg-, rm- and 
numerous others of similar kind) defy morphological decomposition; 
they simply have that structure as lexical items.

This suggests that the abundance of sesquisyllabicity and its (mor
phological) origins must be a very old feature of the language. Some of 
the presyllables that are now semantically and morphologically non
transparent may have had well-defined meanings but if so, these mean
ings are long since lost (one would probably have to perform wide- 
embracing comparisons along the lines of Daladier 2002 and Anderson 
2006 in order to posit reconstructed meanings of some persuasive 
force). That the word-forms themselves have been preserved faithfully 
is not due to morphological conservatism but to phonological conser
vatism.
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Affixes and particles
(4) The only general prefix is causative pa ~ ba (by comparison, Khmu 

has several prefixes; Tin has no productive prefixes left)

This prefix is conspicuous by containing an obligatory full vowel 
(which is not the case in the neighbouring M-K languages for which I 
have data) and by having voicing dissimilation between the onset of the 
prefix and the onset of the main syllable (which is not the case in sur
rounding languages either).

(5) There is only one morphologically functional infix, a nominalizing 
infix with three alternants -r-, -«-, -rn-

Again, Mlabri differs from the surrounding M-K languages I know of.

(6) Mlabri has more or less clear patterns involving suffixal -h, -? and 
-t in the pronominal system

The suffix -t has a possessive meaning, making Mlabri stand out as a 
language with possessive pronouns; as for the other suffixes, the exact 
meaning is obscure.

(7) Mlabri has a Definite Article (most likely as a consequence of the 
emergence of possessive pronouns)

This is makes for the encoding of referentiality in a manner which to 
my knowledge is unusual in a Northern M-K context.

(8) Mlabri has a particle di used to encode possession: POSSESSOR + 
di + POSSESSUM, the possessor having the same possibility of 
explicit referentiality as nouns headed by the definite article

I do not know that this syntactic device exists elsewhere in Northern 
Mon-Khmer.

(9) There is a tendency toward systematic exploitation of the vowels a 
and /' in prefixes and particles

As for the vowel a, it occurs in the morphemes that are most salient in 
verb morphology and syntax at the single-verb level: causative pa ~ ba 
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and perfective a, ma, ta, tama. As for the vowel i, it occurs in particles 
that connect clauses or predicates: z, di, ni. This exploitation of the 
vowels within rather well-defined categories is hardly accidental; I 
know of no parallels in Khmuic but something vaguely similar has been 
reported for Palaungic.

Conclusion about morphosyntax. As a sweeping conclusion from the 
above 1 would say that morphology and syntax point in the same direc
tion as the non-Tinic part of Mlabri lexicon: if Early Mlabri was at all 
Khmuic it must have constituted a separate branch, but the basis for 
arguing in favour of that classification is slim. It is worth considering 
that Mlabri may be the remnant of a separate branch of Northern Mon
Khmer although it has been influenced by Khmuic.

General conclusions based on 
linguistic evidence (I-II)

(I) Tinic, Khmuic and deeper layers in Mlabri

The irregular vowel offsets between Mlabri and Tin that were discussed 
extensively in Part 3, can be seen in a radically different light if one 
assumes that Mlabri before the Tinic connection was a Northern Mon
Khmer or even Khmuic language forming a separate branch. In that 
case there would be a substantial number of etyma occurring both in 
Early Mlabri and in Proto-Tinic. If a new ethnic group was founded by 
a combination of speakers of early Mlabri and Proto-Tinic it could well 
create a clash between the forms occurring in one and the other lan
guage. One thing that strikes the observer when comparing different 
Khmuic languages is how much and seemingly unpredictably they 
differ on the vowels in individual words. This is not just a problem to do 
with the relationship between Mlabri and Tin; it is all over this branch 
of Northern Mon-Khmer.

It is interesting to envisage the social situation shortly after the 
founder event assumed by the biologists (Oota et al. 2005), with chil
dren being raised hearing words pronounced in two different though 
related languages. All evidence suggests that Mlabri is a conservative 
language in terms of its phonology; Tin, on the other hand, must have 
undergone various changes already in the interval from Khmuic to 
Proto-Tinic. Thus in the Mlabri-Tin symbiosis there might be a compe
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tition between two norms, possibly with the result that some wordforms 
survived with Mlabri vocalism, others with Tin vocalism.

This is consistent with the finding that the vowel offsets are not 
chaotic but mostly minimal differences. To recapitulate, it is typically 
so that pronunciations in contemporary Mlabri and Tin differ by only 
one step of aperture or by another, phonologically binary, articulatory 
feature (front-back, less often rounding). This is exactly the kind of 
variation over pronunciation one finds in languages which for one or 
another reason have coexisting and competing norms.

There is, however, another explanation of some of the offsets 
between Mlabri and Tin forms in the shared vocabulary, namely that Tin 
underwent changes after Tinic time, some of these changes happening 
already while Tin was still essentially one unit, before the bifurcation 
into Mai and Prai. That explanation is fully confirmed by the vowel 
shifts in Tin that were identified in Part 3. On the other hand it does not 
account for some other offsets between Mlabri and Tin.

Methodologically, this leaves the researcher in an impossible situa
tion: one is faced with an equation which cannot be solved because 
there are too many variables. There is a scenario of vowel shifts in 
Proto-Tinic, a scenario of competing norms in the language resulting 
from the founder event, and a scenario of vowel shifts in later Tin. All of 
this predates the chronological period treated in Filbeck’s historical 
study of Tin (1978), his reconstruction of Proto-Tin being essentially a 
common denominator for the two branches of Modern Tin. When it 
comes to the chronological period before that, the degree of progress in 
the understanding of Mlabri and Tin language history depends on the 
degree to which well-defined sound-laws can be spotted in the vowel 
correspondences and shown to have operated in Tin after the Tinic 
period.

In any case, the hypothetical scenario of Mlabri-Tin confrontation 
sketched above would suggest some mutual intelligibility between the 
two “ancestors” of present-day Mlabri. That might be the case even if 
some of the shared words differed in more awkward ways, as exempli
fied in Table 4-2 above.

The words listed in Table 4-2 show offsets in the consonants as well. 
They do not present any clear picture since the instances of this in the 
material under consideration are too few, so it is difficult to draw safe 
conclusions from them. Some of the discrepancies are, however, of such 
a nature that it is tempting to assume that they go back to very early 
Tinic. If so, Mlabri did not get these words from Tinic but had them inde- 
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pendently. That would make sense if Early Mlabri constituted a separate 
branch of Khrnuic, as against the Tinic or perhaps Phongic branch.

(II) What happened to Tin?

The Tin villagers probably formed a small group leading a very isolated 
life for a long time in a rather small area filled with high mountains 
speckled by their villages. They may not have been in much contact 
with outsiders until fairly recently; I do not know of solid evidence for 
old loanwords in Tin. More recently, they clearly got into closer contact 
with other local ethnic groups and with the lowlanders; there are 
numerous modern loanwords from Northern Thai or Lao in Tin. Again, 
that may have something to do with economy; in some of the poorest 
Tin villages they can still make a supplementary income by producing 
such cheap items as brooms and thatching.

At a fairly recent time, the Tin language split up into Mai and Prai 
dialects, suggesting that there were subgroups who settled apart from 
each other. That has led to hampered inter-communication between the 
subgroups and a gradual ethnic separation between them.

At some point before the bifurcation into Mai and Prai commenced, 
the pronunciation norm of the Proto-Tin language must have undergone 
considerable changes. A possible reason is a mixing of norms. That 
could happen if the ethnic Tin fused with another ethnic group speaking 
a very closely related language or perhaps just a very aberrant and now 
lost, early dialect of Tin.

Nothing is known about the extent to which small Khrnuic languages 
of the area have vanished before our time, and we do not know the orig
inal ethnonym or ethnonyms of the Tin; the Mlabri call them greh, 
which would be *kreh  in contemporary Tin if it existed. Maybe that 
term denoted a distinct subgroup. In any case, a disturbance of the pro
nunciation norm before or around the splitting into Mai and Prai could 
account for some of the strange vowel mismatches which we can now 
observe between the Mlabri and Tin pronunciations of shared words.

A hypothetical historical scenario

The apparently mixed character of the Mlabri language even before the 
Tinic era is suggestive of old, extensive bilingualism involving a 
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Northern Mon-Khmer language and one or more languages belonging 
somewhere in the Sino-Tibetan phylum (I deliberately keep the defini
tion so vague rather than talking about Tibeto-Burman, since one of the 
most pervasive features of Mlabri syntax, the use of di, is Sinitic). Such 
a connection outside Mon-Khmer cannot so far be proven in the general 
lexicon of “content words”.

In spite of lack of evidence it makes sense now to sketch a fairly 
plausible history of the Mia Bri and their language. Let us assume that 
more than a millennium ago there was a fairly numerous and active 
ethnic group, the ancestors of the Mia Bri (on the male side), who lived 
partly by fouraging in the forest, partly by activities in the open land 
such as trade of meat, wax, etc. for other goods. They would have to be 
at least bilingual; many, at least among the grown-up men, would be 
trilingual. The relevant languages in northernmost Southeast Asia 
would belong to Sino-Tibetan and to Mon-Khmer. There might even be 
intermarriages across ethnic and cultural barriers. The eventual out
come was a language whose lexicon was of general Mon-Khmer 
appearance, whereas its syntax on some points resembled Sino-Tibetan.

If several Mlabri words had by now been identified as Sino-Tibetan 1 
would consider the hypothesis that the language of the ethnic group 
originally belonged to that phylum, and that in a certain time period 
there happened a massive replacement of the original lexicon by Mon
Khmer lexicon. That would have happened because the ethnic group 
had come to live in a Mon-Khmer speaking environment, with even the 
local peer language or the lingua franca belonging to that family. In 
short, the hypothetical scenario would be that of an ethnic group 
speaking Mon-Khmer on a non-Mon-Khmer substratum.

The problem with this assumption, apart from the lack of lexical evi
dence so far, is that the tangible evidence for a Sino-Tibetan substratum 
would be syntax. Preservation of syntax while the lexicon is gradually 
replaced is not what one expects to happen in situations of language 
shift. That is normally a wholesale thing happening after the native lan
guage has lost more and more domains of use.

The situation may have been different, however. The alien features of 
Mlabri syntax may represent an adstratunr, such diffusion of syntactic 
phenomena across language barriers is well-known from areas with a 
so-called “Sprachbund”. Assuming that the “original” mother-tongue of 
the Mia Bri was a Mon-Khmer language, the impact from Sino-Tibetan 
might be due to extensive use of another language for communication 
outside the domestic environment, i.e. extensive bilingualism. Again, 
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however, one would expect lexical not just syntactic impact. There may 
have been a strong social bond within the group which was instrumental 
in the preservation of native vocabulary without mixing it up exten
sively with the extraneous vocabulary.

The conclusion is that Early Mlabri was a Northern Mon-Khmer lan
guage, possibly constituting a branch of its own but with lexical and 
morphological affinities to Palaungic; it seems to have had some syn
tactic affinity to Sino-Tibetan.

Later, the Mia Bri experienced another early encounter with out
siders: Tai-speaking newcomers to the area. They continued their 
external contacts including barter trade, and that readily explains the 
presence of such words as be:ij ‘costly’ in Ancient Thai form in Mlabri.

Eventually, the Mia Bri must have been considered an unwanted sec
tion of the population. Maybe the number of individuals roaming the 
northern Thailand-Laos border area was indeed decimated by the 
Northern Thais, as suggested by a Mia Bri myth, and a few survivors 
took refuge in the deep forest. That was where they encountered a few 
ethnic Tin, including one or at most two girls according to the biolo
gists’ findings (as said earlier, the Tin myth suggests that there was just 
one girl and also a boy).

These few individuals then founded the ethnic group anew, with the 
result that the language had a lexical influx of Tin words, mostly 
belonging to domestic vocabulary rather than being related to hunting. 
There was no perceptible influence on Mlabri grammar; it was taken 
over wholesale from Early Mlabri.

In the first centuries after that the Mia Bri population grew to more 
or less its present size but they stuck to a minimum subsistence as 
hunter-gatherers, perhaps because the collective memory of previous 
near-eradication transformed into a constant fear of outsiders, particular 
of lowlanders (a fear put into system by developing a belief into the 
spirits strictly banning interaction with outsiders).

For centuries, probably, there has been intermittent interaction with 
highlanders living in villages such as the Khmu and in particular the 
Tin; in some places also Tai villagers choosing high slopes for their 
farming. That has left its stamp in the form of recent loanwords, in par
ticular from the common lingua franca, which was Lao or Northern 
Thai depending on the location. In terms of material culture that has 
stimulated the development of high skills in producing such things as 
baskets and mats made of plant fibres and weeds. Locally, the Mia Bri 
were renowned for such handicrafts which they exchanged for goods.
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The present contact with the Hmong and the Mien, on the contrary, is 
quite recent and has not affected the indigenous culture and language. 
The interest of those ethnic groups in the Mia Bri has been to have 
access to a cheap labour force in clearing the mountain slopes for agri
cultural use.

The historical progression in the account above is admittedly specu
lative but to the best of my conviction not implausible. It accounts for 
all the linguistic observations and for the myths as well, both those of 
the Mia Bri and those of the Tin. It suggests that the hunter-gatherer 
lifestyle of the Mlabri was a means of survival, and that is consistent 
with the finding that their material culture is on the one hand minimal- 
istic and on the other hand characterized by tools and techniques that 
are used also by other locals if they camp in nature or go hunting.

Future areas of study: 
specialized lexicon and spiritual culture

One of the challenges for future historical and comparative study of 
Mlabri is to look at the specific hunter-gatherer terminology and find a 
way to assess its age in the language. It is a particularly interesting 
question to what extent names of wild animal species are ancient and to 
what extent they are on the contrary recent innovations coined in order 
to avoid mentioning the game by its proper names. I have recorded a 
fairly small number of animal names which seem to be associated with 
hunting and have synonyms used in domestic life, but I have not been 
able to determine the extent or age of such practices.

Another challenge is to look at the spiritual culture of the Mia Bri: 
their rituals, myths, epic singing, and general narrative tradition. Much 
of that has now been preserved in audio or video recorded form, but it is 
a huge task to process the texts, which are often difficult to understand 
and translate. Just scratching the surface of that material gives one the 
impression that the Mia Bri have a distinctive spiritual culture of their 
own. Still, the vocabulary of ritual texts is sometimes strangely infected 
by words that are hardly old in Mlabri. This is true of the very first sen
tence used in invocation of one’s own personal spirit: kmk hma:l miu:, 
literally something like: ‘call spirit return’. The first word is a Lao word 
shared with Kui but not otherwise used in Mlabri; in MlaB it is invari
ably spoken in a (subdued) falsetto voice, apparently imitiating a call. 
The third word is likewise a Lao word; in MlaC it is used in daily 
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speech as the word for ‘return (home); go home’ whereas all other 
Mlabri say vm/ (in MlaB also brand'1) in that general meaning. Another 
example is the elaborated MlaA expression gvnjak gulgut wxik gulgut 
na:m, literally ‘don’t go spring water spring water’, a warning against 
the dangerous place where a well springs. Here, wx:k is the Mlabri word 
for ‘water’, and na:m is its Tai equivalent, which is not otherwise used.

The basic cosmology and some rituals are shared by all three Mia Bri 
groups but I have no indication so far that the general narrative tradition 
is shared. Fairy-tales in the A-group seem to be fairly short and deal 
with concrete events. The fairy-tales in the B-group, which all belong to 
the repertory of one (now deceased) man, are on the contrary long and 
eventful and more or less phantastic or grotesque (I have retrieved no 
such material from the C-group). It is not my impression from talking to 
people with familiarity with Khmu and Tin narratives that there is any 
particular similarity.

The Mia Bri may have brought their spiritual tradition with them 
from elsewhere; e.g. their myths about cataclysms and resurrection of 
life on earth through the intervention of a cultural hero are too specific 
for it to be likely that it evolved over a short period of time. Maybe we 
shall never know their origin.



Appendix I:
Mlabri words containing the vowel /a/

This list contains all the Mlabri words with short or long a [a, a:] that I 
have retrieved in three varieties of Mlabri. There are 154 entries.

Loanwords from Tai are included; the occurrence of the vowel a in a 
few loanwords in which one expects *a  is in itself interesting.

The order of arrangement is according to the final consonant. Under 
each final, words are listed according the first consonant of their main 
syllable, then according to presyllabic material, and finally according to 
consonantal material after the first consonant of the main syllable.

It will be seen that the vowel a occurs before all possible finals in 
Mlabri (before -j only long a: occurs in the data, however). As for 
onsets, the vowel occurs after all oral obstruents whereas there are some 
accidental holes in the occurrence after sonorants.

Occasionally, the vowel a varies with a(:)\ this is true of the MlaC 
word trAl below which is the same etymon as trail ‘bright’ in MlaA 
(i.e., the MlaC entry means ‘(I) look (and it is) not bright’).

The coverage is limited to occurrences of the vowel a(/) as a syllable 
nucleus by itself. Diphthongs containing a vowel of this phonetic qual
ity (i.e. Za, Za/, ua, ua:) are disregarded because the vowel has a quite 
different status and a different history as a component of those 
diphthongs. The MlaC word pabjAic below is marginal in this respect 
since it would be pabiAic in some other Mlabri; the word jjAl also 
occurs in the pronunciationy ZaZ.

hmA- MlaAB: component of kinship terms 
jia: MlaA(C) ‘which?’

thAp ‘roast; bake’ 
pAp MlaB ‘break’ 
pA:p MlaC ‘rest; relax’ 
takAp MlaC ‘weave’ 
çikAp MlaC ‘weave a Lao emblem’ 
krAp MlaAC ‘(for an insect to) bite’ 
grAp MlaA ‘cut off (in a biting manner)’ 
jiipjiApljiiupjiAp MlaAC ‘scissors’
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gnrAp MlaA ‘scissors’
L\p ‘put’

thAt MlaC in cuAk thAt ‘dig deeply’
CAt MlaBC ‘crouch; nest’ 
bxt MlaABC ‘scoop up’ 
jAt MlaB ‘while’ 
hnjAt ‘for the rain to stop’ 
rmçAt MlaB in rmçAt toc ‘pick up’ 
waZ ‘tie; bind around’ 
tunwAt/tnwAt ‘lashing’ 
kuit?WAt MlaC ‘bamboo species’

thAC MlaB ‘flesh; pulp’ 
pabjA:c MlaC ‘cook until it is soft’ 
mAC ‘see; know’ 
mAC MlaA: a personal name 
hmAC MlaC ‘sticky; sticky rice’ 
rAC MlaB ‘bird species’ 
ruicrAC MlaB ‘sift; sickle down’

pAk MlaB ‘be on a hilltop’ 
gmpAk MlaB ‘perform a string ritual’ 
plAk MlaAB ‘hiccough’ 
tAk MlaBC ‘put in resting position’ 
Za/£ MlaB ‘pour’ 
jrA:k MlaB ‘drink; water’ 
mA:k MlaB ‘be happy’ 
jirAk MlaB in expression about teasing 
jirA:k MlaB ‘complete a trajectory’ 
tharAk MlaA ‘slide downhill’ 
jAk MlaAB ‘thus; like this’ 
ruik?jAk MlaC ‘(sit) on one’s heels’

tiu?tA? MlaA ‘open mountain slope’ 
era? MlaA ‘bird sp.: great hornbill’ 
dr a:? MlaA ‘belch’ 
digA? MlaA ‘over there’ 
gugwA? ‘down there’ 
mA? MlaB in mA? Ie? ‘malleolus(?)’ 
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mA? MlaA in liu? mA? ‘delirious’ 
mA:? ‘creeper (vine) species; python’ 
ßA? ‘that one; there’ 
dmßA? MlaB ‘(to) that place’ 
gmßAi? MlaA ‘chew’
ImßA? MlaC ‘just over there’ 
ça? in grok ça? MlaB ‘the core family’ 
^aPMlaA: postnominal expressive 
ça:? Mia B ‘that’s it!’; ‘that’s it??’ 
jA? MlaA: component of kinship terms

rmpAm MlaC ‘butterfly’
plAm ‘lump of bees’ wax’
tAm MlaBC in mak tAm ‘button’
dAm ‘brain’
dAm MlaAB ‘continuously’
ÇAm ‘stumble’
ÇAm MlaA ‘again’ 
kAmAm MlaC ‘dumb; cannot speak’ 
hnAm ‘long time; a year’ 
thalAm MlaB ‘clench one’s fists’

phjAn (sic!) MlaA ‘friend’
6au MlaA ‘thick (layer)’ 
ßAn (B alsojL?«) MlaBC ‘because’ 

hmAn MlaC: kinship term

tAß MlaAC ‘speak’
kotAß MlaA ‘however’
CAß ‘tooth; sharp edge’
prgAß ‘whet (a knife); polish’
tmnAß MlaAC ‘talking’

pjAij MlaC ‘size’ (cf.ya/;) 
tgtAij MlaB ‘ant species’ 
kwAg MlaBC ‘something round’ (cf. klwArj) 
jAy MlaA ‘sift by shaking’ 
ßAy MlaC ‘safely at home’

hmAy MlaA ‘pouring blood; a bleeding’ 
jnrArj MlaA ‘house pole; tripod’ 
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dg rag MlaB ‘house pole’ 
krwarj MlaB in krwarj jiu:t ‘elastic band’ 
klway MlaAB ‘something round’ (cf. £wi/y) 
jag MlaC ‘size’ (cf. pjarj) 
ja(:)g MlaA injak jag ‘go to the market’

r?ah MlaB ‘soon’
crah MlaC ‘clear one’s throat’ 
takah MlaB ‘over there, far away’ 
çikah MlaC ‘up there(?)’ 
lakah MlaB ‘up there (in the air)’ 
blah MlaAC ‘split wood, v’ 
jrah MlaB ‘clear the throat’ (cf.yaraÄ) 
gah ‘this one; here’ 
thugah/thiugah MlaA ‘up/down to here’ 
tagah/tugah MlaAC ‘over there’ 
dagah MlaAC ‘around here’ 
hggah MlaC ‘this; that’ 
çugwah MlaAC ‘down on the other side’ 

jza/z MlaA ‘there’ 
jarah (also: jarah) MlaA ‘cough’ (cf.jrah)

par ‘fly, v’
tar MlaAC ‘down(wards)’
car ‘fruit species’ 
kar-ker MlaB in/ra: kar-ker ‘very skinny’ 
Zmvtr term for non-Mlabri ethnic groups 
bar MlaB: ki? a bar ‘full moon’ 
bar (~ br-) ‘property of - ’ 
trbar MlaC ‘cigarette’ 
jar MlaBC ‘fly through the air’ 
6ar MlaC ‘size’
çar MlaBC ‘stand upright; rise’ (cf. jar) 
mair ‘crawl; creep’ 
hnar MlaB ‘wing’ 
/a/r ‘swallow, v’ 
tawar MlaC ‘tortoise species’ 
jar ‘rise up; stand up’ (cf. çar) 
jar in het jar MlaA ‘mushroom species’ 
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dmpAÏ MlaB ‘tree species’ 
dmpxl MlaB ‘soldier’ 
M.Z MlaB ‘let something slide along’ 
griïd MlaAB ‘upper arm (A), elbow (B)’ 
^/Za/MlaC ‘elbow; heel’ 
tr\l MlaC in dry met trxl ‘cannot see’ 
çrksl MlaB ‘for water to be muddy’ 
tZi/ ‘flat end’ 
jjxl ‘dusk’ 
w/ MlaAB ‘return to home base’ 
khA?jAl MlaA ‘stamp with the feet’ 

pl\lh MlaAB ‘flick (away)’ 
caI1' MlaBC ‘go off for a purpose’ 
kslh MlaB ‘fall apart’ 
dtukA.lh MlaBC ‘sneeze’ 
Ja/z'MlaB ‘matured’ 
d\lh MlaBC ‘amount’ 
m\dh MlaBC ‘name; term’ 
trnAlh MlaAB ‘collar bone’ 
trrudh MlaB ‘house pole’ 
tlhnA.lh MlaC ‘oblique rafter in lean-to’ 
krlxlh MlaC: ‘crooked pin on crossbow’

MlaC ‘roast; bake’ (cf. thAp) 
pAW MlaC ‘blow at something’ 
pupAW MlaC ‘used up; all gone’ 
krAW ‘feel scared’ 
g aw in b(l)a:j g aw ‘big’ 
palAW MlaC ‘roll something’ 
jAw MlaB ‘like (this); because’ 

pA:j MlaB ‘edible bamboo shoots’ 
kujkwAj MlaB ‘wrap’ 
gnjAj MlaA in gnjAj ja:ji ‘chew’ 

jAjh MlaAC ‘delicious’ 
luijhgwAijh ‘(a branch) sticking up in the air’ 
gT/a/'MlaB ‘turn’



Appendix II: 
Transcribing Mlabri 

and other Mon-Khmer languages

The transcriptions in this monograph are in a broad version of the tran
scription system of the International Phonetic Association: the IPA 
notation. All transcriptions are in italics to make them stand out from 
ordinary text, also when I cite from sources that do not use italics for 
that purpose (the only potential problem with that is that the two “a”- 
qualities [a] and [a] come out the same way in my IPA italics font: cr, I 
have not found that that could cause any confusion since I nowhere cite 
forms with an /a/ that contrasts with /a/, or vice versa). Occasionally, 
more detailed phonetic notation is used, and then in ordinary type in 
square brackets.

In rendering forms from different Mon-Khmer languages I expose 
myself to criticism by subjecting different notational practices to stan
dardization. 1 use a broad phonetic notation and attempt to use it in uni
form manner in order for the quoted forms to be easy to compare pho
netically.

In transcribing consonants in Mlabri and Tin I use raised symbols to 
show concomitant articulatory features such as aspiration or partial 
devoicing (hn = nn, ph = ph,jh = jj, etc.). In my analysis, these count 
synchronically as single phonemes. As for all other M-K languages, 
however, I write full letters to represent pre-or postaspiration in order to 
avoid misrepresenting clusters as single phonemes. As for all other M- 
K languages, including Khmu, there are different ways of representing 
aspirated stops but I write them as ph, th, etc. because they count mor
phologically as clusters (in some languages, infixation can happen be
tween an intial stop and /h/, for example, which is not the case in Mlabri 
or Tin).

I mark the glottal narrowing or closure (“glottal catch”) before syl
lable-initial vowels by a raised symbol for glottal stop: ?V, also when 
citing forms from sources that put a full symbol before the vowel: /?V/. 
This is meant to be a hopefully acceptable compromise (in M-K sources 
one encounters a variety of usages: some use a full stop symbol: I7NI, 
others put no symbol in front of initial vowels: INI, and still others have 
a hyphen before a vowel in hiatus: /V’V/ but not elsewhere). I have felt 
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uncomfortable, however, with such transliteration if the source has 
sesquisyllabic wordforms of the structure /C?V(C)/, but I have chosen 
to render it as C?V(C) if the source otherwise renders word-initial 
vowels as /?V7 (if the opposite applies, such a form should be inter
preted as consisting of a presyllable /C?/ [C3?] plus a main syllable with 
an initial vowel /V(C)/, i.e. C?'V in my notation).

Final glottal stops are probably written with a full letter by all authors 
writing on M-K; some use /q/ for the glottal stop (I myself do that in my 
Mlabri romanization). In this monograph I use the notation ? through
out in final position, transliterating /q/ as ?. The sequence Vi? occurs in 
Mlabri; phonetically it is realized as a long vowel with laryngealization 
(much like the Danish stød on long vowels followed by a sonorant) but 
structurally it is a long vowel plus /?/.

The languages under consideration here have a distinction between 
what can be broadly defined as labial versus dental (alveolar) versus 
(alveolo)palatal versus velar. The most pervasive problem in transcrib
ing consonants in Mon-Khmer languages is the representation of the 
palatal series. There is no problem with the nasal; it is transcribed /ji/ or 
/n/ in the sources, and I generalize the symbol,/? in the forms I cite. The 
palatal glide and the corresponding stop are often rendered as /y/ vs. /j/; 
I normalize such transcriptions to j vs.j in accordance with IPA prac
tice.As for the voiced and unaspirated voiceless palatal stops, many 
authors make a point of stating that the point of articulation is alveolo- 
patal or palatoalveolar rather than palatal, and that they are affricates. 
At least for Mlabri I find that a broad transcription j, c is less confusing 
than the use of complex symbols which exaggerate the fricative compo
nent. As for aspirates and sibilants with a palatal component there is one 
such entity in Mlabri which I have here chosen to render as ç\ its pho
netic realizations range all the way from a retracted sibilant [s] to an 
alveolopalatal affricate, which some would render as [tçh] (in previous 
work 1 have rendered it as /ch/ because it can be seen as patterning with 
aspirated stops). Tin likewise has a variable affricate with a predomi
nant sibilant component which can vary from alveolar to alveolopalatal; 
since there is no contrast with a plain sibilant I render this phoneme as 
s. Occasionally I use the symbol ç because some speakers of the con
servative MalA dialect jointly insist that certain words have an alveolo
palatal, not an alveolar affricate in their speech (I do not know how to 
interpret that, however, since it does not seem to be consistent over the 
speech community; there is a need for much more lexical data on this 
particular dialect).
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In my Mlabri transcriptions, there are numerous instances of presyl
lables in which a sonorous consonant is marked as syllabic by means of 
a vertical stroke under the consonant symbol. Words given in that form 
have phonetic realizations with a more or less audible epenthetic (para
sitic) vowel before the sonorant consonant, so notations with a syllabi- 
city mark are in fact broad notations. The vocalic realizations are highly 
variable across the three varieties of Mlabri, and there are often individ
ual preferences or even idiosyncracies in the realizations. Some words 
have a full, non-predictable vowel in the first syllable if spoken dis
tinctly (at least in the pronunciation of some speakers) but it may reduce 
to a parasitic [3]-vowel in more casual speech. I have not found it prac
tical to render this mass of variation consistently here (in a forthcoming 
Mlabri dictionary I go into detail with vowel variation in presyllables). 
What is important from a comparative perspective is to indicate syllabi- 
city as such because it is distinctive in Mlabri.

This insistence on stating syllabicity is at variance with the practice 
of perhaps most scholars writing on Mon-Khmer languages, who in 
their broad notation represent word-forms with presyllables as if they 
were monosyllables with an initial cluster. There are often very good 
reasons for the latter usage, either because the syllabicity is predictable 
from the nature of the cluster or because there is variation between syl
labic and non-syllabic realizations in the language in question. Kui 
(Katuic), for example, has no rigid distinction between words with an 
initial cluster and sequisyllabic words, and there is variation over Kui 
dialects as to whether certain preconsonantal consonants are syllabic or 
not (Theraphan and Gainey in Sriwises 1978; ix and xxii-xxiii). In 
citing forms from languages other than Mlabri and Tin I use broad nota
tion if that is available in dictionaries and other reference works.

As for presyllables in Mlabri which do not contain a sonorant, I 
always transcribe them with a vowel after the initial, choosing the 
vowel quality that seems most widespread among speakers. Other lan
guages are transcribed in broad notation if that is given in the sources, 
although it occasionally leads to under-differentiation. For example, 
Suwilai Prensrirat in her Dictionary of Khmu in Laos (2002): 284 has 
two apparently homophonous entries skéipi and ské:pz with different 
meanings, but if one consults her fine phonetic notation they have 
vowels of different quality between the first two consonants: [sikeip] 
vs. [sake:p]. My position is that if experts on particular languages can 
live with such occasional under-differentiation in their broad notations, 
so can I when citing forms from those languages in order to throw light 
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on Mlabri-Tin comparisons. There is no single instance in the present 
monograph where the vowel quality of presyllables in other languages 
is crucial.

As for vowels in main syllables, the most important question is what 
happens in the front-back dimension and how to represent it in phonetic 
notation. In main syllables, Mon-Khmer languages have unrounded 
front vowels and rounded back vowels, and then there is a category “in 
between”. It is most customary to represent non-low vowels of the third 
series as unrounded central vowels: /i, o/, and some authors argue ex
plicitly that they are central. Some, however, represent the high vowel 
as back: /ui/, or that representation is extended to both vowels: /ui, y/. If 
there is a phoneme between [y/o] and [a] it is mostly rendered as /a/, 
which in 1PA means a back vowel but is often taken to mean a central 
vowel. Transcriptions of the Katuic language Brôu use the symbol /â/ to 
denote the vowel quality [a]; I transliterate it accordingly as a.

The unrounded, non-front vowel series in Mlabri is back not central, 
and thus I render it as tu, r, a. I also hear the high vowel in Tin as back 
[m], and I render it accordingly, whereas I am less certain about the 
non-high vowel: [y] or [a]. In this monograph I have chosen to render 
the latter vowel as a when transcribing Tin forms.

My main principle in transliterating word-forms from sources on 
other Mon-Khmer languages is to follow the conventions of the litera
ture I use as long as they are compatible with IPA-type phonetic nota
tion. Otherwise I transform the symbols into IPA, at the risk of intro
ducing phonetic inaccuracies (since I engage in detailed phonetic- 
phonological comparison only when it comes to the Mlabri-Tin connec
tion, that is hardly a serious problem). Khmu has a diphthong which 
some render as /ia/ others as /io/ or /tuo/; I use the notation /a. As for the 
unrounded, non-front vowels many authors writing on languages in 
Vietnam used “hooked u” and “hooked o”, which I transliterate as iu 
and r. In transcriptions of languages spoken in Vietnam one finds vowel 
aperture distinctions such as /ê/ versus /e/, /Ô/ versus /o/; I transliterate 
those into the IPA-counterparts e versus e, o versus □.

Vowel-length is very often rendered by doubling the vowel symbol; 
that notation is here transformed into use of the length mark (a: for 
laaT). In some transcription systems used for languages in Vietnam it is 
the short vowels that are marked (by a breve mark) and the long ones 
that are unmarked. Here, as well, a conversion into the IPA usage is 
made (a for /a/, a: for /a/). I cite some forms from Phong and from 
Palaung in which a distinction is likewise made between vowels with 
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and without the breve mark; if a main syllable ends in an unmarked 
vowel I permit myself to add a length mark (ka: for ka, etc.) so as to 
facilitate comparisons, whereas I leave the formulatic reconstructions 
of vowels in proto-languages as they are. Diacritic marks (breve, acute, 
etc.) used in transcriptions of Katuic languages with their rich vowel 
inventories are particularly complicated for outsiders (both aperture and 
vowel shortness are involved); I have tried to avoid citing such forms 
with diacritics.

Some Mon-Khmer languages have live voice quality contrasts (“reg
ister”), which may appear in notations as diacritics on vowels (e.g. 
grave accent); I have rarely had occasion to cite such forms and I then 
preserve the accent mark, with or without explanation. Then again some 
M-K languages are tonal. Tonal distinctions have no direct relevance to 
my study since there are generally reconstructions of pre-tonal stages 
available (I do not cite forms from Vietnamese). Khmu has tonal and 
non-tonal dialects; although the current research focusses much on 
tonal Khmu I consistently cite forms in the conservative, non-tonal type 
of Khmu (preserving of old differences in the voicing state of initial 
consonants), which are more easily compared with Mlabri and Tin 
forms.

In word-forms of more than one syllable stress falls predictably on 
the main syllable, i.e. the last syllable, all across Mon-Khmer. This is 
not indicated in the notation of such word-forms. Mlabri has a few 
words which some speakers tend to pronounce with high prominence 
on a non-final syllable, even on a presyllable with a syllabic consonant 
(e.g. kn in krtcfe:p ‘centipede’). This feature is disregarded in the present 
comparative work since I cannot make any useful generalizations about 
it.

I wish to round this section off by briefly mentioning that a variety of 
other conventions for transcribing Mlabri have been used or are now 
available.

In work from the 1980es both my deceased colleague Søren Egerod 
and I used a hybrid IPA-notation in which the vowels ui, t were ren
dered as ï, ë. In my more recent work on a comprehensive Mlabri dic
tionary I use a typographically easy but phonologically adequate roman
ization with symbols such as z’, ë, ä for central vowels, è, ö for low mid 
vowels, q for final glottal stop, and digraphs for some of the consonants. 
Syllabicity is marked consistently by placing a dot at all syllable boun
daries. Beside that romanization I have proposed a Thai-script based 
Mlabri orthography, which may or may not come into use.
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